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FOREWORD
This is the fifth year of publication for the Crocodile Prize
Anthology. It is something of a milestone because literary
endeavour in Papua New Guinea is not renowned for its
longevity.
It is worth noting that there has been no waning in the
quantity or quality of entries, or in the number of new
writers entering the competition – on the contrary. The
judges continue to be amazed at this impressive output.
Papua New Guinea is a place of creative ferment, and it
is satisfying that the Crocodile Prize Organisation –
through contests, mentoring, workshops and not least of all
publishing – is managing to give voice to this.
My impression is that there is a whole lot more out
there yet to be discovered and encouraged.
At the 2014 awards in Port Moresby, I mentioned my
enjoyment and honour at being part of the whole
endeavour. I particularly made the point that it had been a
wondrous journey of discovery and that I felt privileged to
have been involved. I know Keith Jackson shares this view.
I have also come to the realisation that Papua New
Guinea, a country of something more than seven million
people, is remarkably productive in terms of literary output.
Why this is so I’m not sure, but it is all the more
remarkable when considering the constraints it suffers.
One of the highlights of the past 12 months has been
the number of books published, one or two of which will
eventually occupy a permanent place in the Papua New
Guinean literary canon.
I have had a hand in some of them through Pukpuk
Publications. The advent of print-on-demand and low cost
publishing options, such as those provided by Amazon’s
CreateSpace have contributed greatly to this pleasing
development.
All of this bodes well for the future, but there have
vi
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been some disappointments. Perhaps the most frustrating
has been official disinterest in Papua New Guinea.
While the Prize has received support from Planning
Minister Charles Abel, Governor of Oro Province Gary
Juffa and and the Governor of Simbu Province, Noah
Kool, there has yet to be a major breakthrough in official
recognition and support for the project.
During the year we also saw the Australian High
Commission in Port Moresby withdraw its support for the
Prize. This came at a time when the Australian Government
seems intent upon demonstrating a meanness of spirit in its
attitude to foreign affairs in general.
This unfortunate development should not be construed
to reflect upon the sterling support provided by the
Commission in the past, most especially during Ian
Kemish’s tenure as High Commissioner. In some ways the
Commission’s withdrawal may not be a bad thing because it
has separated the prize from what some saw as an
unfortunate connection to a bygone colonial era.
That the void created by the Commission has been
enthusiastically embraced by our burgeoning band of Simbu
writers this year is an indication of where the competition
may be headed in future years as regional writing
associations develop.
It has been another intriguing year in Papua New
Guinean politics and this has provided much grist for our
writers. Along with the usual corruption and
mismanagement, the betel nut ban in Port Moresby and the
dodgy deal with Australia over asylum seekers in Manus
have been particularly noteworthy subjects of literary
scrutiny.
Papua New Guinea, like many countries in the region
big and small, is facing difficult economic times. That said,
it appears to be in a relatively good position to weather the
storm.
Politically, affairs have stabilised and real socioeconomic progress seems to be on the way. The future
looks rosy in a way that it hasn’t for a long time.
vii
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There is still much to debate, however, and writers are
not going to run out of material anytime soon. It is almost
impossible for writers in a developing country not to be
political and Papua New Guinea is no exception.
Politics and writing in Papua New Guinea are
inextricably entwined. There is much more to be written
and the Old Crocodile is ready.
This is the first year that the Crocodile Prize has offered
an award for illustrations and we were unsure what to
expect in terms of entries.
Also, because the anthology is a budget publication,
there are constraints on how any selected entries could be
included. We are unable to publish in colour, for instance,
and our pages are confined to a strict size.
On the other hand we reasoned that a good artist faced
with a simple black and white format should still be able to
demonstrate their talent regardless. After all, the category is
for illustration, not art per se.
Another assumption we made was that the category was
likely to be like the poetry category – we would get many
poor entries just as we get many poor poems, and that the
best illustrators would stand out, just as do the best poets.
There was a limited number of entries in this first year,
which is understandable. They will pick up in years to
come no doubt.
It is unlikely the Crocodile Prize literary contest, now in
its fifth year, would have got off the ground in 2011
without the support of then Australian High Commissioner
to Papua New Guinea, Ian Kemish.
At a time when the Prize required financial and material
support, and had no track record to point to, Mr Kemish
came to aid of what has been a fruitful initiative.
During their stay in PNG, Ian Kemish and his wife
Roxanne Martens were respected throughout the country
for their willingness to go out of their way to support
worthwhile endeavours.
Ms Martens threw her weight behind a number of
projects including Safe Motherhood Alliance of
viii
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PNG, the PNG Cancer Council and the Port Moresby
General Hospital Special Care Nursery.
And now she has generously provided sponsorship so
the Crocodile Prize can offer a special award for young
writers under the age of 21 at 1 January.
The Martens Award for Young Writers is valued at
K1,000.
Finally, you will notice that this years’ Anthology lacks
the bulk of the one in 2014.
The reason for this is not a lack of entries in the prize
but a desire to tighten the publishing criteria in terms of
quality. As such, this years’ Anthology truly represents the
cream of Papua New Guinean writers. In other words, the
bar has been lifted a notch.
Philip Fitzpatrick
Keith Jackson
September 2015
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THE AWARD WINNERS
The Government of Papua New Guinea Award for Short Stories
Hazel Kutkue
When Life Gets Tough in January
In this age of reality Hazel’s short story strikes a perfect chord. Her
sharp, bright and funny dialogue beautifully portrays what is a very
serious reality - the all too common plight of single women with
recalcitrant husbands trying to bring up children on their own in
modern Papua New Guinea. In this case it is the way “you mauswara
people so they pay your children’s school fees” that features. We get
a lot of short stories, poems and essays about the realities of life in
modern Papua New Guinea but many of them are depressingly
bathed in pathos and misery. It is a superior writer who can avoid
that trap and truly bring these issues to our attention in a forceful and
readable way and Hazel succeeds admirably.
The Kina Securities’ Award for Poetry
Philip Kaupa Gena
We Are Poets
Papua New Guinea is still developing its literary voice. This is a
persistent theme in many of the entries in the Crocodile Prize and
particularly so in poetry. Many poets are struggling with what actually
constitutes a good poem. A lot of would-be poets seem to think that
stringing prose together in an unstructured way is poetry. Well,
maybe it is or maybe it isn’t, but it’s a question worth pursuing and
this is what is appealing about Philip’s poem. In it he champions the
cause of the wordsmith and attempts to place poetry in an artisanal
niche rather than some arty-farty higher literary plane. In doing so,
however, he is mindful of the need for structure and cohesion. Like
the broader development of Papua New Guinean literature poetry is
slowly finding its voice. Philip’s poem is not perfect but it is well on
the way to that ideal and he continues a theme established by the
winner of last years’ award, Diddie Kunaman Jackson.
13
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The PNG Chamber of Mines & Petroleum Award for Essays
and Journalism
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo
The Shadows in My Eyes
Passion is becoming a rare commodity in our new real world. And
where it is expressed it often comes in a tempered, cheapened and
commodified form. We now have celebrities who are passionate
about the latest whiz-bang technology or dietary fad. This new reality
has run over into journalism where fear of litigation and a quest for
safe but sensational banality has taken over. These days you seldom
read an essay or journalistic piece that could be described as
impassioned. Passion seems to have retreated into the world of social
media but even there it is often clichéd, muddled and predictable. In
the social media world passion has been taken over the top. This is
particularly so in Papua New Guinea. It is very rare in both the
traditional media and the new social media to read anything that is
passionate, literate and balanced all at the same time. Busa’s essay,
however, has succeeded. It is a highly literate piece with a clear
message presented in a committed and passionate way.
The PNG Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture Award
Daniel Kumbon
From the German Doctor’s Idea a Great Project is Born
The title of this award is a little bit misleading. What it is primarily
intended to do is highlight writing that is related to travel and tourism
rather than a broader category that includes arts and culture. Being
able to write about travel and tourism is a real art. Some of the great
travel writers are legends in their own right. What these writers do is
present their subject in an entertaining, reflective and informative
narrative. An essential part of such writing is the 'back story’,
something that links what they are saying in a coherent and readable
way that will pique the reader’s curiosity and maybe make them want
to explore the place being written about themselves. Done otherwise
and a travel piece can sound just like an advertisement. Daniel has
done the former superbly and his article stands out from the more
14
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pedestrian entries in this category for this reason.
The Cleland Family Award for Heritage Writing
Konetero Ronnie Dotaona
Suau: The Sons of Seafarers
If you’ve read a lot of anthropology you will realise how dry and
boring objective accounts of customs and culture can be. Any
anthropological writer who attempts to lift such accounts out of this
academic miasma risks the disapprobation of their peers.
Anthropologists like Margaret Mead succeeded only because they
were good writers, as well as good anthropologists. Ironically, this is
also a danger for Papua New Guineans writing about their own
culture and heritage. What might be interesting to you or your clan
may leave other people cold. Making such accounts interesting to a
wide range of readers is a real challenge and very few of the entries in
this category succeed. Ronnie has succeeded however. He has taken a
traditional custom and history and imbued it with an inspirational
tone that tingles the blood. In doing so he has wisely chosen a subject
that strikes a chord in our collective memories. It is a coastal theme
but highlanders have a similar theme in their stories of expansion and
pioneering settlement. Capturing these themes makes those dry
anthropological accounts pale by comparison.
The Paga Hill Development Company Award for Writing for
Children
Joycelin Leahy
The Song of the Turtle
It is a well-known cliché that writing for children is one of the
hardest literary chores of all. Too often the temptation to be cute and
cuddly is overwhelming, just as is the temptation to pander to kid’s
propensity for the crude and shocking. Papua New Guinea has a long
tradition of storytelling for children and it forms an important part of
their development by presenting useful information, norms and ideas
in an entertaining way. These days we blame a lot of the ills of society
on what kids absorb from all sorts of media, especially film and
television, much of which originates overseas. In this sense good
15
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children’s literature in Papua New Guinea is very important as a
counter to this trend. At its best it should reflect Papua New Guinean
values and not play up to the trite commercialism that imported
children’s literature often displays. Joycelin has achieved this with her
children’s story.
The SP Brewery Award for Illustration
Emmanuel Landu
Coffee Tree
This is a new category and it has obvious limitations in the form that
it can be presented in a web based competition and for inclusion in
an anthology hampered by the need to keep publishing costs down.
If the competition was conducted in a traditional way with the works
displayed at full scale in a gallery it might be a different matter. In
that sense it has presented unique challenges for the entrants. To
their credit however they have met the challenge and presented a
thoughtful, albeit limited, set of entries. Of those entrants Emmanuel
has grasped the nettle very firmly and responded in a most innovative
way. He provided a number of entries and it was difficult to decide
which was best. In the end Coffee Tree, with its symbolism and fine
rendering provided a winner.
The Martens’ Award for Young Writers
Hazel Kutkue
Papa
Hazel has also won the short story prize, an achievement that is
surprising given her young age. Much of what has been said about
that entry applies to this entry. Again, she tackles a serious subject in
a manner that makes it immensely readable. This time the humour is
more wry and subdued but it conveys the angst of a rebellious
teenager faced with the traumas and peccadillos of their parents
perfectly.

16
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The Ok Tedi Mining Limited Book of the Year Award
Baka Barakove Bina
Man of Calibre
THERE are two men, one in his thirties and the other in his sixties.
They get drunk together and, as they have done so many times
before, begin to argue and then start fighting. The noise they make
on the road next to the village wakes everyone up and a crowd
gathers. The men say things they wouldn’t say if they were sober. As
the spectacle increases, the man bearing the brunt of their animosity
cracks and creeps out of his house and, to his own surprise, lays both
of them flat on their backs.
Come the dawn and the bruised and battered antagonists must face a
village moot and, to everyone’s surprise, a ‘killing of the fire’
ceremony. In this case, the aggrieved are neighbouring villages who
had always looked up to the subject village but feel seriously let down
by the antics of the two fighting men. The subsequent moot and fire
killing ceremony take up most of the novel, which is set over one
night and the morning of the following day. It is a clever literary
device that allows the author to range over and explore the rich
idiosyncrasies of a modern Eastern Highlands village.
When I reviewed Baka’s book for PNG Attitude I noted a similarity in
style to the famous Irish writer James Joyce, albeit enhanced by a
distinctly Papua New Guinean flavour. Joyce was famous for his
unique use of language and his modified steam-of-consciousness style
of narrative. Man of Calibre shares these attributes. Whether Baka was
aware of Joyce when he wrote his book I am unsure. If he wasn’t
then much credit goes to him for developing his style independently.
There is also a hint of the innovative language from the work of the
previous year’s winner, Leonard Fong Roka and, looking even further
back, in the work of Russell Soaba. In this sense Man of Calibre is a
worthy successor to what might now be called the beginning of a
truly Papua New Guinean school of literature. All literature is
derivative but this is an important book and I suspect that one day it
will be claimed as a Papua New Guinean classic.
18
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WHEN LIFE GETS TOUGH IN JANUARY
Hazel Kutkue
SOME people have it all; the parents with money, the car and many
other things. For people like me, you live a pretty good life, but with
not so much money.
Your mother is a working class lady and earns K1,000 a fortnight.
But there is no leftover money because she has seven children.
That’s not a bad thing, it’s just a little unfortunate when you have
to go to university and you also have six younger siblings who go to
school.
I am pretty fortunate because of genetics. Let’s leave it at that. I
was able to grab a place in university. I was offered a scholarship for
academic excellence and it all pretty much fell into place.
My mother, a single mum, married four times, received a small
loan to pay for my fees and the six younger siblings. My mother is
from West Sepik Province. My father from Madang Province.
I have a younger sister Adele who is 17 and a 14 year old brother
Dennis whose father was from Central Province. Eric my other 13
year old brother had a father from Manus. Dawn, 9, Kristy, 6, and
Howard, 3, had a father from Popondetta. We are a diverse bunch,
but love each other very much.
I studied science at the University of Papua New Guinea for one
year. I was hoping to get into the medical school. Well, I was not
hoping, I knew I was getting into medical school. I had dreamt of the
day that I would be a doctor since I was 7 years old.
It was my grandmother, maternal of course, who put it into my
head to be one. Well she is long dead now but for her sake I had
shouted into our toilet bowl that I was going to the medical school
when I got the news because her ashes from the cremation were
mistakenly sent down the toilet by my uncle.
I hope she heard me. Otherwise, I’ll have to scream every day
until she hears and croaks back from her watery grave.
I got news from my friend Evangeline that we were going into the
MB BS program. It was great news, but I was not surprised. I think
20
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my grandmother toyed around with my brain a bit when she died.
Well, I was happy. I screamed a bit. But my mother said I scream
a lot, which I do not think is true.
I danced a bit, quietly, but as always my mother said the house had
new cracks in the floor from the dancing. I think my mother
exaggerates a lot. But my younger sister Adele said the same thing.
My brother Dennis grunted in agreement.
The night I got the news, I sat on my bed and started texting my
friends going with me into the program. I also texted a boy who had
had a crush on me since high school. His name was Geoff. Geoff
told me we had to pay a fee of K6,984 to be a boarding student at
Taurama Medical School.
When I slowly walked out to the lounge room to inform my
mother, she was busy screaming into the phone at another dad or
step-dad, whichever it was at the moment.
“Oii, I said the school starts really soon!” Mum screamed,
referring to my 17 year old sister “Why can’t you send me a lousy
K650 for Adele’s school fees.”
I rolled my eyes. Every January, every year, I swear for miles
around you could hear Mum screaming down the phone at the four
dads.
A minute later, she was talking again.
“Denn needs school clothes man. Blari you ba lapun na kus-pundaun
na kam lo haus blo em behain em ba hard. Send money and you will
benefit.” This time she was really mad.
She screamed for a good 10 minutes. Then she lifted the phone
and flung it against the wall. Typical Mum. Then she turned to me.
“What’s going on, pal?” she asked smiling. It is hard to imagine
she had been screaming moments ago.
I put on my sweetest smile. I knew she could explode when I told
her about my tuition fees and board and lodging fees for medical
school. But I was determined she would not explode tonight.
“Mum, I kind of need to tell you something,” I started.
She cut me short.
“Are you pregnant because you know very well that when you are
pregnant you will move into the broom cupboard in the corridor,”
she said matter of factly.
I rolled my eyes.
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“I know, mom, you told me this morning and all the mornings of
my life I remember.
“If I was pregnant, I’d have moved already so I wouldn’t have to
tell you. You will know by what you see.
“But this is really important. The fees for my education are
K6,984.”
I said the last part of my speech as slowly as possible for Mum to
hear clearly. She burst out laughing.
“Oh Collin, giaman blo you winim size blo you. Please, stop this
gibberish and tell me the news. I need news, baby,” she said not
believing me and already I could see she was not paying attention to
me.
She was eyeing the dish of fried kaukau on the kitchen table and
rubbing her floppy stomach poking through a black top. I could hear
her stomach rumbling. It was a horrible sound. I knew strange
sounds never came from my stomach, they just came out another
place.
So I walked right up in front of her, so she was staring at my
stomach. I stuck the phone with the text message blipping on the
screen right under her left eye.
“Do you believe me now, Mum?” I said smiling my sweetest smile
again.
It was then she exploded. And she kept exploding for another
three hours until she choked on a piece of kaukau and went to bed.
We followed suit, but only after Adele, Dennis and I put on a
show imitating Mum when she exploded. Our younger siblings Eric,
Dawn, Kristy and Howard collapsed in fits of laughter, only to be
reprimanded by a hoarse voice coming from my Mum’s bedroom,
which did not sound like my mom at all. The piece of kaukau had
done a lot of damage.
The next day, my mother got ready for work. She was her old self.
She whistled and she screamed at us to get the chores done. We all
grumbled and clucked around like chickens.
Eric was planted in front of the TV watching the movies on
EMTV. Adele was yanking him by the hair to get up so she could
sweep the floor. Howard was hanging on Mum’s right leg as she
walked around dragging him on the floor. Dawn and Kristy were
fighting and Dennis was trying to stop them.
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Mum was mumbling under her breath about a miracle happening
and one of the dads deciding to cough up some funds. I knew that
would be impossible. Our dads were the ducky types. They ducked
and hid whenever we needed them. Full of the usual, empty
promises.
I never really cared about their existence. Mum called them ‘big
time losers’. She warned us not to do the same. But we did anyway
and called them losers when she was away at work. When a slip of
tongue occurred and she was around, she’d widen her eyes in
warning. Then she’d chuckle and say, ‘Good work guys’.
I knew my mum had a way of making things work out right. I
knew she’d get my school fees paid somehow. But I was not entirely
sure. I was hoping my rich uncle, the one who had dumped my
grandmother’s ashes in the sewer, might slide some cash to Mum.
That was what wantoks do in Papua New Guinea. I was also
counting on my CEO uncle, a third cousin of Mums. A bit of a
distant relative but still a wantok. I planned to spend the entire night
praying for my school fees. I announced it to Adele.
“Adele, I’m going to be praying for my school fees the whole
night so you and Kristy and Dawn have to sleep on the couches in
the lounge,” I told her.
“God never listens to people who go around calling their dads
losers,” Adele smirked.
“Well then, to make up for that I think I am going to pray for two
nights so you have to sleep in the lounge for two nights,” I said
matter-of-factly.
“Whatever,” Adele said lazily, and pushed me off the double bed
we shared.
“Hey!” I protested from the floor.
I guess she had a point, but I thought I could make up for that by
praying for two years.
That afternoon Mum came home smiling.
“Wad up Mum?” Dennis shouted from the veranda as she walked
towards us.
“I got good news, duck,” Mum said.
“You don’t call me duck, remember? Seriously Mum, do I look
like a duck?”
Dennis quacked from the veranda in his squeaky 14 year old
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voice.
“You sound like one” Dawn said.
Dennis scrunched his face and got ready to shout. We all blocked
our ears.
“I do not sound like a duck!” Dennis shouted. “And in a few years
when you have hips like Mum’s and grow breasts, you’ll look like a
duck.
Mum lifted a warning finger at Dennis and climbed the stairs.
Dawn shrugged and kept tying her underpants to the veranda rail.
I watched Mum. She was happy. I knew she had good news. Mum
waltzed with an imaginary man on the veranda. Then she pointed to
me.
“You have your full fees paid by Uncle CEO,” she beamed.
“What? That’s what I was planning to pray for!” I screeched.
“I didn’t know you prayed,” Mum eyed me.
“Hey, I needed the fees Mum, how could I not pray if that was the
last thing I could do.”
Did she not know that I always pray when I need something
badly? That was selfish but what else can you do? I think everyone
does that, well at least people I know. So that means a lot of Papua
New Guineans do that.
I looked at Mum sideways; I knew there was always a deal when it
was uncle CEO who paid.
“OK, don’t look at me that way. The deal is Dennis and Adele
and Eric have to clean the CEO’s bathroom and toilet every day after
school for 10 minutes each,” Mum said.
“Mum!” Dennis, Adele and Eric chorused. “He has dysentery
every day!”
I flashed my most evil grin at them and rose to hug Mum. They all
laughed. I rolled my eyes. They didn’t think it was evil at all. It was
like looking at a cross-eyed clown.
I was happy. I ran into the bathroom and shouted down the toilet
bowl.
I knew tomorrow would take care of itself. After all, I was in
Papua New Guinea. It’s the land of wantoks. It is where you pool
money to pay for bride price. It is where you pool money to
compensate people. It is where you mauswara people so they pay your
children’s school fees.
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It is where you get into deals that cause your 17 year old daughter
and your 14 and 13 year old sons to clean your third cousin’s toilet
for 10 minutes every day for a whole year. It is a fair enough world.

285 SHADES OF RED
Derrick Dusava
AAAH, screw it. It was four o’clock and I needed to be on campus
by six for the start of moots at the law school. But right now the joint
in Hubert’s hand seemed more appealing.
“Bro, you wanna hit?”
“Ok, just one and I’m out.”
“Where you going?”
“Uni.”
“What for? I thought you graduated last year”
“Dude, I dropped out last year….”
“How come?”
“I dunno, too much dope?”
And we both started giggling. Damn we must’ve looked a real
pair; him in his pinkish pin-striped Bank of Papua New Guinea
uniform (the guy was on probation but acted like he was the
governor)and me in my law student’s black and whites.
No one would suspect we were breaking the law. Soon my one
puff became two and then three and, before I knew it, we were
almost done and my best mate whom I’d known since high school
asked me if I had a kina to score another pack.
I knew that if I stayed any longer, I’d be too stoned to make any
sort of coherent legal argument at the Supreme Court of Just Us at
the University of Papua New Guinea. With that in mind, I gathered
what was left of my senses and bid my mate goodbye.
Ordinarily I had to jostle and rush to get a seat on a bus at this
time. What with all the workers from downtown crowding the bus
before it even reached Koki, but, as luck would have it, an empty bus
idle at the bus stop decided to start its afternoon shift.
I was the first on. I turned left and took the seat across from the
driver. Like many bus drivers, he had a beard. As the bus started to
fill up with passengers, he called to one of the many betel nut and
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cigarette vendors who seemed to be everywhere despite the ban on
nuts.
The driver started chewing and I noticed that each time he
opened his mouth he seemed to get most of the red stuff on his
beard.
I looked out of the window, studied the 285 shades of red on the
bitumen that any tourist could mistake for blood and, two betel nuts
and two cigarettes later, the bus was full and finally departed.
I fished out my phone, swiped my playlist until I found something
I felt like. Yes, yes, this should do, good old Rain Dance Maggie by the
Red Hot Chilli Peppers. Headphones on. World off.
By the time we got to Boroko, I was hoping I wouldn’t have to
rush for the Number 9 to Gerehu. Placing myself at the point where
the 9s came in from down the hospital road, I tried to appear cooler
than I really was because that really beautiful girl from environmental
science was also there with her friend.
No doubt we would all be going to the same place. Perhaps, even
on the same bus.
What to do?
Well first, cover the three metres between us and state the
obvious. “Hi, you guys going back to campus?” And as soon as they
replied, I answered, “Well obviously ” and rolled my eyes.
The girl from environmental science smiled. I smiled back, and
then at her friend. Then I realised I had nothing else to say.
Shit dude, you suck!
At that moment a bus turned the corner and stopped at an angle
so the girl from environmental science only had to step in. Naturally
she sat with her friend, towards the middle rows, so I made way to
the back right corner.
To this day I do not know if it was just bad luck or the PNG gods
way of testing my tolerance.
I had taken my seat and tried to make the most of it. Port
Moresby buses aren’t renowned for their upholstery and, if you’re
really fortunate, you get to sit on plywood where you can read badly
spelt graffiti.
There I was, headphones on and staring at the back of Miss
environmental sciences neck, willing her to feel damp between the
legs and give me her phone number. Then this big woman sat next to
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me. She smelt wrong. I put my head through the window and
watched Moresby roll by. Now I had Iron Maiden for company.
At the traffic lights where Waigani Drive meets Wards Road. I
sensed movement; big woman was rummaging in her hand bag for
something. I tried to pay no attention but, when she took it out, I
thought, ‘What the hell?’
Anyway, she broke open betel nut, lime and mustard and started
chewing like there was no tomorrow before lighting one of those
disgusting Pall Malls. It was like the universe had conspired to annoy
me and spoil my high. Her phone rang.
The high pitched conversation went gone something like this.
“Oh my god, Hi.”
“Blah blahblahblahblablah.”
“Honestly? I’m just fine”
“Blahblablablabla.”
Really? Aiya…….disla em best yaaaaa
“Blahblahblahblah..”
“Ok, I’m in the bus….love you byeeeeeeee.”
I looked out the window, the Vision City Mega Mall, tribute to
our lost rainforests, rolled by.
Dear Lord, how much longer must I endure this smell? I turned
up the volume on my mobile and was going to scroll to some
Metallica hoping Kirk Hammet’s guitars would make the body odour
fade to black …. and that’s when I saw it.
Right there, on my left sleeve. The sleeve of the white shirt I had
washed and ironed this morning. There was a red speck the size of a
teardrop. Like a scarlet accusation against my cleanliness. A big
extended middle finger saying, hahahahaha you will never stop me,
I’m everywhere. Your children will be late to school in my name.
I looked at big woman. She was still chewing, her cigarette had
dropped to the floor and any minute now she would try to lean
across me to spit. So I did what any self-respecting Papua New
Guinean would do. I pulled that window shut. Ignored her and
waited for the inevitable.
From such a big woman, it came with the lightest of taps.
“Bro excuse….”
“Huh……what.”
“Bro, I want to spit.”
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“Do you mind? I’m sitting here, and I’m not your Bro”.
So she turned to Tok Pisin.
“Raitman, plis mi laik spet.”
“Wissss, mi sidaun stap ya…yu gat manners tu o?”
She looked around for support, perhaps a relative to press her
cause. But no, so continued slightly irritated.
“Wisssssss, maski acting, yu wanem kain man ya”. She frowned and
reached across to open the window.
I pushed back her arm at the elbow and raised my voice.
“Oi!”
“Yu olsem wanem ya? Plis buai bagarapim mi ya.” I could see tears of
frustration gathering.
“Yu ken lukim ol man sidaun stap lo bus tu or? Em wanem? Buai market
blo yu lo kam spet nating nating? hul yu, daunim spet blo yu.”
She was sweating now, her lips trembled as she tried to stem the
red tide. She’d obviously swallowed some of the juice and I was
laughing inside….this was glorious.
We were at the Waigani traffic lights now and her discomfort was
absolute. The lights were red.
She pleaded with me to open the window and it was hilarious
because she was trying to beg with her mouth shut . I looked away
and said with a straight face, “Wait , bustop klostu nau, relax.”
The bus stopped at Waigani and she was up on her feet across to
the other side of the bus and an open window from where she let out
a torrent onto the pavement. Then she regained her composure and,
just before getting off the bus, turned around and stared at me for a
while as if I had just slapped her first born.
Then she disappeared outside the moment and became quickly
irrelevant. Because Miss environmental science had just turned
around and smiled at me.

THE STREET VENDOR
Johnson Makaen
MARIUS had his scrawny bum perched precariously on a rusty and
crumpled grease can.
His sight was fixed on a marked constabulary utility exiting the police
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station a block down the street.
The scene about him was one of dereliction and disarray. Just
beside the row of Asian tucker shops market waste from the previous
day was haphazardly strewn about.
A huge pile of damp cartons, old newspapers and discarded plastic
was smouldering, producing a voluminous amount of smoke in the
middle of the market’s car park.
The shallow concrete drain that ran along the side of the market
was clogged with rotting waste. An unyielding swarm of blue flies
flocked around a growing mountain of waste at the market’s rear.
The stink of putrefaction hung in the humid air. It was a typical
scene at Port Moresby’s notorious Gordons Market, a constant
irritant and eyesore for shoppers.
To Marius’ right, a scruffy man with loose pants was frantically
attempting to discourage a drunken pal from yelling obscenities
following a near-fight with a couple of market security guards.
Immediately opposite Marius, a dirt-smeared man with a bald
head was setting up a dartboard near the main bus stop. That there
was good chance of a stray dart hitting a passer-by didn’t seem to
enter the man’s mind. It was business as usual.
Marius glanced around and caught sight of his partner trudging up
the steps through the market gate. He headed straight towards Marius
without breaking stride.
Firmly clutched in left hand was a coloured plastic bag. As he
approached, Marius drew a New Age Woman magazine from his back
pocket and held it over his clean shaven head to shield it from the
blistering sun.
Marius had been barely 14 when he’d quit school to head to Port
Moresby with an uncle. He had been taken in as a child when his lone
parent remarried.
He’d heard of the bright city lights and figured life would be easy.
A few months later his uncle was in Bomana jail following a failed
attempt to rob a shop. Marius was left to fend for himself.
“Lino said if we manage to sell all four packets today, the
commission will be enough to get us a case of Ice Beer this evening,”
Orim announced with a wide grin.
“Sounds easy talking, but I can’t go around with four packets of
an illicit substance,” Marius responded anxiously. “If I get caught
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with all of this I’ll land in jail.”
Marius peered at the contents of the plastic bag. There were five
packets and four of them contained 100 rolls of cannabis disguised as
cigarettes. Only one of the packets had real cigarettes to be used as a
decoy.
Marius was used to carrying just a single packet. Having to work
with four made him feel jumpy.
“Stop acting like a novice, Marius, you’ve done this for a year
without a problem,” Orim snapped in irritation.
“Yeah right, you’re talking with a cool head because you’re not
risking your skinny ass doing what I do. Your job is to just deliver
and disappear,” Marius bit back.
“Haven’t you noticed that market security has been suspicious
lately? I wouldn’t be surprised if the police have got wind of it. They
raided this area yesterday and made a point of searching me. By sheer
luck I’d already managed to sell the whole packet.”
“Marius you’re not obliged to do this, just say you want out and
I’ll ask Lino to find a replacement.”
Marius contemplated his dilemma and realised he needed the
money. Anyway, his growing number of clients were satisfied with
the service. Why would anyone bother to destroy the hand that so
steadily fed their addiction?
Last weekend, Lino had received three packets of densely packed
cannabis from the highlands. It had a street value of six grand. The
drugs had been loaded with vegetables and shipped to Port Moresby.
With a pair of tweezers he had carefully drawn out the thinly
shredded cigarette tobacco leaving the spongy filter. Then he had
gently refilled the hollow in the soft-paper roll with crispy, ground
cannabis topping it up with real tobacco.
Lino had carefully tailored his tinkering skills and it was not easy
to tell an intact, original cigarette from the tampered version.
The altered cigarettes with their cannabis contents appeared a little
creased around the edges but mostly gave the appearance of intact
cigarettes. They fetched three kina a piece.
Lino never sold his products directly but used other people to
accomplish the risky part of the job. Often, he would get Orim to
keep an eye on Marius from a distance to report if things got
suspicious. If Marius was caught, Lino had a fall back plan. He would
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either escape or destroy the evidence.
“OK,” Marius said looking at Orim. “You must understand that
we’re in this together.
“If I get caught, the cops will definitely come looking for the big
fish.”
Before Orim had a chance to respond, Marius dumped the
packets into his shoulder bag, stood up and briskly strode into the
growing crowd of bus passengers.

THE YEAR I FAILED UNIVERSITY AND MAMA
GOT ME MARRIED
Arnold Mundua
This story is based on a true experience and is dedicated to my mother who passed
away in January 1990
“YOUR elders will be here soon,” said my mother. “They have
agreed with your father to meet here tonight.”
“Yes … tonight. We met today and resolved to convene here
tonight to finalise discussions on the ambu-di-kungugl. They should be
well on their way by now,” said my father from his corner.
It was a night in December 1989, about two weeks before
Christmas. I had just returned home after a terrible year at Unitech in
Lae in portending danger of discontinuation of my studies.
I had sustained pellet wounds from Police gunfire during the
students’ strike of 1989 and then performed poorly in the final
semester exams. These were enough disasters at hand to worry any
young man.
With no immediate plans for the future, I felt doomed when I
arrived back in Simbu. I was not at all of a mind to think clearly
about or participate in activities that were taking place at home.
It began six months earlier in June 1989 on the morning I was
about to return to university after a week at home for mid-semester
break. My mother, a sprightly lady in her early sixties, had returned
from the pig’s house after feeding and dismissing the animals into a
field.
I had just woken up from a peaceful sleep and was getting myself
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ready to farewell her before proceeding to the roadside to catch an
early PMV to Kundiawa for the return trip to Lae.
“Son, I feel too old to tend to the pigs now,” she said as she
entered our house. “I think your father is old too,” she added after
she settled in her usual corner.
“Well, what is it then, Mama? I’m just preparing to leave,” I said.
“We are not the same as we were 20 years ago. With many herds
come the many tedious tasks of looking after them. We need to get
rid of these pigs to liberate us from the bondage,” she replied.
I had grown up in a rural setting where pigs were part of everyday
life. I knew well the hardships associated with rearing these animals.
The daily routine and manual labour required to provide food and
shelter to keep the animals in good health was a laborious job.
My mother, who was about seven or eight years old when the first
aeroplane flew over the Upper Simbu valley closely followed by the
arrival of first Europeans in November 1933, had now complained
and proposed to dispose off some of our pigs. Age had finally caught
up with her and so with my father.
“You both need a break…yes, a permanent break,” I said and,
without giving my words much thought, I added, “Why don’t we sell
some of them and bring the number to a minimum?”
She did not answer immediately. Instead she threw the empty
kaukau bilum into its usual place and said, “You can’t say that”, with a
tinge of concern in her tone.
“Oh! Why?” I asked with surprise.
“You must be out of your mind.”
“Oh…what is it then?” I asked.
“We reared these pigs and laboured for your cause, son. You can’t
talk like that.” She spoke as if I had committed a cardinal sin.
It stopped me in my tracks. It was as if a veil was pulled aside. I
found my lips could not to utter words and there was an eerie silence
as I blankly stared at the fireplace.
Then, in a gentle and caring mother’s voice, she said, “You can’t
live a bachelor’s life forever. You will have to get married someday
and that was the whole purpose of rearing these pigs, son ... to pay
for your future bride.”
My head dropped low as the words sank in. “We can’t go on
anymore,” she continued. “I and your father do not have the strength
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to continue caring for these animals. We have to do something with
them.
“How are you getting along with that Siako girl?”
I lifted my head and stared at my mother in disbelief. “Mama, are
you proposing marriage?” I asked.
“Absolutely.”
“Mama, you must be kidding.”
“This is no joke. I heard many good stories about the Siako girl
lately. She’s a tireless worker. She does everything for her mother
while she relaxes and I like this kind of girl. She is sure to be a perfect
wife in the future.
“And I was just thinking we can get her across to us this
Christmas while the pigs are in peak form.”
I shook my head. I was only 24 and struggling to pass some of the
toughest exams in university and here was my mother, a one-time
stone-age kid, already making up her mind that it was time I get
married.
“No! Marriage for me is still far away yet, Mama. I have not given
the slightest thought to it.”
“But you are grown up,” she cut in quickly. “You’ve grown into a
fine young man. Look at your colleagues. They are all married and
you? You want to be left behind?”
“Yeah but marriage comes with a lot of responsibilities and I’m
still a student,” I argued.
Mama was adamant. “I don’t have the strength and energy
anymore to care for the pigs.”
“I hear that you and the Siako girl are deep into your relationship.
We must cement that at the coming Christmas while the animals are
in good form.”
There was authority in her voice. She sounded very serious. My
lips closed tight.
The sun was up and I had to be on my way. I realised that any
further protest would drag the conversation on all day.
“Look, I don’t want to be late to catching the PMV. Just let
everything go until until I come back.”
Then I quickly stepped out of the house. “Tell Papa I’m gone,” I
said bidding my farewell and heading for the roadside.
The long PMV ride to Lae was the toughest journey I ever made.
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The morning’s dialogue with my mother kept raging through my
mind.
Mama had never before talked or discussed my marriage in front
of me. What made her to come up with that while I was still a
student? Did she want me to get married in order to get rid of the
burdensome pigs? Or was it because she wanted to see me married
like my friends in the village?
The questions hovered in my mind for the next five months and
into the final weeks of semester which were marred by the students’
strike that affected my studies and the amount of pellets in my body.
It was also to result in my discontinuation from university for
failing to score the required pass mark.
But, far from my knowledge, much had happened back home
during my absence.
My mother, usually a silent woman, became vocal about her
decision to see me married during the coming Christmas period.
Without my knowledge or consent she made known her decision
to my clansmen and, indeed, to the community. She got my father
involved to make sure the message was authenticated in the ears of all
their creditors.
By our custom, the marriage of the young involves three phases:
ambu-yana (engagement), ambu-di-kungugl (contribution of cash and
kind for the bride price) and ambu-di (payment and exchange of the
bride).
The first phase, the engagement, is finalised through ambu-yana
where the bride is formally approached in her home and, in front of
her family, asked for her hand by the groom’s family and relatives.
The future bride either accepts or declines during that meeting. If
she accepts, the groom’s family walks away mulling over the price tag
put forward by the bride’s family.
Ambu-di-kungugl then immediately begins followed by the bride
price payment and handover of the bride in a matrimonial ceremony
known as ambu-di. The date is agreed between the two parties.
My mother pushed for a delegation comprising senior clansmen to
approach the Siako girl on an ambu-yana mission to formalise the
engagement. But unfortunately for some reason, the Siako girl
refused my clansmen’s offer for her hand.
This was a great blow to my mother’s efforts (and surprised me
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too when I learnt of the refusal). But the rebuff did not deter my
mother’s resolve to see me married at Christmas. She kept her eye
out for a potential bride.
She involved my clansmen in this too, and all without my
knowledge or consent.
When I came home in December after that disastrous year, I
walked into the thick of things and was shocked at the sight of the
preparations taking place at my home.
“The Siako girl refused us at ambu-yana so we have settled with
someone else,” my mother announced perkily when I settled down
with her.
“All your mothers are gathering here every night for the giglange
rehearsals. It’s going well,” she said proudly.
Although I disagreed with what had happened, I found myself in
no position to openly dispute, argue or protest. Or even refuse.
The intensity and magnitude of the preparations were vast and it
was my mother who was behind this hectic rush.
Katrina, the new girl, was from the neighbouring clan. I had never
known her before but she was a pretty face in her late teens and came
from a reputed family.
Even though I feared a failed marriage, I felt I had no choice but
to go with the tide and accept this girl as my wife.
On a night in December 1989, exactly three days after my arrival
from university, my core clansmen met together in my house to plan
to launch ambu-di-kungugl the following day.
Kua, William, Kamuna, Gende, Thomas and his wife Clara; the
key players who would oversee and take charge of my marriage
planning.
In her usual corner was my mother and, directly opposite her, my
father, also in his usual place. Umba, my elder brother, was forced to
sit near the doorway. His wife was also there. Every important person
was present that night.
After a light meal of rice with hot coffee, the session began with a
brief summary of what had happened over the last five months while
I was away at Unitech.
It was Thomas who spoke, taking over the role of chairman for
the occasion, and it was comforting to hear from someone else’s lips
other than mother whom I had been arguing with for some time.
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Thomas broached the subject of bride price. “They demanded
K4,000 cash and 15 live pigs,” he said and then ran through other
minor items stipulated.
“So tonight we’ll discuss what we already have and see what is
lacking. Tomorrow we launch ambu-di-kungugl openly to take in
contributions from outside friends,” Thomas said finally.
Mother immediately talked of the number of pigs in her custody.
“We will kill three and give away nine,” she said. The others did not
mention anything as they wanted to surprise me with their
contributions during the week.
So ambu-di-kungugl was officially launched in my house there and
then. Pigs and money were discussed and it was resolved that ambu-dikungugl would run for a week to be followed by ambu-di (payment) the
week after. The meeting ended late in the night on a high note.
As planned ambu-di-kungugl was publicly launched the next
morning. Friends, relatives and wantoks from far and near flocked to
my place with their contributions in cash and kind.
As customary, my mother was always there with resonating aglange
to greet, applaud and accept every visitor coming in with their
contribution.
She made sure meals were provided before they departed and
thanked them with hugs as they left. She also kept an eye on every
one who came to make sure none of her past creditors stayed out of
this important event.
Such a communal matrimonial occasion takes place only once for
every male child in my clan and now it was my turn. In spite of my
earlier protests, I surrendered and participated, my interest growing
as events unfolded.
At the end of the week, ambu-di-kungugl closed and my elders
gathered again and tallied the contributions. The cash exceeded
K5,000 and the pigs numbered 23.
My mother produced nine pigs for the give-away and three huge
ones for the pork exchange. She and Papa contributed K500 in cash
for the final phase of ambu-di.
Mama was the driving force behind this entire move for my early
marriage. And I realised she had meant every word she had spoken.
The pigs were too many for her to look after at her age. But they
were in superb form. When they were brought out in public they
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were eye-catching and earned much praise.
Ambu-di finally took place on a fine afternoon in a ceremonial
event at Katrina’s village. My clansmen and women publicly delivered
the cash by displaying the notes on three tall bamboo poles. They
were attached with twine and sticky tape.
Katrina’s family and relatives were equally prepared to receive us.
According to custom, Katrina was decorated in full traditional attire.
The cooked pork for the exchange was piled in a heap in the
centre of the ceremonial ground.
After a round of speeches by orators from both sides, Katrina was
officially handed over to us in marriage. Men cheered and applauded
with the popular mangra and the womenfolk echoed with their aglange.
I could hear Mama’s aglange rising well over the others. This was
the moment she had waited and worked for and she seemed to
exhaust her lungs in that final scene. It was the proudest moment in
her life.
Katrina was led away to our village in a huge procession and I was
now a husband.
The aftermath of the two week event included the distribution of
food and dismissal of distant friends and relatives. The cooked pork
provided by Katrina’s family was cut up and shared amongst the
bride price contributors who left for their homes. The final act of an
Upper Simbu marriage had taken place.
When everyone had left, I was left alone with Katrina to start our
lives as couple.
On the second week of January 1990, only three weeks after ambudi, I left my young wife and made a trip to the university to check on
my exam results. I felt certain I hadn’t done well.
As expected, I failed two courses, Maths and Chemistry. I had also
failed them in the first semester and, as a result, was discontinued
from the university.
Not knowing what to do next with a young wife back home, I
aimlessly roamed the streets of Lae looking for some meagre jobs. I
was unsuccessful.
After spending three and half weeks in Lae, I returned home. It
was dark by the time I got there.
I found everyone at home except my mother. She was missing and
her usual spot in the house was empty. Before I asked or said
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anything, everyone started crying. I discovered my mother had died
two weeks ago before, when I was in Lae.
I wept all night.
In the morning, as I stood beside her grave with swollen eyes, I
reflected on her final moments. She had desperately wanted to see
me get married.
It finally dawned on me that it was not because she wanted to get
rid of the pigs or that she was getting old or because she didn’t want
to see me left behind. She knew what was coming.
And as I write this story, I can picture her smiling with the angels
in heaven.

PORT MORESBY FOR THE NEWCOMER
Michael Geketa
THE Boroko and 4 Mile suburbs of Port Moresby city have long
been at the epicentre of business activity in this part of the world.
All the amenities that a city requires - markets, shops, post offices,
hospitals, schools and police stations - are present.
Because of its centrality, it is also a meeting place for visitors to
the city.
One Friday in late February, I accompanied a relative of mine to
Boroko to accustom him to life in the city. He had been accepted to
study at a technical institute. Back at Solos, in Buka, he had learned
of Port Moresby as a place of rascals.
He was in awe of so much activity; the size of the place, the
commuters, traffic and many shopping venues. He bombarded me
with questions on what he observed wherever we went.
I took him to Boroko Police Station, where I used to work as a
police officer. The reason was to make him feel safe at the sight of
men and women in blue.
In the back car park he witnessed a policeman chewing betel nut
and smoking whilst in police uniform.
“How about it?” he asked.
“He knows better,” I told him, and we moved on.
The building development at Boroko Police Station impressed
him. “Funded by the Australian Federal Police,” I explained.
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It was 12 midday and traffic was heavy. We crossed the road to
DFC Restaurant, opposite the police station, to have lunch.
“Something has to be done with traffic congestion,” he remarked.
“Unprecedented development,” I responded. “Papua New
Guineans are buying vehicles like they do a packet of biscuits.” He
smiled.
He could not stand the presence of the crowd of lunch-goers so
we exited earlier than I had expected.
“Satisfying but too oily!” he critiqued the chicken and chips.
“No wonder life-style disease is high in Moresby,” I commented.
“Who are these children?” pointing to kids begging at the entrance
to DFC.
“I know them!” I said, offering them two kina.
“Thank you, boss!” they yelled in unison.
We approached the post office where he bought a mobile charger
from a sidewalk vendor. “Are they allowed to sell in a public place?”
he asked.
“That’s the National Capital District Commission’s
responsibility,” I replied.
At the back of the post office, a group of women were standing
and staring. “Who are they?” he asked.
“Forgive them, they are prostitutes,” I warned.
We walked to the Stop’n’Shop supermarket. There was a crowd
outside selling betel nut and other items, despite the buai ban being in
force.
“Somebody must have been murdered here!” he joked at the sight
of red betel nut stains on the pavement.
“Attitude problem!” I parried.
He admired the neatly dressed students who walked past from a
nearby Salvation Army school.
I led him to a nearby Bank South Pacific ATM. He was
overwhelmed by the service.
“Excellent! Not like Buka’s two unreliable ATMs.”
“Where can I buy my mum a bilum?” he asked as I led him to
Tabari craft market.
He was amazed at the variety of Papua New Guinean crafts on
sale. He bought a bilum each from Highland and Sepik women. Prized
items he could only dream of in Buka.
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We spent the rest of the day eye-shopping at Ori Lavi Mall.
“Why are there so many Chinese shops?” he asked.
“Look North Policy! Political and beyond our control,” I briefly
explained the dogma.
Satisfied with the day’s work, we headed across the overhead
bridge for the bus stop at 4 Mile. At the top of the bridge, he admired
the view and the speeding vehicles below.
As we were boarding the bus a pickpocket seized the wallet of
someone standing next to my brother. The thug achieved his deed
after slashing the victim with a pocket knife. It caused an immediate
scare amongst the commuters.
“Oii! Mosbi napinopo nome meson!” Oii! Moresby is a bad place! he
exclaimed in our Solos language, fearfully grabbing me by the collar
of my shirt.
He suddenly looked insecure and I felt sorry for him.
I spoke calmly in our mother tongue. “Eno nakatun iring. Nanen
mau o nigaka Mosbi.” You are a courageous person. You will soon get
used to life in Port Moresby.
At home he asked me several more questions. One of them was
why there were so many people from the Highlands in Port Moresby.
“It is Constitutional! Freedom of movement. All PNG citizens,
including foreigners living and working in the country, are able to
move around freely,” I explained.
“It might be lack of government services or tribal fights in their
areas that have led them to the city. Just like you taking advantage of
an educational opportunity. We need educated people in post-crisis
Buka.”
“I see,” he nodded.
“Remember, Port Moresby is not only for Papuans. It is Papua
New Guinea’s capital city.”

THE DREAM
Marlene Dee Gray Potoura
I looked down at my lifeless body on the bed.
Weird huh!
I was five metres above, hovering in mid-air and Casse Jones
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(that’s me) was lying on the blue sheet on the queen size bed.
If Casse was down there, then who was I? I waved my hands and
slapped what I thought was my face. No hands. No face. I looked
down again and there was me, lying on the bed.
So how am I up here without my body?
I saw, with eyes that were not there, that the body was lifeless. It
was just a coverlet of a life that was now floating up here in mid-air.
And I was that life.
As I hovered, I kept trying to soar down in formless spirit to
invade my body. But an unseen force pulled me back to hovering.
I turned my formless self and faced downward, aiming for me
lying down there. The irresistible force held me back.
What could I do? I kicked with what I thought were my legs. But
there weren’t any.
“Scream, Casse! Scream!” my formless brain instructed me.
“Scream, for goodness sake!”
I touched what I thought was my mouth, but my formless hands
waved in the void.
Somewhere there was my consciousness telling me this was a
dream and that I had to scream to make it through to the other side.
Then a different thought came from my unseen mind: I had to
invade my body to make it wake. Somehow I needed to lunge down
to Casse Jones and wake her.
But ain’t we and I the same?
That was not possible.
An unknown fear gripped me. I screamed through my formless
mouth. But no sound came.
Still my consciousness said from somewhere, “Scream Casse!
Scream!”
I kept on trying to scream and felt life draining out of me. I felt
the energy in my formless spirit dissolving, leaving me weak.
“Okay, this is a dream,” my consciousness reminded me again.
But how do I wake from it. How? Memories and thoughts overran
my mind, wherever it was.
Oh, where is my voice when I needed it. Why can’t it come when
I ask it to? “Scream! Scream! Oh, dear mother, I don’t want to go like
this. Oh, what is happening to me! Please! Help! Help!”
Muddled memories and thoughts poured like thousands of
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dominos into my mind, locked away in the secrets of my slumber. I
saw things: guns, blood, death, people wailing hideously.
My consciousness overwhelmed, I blacked out.
Then I awoke, peacefully
I rose up calmly, without struggle, without screaming.
This dream, this vivid and recurrent dream.
Two or three times a week I sleep soundly without dreaming.
These are the mornings I wake up anxious and with a throbbing
headache. I push through the day with Panadol in fear of something;
a tragedy I can’t piece together.
I am a nervous mouse, fearful of the unknown black cat with dirty
claws and taunting green serpent-like eyes. My palms sweat and I
scurry here and there, losing all self-confidence.
I walk around like a zombie and can’t piece two and two together.
I don’t know why I feel in such disarray. My stomach rejects food
and I drink only water. I feel nervous and smoke continuously. I am a
wreck during the day if the dream doesn’t come to me at night.
On these days, bad luck hovers around me like an annoying
mosquito. My ears buzz and sadness overcomes me if anyone talks
unkindly to me. I can’t cross roads, because my reflexes are slow and
unsynchronised.
I remember a container truck nearly running me down. I was on
lunch break and went to the bank. After the longest queue ever, and
with a throbbing headache, I just walked across the road without
stopping to look.
The huge Mack braked right in front of me. The forcefield threw
me backwards, the ear splitting klaxon of the Mack bringing me to
my senses. It was like waking from a sleep walk. A crowd gathered
around. I looked up and saw the clouds.
Two men pulled me by my hands and, when I sat up, I realised my
hair was wet.
“Hey, she’s got a gash on her head,” one man said.
“She didn’t get hit. The force of the vehicle threw her off
balance,” added a woman with a hideous hairdo as she took my hand
and helped me to her car. “I’ll take her to emergency. I know her.
She’s a teacher.”
In the emergency room, I thought about what was happening to
me. It was hard to explain to people. I had a problem I couldn’t
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explain and I didn’t know how to deal with it.
I hate these days.
I wake up calmly when I dream that senseless dream. I whoosh
out of bed with a vibe of happiness, sing in the shower and whistle as
I make my coffee. I say good morning to the security guard outside
the gate and give him K2 for his cigarette. I start a conversation at
the bus stop and laugh like a hyena.
I feel renewed and delight in some unknown romance. I tease the
bus driver and rub shoulders with the buai-toothed bus conductor. I
am over-confident and flirt like the goddess of flattery. I am alive and
young with an unknown happiness that hovers around me and carries
me forward.
I love these days.
But I began to worry.
I realised I was like a paranormal hero. I would change into a
hovering invisible goody chasing all the baddies and taking them to
the cops in my state of delirium. Then, finding a secluded place, let
my consciousness drag me to an incredible, energised awakening.
I was scared and questions start to niggle at me. When I struggled
in the dream, floating and thrashing about in formless spirit trying to
inhabit my body, I wake up calmly. Yet, when I sleep soundly
without dreams, I am a total mess at waking.
I was terrified of what I had become.
I never looked forward to that dream when the formless me
trashes and shoves, upset at not reaching the lifeless me.
Blackness and void until the overwhelming calmness that finally
wakes me and stirs me into happiness.
I knew something had happened to me that afternoon in Year 9 at
high school. Why and what, I didn’t know. And I didn’t know how to
handle the same dream recurring once or twice a week since that first
night many years ago.
Deep in my heart, I didn’t like the dream. By disturbing and
frightening me, it wrecked me to the depths of my
subconsciousness. Then it covered up by erasing the darkness, giving
time for my consciousness to get into focus and then somehow
awakening me with a zing, covering up for the torture in my slumber.
The weirdness of it was beyond explanation.
I started thinking a lot, wondering if there was something wrong
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in my head or if my brain was going bonkers. Once, when I was in
high school, I had read a novel about a young woman who couldn’t
tell if she was dreaming or not.
Dreams became mixed with real life. It was a shattering book and
what was happening to me was worse than that woman I read about.
I thought of talking to a counsellor but decided not to, as they
have their husbands, wives, boyfriends or girlfriends and after hours
my topic would be a hot discussion over dinner and maybe they
would make fun of me and laugh their stupid heads off.
I also thought of calling my aunty overseas. Maybe she would
listen to me. Then I remembered that her boys were drug addicts and
if I told her about what I was going through, she would put me in the
category of her boys.
Only my friend Maggie knew about what I was going through. She
was very nice and I talked to her a lot. But she was married, with a
demanding husband, so we only met at work.
One day while we were having lunch under the rain tree, she asked
me how this whole floating out of the body thing started. I told her.
It started when I was in Grade 9. One Sunday, I was studying in
the room I shared with two other girls. At around 3pm, I felt a bit
tired and the room became hazy and the air heavy. My eyes were
closing involuntarily, so I found my way up to my top bunk and lay
down.
I realised then that my mind was awake, but my eyes were shut.
Then I felt some kind of activity going on in the room, which by now
I realised was not my room.
The presence in the room was comforting. It radiated light,
goodness and purity. The room was illuminated and I felt content
and happy. As my eyes were shut I couldn’t see anything, but I felt it
all.
Then I felt cold current of air sweeping from the main door of the
dormitory to my room. It was a blanket of moving darkness. In my
shut-eyed state I felt the light clash with darkness...BOOM! Like that.
I sat up on my bunk, screaming my head off and crying at the
same time, my eyes still shut tight. Girls and more girls ran to my
room, brought water and washed my face. But my eyes wouldn’t
open.
Someone notified the dean and she came, got me down from my
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top bunk, held my hand and took me outside into the fresh afternoon
air. As I stepped on the freshly mowed lawn, my eyes flicked open.
When the dean took me to her house, I felt sad, because I couldn’t
piece together a memory that was stuck in my brain. It was hard to
remember, because the darkness that clashed with the light was
thunderous and seemed to have concreted part of my brain.
I felt that something sad needed to be remembered, but it could
be captured. It seems the void developed to hide the secret inside my
mind. I knew it back then.
As time passed, the dreams got heavier and I never woke up
easily. When it first started, the dreams were light and not so scary.
But as the years went by, the dreams became worse, the waking was
long and I heard uncanny noises - a young girl sobbing and
screaming, as if harassed by bad people. Now the dream has become
unbearable.
But....the waking is good
When I don’t dream, the waking is bad.
I am a shattered, unbalanced woman of 25 years of age. A teacher
who pretends to be a model to her students. At night, however, I am
a slave to an unknown reflex in the brain.

AVAIA VUI TATA …
Pauline Mago-King
NO one knows what it is like to be me. Confined by the rules of
society, I am compelled to live in a world of solitude. And so no one
will ever be able to comprehend the feeling that comes with wearing
my shoes.
I am Vaira. I am just sixteen years old and should be relishing my
youth but that is not the case. There was a time that I did love life
with such a riveting passion. Yet now, I am but a whisper in the
afternoon breeze that glides past the scowling cliffs at Nataura.
As the sun sets against the canvas of a pink hued sky, a lump
comes to my throat. The night was catching up to me and I still
hadn’t caught a fish. I decided to wait it out for just a little while
longer. A few minutes couldn’t do me any harm. Besides, the sea was
home – a place of refuge for me.
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The rippling waves gently rocked my timeworn canoe back and
forth. Yet, there was no tugging, let alone biting on this hook of
mine. I looked around and noticed that the incessant laughter of
children frolicking by the shore had now ceased.
The heavens were now but a panorama of darkness with only a
few stars illuminating it. The briny air and the icy saltwater seeping
through my canoe were now forcing me to abandon my lost cause.
Reluctantly, I paddled towards the shore with a heavy heart.
The sandy white beach was as vacant as air. An incandescent full
moon glimmered upon the calm seawater as the silhouette of soaring
coconut trees danced away. I shivered at the cool breeze that sailed
speedily past me. It was high time that I made for home before Tata,
(father) got worried.
Thrusting my trustee old canoe under a pile of coconut fronds, I
raced home anxious to hear Tata’s remarks about my empty basket.
Putting my qualms on hold, my feet plodded onward taking in the
texture of the dark sandy ground. A whiff of fish smouldering on a
fire filled the atmosphere. My heart sunk even deeper as I passed all
the houses, picturing Tata’s disappointed face.
Turning past a huge mango tree, my eyes came face to face with
Rapaen Point – an enchanted area of a white sandy beach and
cerulean waters. But the only thing enchanting about the tiny
dwelling at Rapaen was the dimly lit fire in the haus kuk.
Surfacing from the shabby haus kuk of crumbling hoary coconut
fronds, Tata’s tanned crinkly and aged face became visible. The
sparkling auburn eyes I once knew had become a portal to the dark
misery he was compelled to live. Running his old but rugged hands
through his coarse silvery hair, I could tell he was feeling particularly
dejected today.
“Avaia vui Vaira. Where have you been Vaira?” asked Tata.
“Iau bok ma vakir iau bok pa ta ian. I went fishing but I didn’t
manage to catch anything,” I replied.
In an icy tone he turned to me and said, “Vuikir akoina vutna torom
iau… Paunap opamta vutna. Pakun vui omat, vakir nam. You’re no good
to me… You can’t do anything. You should’ve died instead of your
mother.”
Tears streaming down my face, I darted in the direction of the
beach. With each foot digging into the wet sand, my mind tried
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effortlessly to console my whole being. I knew he did not mean what
he said but my heart felt otherwise.
I knew that every time he looked at me, it was a constant reminder
of what he had lost. My soft golden curly hair; bronzed skin tone and
chocolate-brown eyes were a torment to him. They were a reflection
of her.
Since Nana’s (mother’s) sudden passing, Tata had become a
different person. His days were spent brooding and yearning for a
soul that was lost. Tata was gone. The humanity he once possessed
had been buried along with Nana.
A cold gust brushed against my skin but I showed no care for it. I
sat on the wet sandy beach driving my whole being numb. Numb at
the thought of how sad life had become. I sat there watching the
waves roll hither and thither while forming froth on the shore. When
my eyes could no longer shed any tear, I retreated home.
As I headed towards home, a wave of terror washed over me as I
saw what lay ahead of me. Dashing towards the horde of men with
blazing torches, I spotted Tata being restrained. Blood was dripping
down the side of his face. The men were all shouting but I could not
make sense of what they were saying. I felt like I was drowning.
“What have you done to my Tata? Let him go this instant!” I wept
with tears of rage.
A man who appeared to be the leader of the group walked up to
me and yanked me by the arm.
“Amuana iri atena tenapundaina. Iaku avuna tenglik i mat. This man is
a sorcerer. He is the reason why my brother is dead,” he shouted to
the crowd.
Then with an evil twisted look, he turned to me and bellowed
“Data akdokouria nimuga pa edoko nimuga pa edoko tamongoro na tara! Let’s
kill him before he starts killing more people!.
Before I knew it, I was pushed onto the soil and my Tata was
hauled away from me. Gathering all my strength, I stood up and
chased after the crowd. I fought my way through the angry mob and
managed to grab hold of Tata. He had tears running down his beaten
cheeks and his eyes were telling me to flee before I too got hurt. I
would not have it.
I clung onto Tata for dear life, weeping for his release.
“Koku mot doko tamang! Iau aring mot unia ia pai nunure tavutuna.
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Don’t kill my father! Please, he’s innocent – he’s not a sorcerer,” I
pleaded with all my might.
And as I wept, a pair of sturdy hands pulled me away from him. I
kicked and screamed “Tata, Tata” as they pulled him away from me
and deep into the dead of the night. Blackness soon overpowered me
as I felt my whole being drowning in a pit of nothingness.
The sound of birds chirping alerted me that it was now morning. I
opened my eyes slowly wishing that everything from the night before
was just a dream. But the bruises on my body and the tear in my kolos
told me otherwise. I knew what they had done to me. I knew what
they had done to my poor Tata.
The soreness throughout my whole body became even more
excruciating as I stood up to look around. I was at Nataura – the
back of the island where people dared not go. Carefully, I walked
towards the jagged rocks overlooking the reef of Nataura. I cried out
as soon as I saw the bloodstained rocks and a lifeless body being
picked at by birds.
“Tataaaaaaaaaaa, Tataaaaaaaa!” I cried.
My heart could not bear to see him like this. I could not bear this
overwhelming pain. I marched straight into the harsh forests of
Nataura and there I found a pile of dead coral. Among them was a
pointy coral shaped like a blade. I knew what I had to do.
Blood ran like water from out of my slit wrists. I was going to a
better place – a place where I would be reunited with my Tata and
Nana.
Anilaun vakir ikoina, ang tar mallet ta nung nilaun torom a pia. Life is so
unkind; I’ll give my life back to the earth.
Little by little, my mind drifted into a state of oblivion as my
whole short life flashed before my eyes.

THE INTERVENTION
Clive Hawigen
“OI stopim, nau tasol you stopim. Nogut bai mi kisim dispela guitar na
brukim antap long het bilong you!” he shouted.
Stooooooooopimmm! The angry crowd shouted in unison as they
advanced towards the accused.
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Dispela em bullshit! Scripture em tok Sunday em taim bilong malolo! I no
taim blong go long lotu! Sabbath em trupla taim bilong lotu!” the preacher
shouted with confidence knowing that he had the backing of the
crowd.
He was angry, the rest of the crowd were too. Who dared speak
those blasphemous words?
Panic kicked in. The accused tried to explain but it fell on deaf
ears.
He too was a preacher.
His flock, about 20 in all, cowered behind him. The tambourine
girls in their white meri blaus and the band members in white shirts
and black pants were frightened. They didn’t know what would
happen next or what to do. The crowd was surely testing their faith.
Again he tried to explain. Again no one wanted to listen.
“Fuck stap isi! Nogut bai mi kam na paitim you!” someone in the
crowd shouted.
Then someone silenced the voice from the crowd.
“Noken tok nogut. Yupla laik toktok ok stretim lo gutpela way. Em lotu
samting,” he said.
Then the crowd advanced towards the congregation.
Most were men, a majority of them street preachers.
One, maybe a street preacher, took hold of one of the speakers
and attempted to pull it away together with the cables connecting it
to the amplifiers.
The band of accused were helpless; too afraid to stop him. They
stared in disbelief.
A man of God trying to steal? How can that be?
Then another hand from the crowd stopped him.
“Lusim dispela speaker stap. Em no mekim wanpela samting. Toktok
wantaim ol dispela lain na noken stilim samting blong ol,” Michael said with
an amused smile.
He looked too dirty to be a preacher, unlike the others shouting
vehemently at the congregation. And he seemed to be enjoying
himself. A cheeky smile was spread across his face.
He, a drug body, good for nothing vagabond, was often picked
upon by these preachers as a nuisance to the community.
Once a preacher offered to pray over him to rebuke the devil
within him. He sounded convincing too, but not enough to make
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Michael think something was wrong with him. “Give your blessings
to someone else,” he blubbered, drunkenly dragging himself home.
Now Michael was witnessing something he hadn’t seen before.
This required his full attention. He wanted to witness these ‘goodytwo-shoes’ exchanging fists.
“Hypocrites, that’s what they would be if they resorted to
smashing each other face in. No way am I going to miss this,” he
thought.
Suddenly there was some kind of commotion at the back.
Turning around to see what was happening, he spotted Pastor
Ambo making his way through the cheering crowd. He had arrived
and, like the messiah, they made way for him as he floated through.
Pastor Ambo was perhaps the most famous of them all. He had
the pull factor wherever he preached. Whether it was at the old Best
Buy, now Papindo Shop, or down at the National Park or even
outside the gates of the Yanepa building, he commanded attention.
His preaching were of 666, the signs of times, Revelation and
many other thought provoking sermons. His voice demanded
reverence.
Michael thought he sounded more like a conspiracy theorist than a
preacher.
Pastor Ambo’s head was high; he looked confident. It was as if he
was walking on water calming a brewing storm.
He had come to fight their battle.
At 160cm tall, slim, skinny even. He had bony fingers and, when
he pointed to the crowd, one of them was crooked at the tip. He had
a crew cut similar to a police recruit and his clean shaven face showed
a scar on the upper lip above shiny white teeth.
He had neatly tucked, black pants, a homemade belt, purple long
sleeved shirt, its colour faded from excessive wear, and black
gentlemen’s shoes that had seen better days; all complemented by a
dusty old backpack.
When he reached the front, Pastor Ambo was greeted by the other
preachers who briefed him on what had happened. Deep in
concentration he listened, nodding his head when he agreed and at
other times shaking his head profusely in disagreement.
“Em yah gim em wanpla blo ol dispela pepa ol lain yah wok long givim aut,”
someone said from the crowd.
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By now they had moved several meters away from the accused
towards the cement flowerbeds that separated Peace Park and the
National Broadcasting Corporation office from the main road.
Across the road were the Post Office and the Police Station.
Pastor Ambo made his way up onto the flowerbed. There he
could see everyone and everyone could see him.
“Dispela pepa ol givim aut em stap ya. Yu ridim na skelim na tokim
mipela,” said a fellow preacher and handed him a leaflet.
He looked at the gathering crowd. They seemed genuinely
concerned. The street preachers had also made their way to the
flowerbed and were discussing the leaflet.
Pastor Ambo squinted to read it. The afternoon sun was hot and
too bright. He skimmed through it, skipping words he couldn’t
pronounce and coming to his own conclusion about what it meant.
Everyone waited in anticipation. The noise had quietened down.
What would he do? What would be the next step?
Pastor Ambo knew he had their attention. This was his biggest
congregation yet. An opportunity to shine.
All attention shifted towards him while the accused were
frantically packing up their gear, ready to get away as soon as
possible.
Michael too was eager to know what Pastor Ambo would do next.
Five minutes had gone by but it felt like eternity when he finally
spoke.
“No! No! No! No! Dispela em giaman,” he spoke with a commanding
voice. “Yumi go long police station na stretim. Go na kisim dispela man yah
kam na yumi go.
“Dispela em fucking bullshit,” he said followed by agreement from his
fellow preachers as they headed for the station. Someone had to go
back to fetch the accused.
Losing interest, Michael and his friends took their leave, turning
right towards the airport and strolling towards Genoka.
Better to leave the preachers argue about what they believed as the
true interpretation of the bible, he thought. For now he was content
to find the next buai market where the events that took place would
be discussed amongst his peers.
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WEIGHT-LOSS CLINIC UNIVERSITY
Fidelis Sukina
IT was a dull day at the university and we all knew what we had
coming: another day of tinned fish and rice.
As we walked past the students’ mess, we could see the dreaded
shipping container containing the tinned catch of the day.
“Seriously dude, tinned fish again… someone please end my
misery,” I shouted. We all laughed and handed out high fives.
This low cost dining was nothing like we’d imagined it would be at
university. The students were starting to lose their nice chubby
figures from home.
“Guys look at Nelson, he looks like he went for liposuction
surgery,” I hooted.
Some of us even tied plastic around our trousers to keep them
from hitting our ankles.
“Dude buy a belt, you look like a marginalised street rat.” We
could not stop making fun of ourselves.
The campus looked like a success story for some obesity camp.
Even the fat students lost weight just by eating three square meals a
day.
“I’m so skinny I look like President Obama,” Ian Paul said as we
sat in the dormitory smoking and chewing betel nut.
You faced the inevitable each time you stepped in a meal queue
with the rest of the country’s so-called elite. You knew constipation
and hunger would be your companion over the coming days.
But, despite the rancid smell of the grease trap and the occasional
container rat, we survived.
We had fun and rugby union provided the brotherhood and
comradeship.
“Oi guys, time for training, let’s go!” And just like that every idiot
in the room playing on my laptop would run out with boots in hand
heading across to the field for a game of touch footy.
That was the routine: mornings we had classes; afternoons we had
training; and then we met up with the gang and had the worst dinner
of our lives.
On Saturdays we played our hearts out and on Sundays we would
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just laze around chilling and looking for ways to get snacks.
“That’s it, I’m calling my mum to send me money,” Smith Young
said. “Yes yah, woo hoo, that’s it, let’s go,” everyone in the room
shouted.
So it was me, Ian Paul and Smith Young who walked to the ATM
to get the money his mum had sent earlier.
As soon as they heard we had money, a horde of friend s came
and buzzed around us like flies.
“Guys, guys! Not much. Just a coke and some biscuits.”
“Shit dude lets ditch this place,” I said. “But where’s Ian Paul?”
The dude was once again killing time chatting to a senior. I had to
do something.
“Dude you got a better chance with a dead moose than her,” I
told him and we burst out laughing as we walked away.
When we opened the door of the dormitory it looked like a
concentration camp. Skinny shirtless dudes playing computer games,
puffing on roll-your-owns and using a coffee cup for an ash tray.
It was manna from heaven. A sip of cold Coke and a taste of
biscuit kept us going till we met our fate at the dinner table.
Later, like a band of depleted miners, we slackly, made our way to
the mess.
Along the way we’d shake hands with everyone who passed us.
“Guys its chicken!” I could smell it. “Seriously man,” the guys
asked.
In the mess hall we could see hunger stricken faces munching on
drum sticks.
I could almost taste the moist succulent chicken, but like on any
chicken day the queue stretched so far you would be lucky to get a
sniff of a feather unless you came early.
“Someone pray for a miracle so we can get come chicken,” I said,
but the boys didn’t respond.
We were now ten minutes into the long wait and it seemed to be
tin fish again as the chicken had run out.
There were grim faces and grumbling and murmuring. So close yet
so far away.
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THE YELLOW ROCKS OF ANDRU JOHANNA
Arnold Mundua
A bulldozer constructing a logging road through Andru Johanna
Forest near Kandrian exposed a rich deposit of rock. The heavy
greyish-yellow rock glittered in the direct sunlight.
Immediately in the minds of everyone who saw it flashed the
word ‘gold’.
Soon the discovery was trumpeted to every ear across Arawe
territory and, within days, a gold rush was on and every able-bodied
person from all walks of life rushed to the site located 50km into the
interior of Melenglo Island, close to the base of the Whitman Range.
In the week that followed the everyday routines of the local
people and company employees changed. Log production
plummeted as the workforce diverted its attention to the yellow
rocks. In Kandrian, public servants malingered from work to try their
luck.
Local entrepreneurs equipped with portable generators erected
makeshift tents and went into business trading basic store goods to
feed the hungry multitude. Day and night there was hardly a moment
of rest as prospectors and miners from far and near searched and dug
every inch of the prospect.
As the days slipped by, countless stories from unconfirmed
sources about the handsome returns a few fortunate miners were
earning from the yellow rocks did the rounds of Kandrian.
The excitement soared each time a new story reached Arawe land
and, soon after the discovery, the yellow rocks of Andru Johanna
were being openly traded for goods.
Many small time businessmen with high expectations traded their
merchandise for the yellow rocks. In Kandrian a bottle shop owner
reportedly gave away eleven cartons of SP for them. Public servants
and other interested people who could not reach the digging site
offered cash for them.
The true excitement came when 16 immediate Arawe landowners
from near the discovery site set out to sell their yellow rocks in Lae.
With an agreement between them and Tom, an Arawe trade store
owner in Kandrian who was also a tambu (in-law) to the miners, the
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Arawes sailed out of Kandrian on MV Nagada for the Morobean
capital.
Tom was promised a handsome percentage of the profit from the
sale of the yellow rocks in return for financing the entire trip.
Elated, Tom paid the fares for everyone in the group and made
sure none went hungry during the trip. He also took care of light
refreshments sold on the ship and made it his duty to see that none
of his 16 tambus took a break from lighting a fresh cigarette.
Deep inside his imagination, as the ship splashed across the
Solomon Sea, Tom thought of a brand new Toyota Hilux and a new
banana boat fitted with a 40HP Yamaha engine after he collected his
promised share from the sale of the yellow rocks.
The MV Nagada docked at Lutheran Shipping’s Voco Point wharf
after 24 hours at sea. The Arawes quickly disembarked, careful not to
be followed. They checked in at the Salvos guest house in Eriku. It
was cheap at two kina a head but, noticing the lodging was provided
in an open space that made it too risky to be robbed of their precious
cargo, they vacated it for a safer location.
The new place in Taraka was an unoccupied home of a
highlander. There was security fence surrounding it and rooms with
doors and everyone felt safe. However their host, upon learning that
his guests were in the city for a big deal, increased the rent.
When he disclosed the increased rate to the Arawes they
welcomed it with open arms. “Be cool, that is no big deal,” they told
their host. In return their excited highlander host tightened up
security.
The dawn of a new day brought much excitement to the Arawes.
Many refused breakfast until after the sale of the yellow rocks. In a
perked up mood they entered the University of Technology campus
and stood at the entrance to the Analytical Laboratory before 7
o’clock.
The excitement intensified after eight when the yellow rocks,
hidden in tightly sealed bags, were taken into the laboratory for
testing and identification.
But it did not take long to get the results. Less than five minutes
after the yellow rocks were taken into the laboratory, a lab technician
emerged and waved the excited Arawes across to him and broke the
news that the yellow rocks of Andru Johanna were cuprites, or fool’s
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gold, and of no value.
Chaos reigned amongst the disheartened Arawes. But no one
spoke a word. With no Plan B they were lost and confused. When
asked to take their rocks away, the Arawes told the lab technician to
keep them until they returned.
At Taraka their highlander host, learning that their yellow rocks
were fool’s gold, pressured the Arawes to pay their debts and get out
of his sight.
With great reluctance Tom paid the bill. He had brought with him
a substantial amount of cash to purchase trade store goods for his
canteen in Kandrian and diverted the money to pay the rent.
With his dreams shattered Tom realised he was now faced another
nightmare: to get his 16 in-laws safely back to Kandrian.
There was no weekly shipping service to Kandrian so at K80 per
head Tom purchased tickets for the Kimbe route. But, added to the
list of misfortunes, the ship was not to depart Lae for three days and
so, after three more unproductive days in Lae at Tom’s expense, the
Arawes finally boarded MV Kondor for their journey to Kimbe.
Tom never did purchase the cargo for his trade store because he
was already turning his wallet upside down.
In Kimbe, counting what was left in him, Tom hired a Toyota
Dyna to transport the 16 Arawes to Amio where they finally reached
home by dinghy.
Before boarding the Arawes went down on their knees and
promised Tom to repay what they owed him after selling their copra.
But, as it turned out, it was the last time Tom saw and heard from
his golden tambus, as none of them ever fronted to express gratitude
and fulfil the promise.
The incident became an almost forgotten experience … as were
the yellow rocks of Adru Johanna.
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THE BUAI SMUGGLER
Johnson Makaen
AS the open-back utility rolled over puddles of rainwater; Ron
glanced back towards the edge of road they’d just passed.
His eyes drifted across the vegetation and grassy hills as the utility
rolled over the pothole-riddled blacktop highway heading towards
the nation’s capital to the east.
They were two miles out of the city and closing in by the minute.
Ron turned around and warily scanned his goods stacked among the
other passengers and their loads.
His were banned products concealed in food baskets and destined
for the black market. Taking stock of palm leaves wrapped around
their illicit contents, he wondered if the camouflage would work.
After brief deliberation, he fished a crumpled cigarette from his
shirt pocket and a battered box of matches. He lit the cigarette,
mentally reciting what he had to say in the event of a suspicious
inquiry.
The barricade at Seven Mile was swarming with city rangers and
police officers screening passengers and motorists for buai.
Since the betel nut ban had been imposed two months earlier by
the city’s administration, the buai supply had plummeted. The price
had soared as Papua New Guinea’s favourite nut became as rare as
gold overnight.
Whatever little buai managed to get smuggled into the city fetched
good money on the black market. All sold within the day. Nothing
wasted, thanks to the avid demand of consumers.
Like the crack heads trading lean rolls of marijuana for K2 at
Gordons Market, the betel nut business continued as usual right
under the noses of market security and the police.
The crack heads could easily tell if you were an addict; a
prospective client or not. They were seasoned traders.
Gone were the days when the nut was sold openly at bus stops, in
streets and alleys and other undesignated spots. A mob of unruly city
rangers with batons cruising about the city in truckloads made sure of
that.
Three days before, Ron had travelled to the north. The trip had
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taken him through the Mekeo villages into the forested area where
buai was plentiful.
With the aid of a local who resided in the city, he had managed to
weave palm leaves into tightly-knotted baskets filled with lumps of
stale ground sago.
First they’d filled the base and padded it down to just one and half
inches thick. Then they carefully positioned a lean parcel of buai and
mustard tightly wrapped in fresh-dried broad leaves.
The space between the basket and the wrapping was compactly
packed with more ground sago. They’d packed six baskets in all. No
tell-tale signs or anything to give them away.
Ron felt confident his camouflage would work. It wasn’t that he’d
be arrested and charged as if he’d committed a heinous crime. No,
his goods would be confiscated and destroyed.
And he would also be manhandled if he resisted. In the end, all
the effort and money for this trip would have been in vain.
He flicked his spent cigarette onto the road and pulled out another
one. He brought it to the edge of his lips, clasped it firmly and struck
a match. It was immediately extinguished in the swiftly moving air.
Irritated, he struck another and promptly cupped his fingers
around it, shielding it from the turbulence and raised the glowing
flame to the tip.
It took a little while before the cigarette smouldered. Ron
swallowed hard and inhaled deeply. The smouldering end lit up in a
glow and, whipped by the moving air, splintered into a thousand
sparks which showered his face.
Undaunted, he held his breath, closed his eyes and let the smoke
burst through his hairy nostrils like an angry, fire-breathing dragon.
He felt it cool his nerves.
As the utility approached the city boundary, it rounded a sharp
corner then slowed as a white sedan in front rolled to a stop,
illuminating red brake lights.
Further ahead a long line of vehicles were queuing to be inspected.
A few of the cars were momentarily glanced at and waved through.
But the ones with mud and grime on their tyres and undercarriage
were not treated so cursorily. Clearly they were heading into town
from the outer villages and were most likely to be the ones smuggling
buai.
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A rifle-toting police officer appeared and directed the driver of
Ron’s utility to a clearing.
He was accompanied by a city ranger with a yellow high-visibility
vest over a worn green tee-shirt.
The police officer made a sweeping scan of the passengers and
ordered them out.
Ron idly stood and stretched. His cigarette, burned past its butt,
was tossed aside.
He put on a solemn face, stepped onto the tailgate and eased
himself off the utility.
The ranger went around the side-panels, prodding and shifting
sacks and vegetables about. When he had finished, he had come up
with nothing.
He approached the police officer and reported, then called the
passengers to load up and move on.
Ron breathed a sigh of relief. His camouflage had succeeded.
He broke into a broad smile as the utility exited a roundabout and
headed towards his destination at Five Mile.

FIREFLY
Akilino Powesiu
IT was a busy Saturday morning in Boroko, defined by the blinding
rays of the sun shining out of a clear blue sky.
People from all walks of life wandered between shopping malls,
alleyways, bus stops, and footpaths – some together as families or
friends, others opting to walk solo, while vehicles of different makes
struggled past each other.
Under a row of trees lining the edges of Boroko police station’s
parking lot, sat Euryth puffing on his spia and observing the general
public while David Evertius and Uncle Mea had gone into one of the
adjacent shops to buy soft drinks.
“Excuse me,” a voice came from behind Euryth, accompanied
with the sweet smell of ladies’ perfume.
Before he could turn around to make out who it was, the woman
stood in front of him. She was dressed in a casual navy blue shirt and
light brown shorts and carried a red, black, and yellow bilum.
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She had long black silky hair, beautiful brown eyes and a perfectly
defined body. Her skin was smooth and tanned, slick with cocoa
butter, and she wore one of the rarest smiles you could come across;
a smile that seemed to understand and believe in you.
“Hello,” he answered, somewhat perplexed.
“Is your name, Euryth?” the woman asked.
You look familiar, Euryth thought, but he couldn’t make the
familiarity definitive.
“Yes, I am,” he said. “And you are?”
“I’m Sally,” she laughed nervously, extending a hand to Euryth.
“Sally Andrews.”
“Did I say something wrong?” He fought back his confusion with
a smile, and shook her hand.
“No, not at all,” she shrugged, anything but confident. “I just
can’t believe you exist.”
“What, what do you mean?”
“I don’t expect you to believe what I am about to tell you, but I’d
appreciate if you’d listen anyway.” She was straight up.
Euryth assured her of his full attention and she sat down beside
him and got straight to the point.
For three consecutive nights, she explained, last night being the
third, Euryth had appeared in her dreams in the form of a firefly.
Each recurring dream began as total darkness, and then appeared
the steady glow of a firefly, that guided Sally out of the darkness and
into a garden of delightful smells that wafted through the air, mixed
with enhanced colours and the sounds of nature.
In the garden, the firefly would disappear into an umbrella of
leaves and emerge seconds later as Euryth, introducing himself to her
just before the dream ended.
That was how she had become familiar with him. But the
interesting theme of the dream, she added, was the feeling of pure
love it created within her. A feeling like a kind of powder you can’t
wash off.
She had embraced the feeling, thought about it, even tried making
connections to past memories, but without success.
Euryth interjected. “And now, here we are, sharing a moment
together as if we’ve known each other for some time.”
“I know, weird, huh? And up to this point, we never knew either
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of us existed.” She smiled.
Euryth laughed. “Why a firefly? A pencil snake would’ve been
better.”
Sally’s cell phone rang. It was her mother, so she excused herself
and took the call.
Euryth nodded and began to stare blankly at the passers-bye and
vehicles, resting his jaw on his palm. He tried to work up a space for
some wisdom about what had just transpired but got nothing.
He realised this was the second time he had experienced this sort
of thing. The first time it had amounted to nothing. And now he was
at it again.
Thirteen years of disrepute struggled in his mind. Surviving a
marriage and a string of fake relationships. He had lost faith, even in
God. But he had kept an open mind.
Sally ended the call and apologised to him, saying her family was
on the way and she must return to the vehicle.
“Let’s do this,” Sally suggested, “let’s get each other’s numbers so
we can message each other tonight and discuss this.”
“Sure.”
They did, and Sally walked off. Euryth watched her for a while,
admiring her beauty and spirit with enthusiasm.
At that moment, he realised that he did not remember her name
or know her age or where she was from. But they had each other’s
numbers and that was comforting.
Instead of resuming his position under the tree, he headed for the
shop where Uncle Mea and David had gone. He wanted to be home
quickly so he could lie down and think about the experience he had
just had, anticipating the connection with her.
What Euryth didn’t understand was that, during her teenage years,
Sally had made a list of qualities she wanted in a man in a notebook.
This was a letter to the universe, and the universe had conspired to
make it a reality.
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KEEPING THE COLD CHAIN
Clive Hawigen
RITA’s hands trembled as she opened the blue cooler box.
Heart pounding against her chest, negative thoughts flashed
through her mind. She dreaded the worst and hoped for the best.
Did they make it in time?
At first the cooler refused to budge. It was sealed tight and
required more than two hands so Rita used the blade of her pocket
knife to force it open.
A sense of trepidation came over her. She dreaded looking inside.
Had the melting ice broken the cold chain? Were the vaccines
ruined?
She opened the lid a bit further.
Mist from the melting ice rose briefly obscuring the contents.
Maybe there was still hope.
Rita put her left hand inside and pulled out the first ice pack from
the top layer. It had completely melted. She felt gutted. The cooler
had two layers of four ice packs meant to protect the vaccines. With
the first ice pack gone, she had little hope for the remaining three.
She paused and looked around at the anxious faces then looked
back at the cooler. She took a deep breath and pulled out the
remaining three ice packs from the first layer. Over half the contents
of each had melted away.
By now Rita was convinced. The cold chain had been broken and
the vaccines ruined.
About ten metres away from her, a baby, no more than six
months old, cried uncontrollably, screaming its lungs out. A crowd,
mostly women and children, had gathered. They seemed in a good
mood. Why wouldn’t they be? It had been a very long time since the
last health patrol to their village and they were grateful.
Nearby a dog barked and the children chased it away. The men
had congregated under a tree beyond the women and children, the
smell of tobacco drifted in the air and someone asked for buai.
Further away, the noisy Watut snaked its way towards the mighty
Markham River.
What would she tell them? How would she explain this adversity?
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She glanced up at the crowd. Some had walked for hours to get here.
It wasn’t the cost of losing the vaccines, it was a lost opportunity.
Once a year they were able to visit and immunise the people of this
remote village. Now it seemed like none of them would be
immunised, and this crushed Rita most.
She had started the patrol with three coolers, two smaller ones and
this big blue one. After almost four days without changing, the ice
packs in the two small coolers had melted. The vaccines had come
dangerously close to being destroyed so she made a decision to
transfer the remaining vaccines into the larger blue cooler.
Rita knew that, once the blue cooler was opened, she had set in
motion a process where the ice would start to melt faster. Now on
the fifth day and two villages on, it was a race against time to
maintain the cold chain and save the vaccines.
By now she had all but given up hope. She took out the first ice
pack of the second layer. Its coldness numbed her fingers.
The ice was intact. It had not melted. There was still hope. She
quickly removed the remaining ice packs and looked inside.
Rita was oblivious to the surrounding noise and her colleagues’
nagging to know if the vaccines were safe.
She went still. Her eyes welled up. Her shoulders shuddered. The
tears flowed freely.
At 38 with two teenage sons, an abusive husband and a lifetime
spent in some of the most uninhabitable places, Rita was a hard
woman to break.
The realities of her personal life coupled with the harshness of the
bush had trained her to be as strong as steel. To show any sign of
weakness - a slight tremor of the hand; a quiver in the voice; a
millisecond of hesitation - registered doubt amongst her patients and
their carers, especially in places of male dominion
Rita fought disease and the power of masalai, sanguma, magic and a
lifestyle which hadn’t changed much since first contact with white
people.
A trained community health worker, she had spent half her life
working in some of the remote parts of Morobe. Almost two decades
later she had no regrets. She would gladly go out and do it all over
again.
She had not encountered this situation before. The tears surprised
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her.
“Thank you Anutu,” she whispered, then glanced up at her
colleagues. They looked defeated.
It was then they heard the sound of the helicopter. Between the
canopies of green it came, the sound of its rotor deafening as it
landed on a small clearing beside the Watut River. The ice packs had
arrived.
The loadmaster handed the precious packs to one of Rita’s
colleagues, who looked at Rita, asking with his eyes if they had made
it in time.
“Thank you Anutu,” she repeated, this time loud enough for
everyone to hear. Her colleagues knew the vaccines were safe.
More determined than ever, Rita announced to the gathering
crowd that the clinic was open.

TARO LOVE
Francis Nii
KEWA quit school when in Grade 6 because of a terrible
misunderstanding.
Until the 1970s, harsh corporal punishment, especially the stick,
was used in schools as a method of discipline.
During 10 o’clock recess two of Kewa’s classmates stole a cooked
taro belonging to another student. It was a big one and they shared it
with Kewa.
Kewa didn’t know his friends had stolen the taro. He gave a piece
to a girl he admired and would share lunch with. When the girl saw
the taro she was shocked and ran to the classroom to check her bilum.
As she suspected, her taro for lunch had gone. She cried and
reported what had happened to the head teacher.
During assembly, the head teacher stood with a big stick and
called Kewa to the front of the school.
“Did you eat Ambi’s taro?” he asked.
“Yes sir, but I …” and before Kewa completed his answer, the
stick landed hard on his buttock.
“I ate but I didn’t steal it. Chauka and Tanda stole it and gave me
a piece,” Kewa cried but it was too late. The stick had already landed
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a second time on exactly the same spot. Kewa fell to the ground and
cried in pain.
“Repeat what you have just said” the head teacher demanded.
“I didn’t steal it. Chauka and Tanda stole it and gave it to me,”
Kewa cried loudly as he felt something warm flowing down his thigh.
He wiped it with his palm and realised the slender wet casuarina tree
branch had torn his flesh.
Struggling to his feet he directed a mouthful of obnoxious
language at the head teacher and walked home.
When the head teacher called Chauka and Tanda for questioning,
they followed Kewa and walked home. They were too scared to face
the flesh tearing weapon of wet wood.
The trio never returned to school. They quit altogether.
In a review of the incident in a staff meeting, the deputy pointed
out that the question the head teacher asked was erroneous. Kewa
should have been asked whether he stole the taro not whether he ate
it.
Kewa had answered the question truthfully that he ate the taro,
which didn’t mean that he stole it. So he had been unjustifiably
punished. The other teachers agreed. The head teacher felt guilty but
felt it was too late for him to make amends. Ambi, the owner of the
taro, did well and continued to high school.
Some years later, Kewa encountered her at the village market
place. He shook hands and saw a tear drop from her eye. He felt the
tear was enough for him to make a move. He asked her to marry him
and she willingly agreed. He brought her to his home that evening
and they got married.
Ambi had her own version of the story. She would tell her sons,
Kaupa, Rocky and Stan, that she had never forgotten the blood Kewa
shed for a crime he had not committed.
She felt very bad and guilt had long tormented her. She blamed
herself for what had happened to Kewa. So when Kewa approached
her for marriage, she willingly gave herself to him.
“We were already in love before that and as soon as we got
married it was only a matter of cementing that love,” she told them.
Ambi would talk proudly, with a look on her face that spoke of
sincerity and happiness, and Kewa would beam and chuckle like a 16
year old boy who had just fallen in love.
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REVENGE IS SUCH A BITCH
Clive Hawigen
IT had reached a point where sitting in Port Moresby Jacksons
Airport domestic departure area was a ritual for Okam.
First he would sit at the back where the cafeteria was located.
Then he would move towards the middle before slowly working his
way to the other end and back again.
He didn’t mind the constant changing of seat, his bum had
become accustomed to the discomfort of the metal. But, for a
reason he didn’t comprehend, he was always thirsty at the airport and
the urge to go to the toilet came frequently. He blamed these
constant visits on the tempting water coolers and their foam cups.
Not trusting his fellow passengers to protect the backpack that
contained his life, he took it with him to the toilet and back. It
seemed like he spent his days walking to and fro and going to the loo.
And when he got back, someone had taken his seat.
Okam didn’t mind moving. No one would notice and no one
cared. He would blend into the crowd of weary and impatient
travellers waiting to board their flights.
It was the nature of his job that required him to transit through
Jackson’s Airport every month. In a year he would pass through this
place 12 times, 11 times more than an average Papua New Guinean.
That’s a lot of flying time, in-flight snacks, chatting with strangers,
long hours waiting and countless numbers of visits to the urinal.
He watched as people hurriedly moved to catch their flight or
slowly looked for a place to sit. There were the loud ones and the
quiet ones, nervous first time travellers, sleepy heads and invisibles.
Okam was an invisible who shunned large crowds. Once in a
while he would catch someone looking at him, probably doing the
same as me he thought.
It was on a trip back to work that he found a precious buai nut in
his disorganised backpack. He was searching for a book of
crossword puzzles when he stumbled upon this precious green gem.
Somehow it had survived the scanners and the security guards.
A wicked smile crept across his face.
Last month, the guards had confiscated a small plastic bag
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containing his buai. It annoyed him to think that K15 worth of buai
would go to those bastards. They looked like they had struck gold as
they seized his small stash. They didn’t even respond to a small
bribe.
One guard, a huge highlander, looked at him ferociously, “Are you
trying to bribe me?” and that was enough for Okam to say, “Em orait
boss, yu ken kisim,” as he walked away.
Today was his chance to get back at those bastards and he knew
exactly what he was going to do.
Okam had a long piece of daka in his pocket and zipping his bag
shut, he carefully placed the kambang and buai in his pocket and stood
up and walked towards the toilet.
There were three people inside the toilet. Playing for time, he
walked slowly towards the cubicles to check if they were vacant, at
the same time carefully taking out the buai, daka and kambang.
He walked back towards the washbasin just as the second traveller
completed drying his hands and stepped out. The third one had
disappeared into a cubicle.
This is it, he thought, as he put the buai to his mouth.
Suddenly the door opened and a security guard walked in. He was
the huge highlander who had previously confiscated his buai.
A terrifying feeling overwhelmed Okam and he nearly choked on
the buai. With his hand still on his mouth, he made his way out of the
door just.
That was close, he thought, taking a moment to calm down. But
he suddenly felt the urge to pee. He had to go back in.
He stood outside for a moment before opening the door and
nearly walked straight into the chest of the guard. In slow motion,
Okam swayed away from the guard’s man-boobs dangling inches
from his face. Ducking under the guard’s right armpit, Okam
manoeuvred past him, forcing himself not to make the sound of
vomit deep in his throat, turned around and apologised.
“Em orait. Dispela dua tu yah, em liklik tumas,” he said then walked
out. The guard didn’t recognise Okam.
The moment passed and Okam had gotten over the sudden
nauseous feeling. He swore he would have died if his nose even
slightly touched the tip of the guard’s shirt. He thought the odour of
the shirt would have killed him instantly.
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Okam was determined even more to chew his buai quickly and get
out. With his back towards the cubicle, he cracked open the husk.
The sound was a little louder than he anticipated.
“Oi brats, wanpla kam,” said a voice with a deep Hagen accent.
Okam choked on the tangy sputum building in his mouth mixed
with bits of buai. Some of it went down his wind pipe. He thought he
had heard a ghost.
Coughing and watery eyed, he turned around to see a head
popping out of a cubicle and quickly retreating back. The sounds of a
belt being buckled, a zipper zipping and a flush.
The man stepped out of the cubicle. He was huge. Thank God he
wasn’t a security guard.
“Mi stap longpla taim insait lo hia na mi bagrap stret. Yu gat wanpla extra
wan stap gim mi,” he said walking towards Okam
Okam swallowed hard, wiped his watery eyes and said, “Bro nogat
yah. Last wan stret na mi kaikai. Wait mi traim sekim pastaim.”
Taking his backpack off, Okam went through the motion of
searching his bag and said he couldn’t find more buai. The Hagen guy
said it was all right and made his way out.
Okam quickly chewed what was left of his buai and walked out. By
now he wasn’t enjoying the buai and regretted taking the risk.
Walking back to the concourse and chewing on the buai he heard
the boarding call for his flight. A line was quickly forming.
What the hell. The buai just starting turning into nice dark red he
thought and without choice he had to swallow everything.
It was bitter as it slid down his throat and Okam was sweating as
he gave his ticket to the Air Niugini officer who ran it through a
machine. She tore off part of the ticket and handed the rest to him.
It wasn’t until he started climbing the steps to the plane that he
felt it.
A sharp pain, then a grumbling. He could feel his bowels twisting
and turning. Amongst all these mishaps he had forgotten to pee and
his bladder was fit to burst. He sat down twitching and
uncomfortable, tightening the muscles from his thigh to his butt
cheeks.
“Not yet, not yet, not yet. Not till the fasten seat belt sign goes
off,” he whispered to himself as tiny drops of sweat trickled down his
face.
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“Bugger this,” he said as he got up just when the plane started
taxiing and the air hostesses began to point out the safety features.
He couldn’t stop it this time, and he started running with both his
hands firmly placed behind his back as if to hold the imaginary wall
in place for a little bit longer. The air hostess couldn’t stop him. She
realised what was about to explode in the aisle if she didn’t let him
pass.
She was pretty. Okam didn’t care.
He brushed straight past her to the toilet and the farts rushed out
noisily and uncontrollably like the exhaust of an old car struggling up
a mountain. Shutting the door behind him, hastily dragging off his
pants, he let it rip.
The sound was loud and stench offensive. But Okam didn’t care.
“Revenge is such a bitch!” he grunted to himself as the plane took
off.
The air hostess knocked on the door asking if everything was all
right. Okam was too embarrassed to answer back.

A BLESSING IN A NAME
Marlene Dee Gray Potoura
MOSES stood in one of those long queues at the bank. He usually
complained a lot, but today he was in a different mood.
He watched the other customers withdrawing, depositing,
enquiring…. Some just stood in the queue to change notes into
coins. He watched the different kinds of earthlings, tall, short,
handsome, ugly, fat, thin, old, young, women, men.
All doing their banking, the greatest invention of all, Moses
believed, apart from the alphabet.
When his turn came, Moses knew the teller would say ‘next’ and
then Moses would walk over and forget about the other people in the
queue and try to look like a millionaire.
He would pull out K60 from his bag and deposit it into his
account, after signing his name on a deposit slip. That was the part he
didn’t like because he hated the name ‘Moses’.
His parents, both regular church goers, named him Moses. His
mother told him that Moses was the name of a great leader and that
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one day he would do great things. His mother lived in her own fairy
tale world. Maybe she read about Moses and the Red Sea and had a
crush on him, maybe that’s why she named him Moses.
Great things? He was working as a waiter at the local hotel. Call
that great?
Moses started hating his name at this same bank last year. He was
opening a personal account and a woman teller told him to sign his
name at the bottom. She looked at him and said,”Moses Linka. It
would sound better if your name was Joses Linka.”
“Why?” Moses asked, a bit alarmed. The woman was lovely to
look at and being given suggestions of other names by a woman
seemed promising.
“Well, Moses, is such an ordinary name. Joses Linka sounds
unique,” she said and smiled.
Joses, ha. Maybe he could change Moses to Joses, but what about
his certificates and other papers bearing the name Moses Linka. So,
from that day, when people asked his name, he said, ‘Mo’.
Next to him, two men and a woman went to a teller at the same
time. He realised they both must work for the same company.
Then he saw bunches of K100 notes, packed together tidily, being
piled one pack upon another. He felt the woman behind him nudging
him and saying, “Next”. Coming to his senses, Moses quickly walked
over to the teller. He fished into his waist bag and pushed the deposit
form with the K60 across to the teller.
After the teller stamped and ripped out the deposit slip, Moses
asked him if he could give him the balance.
The teller nodded and checked the screen. He wrote the balance
on the back of the slip and passed it under the glass.
Moses looked at the balance and his heart did a double beat.
Goodness, it was K60,000? He suddenly realised he had written his
name as Mo Linka and also written the two last numbers of his
account as 323 instead of 313.
He bent down and asked the teller if the balance could be
confirmed. The teller checked and confirmed it was K60, 000.
Mo was jumping out of his skin, he couldn’t believe it. He asked
for a withdrawal form, completed it and pushed it under the glass, his
heart pumping wildly.
As he watched, the teller called for the supervisor and Moses felt
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ants crawling up his back and extra perspiration trickling down his
face. The supervisor came over and typed something on the
computer, looked at Moses and left.
The teller asked Moses what kind of break-up he wanted. Moses
said shakily, “All in hundreds.”
The teller counted and counted and Moses moved from one foot
to the other. Finally, K50,000 in cash was pushed under the glass.
Moses murmured a word of thanks, pulled out a K100 note, gave it
to the surprised teller and fled.
All in a day’s work, he thought. Stuff whoever Mo Linka is and it’s
not my fault. He skipped along the concreted footpath thinking
maybe his mother was right, in a weird sort of way, about his name.
He went to another bank and joined another queue to open a new
account.

RIOT IN WEWAK
Iso Yawi
'CRING..... Cring....!' It was the sound of the alarm on Peter's clock.
It was 6 o'clock, 10 December 2013.
Peter switched off the alarm and prepared for the day. He pulled
out his wallet, filled with cash earned from cocoa sold the previous
day. He tucked it inside his bag and headed for the Tuonumbu village
market in Kubalia to catch a 36 route PMV heading for Wewak.
It was the usual routine for the Kubalia people. They would pack
their bilums with vegetables, sago, fruit, greens, betel nut and meat to
supply Wewak market and make some money.
Peter was the last person to board the PMV before it left. He felt
elated and calculated a shopping list. He pictured himself walking
inside Tang Mow and packing goods into a basket.
The vehicle reached about 120 Km/h as the fresh morning breeze
blew. Peter sensed the cold nature of the breeze entering the pores of
his skin as his cells worked very hard to prevent cold.
After 15 minutes they reached Passam National High School. At
Kambagora they passed another 36 route PMV which signalled them
to stop. They were informed about the bashing of a Moem Barracks
soldier by police officers.
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"Everyone, there was a fight yesterday and an army officer from
Moem Barracks is badly hurt. So be alert when you reach Wewak,"
said the other driver.
"Thanks for that," Peter’s driver responded, before turning to the
passengers and asking, "Shall we go on to Wewak or return home?"
"I think we should go to Wewak," said a woman.
"What if there is a fight?" asked another woman, puffing on a
smoke.
"Come on, small things, we can manage, let's go. I've wasted my
fare not to see Kombex and return," added a man.
They argued back and forth and finally agreed to proceed to
Wewak. Peter wasn’t worried either way. So they set off and reached
Wewak at 6.25 a.m.
The vehicle stopped at the market and the passengers jumped off,
unloaded their things and forgot about the talk they had heard at
Passam.
Almost two hours passed and Peter was enjoying himself. Wewak
was packed with people. It was nearly Christmas and Sepiks from
around the country had returned home for the holidays.
As Peter walked towards Bank South Pacific he saw an old school
friend from Brandi High School.
"Hi, Kaspar, it has been a long time," he said, hugging Kaspar.
They had completed Grades 9 and 10 together in 1995.
"Yeah, buddy, I've been in Lae working at PNG Power. I got
leave and wanted to spend it at home. This is my second week,"
replied Kaspar.
"Great bro, nice meeting you. It revives memories of our school
days," Peter continued.
"Met as strangers and now friends for life," Kaspar smiled.
As Peter walked on to Tang Mow, he heard shouting and saw
people running wildly. His mind clicked back to the rumours he had
heard at Passam.
This was a riot; the soldiers were taking revenge. He felt a bit
nervous and thought of how he could avoid the situation.
At the end of the road, he saw a convoy of three armoured
vehicles packed with soldiers. A crowd followed the soldiers. They
were hunting police officers!
Taking advantage of the situation, street youths and vendors
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began looting the stores and supermarket. Peter felt more confident
now as he saw the soldiers weren’t harming the public.
He joined the crowd and the soldiers marched to the police
station.
They knocked on the door of the police station and an officer
came out, only to be punched to the ground. In that instant the
crowd began throwing sticks, stones and bottles at the police
building.
Peter tried his best to stay away from the action. The police ran
into the mangroves behind the building.
As Peter watched, he saw smoke rising from the police station.
Someone had set it alight.
Peter felt sorry for the police officers and left the scene for Perigo,
where his brother in law lived. He didn’t want to get caught up in a
riot. When he arrived he was told that the Christian book shop had
been totally looted leaving nothing on the shelves.
He spent a night with his brother in law and travelled home the
next day.
Two days later, as Peter sat on the balcony of his house, he heard
the Sepik Radio news.
Two days ago there was a riot in Wewak against the police by the Army and
a crowd. The riot was due to the bashing of a drunk PNGDF soldier by police
officers. The Army took revenge with the aid of the general public burning down
the police building.
Almost all the shops were looted leaving the shelves empty. The Police
yesterday took their revenge by chasing all the vendors and destroying their
property.
Grand Chief Michael Somare has called for calm. He is asking both parties
to remain neutral.
He will send an investigation team to look into the matter and punish the
guilty.
Peter switched off the radio and walked into the house.
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VULNERABLE AND INVINCIBLE IN LOVE
Emma Tunne Wakpi
HIS anguished cry battered my cocoon of serenity. The gasping sobs
tore away the ambience of security he had woven around me, jolting
me out of my innocence and exposing me to the glare of reality.
He never cried in our presence, never in front of strangers, nothing
fazed him. He could face any situation, stare down any threat in order
to maintain stability in his world.
But there he was down the hall, a meter or two away, slumped
over, groaning, being comforted by the doctor. My hero was
defeated.
Fear grasped at my gut, shrieking wildly into the crevices of my
mind, its echoes stomping at my heart and roaring through my veins
jarring every fibre of my being till I shook. Mum! Mum! Something
must be terribly wrong with Mum!
He first noticed her after church at 6-Mile in Lae. She was a
slightly built lady with large doe eyes and a huge smile. That in itself
was captivating but what intrigued him was the fact that she was
standing around with a group of missionaries speaking Swiss
German!
With forced nonchalance he turned to a friend and asked who the
girl speaking Swiss was. “Oh her, her name is Hannah. She is an
orphan that the mission has adopted. She is a child of the church.”
As he listened to the brief history his question had evoked, he felt
a fierce need to care for her – knew, without understanding why, that
he loved her. “I will marry her,” he determined as he left, “she will
have a family and home, she will not be lonely. She will belong to
something other than an institution.”
His pursuit of her began in earnest. He learned who her friends
were and became their friends and joined any activity that could get
him close to her, to learn more about her.
He learned that her guardians were Werner and Elizabeth Graf.
Werner was working in Minj with a local tribe and was known for
being tough. He had been a soldier in the Swiss army with a
promising military career but gave it up when he got the call to be a
missionary.
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His army training and Swiss perfection were projected on his work
and life as he built bridges, roads, and houses and sometimes taught
in classrooms.
Elizabeth was a quiet office girl who left behind a widowed
mother and three sisters to serve the rest of her adult life in PNG.
She came as a single woman, traipsing the mountains and hills of
Mondomil (Jiawaka) and Yauna (Eastern Highlands), helping to
administer medication and teach children.
It was she who was given the responsibility of raising Hannah
from birth. When Hannah was three she married Werner in a small
ceremony in Yauna.
To meet the Grafs and ask them for Hannah’s hand in marriage –
that was his goal.
Meanwhile, Hannah had determined that she would never marry
but would serve the church in whatever capacity she could and learn
to be content with that.
She knew that to marry, the importance of culture and family ties
were vital and one must have knowledge in the ways of the village.
She did not have this and was often ridiculed about it by other
children when growing up, even adults were cruel at times.
She was branded a white skin, who didn’t have a real PNG family
and didn’t know the ways of custom and so would be a useless PNG
bride.
To leave PNG was never an option for her or the Mission. But
she knew that eventually her family would leave and she would have
to remain in her country. To have no family support when entering
into a marriage would be lonely.
No, she would rather have the family that the church created for
her and be serving the Lord then enter into a marriage where she
would lose what little identity she had salvaged for herself.
One day while she was eating her lunch (seated just outside the
print shop area where she worked) she felt the presence of another
person and looking up saw the man everyone called Keu who was
fast friends now with some of the Bible school and farm boys.
He was standing there with a goofy grin on his face staring at her.
She asked politely if he was looking for anyone or if he wanted
anything from the shop. To her chagrin he cheekily replied no, he
just wanted to look at her.
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She told him she did not have time to look at him and stood up to
go in. Her back to him she heard him laugh and say “I am going to
marry you.” “Ooohhh the nerve of the guy” she fumed to herself as
she made her way in. Yet she couldn’t help but admire his
brazenness, not many men would have done what he just did.
The following year was spent in the bumbling dogged quest of a
young man determined to make a quiet and aloof (some might even
say snobbish) young woman his bride. His constant and obvious
attentions were excruciatingly embarrassing to her.
She didn’t want the attention, she didn’t want to marry, and she
didn’t need for anyone to take her out of the reality she had built for
herself. Yet his oafish, earnest approaches started chipping at her
defences. He spoke without thinking, but he was sincere. He
admitted he was wrong and was quick to say sorry (not easy for a
highlands man). He was honest.
She had heard his reason for pursing her and didn’t want his pity;
she despised the thought but his eyes told her it was more than pity.
He didn’t dwell on her history, he was interested in her; who she was,
what she liked, how she felt. He was genuine. What sealed the deal
for her was his visit to her parents.
She was still in Lae when he left for his semester break and held
counsel with his family on the evening of his arrival. He spoke to his
parents and despite their obvious misgivings told them he had chosen
her and that was it.
His father wanted him to marry someone from his (paternal)
grandmothers’ tribe to strengthen tribal bonds. His mother wanted a
strong, hearty women who could tend to the gardens, pigs and
cultural duties. His older sister however told him to follow his heart.
The very next morning he set out for the Graf’s home, to seek their
permission for their daughters’ hand in marriage.
The parents were impressed with his boldness and having
questioned him for some time determined he was sincere in his
pursuit. They told him however that they would wait until she came
home before giving him an answer.
When she arrived, her sisters spilt the news about a young man in
pink flares and a black leather jacket on a red motor bike roaring his
way up the hill to ask Papa and Mama to court and marry her. She
knew it was him, she was mad, yet mixed with her anger was also
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admiration that he was man enough to face her father.
The parents explained what had happened and how they felt he
would be a good husband from what they had heard and seen. The
decision was hers to make however for it was she alone who would
have to live with it.
“Oh Emma that was the best decision I have ever made,” she
sighed, her sunken eyes taking her back all those years as she allowed
me to bathe her fragile body ravaged by cancer and chemotherapy.
“He stood by my corner when I first went to the village and
fiercely defended me when they said I wasn’t a good PNG wife. His
love allowed them all to understand and accept me. He gave me
family, identity and a home; we even went to Switzerland to see my
family. He respected me and has never laid a hand on me. I trust and
respect him. PNG truly became home because of his love...”
We laid her to rest in her village, amongst her people and the
whole tribe turned out to mourn while he, heartbroken, stood proud
and tall as individuals paid their homage. His love had allowed others
to get to know her, to understand that she was Papua New Guinean
too and only wanted to belong.
He had loved her unreservedly and she had returned it
wholeheartedly and in that he had solace. As he stood stoic,
unmoving amongst all the tributes swelling around him I am sure his
mind strayed back to that day when he had first glimpsed her in front
of that church.
My heart has mended but the scar of that awful moment just a day
after my high school graduation lingers. My father is still my hero
even more so now that I know he is human. The greatest gift he gave
me was to allow me to witness his vulnerability. Love makes us
vulnerable but it also creates an invincible bond that not even death
could sever.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Johnson Makaen
IT was just after nine on a March morning. The waiting room was
dimly lit although there was some light from the windows. Perhaps
the thick window curtains were too closely drawn.
The single fluorescent light flickered and appeared burnt at each end.
Agar, a college graduate aged 22, sat behind a young mother and
her toddler in a short row of grey plastic chairs. They were the only
other people in the room.
It was Agar’s first visit to the place they called ‘The White House’,
which was an alias for a voluntary counselling and testing centre. The
name had been a popular decision by the clinic’s administration.
A white billboard bearing the inscription ‘VCT’ in red paint would
draw suspicion and stigma to prospective clients so ‘The White
House’ was decided upon.
The clinic was staffed by a couple of trained nurses who provided
counselling and treatment for sexually transmitted diseases including
the viral infection known as HIV-AIDS.
Room two had a faded blue, laminated card taped mid-point on
the door. Its inscription read simply ‘C2’, ‘probably an acronym for
Counsellor Two.
The door of room C2 opened inwards, revealing a small work
station. A bleak light from the lone window filtered through a partlyopened venetian blind. A black, two-tier tray sat on the middle of the
desk, its top level revealing a stack of letter-sized forms of various
colours.
The lower level held an array of rapid test strips, buffers in plastic
ampoules and retractable lancets. The tools of testing.
Alongside the tray was a sharps container, marked with a black
biohazard symbol. At the end of the room was a medium-sized
refrigerator and a four-door, metal filing cabinet.
Keisha, a seasoned nurse of 41, edged around her work station
and stepped to the door. She peered at Agar and motioned her over
with a wave. “Agar isn’t it?” the nurse enquired, in a barely audible
voice. Agar nodded and Keisha offered her a chair.
“You were referred here because I got confirmation on your
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retro-viral test.” Keisha deliberately used the medical term to
circumvent the shock that comes with suddenly announcing a
person’s HIV status. She’d seen too many bad reactions and tried to
be tactful.
“It’s been established by three different testing methods and your
status is positive,” Keisha continued matter-of-factly.
“We want you to know what the clinic can offer for you to stay
healthy and most importantly to make sure you understand your HIV
status.”
At the mention of the word ‘HIV’ Agar’s face turned pallid and
she gave a shake of the head as if unsure she’d heard the word
correctly.
“I can’t take this ... it happened just once ....,” she stammered, her
words overwhelmed by a wave of emotion. Her body shuddered with
regret and she held her hands over her face, head lowered and eyes
closed tight. Her mind flashed back to last Christmas eve.
It had fallen on a Wednesday and Agar had accepted an invitation
to her girlfriend’ wedding. It had been an extravagant event with lots
of food and masses of people.
Agar was delighted to be introduced to an imposing man who
could have easily a footballer or a track star. The man seemed
pleasant and had a refined quality as if used to being at such
occasions.
Like they say, “love at first sight” – low profile flirting and one
thing led to another. Hooked by his charms Agar ended up in bed
with him.
There was no doubt she’d contracted the virus from Prince
Charming. Her regret turned to anger, she would stand against the
odds and cling to life as long as she could.
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MAMA SALOME
Marlene Dee Gray Potoura
MAMA Salome is large woman who floats around like a huge ship on
a stormy sea. She carries two or three bags every time she leaves the
house, heaving herself forward.
She stomps like an elephant and you have to make way for her to
avoid being bumped or even crushed.
Mama Salome wears tight attire, always flowery and in bright
colours. She has short bleached hair and a big oval face, large nose,
laughing mischievous eyes, full lips and teeth blackened by betel nut
and tobacco. When she smiles, one fang-like tooth protrudes above
the left side of her mouth.
Her legs are muscular and her feet are large and flat, so she always
wears the biggest thongs that cocoon her thick painted toenails. Her
great arms dangle with bangles, which complement her ringed fingers
and flawlessly polished nails.
If her hands are not busy holding rolled tobacco, they twist and
spool wool to make colourful PNG bilums. Sometimes, when Mama
Salome is walking on the road, she weaves her bilum as she goes,
waving her hands rhythmically and puffing on her tobacco, her
flowery attire, bright yellow head and gigantic thonged feet all
moving in symmetry.
She is a talker who will never walk past anyone without a greeting.
She is gregarious and everyone in the neighbourhood knows and likes
her. She collects stories as she chats with people on her daily ventures
and seems to know every marital problem in the neighbourhood.
She is loud in her speech, says whatever comes into her mind and
does not hesitate to tell people off in public. Nor does not hesitate to
yell or cuss if someone has offended her.
From nine to one Monday to Friday, Salome sells ice block cordial
at the road side market. She has a huge blue cooler and sits with her
friends, who are in their mid-fifties and call their side of the market,
‘Single Mama’s Corner.’
And this is where the fifty-to-sixtyish male species flocks to flirt
with the women. In the process Salome and her friends rip them off,
soliciting free cash from them while getting them to buy their wares.
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Here she talks and laughs loudly, puffs on her rolled tobacco,
chews betel nut and waves her hands rhythmically in the air making
her colourful bilums. Yes, Mama Salome is quite outstanding as she
sits under the huge guava tree at the corner of Scorpion Street, with
her fanged smile and smooth caramel skin. She is the queen of
Scorpion Street corner and every one smiles, waves and chats to her
as they pass by.
Salome loves gambling and this gets her into hot soup. From 3
pm to 10 pm, she plays cards on the side of the road and, when she
wins, she comes home in a jolly mood and tells her niece Rita of all
the happenings of the day, bragging about how a man admired her
and wanted her to marry him.
But when she loses, she comes home and complains about the
back-breaking day she had trying to sell cordial ice blocks because
Rita does not give her a proper allowance. On these nights, she
doesn’t like to eat cold dinner and shouts at Rita’s girls to make her
hot coffee to wash down her meal.
One night she went with some friends to Phil’s motel. At nine she
called Rita’s mobile and told her to pick her up because she was tired
and it was impossible to get a taxi.
Rita went to the motel and parked the car, not knowing that
Salome had gambled away all her money and gotten really drunk.
Rita went into the pub and looked around, but Salome was not there
and the security guard said she went through the back door while
Rita was coming through the front door.
When Rita opened the reception door to go out to the parking lot,
she had the shock of her life. Salome was smashing the windscreen of
her car.
As Rita ran out screaming, she saw Salome’s yellow head bobbing
up and down, her huge arms dangling with her bracelets and smoke
coming out of her mouth as she puffed on her rolled tobacco.
Salome can be an egotistical and aggressive woman who is totally
insane when she gets drunk and remembers a quarrel or a feud from
long ago that has to be avenged. Rita knew Salome was angry at her
for lending money to her children’s father.
Five years ago, Rita’s former husband bashed her and fractured
her ribs. She was in hospital and Salome came a long way on a plane
to take care of her. She looked after her like a baby and advised and
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consoled her and helped build back her confidence.
She nursed Rita to health. With her huge hands she massaged
Rita’s body, with her large feet she walked her to the lavatory and
with her fang-like smile she kissed and wiped away her tears.
In the carpark, Rita clenched her right hand into a fist and turned
to punch Salome in the face. Suddenly she stopped.
Mama Salome was the woman she hid behind and got strength
from. If it were not for Salome, she could never have recovered
physically and mentally from the bashing. Four months of kindness
and pampering.
“Mama Salome, waina yu brukim kar blo mi, yu lonlon lapun meri,” Rita
instead yelled (Mama Salome, why you broke my vehicle, you crazy
old woman).
“Yu disla pikinini yia, givim K1000 lo man klostu kilim yu idai. Mi mama
blo yu yia, yu givim mi pipia K100 nabaut lo wanwan mun, na mi sa kaikai
dus olgeta dei, traim lo salim ice block lo scorpion kona,” Mama Salome
yelled at Rita as the tears rolled down her caramel face (You
daughter, gave K1000 to the man who nearly killed you. I am your
mother, you only give me rubbish K100 every month and I had to sit
at Scorpion corner every day eating dust, trying to sell ice block).
So Rita was right. Her aunty was angry about her giving money to
her ex.
“Mama, yu wokim bikpla hevi lo public yia,” Rita was surprised to hear
her own calm voice (Mama, you are causing great inconvenience in
public).
Then Mama Salome sat on the ground and wept tears, telling the
gathering spectators how Rita lets her ex borrow this vehicle she has
just smashed.
“Mi smesim kar yia. Pipia man yia noken kam draivim na kusai
nabaut, blary rabis nabaut yia,” she cried as the securities tried to
calm her down (I smashed the vehicle. That useless man must not
drive it and showoff, bloody rubbish.)
Rita stood beside the vehicle speechless as her aunty raved and
sobbed.
Then Rita walked to her aunty and someone in the crowd said,
“Ornes, lapun yia, bai karim han blo susa nau stret.” (Honest, the old
woman is going to be bashed up now by that sister).
Everyone knew that the old woman has asked for it and would
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definitely get it now.
Rita took Mama Salome’s heaving great body into her arms and
hugged her tightly.
“Mama, kam mitla go lo haus lo taxi nau . Plis inap lo krai. Kam mitla go
lo haus na yu autim ol wari blo yu na bai mi harim yu,” Rita said with tears
in her eyes (Mama, come let’s go home in the taxi now. Please, don’t
cry. Come we go to the house and you will tell me all your worries
and I will only listen).
Then, in front of the gaping mouths of the spectators, Mama
Salome’s tears disappeared and she stood up, hugged her niece with
her great dangly arms and they both started crying.
“Goodness gracious, what is going on?” Mr Phil, the hotel owner,
came out and couldn’t believe what was happening.
“Boss, this is PNG. We fight, we cry, we hug, we cry, and then it
is all over,” the security guy tried to explain.
Mr Phil rolled his eyes and went back inside.
Rita checked her vehicle to make sure the doors were locked and
told Mr Security that PNG Motors was on its way to tow the vehicle
to the workshop.
Mama Salome and Rita held hands and walked to the taxi queue.

BEYOND THE CAVE’S SHADOW
Raymond Komis Girana
RUHANA entered the cave and gradually lost sight of the entrance.
He made his way further into the chamber, overcome with darkness.
After some time he saw the shadows of trees, animals and people
on the cave wall. He intuitively knew this moment would come. His
heart opened wide with a joy never before experienced.
He took a moment to look at the shadows and successfully made
his way to the end of the cave.
He was delighted to experience an environment so totally
different. He had seen the shadows in the cave and now had found
another place.
People were living happily together, enjoying life. They were living
in a peaceful and harmonious way. Ruhana had a burning desire and a
longing for a community like this.
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He had spent life searching for freedom and the truth about his
world. He had asked questions about peace, self-determination and
community building. Now he was experiencing it beyond the cave’s
shadows.
As he looked around, he saw a mountain range not too far away.
He made his way there and began climb the highest mountain. He
saw birds gliding with the wind and heard their chorus of melodies
fill the sky.
When he reached the mountain top, he climbed the tallest tree to
reach a good height so he could clearly see the world below. From
the platform he saw goodness and beauty.
Ruhana was a youth when his family fled and hid in the mountains
of Bei in the Buka District of north Bougainville. It was the peak of
the Bougainville crisis. For Ruhana, the world was all about fighting
and killing. Injustice was a day to day anthem.
His perception of the world was of war, not peace and justice. His
life from youth to adult was governed by crisis.
His strong personality and courageous efforts in keeping his
community together saw him elevated him to the position of a
commanding officer in the Bougainville Revolutionary Army.
He had power and control over his people. He made decisions to
combat enemies. He killed, raped, burned and committed all the
injustices that tore his people.
One day after killing an elderly woman chief accused of sorcery,
Ruhana asked himself if his acts were morally good.
As he pondered this question, he recalled the words of Mr Pulei,
his Grade 1 teacher. In a class of thirty, Ruhana and his classmates
were often reminded by Mr Pulei of the importance of living in
peaceful communities.
Every day during class, Ruhana would imagine a peaceful and
harmonious society. He wondered where this imagery of a loving
community came from when he had never experienced it at home.
He had been brought up in a violent environment. The family
house was a boxing ring and the mother a punching bag.
He recalled that prior to the crisis a tidal wave of change had
struck the shores of his homeland and changed the original structure
of his village. It was if a fallen meteorite had created a massive hole at
the heart of his people’s homeland.
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Since then he had questioned the reasons why the things he saw
and witnessed had happened in his homeland.
Ruhana had to prove to himself that he can make a better world.
His search for truth and freedom was a journey into an unknown
destiny. He had to make real what had always been his dream - to
experience the joy of a harmonious society.
These were the challenges that made him a freedom and truth
seeker.
He had journeyed in faith and freedom and through pain and
struggle. Now he enjoyed the views one can experience on a giant’s
shoulder.
He had been at war for the last decade and had paid a high price
for the absence of peace, justice and equality.
He was encouraged by his experiences to put extra effort into
proving to his people that a better life comes when one sees how
things really are in the world.
He had to reconcile with his enemies and with those whom he had
abused and mistreated. He had to start a new journey.
Ruhana’s struggle to find the source of his own sight left him with
the strong conviction that it did not matter how high one may climb
to get a good view or how good or bad the view might be.
What matters is the ability of seeing what the world has in place
for everyone and the acceptance of oneself as a person.
At the end of his reflection, Ruhana was left with himself.

FONDE THE KASPAR
John Kaupa Kamasua
SATURDAYS are usually full of activities in my village. But this
morning it is unusually deserted, except for a handful of noisy
children playing a game of marbles. The day is still young.
I am carting water in plastic containers from the creek to our
house on the hill. My father was going to take the fermented coffee
beans to the creek but I convinced him otherwise.
I am doing this for a promise that I can go to town. Father is a
proud owner of many coffee trees. He needs water to wash the beans
that come out of the coffee pulping machine then put them in the
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sun to dry.
Mondul, who is somewhat of a houseboy to the family, will keep
watch in case of rain. My parents are going to Kundiawa town today
to sell bags of the coffee.
I am on my way to the creek again. Further down the road, Swaire
the village mid-wife emerges from her house with cooked kaukau
wrapped in banana leaves. The aroma from kaukau baked in earth
oven is tantalising.
Swaire, I was told, assisted mother to deliver me in the village.
Labour came quickly and there was no time to rush to the health
centre.
She greets me with her moon smile. The children in the village
have a theory that goes: people with unusually white teeth had no
blemish at birth and are good natured. Someone needs to ask the
pastor.
Swaire nods in the direction of the creek. I nod back. I am quite
timid for a child my age, and dread the thought of offending her.
“Is your mother in the house?” she asks.
“Yes,” I reply softly.
Swaire wants to borrow my mother’s big spade to make new
kaukau mounds for the pastor’s garden.
“You can go now she is in the house,” I advise, a bit more
confident.
“No, I’ll wait for you. I’ll give you a hand.”
I hurry towards the creek, taking a short cut along a path where
the card players gather. I begin to hear voices, indistinct at first but as
I draw closer I can make out familiar faces.
There are several groups – those crouched low, engrossed in
admiring the colours and numbers, and those standing, unofficial
coaches or onlookers, some appearing ready to replace those who
have exhausted their money.
Players’ voices also come from inside an old kunai house, built for
pigs but not used for a long time. Suddenly there’s a shout: “The
house is collapsing!” Outside, many hands shake the house to create
the effect.
There is a mad rush to get out of the house before disaster strikes.
Mothers with babies clinging to their breasts, and those with cards
still in their hands bolt out.
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Everyone is outside but many are shaken.
“Mother of eklekoke, my bilum is still on the mat inside!” wails
Fonde the kaspar.
“Forget the bilum, your life is important!” says a fellow card player.
“My husband will kill me; it was a gift from his mother.” Fonde
shakes, almost in tears.
“Let him beat you, you won’t die,” assures another.
The commotion lasts a few minutes to the amusement of the
youths and some of the onlookers.
“Pah! This is not a laughing game. You should go and find
something useful to do!” shouts Fonde. The card players agree.
“Let’s go to a place where we can enjoy our game in peace,” a
player suggests. The players agree again.
I watch the scene with trepidation, expecting more drama to
unfold.
The dislocated group decides to climb over a high fence, to a
secluded spot where they can continue their game. Some go over the
fence with ease. Two women with babies toss them over like rugby
balls. One or two are find it difficult to navigate.
“Some of us cannot climb over. We are not wearing the…what do
you call those undergarments?” says Fonde.
This draws hilarious laughter, contagious and uncontrollable.
“It’s underpants, you stupid!” shouts a high school dropout in
perfect English.
“Eh, you failed Grade 10 so shut up and go plant coffee!” Fonde
shoots back.
She somehow finds her way over the fence and the card game
resumes in earnest. Fonde’s bilum has been retrieved by a youth who
wants to be paid but is scolded by the gamblers.
I am curious and observe the group through an opening in the
fence.
The betting money is put in the centre and the cards dealt and
distributed. After several rounds of rituals pertaining to this particular
game, Fonde appears to be calculating. Her mouth is moving and
creating strange shapes, and her eye balls are rolling in opposite
directions as if ready to leave their sockets.
“The total betting money does not look right. Count the money,”
she orders.
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None of the gamblers wish to detach fingers from cards. Their
eyes are fixed on them.
“Yoke, you are a good with numbers, please count the betting
money,” Kewa begs.
Yoke separates the money into two kina groups, then counts
aloud.
“K2, K4, K6, K8, K10. Ten kina.”
“Count the money again, there should be K12. Kewa and I have a
side bet of K2.”
“K2, K4, K6, K8, K10. All here, ten kina.”
“No, mother of eklekoke, it should be K12!”
“I am good at counting and I am telling you, the betting money is
K10,” says Yoke, sounding aggrieved.
“It’s the K2 side bet that’s missing!” shouts a player.
The discovery is confirmed. Yoke, who has just handled the
betting money, is embarrassed.
“Count the money yourselves, I am not your fool,” he snarls and
walks away.
Now everyone is animated and joins the discussion. Someone
suggests the K2 was affected by the rapture and is scorned for being
blasphemous.
The voices are getting louder. This entices the youths and druggies
to climb over the fence, and wait with expectant eyes for the next
drama to unfold. The youths chip in with their opinions.
The village magistrate, himself a compulsive gambler, appears
angry to be playing among women who can so easily derail a serious
card game.
“What other crevices has the K2 crawled into, for my arse is
blocked from constipation!” he yells.
“Maybe we should all take our clothes off for Fonde to check us
thoroughly,” suggests another player.
“Don’t be ridiculous, we can’t stare at each other’s shame,” Fonde
enters the contest again.
“Cut out the obscenities, we have children here,” shouts an
unimpressed bystander.
“Cover their ears before their growth is permanently stunted,”
orders the village magistrate sarcastically. “You should leave your
children at home.”
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“Their fathers are out looking for new wives,” the women say as if
in a choir.
The youths, with silly grins and scheming eyes, are enjoying the
spectacle.
“The one kina was from my mother-in-law to buy salt from the
trade store,” moans Fonde.
“What will the old woman do?” queries another player who wants
to sound comforting.
“She is going to tell her son to divorce me!” cries Fonde.
Then above the cacophony, a warning: “The Councillor is coming
with policemen!” Everyone disperses in a frantic rush to escape the
law. The place is quickly deserted, even Fonde is nowhere to be seen.
No one wants to spend cold nights in the local lock-up.
I run all the way to the creek and fill the two containers and hurry
back. True to her word, Swaire is waiting for me. She presses freshly
baked kaukau into my hand and grabs a water container. When we
reach our house my parents are ready.
Mondul is helping to carry the coffee bags to the main road. My
father is concerned, and wants to know why it has taken me so long.
I mumble some words but he is assured when he sees Swaire with
me.
A PMV truck soon arrives, and everyone who wants to go to town
makes a mad scramble for space. Being small and agile, I easily find a
spot in front close to the driver. I can watch him drive through the
rear glass.
My parents are also safe on board with all the coffee bags. Some
passengers hang onto the rails. The driver brings the truck to life. It
labours forward under the load, then slowly gains momentum. We
are on our way to town.
Then, amidst the crushed bodies, strong odours and noise, I can
clearly make out Fonde’s voice. She has managed to get aboard.
As we get closer to Kundiawa, I hope soon to get a glimpse of her
face and a sense of her role in the drama of the morning.
The word kaspar is a local construct from my area and derives from the root word
cards. If people are referred to as a kaspar, it means they are obsessive and
compulsive card players.
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THE LITTLE ANTS
Steven Mavii Gimbo
KINGI Mura woke up after noon. He remembered where he was,
and he reached out to take his bottle of whisky.
He took one drop and the whisky warmed him and cleared the
drowsiness from the hangover.
He had ‘closed the bar’ at the Watering Hole in the early hours of
morning, but he didn’t know how he managed to get home. That part
still remained a mystery, even now.
He did not get up from the floor where he was lying. Instead he
rolled over and looked outside. The afternoon heat was unbearable
and he had nowhere to go.
The house was big, but there was no one else. In his heyday he
had lots of friends. Not now. Not since the conman had stolen all his
money, and his business went to the dogs.
Now he was broke and all his friends had left him. He only had
his whisky to keep him company. Yes. There used to be Jeanette,
Linda, Angie, Betty, and those other beauties. And John, Jake, Clay,
Bony, and those others who stuck around him like flies on a dunghill.
Now they were no more. Only whisky and an empty house.
He had some money left though. Enough to re-start again, but it
seemed to him that the best thing to do was just give up. What he
had built over eight years of hard work has been destroyed in a short
time. With it also went his will.
He rolled over again and laid his hands on the pillow and rested
his chin on his hands.
Just then he noticed the ants. The small black ants that live inside
the cracks in the concrete and feed on waste food and dead insects.
They looked like a tiny black train, except with them there was no
engine and carriage. They were moving to and fro, in a straight line
from a hole in the cement steps. A group of about five or six ants
was carrying a big moth across the floor.
He watched fascinated. They were small and their weight put
together would only be about two hundred times less than the moth.
Yet, through their persistence and hard work, they were carrying the
moth at a slow and steady pace.
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Kingi got a stick and put it across their path. They went over it.
Next he put his whisky bottle in their way. They went around it.
Then he got an empty carton and put it right in their path, making
certain that no ant got hurt.
At first the ants climbed the box and on reaching the open top,
they realized that they had to go down, across, up again, and down
again. So after what seemed a brief conference, the ants turned back
with their load.
On reaching the floor, they went around the box until they
reached their road again. Then they continued on their journey as if
nothing had happened.
These ants did not give up! Kingi thought. They found ways to
cross each obstacle.
Give up! Kingi sat up. These tiny insects were trying to show him
something. And here he was, acting as if the whole world was coming
to an end. He must also not give up.
He got up, had shower and went to the bank to see how much he
had left and if possible to get a bank loan. To start over again.
That was 10 years ago.
Today, Kingi Mura is a multi-millionaire whose interests range
from real estate and tourism to agriculture and transport. He is an
earnest philanthropist and sits on the board of many charity
organizations.
Every day, you read about him in the business section of
magazines and newspapers. The company emblem, The Black Ant,
with a picture of an ant carrying a heavy load is seen nearly every day,
in newspapers, television, shops, almost everywhere.
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PAPA
Hazel Kutkue
I do not know how I stumbled along. I had gotten my head into a lot
of huge black trash cans already; trash cans so full of rubbish and
stinking of rotten food, dead fish and other unidentifiable matter.
But I didn’t mind. I had a purpose in sticking my head down trash
cans. I’d been at it for a full eight hours I noted, glancing at my blue
plastic-banded watch.
After sticking my head down one more large trash can, this time a
red one which had once been a fuel drum, I took to hitching rides
from passing vehicles.
I flagged down a lot of cars, but all the drivers did was slow down
and hurl mouthfuls of foul insults at me before speeding away. The
last one had discharged spittle all over me.
I looked down at my orange and yellow tee-shirt and frowned at
the little red dots on the front. Buai spit.
I decided against flagging down any more cars. The stretch of
highway towards the Simbu-Jiwaka border was deserted. The sky was
blue hued and beautifully clear. But I was too hot to really appreciate
the beauty.
I was sweating a lot; little rivulets crept down my back and face.
My tee-shirt stuck to my skin. My feet constantly slid out of my white
rubber shoes. I scanned the black asphalt to the far distance seeking a
blob of movement, anything at all. But there was nothing; just more
black asphalt bordered by green kunai.
I’d run away from home because my mother had left and moved
in with a new man two weeks ago and my father had decided to find
a new girlfriend. And by girl, I mean a girl. She was 16 or so, and I
am 15.
So, I decided to ditch school for a couple of weeks and visit my
aunt in Mt Hagen. But I was pickpocketed as I was trying to board a
public motor vehicle at the Kundiawa bus station. When the busboi,
and I discovered I had no fare I was forced off the bus at Kerowagi
Bridge.
I had then walked slowly along the highway to where I now found
myself.
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I knew my papa would be soon be after me. I was on the radio, a
police search was underway. My papa was the type of man who
always got his way and I knew he’d soon find me.
I could picture him now, wearing his black suit and a mismatched
dusty-pink tie which I picked out for him in a used clothing store at
Kundiawa. I could picture him now, frowning and pacing back and
forth, his black laptop case in one hand and his head closely shaved.
His face a nice shade of brown, exactly like mine.
But I soon lost the image of him in my head. I was so hot, losing
concentration. I wished the kunai on the side of the road would turn
into a great green carpet so I could stretch out on it and rest.
My army-green backpack had turned heavy. Even though, I hated
to admit it, it contained almost nothing. I had shoved a pair of black
skinny-jeans and a white sleeveless tee-shirt with the words “Kill Me”
in red chiller font as well as three pairs of underpants. I had also my
favourite, pink ballpoint pens.
I was contemplating dumping my few belongings and carrying on
when I spotted it.
It was a car painted a hot orange colour coming from the
direction in which I had walked. I jumped up and down waving,
despite my promise not to flag down any more cars.
The car came closer. I squinted hard and I realised it was Papa’s
Toyota Corolla GL1. It was a different colour. The colour I had
begged Papa to have it painted. My waving hand froze in the air and
stayed there for a while.
Papa pulled up.
“Hazel,” he said in his always gentle voice.
“Papa,” I replied shakily.
“I’m so glad I found you. Get in,” he said
“I’m sorry Dad! I’m glad you found me too!” I said, my lips
quivering.
“I love you,” Papa said as I got into the car. Then he hugged me
tight.
I nodded and pretended something was in my eye as I rubbed it.
Papa turned the car around and we headed for Kundiawa. It was
silent for a while.
“I got rid of the teen,” Papa said. “I promise no more teens. I’ll
just find you a good mama, but not for a while yet.”
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“No way, Papa!” I beamed. “But one thing Papa, my favourite
colour is on your car?”
Papa just laughed his fake evil laugh and then poked me in the
stomach and I squealed. I smiled contently as we continued home.

THE SPARK
Benjamin Howard
IT often starts with a beer or a few, usually accompanied by a friend
or a few. The idea of standing in a general election.
And for those who do contest, the thinking often remains at that
infant stage all the way from polling to declaration.
Usually, not much thought is given to graduating the idea into a
fully-fledged, carefully planned, immaculately strategized endeavour.
You will find such a group of people huddled under cigarette
fumes, elbow to elbow with a few amber ale bottles (or scotch glasses
for the hardier ones), deep in conversation at one of those round
tables in the outer area of a popular bar.
Most probably the time is around June or July a year prior to a
scheduled national general election. This is the season when
aspirations for political office suddenly propagate not least at the
watering hole frequented by some of the so-called elites of society.
The crème-de-la-crème. Or so it would appear.
Discussions at these tables do not necessarily focus on politics
from the word go. Not as a general rule. This happens when the
conversation veers towards happenings in the corridors of power at
Waigani. Or maybe the latest antics of the incumbent minister for a
never-out-of-the-news government agency. Any political gossip for
that matter.
As on the talk goes on and the beer flows, someone within the
group lapses into silence for a few minutes determining whether that
little spark of inspiration that just passed through his mind ought to
be voiced aloud.
He reasons with himself that he’s had a few and speaking a
careless thought may only earn him some mocking laughs or shaking
heads for proposing such a ridiculous notion.
Him standing for election? Him winning votes? It would be like
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drawing water from a rock.
But that spark keeps flickering, feeding on never realised dreams
that remain tucked away in the narrow passages of our pub
politician’s mind.
It flickers until it seems it will burst out of his head and reveal
itself without permission. And so our would-be politician speaks.
To his immense relief, the revelation is not met with jovial
discouragement but with inebriated mumblings of support.
Such encouragement would usually be enough to launch him into
the litany of unfulfilled empty promises made by the current sitting
member. Shortcomings he fully intends to correct.
Alas, a full bottle placed in front of him as a refill brings respite.
But he is subdued only for the time it takes to take a quick swig
before the ramblings begin again. This time the tone has acquired
more gravity, taking those who feigned support by surprise.
Once it is established that our aspirant has no concrete plans, all
around the table agree that strategies have to be drawn up yesterday.
One or two even volunteer to assist get our pub politician out to
the electorate as soon as possible.
And, of course, he will need to touch base with his relatives to
make his intentions known and gauge the support base. All this must
take place in the next few weeks.
The reception our aspirant receives at home is somewhat chilled,
subdued at best. Apparently that spark of inspiration was not unique
to him. It had manifested in the minds of quite a number of his
relatives living in towns and cities, and they had gone down the route
earlier than him.
After a few days of sitting around village fires listening to the
lamentations of his village elders, and those who came from near and
far to see him, our aspirant realises he could not come out ahead of
some of his better prepared and more politically astute relatives.
He also discovers that his pockets, indeed his wallet and travel
bag, have developed sieves through which much of what he came
with has disappeared.
But he quietly thanks the LPV [limited preferential] system of
voting. Subordinate votes, not just first votes can make or break. And
whatever he had to ‘give away’ can be easily replenished once those
great doors down Waigani way are open to him come August next
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year. Investments, that’s what they are, he reminds himself.
Back in the city, the months travel on and our pub politician puts
himself through the rigorous ordeal of sitting through wet lunches
that, on many occasions leave mid-afternoon and settle into dusk,
greasing people with fat wallets, agendas to push, looking for
candidates to endorse.
His family life develops a strain like a bad cold that’s hard to
shake, and his home suddenly becomes a care centre for friends and
relatives living in the city, some he’s never heard of.
But he assures his family that these are the sacrifices a
representative of the people and his family must make. The greasing
worked though, and he secures endorsement from a newly formed
political party that has dubious connections to a controversial
extractive industry.
December pushes by and our aspirant makes a few more arduous
treks back home, always with a sturdy wallet and travel bag. But
nothing changes. His people’s worries seem to grow exponentially
every time he visits. So does his wallet’s ability to lose its contents.
He becomes used to seeing only his e-ticket left in his wallet when
back at the airport on his way to the city.
Sometimes, sitting alone in the terminal waiting for his return
flight, he contemplates the events of the past months and rues that
moment when he opened his mouth at the bar. Perhaps he should
have just doused that spark with a well-timed hosing down with South
Pacific Brewery’s finest gift to mankind.
But gaining political office would more than make up for lost
dreams and journeys he never quite completed. Clichés like ‘the show
must go on’ and ‘to the victor goes the spoils’ push the negative
thoughts aside.
The month of May rolls around with much excitement and
expectation in the air. It is palpable; our pub politician thinks he can
reach out and touch the anticipation.
Nomination at the district headquarters is a blur, as he finds
himself surrounded by a teeming mass of people from across the
electorate. There is much singing and dancing, with such a
celebratory feel in the air that our candidate feels compelled to
address the crowd and remind them that this is only the beginning.
It is just the first step. The alpha to an omega which will hopefully
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present itself in the form of a seat in the national parliament. The
institution from which development aspirations can be met to the
fullest extent possible.
As is the case at most such occasions, the crowd cheers, insincere
or genuine he can’t tell. But this is his moment and he can’t let
negativity creep up on him.
The campaign period is difficult. After having spent the past 20
years in the city without so much as a weekend visit home, trekking
the mountainous terrain is a struggle.
It is bad enough of a struggle to get the Land Cruiser (purchased
courtesy of his political party) along the muddy roads, even worse
when he has to get out and trudge through the muck when the track
becomes impassable.
Afterwards, he estimates that at least 20 percent of his campaign
has been spent negotiating those death traps. The time the utility
stuck in a crater of a bog with only its cabin sticking out is a hurtful
memory.
The problems he hears of from one village after another seem
identical. So much so that, in some villages, he’s not sure whether
he’d already visited them. Poor health services, bad roads (they did
not need to tell him that), declining standards in education, zero
economic activity, the list is long. But our candidate develops a
feeling that he is more in touch with his people now.
The more he hears of their plight, the more he identifies with
them. And the more confident he feels that he is the chosen one; the
one who will deliver his people from the wilderness of neglect and
marginalisation.
Promises of block votes are music to him. And knowing the
nature of politics in PNG, anyone who plays you music can expect a
few tunes from you in return, so he obliges with promises of feeder
roads, health facilities and perhaps a wharf. Never mind that his
electorate is not on the coast.
But if he thought the campaign was a struggle, our candidate finds
polling even more frustrating. Many voters at polling stations find to
their dismay, and his disappointment, that their names are not on the
electoral roll.
This causes some confusion. Didn’t the national census take place
the preceding year? More confusion and problems arise when
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electoral officials and volunteers decide to boycott polling because of
unpaid allowances. This is quickly resolved by the national electoral
authorities who quickly find the money.
There are issues of double voting, vote rigging, police harassment,
under-age voting and the rest. For our pub politician, counting can’t
come soon enough.
This is the most anxious period. The rigours of campaigning are a
thing of the past, but the crowds and hangers-on keep populating his
campaign headquarters. Our candidate has long given up carrying a
wallet and now has a waist bag firmly strapped to his being. But even
that doesn’t stand a chance against the horde that follow him as if he
is the Pied Piper.
Word reaches him from the tally room that he is running third,
but picking up votes steadily. These are still the early stages.
At the end of the first count, our candidate finds himself a dozen
or so votes away from the candidate running second, and safe from
elimination.
He constantly reaches into his pocket for his cell-phone to place a
call to his family to update them on his progress, only to realise he is
miles away from the nearest repeater tower. (Another issue he’d
heard so much about; lack of mobile communication coverage.)
In any case, he is sure his children are getting regular updates from
across the country from some internet page called Sharp Talk. The
elimination stage is nerve-wracking. Our candidate is thankful he
already lacks a full crop hair.
When the final stages of elimination come around, our candidate
continues to trail by just a few votes and seems a genuine contender
for the run to home base. Sadly, he falls short. The promised block
votes never come through. Neither do votes from areas he thought
were his strongholds.
A wallet-less, spent candidate now makes that hard trek back to
the city where a lot of soul searching and evaluating will take place.
He went to his birthplace with a wallet, a travel bag and a spark,
hoping to come back with all three and a seat. He goes back with
nothing.
As he sits in the plane on his way back, he remembers a saying
that goes something like “victory loves preparation”. Or something
to that effect, he was too spent to think.
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Our pub politician was seen in the bar yesterday. He was sitting in
the outer as usual, but alone, one table from last year’s now infamous
round table. His beer untouched, he was staring at that round table.
Some regulars wondered what would have been going through his
mind. It is unlikely it was a spark of any kind.

THE DEADLY ERERENG BOOZERS AND MY
EMBRACING COCONUT PALM
Leonard Fong Roka
BY the Chebu Road I stood admiring the midday drop-off and pickup by the huge BCL buses of New Guinean and Papuan Panguna
mine workers.
Where they had being working—those returning home to rest—I
felt pity for them for it was noisy in the massive machine buildings
just like the noisily churning Chebu Road that was shimmering and
shaking beneath my feet every second the massive mechanized
transport passed me.
I knew not where I was heading to. Should it be to Baroku hamlet
to the east of town where my nephew was married to? I was not sure
and could not be haunted over by this trivial matter. But the little
booze I had at Orami Tavern back in the Panguna mountains had me
contemplating a few more cool drinks.
I did need a few more drinks to release the tucked tail from my
testicles and have it wagging in this New Guinean town in the
Solomon Islands. Not a black Solomonese man or woman was
hovering about as the twilight began rolling in like a tsunami.
The neat line of rain trees on the north side of my street, the lone
mango tree resting in the Post Office compund and the groomed
Bougainvillea blooming blue bordered Chebu’s noisy lanes sourced
from the spinal Marimari Road to the south.
The cicadas’ shrill was piercing and torturing, so I walked away
towards the main police stationbound for the Napik Club.
As alone as a lost bird, I turned into the noisy pub, attracting
curious stares from the New Guinean police gearing for their night
time duties. I knew they were thinking ‘what on Earth is this black
saucepan doing in our town’ for this was what these foreigners say to
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us whenever we broached the taverns around Panguna Town.
Away from the scanning police gaze, I felt peace of mind.
The dusk hour’s Arawa air was salty and dry. A few pigeons
wandered about near the police station lawns, sometimes soaring
onto the high voltage power line making me wonder how lovely it
could be to have a skin that could resist electrocution from the
Loloho power house.
‘Aga barata,’ a curious New Guinea welcomed me, as I confidently
marched into the tavern, ‘are you from Buin?’
I nodded a ‘no’ for this trespasser and asked for a six-pack that
was delivered with a broad and friendly smile by another New
Guinean who seemed to resemble a Sepik man, perhaps cheap labour
from the slums girting Arawa.
I opened the first bottle and sipped a little with my eyes on the
Sepik man.
‘Haya barata,’ the shopkeeper noted my distant attention, ‘where
are you from? Panguna? Kongara? Or somewhere nearby?’
‘From Baroku ya.’
‘Oh, just in town,’ he said and busied himself with a reckless
Papuan customer who had a big mouth for his small body. All eyes
seemed glued to a man in BCL uniform as I sauntered to a nearby
empty table.
The beer made me dizzy and with some tears of relief in my eyes I
was a new being.
I feared someone may conclude that ‘this black man is weeping
for something older than his island home’ and I animated my eyelids
to shut-open mode to sweep dry those tears.
‘Hey, you aung1 or aga2?’ another New Guinean said, grabbing a
bottle off my table and moving away laughing.
From the midst of his cohorts I heard him yodelling, ‘Mangi Buka
ya givim mi beer ya…plenti moni bilong Panguna royalty tumas.’
‘Em mas gat plenty bia ya?’ another asked as they laughed more. ‘Yu
go na em givim gen.’
I was lost…really lost with my heart beating faster for there was
no Bougainvillean in sight I could approach for help. Thus I tried to
pose like a fearless black man minding my four beer bottles and
anticipating that cats would jump at me.
With sweat sprouting on my face and back I sought to leave my
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chair but a cold open palm was on my shoulder.
‘Barata, mipla sot lo moni ya,’ the beer scented weary voice said
above me, ‘inap yu halivim mipla na yumi go drik lo ples blo mipla? Ples lo
Nambis tasol klostu lo maus blo wara Kaperia.’
His friends were also on me with one of them fumbling my front
shirt pocket from behind. The club keeper was close up but not
paying any heed to me.
One began to remove my little bilum with some cash in it so I
elbowed the face that was trying to come beneath my armpit.
My high stool gave me a catapulting thrust and I jetted for the
door and witnessed a number of shining knife blades.
‘Catch the swine!’ the New Guineans chorused, struggling in an
entanglement of humans and furniture.
‘That black animal! He is instigating a fight for no good reason,’ a
new voice added to the chaos. ‘Catch him and kill him. This is not his
place and he should be in the mountains where he belongs.’
I was outside heading over the basketball court as empty bottles,
stones and a timber off-cuts crashed around me. I aimed for the old
Bovong Bridge.
‘Catch the rascal,’ they shouted behind, ‘he just stole beer inside
the bar.’ This prompted me to look at the bridge and their friends
were already there, excited and picking up stones ready to shoot
missiles at me.
I turned and aimed for the northern bridge running along the
eastern curvature of the river bank and jumping over a series of wirebaskets full of stones. A number of screaming men before me
diverted my course into the half-flooded Bovong River.
I swam for the opposite bank with a handful of the attackers
already on the old bridge shouting, ‘Em bai go we…Dai bilong em ya8.’
I was on the unlighted eastern fringes of the Arawa sport ovals
and began to descend on the main soccer pitch but across the field
there were shouting stick and knife wielding men illuminated by the
street lamps.
I reversed and bumped into a number of tree trunks. I was a
cuscus and headed for the tree top, making it higher and higher. I
looked down on Bougainville and its new occupiers.
In the climbing I saw that my friendly tree was a coconut palm; a
swaying coconut palm for a long night.
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High on the tree I sat like a bird holding the dancing fronds.
Minutes past and the search for the beer thief ended and I knew they
were marching for their Nambis Camp that was the customary land
of my clansmen and women of Poraka on the coast.
A stream of warm and salty tears for the joy of my coconut justice
trickled and I felt the peace of my island engulfing me. I was sobbing
in self-pity for I had no freedom on my own land.
*Based on a true story that happened in the early 1980s. The Kieta man
survived in the coconut palm and after that night never set foot in Arawa. He
died at the peak of the Bougainville crisis.
1-‘hey’ to a male in Kieta
2-‘hey’ to a male in Buin

BURN MY SHADOW
Akilino Powesiu
THE atmosphere inside the Lamana Gold Club was welcoming and
electric. The décor was sensual, and an eclectic mix of good looking
people crowded the pool tables, the sunken dance floor and the four
bar areas.
The pulsating sound system was accompanied by great light shows
and the DJ was awesome.
Well, I’ll be damned, Hilary said to herself as, in the middle of
exchanging jokes with her friends, she turned towards the entrance to
see three familiar faces.
Cleared by the bouncers, Joseph Maroa, Simon Adani and Euryth
Kicheni headed straight for the side bar.
Simon and Euryth walked in front, as if searching for a
prosperous target, while Joseph followed behind like a man pleased
to find gravity working in his favour.
Hilary’s eyes pinned on Euryth. Clean shaven with neatly trimmed
hair, he wore a maroon polo shirt, black denim jeans and black
loafers. Hilary turned to her friends and made a gesture that she was
going to the bar.
“I’ll have a bottle of maroon-polo, please,” Hilary joked, brushing
up beside Euryth.
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“Hilary Chanei!” Euryth exclaimed. “My, oh, my! What a
surprise!”
“Seriously,” she laughed. “I saw the three of you walking in so I
came by.”
“Oh, my!” Euryth shook his head in awe. “And where are you
seated?”
“Over there, where the four girls are.”
Simon and Joseph, now aware of Hilary’s presence, greeted her
with hugs.
They knew that Euryth and Hilary were once involved for five
years until 13 years ago when Euryth’s unfaithfulness got the better
of the relationship.
“What are you having?” Joseph offered to buy her a drink.
“I’m okay, thanks.”
“I insist, please, on behalf of my brother, Euryth.”
“Okay, a glass of red wine then.”
A table became available and Simon motioned the former lovers
to occupy it. Joseph went to the bar for more drinks.
“Give me a moment,” Hilary said to Euryth, “I’ll go inform my
colleagues. I’ll be back!”
Simon and Joseph retreated to the bar, allowing Euryth to have
some time with his ex.
The evening was rolling along, and from every table cigarette
smoke circulated with theories.
Euryth watched Hilary making her way back. He noticed her pure
silk black trouser suit and her stylishly cut black hair brushed to the
nape of her neck. She slid in next to Euryth, and he moved the glass
of red wine in front of her.
“Thank you.”
As they spoke, detailing the events of the day, Euryth could feel
the whiskey working against him. Avoid reminiscing the good times…avoid
despicable behavior…avoid reminiscing the good times, he urged himself.
Now, governed by that mantra, every word that left his lips was
about the recent – nothing about their past.
“By the way, you married?” Hilary asked.
“Nope!”
“Oh, Euryth!”
“What about you?”
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“Technically,” she said. “He’s just a good friend. But I still think
of you.”
“That’s what they all say.”
Euryth’s last comment was what he was trying to avoid; an
unwelcome opening into memory lane, faded dreams, broken
promises and wasted opportunities.
He knew what would govern the outcome if he delved further.
Searching for a solution, his eyes fell upon shadows and his mind
idealised a metaphor which he hoped might defuse the sensitive
conversation.
“Burn my shadow,” he said.
“What?”
“Burn my shadow.”
Hilary, confused, observed her shadow on the table.
Euryth was amused and said, “It’s a figure of speech. I’m referring
to your thoughts—“
“My thoughts?”
“Yes, your thoughts! The ones that feature me.”
‘What about them?”
“They emit a shadow that reflects our relationship back then. Why
not let that shadow disintegrate—”
“And free myself from the memory. I get your point.”
Hilary was charmed by the charismatic Euryth. Time had
obviously changed him for the better.
She had known him as someone for who lust and recklessness
were the modus vivendi, and love and discipline were dirty words.
At that moment, she thought she loved him but stopped herself
because the moment passed quickly and she realised she loved the
moment, not him.
“Thank you!” Euryth clinked his glass with hers. “Burn my
shadow!”
“Cheers!”
She placed a hand on his shoulder and his found itself on her
thigh. They stared into each other’s eyes and smiled.
Their conversation started with a new twist about obnoxious
dancers parading their profiles and transitioned to interpreting
everything around them. The shadow seemed to be burned, perhaps
only for the moment.
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Joseph and Simon showed up and informed the former lovers of
their decision to leave for Club Cosmos, and Hilary was welcome to
join them if she pleased.
She chose not to and hugged each of the three, kissing Euryth on
the cheek, and the boys left for the night.

A LOSING BATTLE
Dale Digori
SNAP!
The past sixteen years of his young life flashed before his eyes as
he realized that the rope had actually tightened fully around his neck,
crushing his throat and instantly blocking off his air supply.
This was nothing like the movies, where the unsuspecting hero
jumped out in front of him to stop the leap, or an unexpected turn of
events made him change his mind.
It was reality, one which was fast fading into nothingness with
every second. There was no pain, just numbness. And there was
peace – he felt peace.
Darkness!
What did it really mean to be a teenager? Was it freedom, or the
ability to adjust and adapt to any given situation or scenery? A phase
of life filled with dreams and ambitions, countless friends and endless
adventures? Jason barely knew the answer to that question. That part
of his short-lived life – that right, had been stripped from him.
Jason was what you would normally consider your average,
ordinary, everyday ten year old when the series of unfortunate events
had begun. Growing up in the typical suburbia of Port Moresby city
and being an only child, he dreamt of becoming a doctor, just like his
uncle Hilo.
He got good grades, hung out with the kids who were considered
“cool” and was the envy of a few of the little girls in his fifth grade
class. It seemed as if life was perfect for him, like nothing could ever
go wrong. Everybody always said that Jason was bound for greatness.
No one would have ever predicted otherwise.
However, tragedy had decided to shatter Jason’s entire world a
year after that. At age eleven, his parents were involved in a terrible
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car accident that spared neither one of them. On their way home
from work in Downtown Port Moresby one fateful evening, their
vehicle had overturned along a curb on the road at 2 Mile Hill,
crashing mercilessly into the band of poorly built houses over the
edge.
The collision was fatal and they had lost their lives instantly. The
devastating news came as quite a shock to the eleven year old. Having
been sheltered his entire young life, the teenager felt helpless. He had
no idea how he was supposed to go on living and so he turned to the
closest and only family he had ever known; uncle Hilo.
The first few months after the death of his parents were quiet
rough for him. There were sleepless nights and silent cries. Dealing
with the pain of loss was unbearable, and poor Jason found it hard to
cope with school.
Harder still was having to force a smile every time he met his old
friends and their parents. Yet the continuous support and presence of
his uncle had given Jason the courage to do what very few of us may
have done at his age; he had picked up the pieces of his shattered
world and was slowly moving on.
Fast forward a few years and things were actually starting to look
better again on Jason’s path. He returned to school and had been
selected to further his studies at Kila Kila Secondary School where he
had made great progress, joining the soccer club and even making
some new friends.
Life at home was even better, or so he thought, with uncle Hilo
treating the youngster exactly how he perceived a father would treat
his son at this stage; turning up at school or at soccer matches
unexpectedly, constantly calling up to know exactly what he was
doing or who he was with, even buying Jason countless little gifts he
never even asked for.
Jason never once questioned uncle Hilo’s motives, considering all
the close attention as physical manifestations of his love for family.
He never noticed the early signs, never guessed where it was all
leaning towards, or how it would all end. If only he had known.
It happened one Friday afternoon when uncle Hilo came home
drunk with a few of his colleagues from work. They pulled up the
driveway as Jason watched from his bedroom window, and
proceeded into the living room.
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He had almost jumped out of his skin when he heard his uncle yell
his name, and quickly ran downstairs. He reached the bottom of the
stairs only to be greeted by a bottle of beer. He was barely the legal
age and uncle Hilo would have known that too. But despite his
protests they all coerced him to take it until finally he gave-in and
started drinking.
It began with just one bottle, then two, then three. Jason should
have notice instantly the way they all started to smirk, but it never
once occurred to him that it could be anything more than “drinks
with the boys”.
It was after the third bottle that the teenager realized he could no
longer talk - hell, he could barely walk. Uncle Hilo told him he would
help him up to bed and lifted the drunken boy effortlessly; his arms
clung around the uncle’s neck as he was carried to his room.
No sooner had the uncle placed him on his bed that Jason realized
they were not alone.
He felt a pair of big, strong arms pin him down on the bed as the
rest of the shadowy figures tore at his tight-fitting clothes. It took the
young man only a few seconds to realize what was actually
happening.
He begged, cried, pleaded and even swore not to tell, yet their
only response amid the laughter was that it would hurt like hell. They
were rough and kept a hand over his mouth. Jason stared helplessly
at Uncle Hilo with tearful eyes, too weak to even fight them off
anymore. His uncle had an evil look that he had never seen before;
his eyes were filled with lust and fire.
It was over soon, but a piece of the teenager had died.
Dawn broke early the next morning, the first rays of sunlight
pierced through Jason’s window. On a branch of the mango tree just
outside, a little bird sat and sang a sweet little melody. Yet none of
that mattered to the abused teenager anymore; he felt a piece of his
innocence had been forcefully stripped from him. They had turned
Jason into a walking corpse.
How his “straight” uncle, the only person he had come to trust
and thought had actually cared about him, and the only relative he
knew of, could do that to him was too painful to comprehend or
even consider. Jason once again felt he had nowhere to run to, no
one he could report such ghastly behaviour to. Besides, who would
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ever have noticed the damage that one night had done to him?
He kept telling himself over and over that there was no way
anyone would ever believe him. Of course, why would a group of
young and successful doctors be horny enough to rape a sixteen year
old boy? The only stories of such ever reported were of females.
They would probably call Jason a faggot, and simply disregard his
story as a lie.
He knew he was not strong enough to put on a mask and face the
world. What difference would it make anyway? He felt he was all
alone; a mere speck in a vast society where sexual abuse had just
become another story in the papers. He chose not to fight a losing
battle. He’d spare them both the mounting storm and simply let the
river flow. He would choose escape; a rope from the ceiling fan.
Darkness!

A YOUNG WOMAN’S INTRODUCTION TO
ANATOMY AND DISSECTION
Hazel Kutkue
I WALKED into my room. The brick walls painted a light shade of
blue. Small brown marks on the walls where previous students had
stuck posters and photos.
The floor was light blue also. A wooden bed stood against one
wall, opposite the study bench and a wardrobe. The windows were
tall and faced a new housing project at the back of the dormitory.
I headed straight for my bed and sprawled on my back on the blue
floral spread. I dug out the class timetable from under my head. It
was a bit crumpled. My head must be remarkably heavy.
“Physiology, biochemistry, anatomical pathology,” I read to
myself. “Grossly amazing.”
“Anatomy….”
I stopped.
My eyes widened to an abnormally large size.
I shot up from the bed and checked the mirror above the study
bench to see if my eyes were still in their sockets. They were out of
proportion but still there.
I vaguely remembered someone saying that the twice weekly
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anatomy sessions included human dissection.
I gagged at the thought. I was not up to dissecting another human
being.
I thought of how the corpse I would be dissecting was once living,
like I am now. What if it was just like me?
I have a short front tooth. What if I checked the corpse’s mouth
and it had the same type of teeth I have?
Who would want to saw up someone’s trunk and push around the
strange things inside with gloved hands?
What if a dead maggot inside the corpse developed a voice and
said hi to me?
I could not bear my imagination any more. My head was light. I
was feeling faint and wished my roommate would turn up.
Then I fainted, my roommate arriving just in time to see my
plight.
The cool blue floor was not an accommodating cushion for a fall.
I woke up seconds later with a swollen nose and painful left eye
where my head had hit the bedpost.
I had to check my face again in the mirror. It was intact but I
knew I would have a black eye for at least a week.
Tomorrow was Monday. Anatomy class at 10 am.
I lay down on the bed thinking of my fate.
My roommate fussed over me for a good five minutes checking if
I was alright. I was. But, sometimes I pretend to be a bit on the ‘notokay’ side just so that people will pay attention to me. I learnt that as
a kid.
Whenever I was looking for an excuse not to go to school, I
always made those sick, groaning noises you make when you’re ill.
The only difference was that the sounds I made were decibels louder
than normal.
My mother would always cuddle me and say I could stay home,
then fuss over me until midday when I would suddenly sit up straight
and tell her I felt better.
I was doing the exact same thing now so my roommate would feel
sorry for me.
After getting all the attention I wanted, I decided to announce I
was better.
“I’m feeling okay now. I think I’ll go outside for a bit,” I said in
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my best pretend ‘not okay’ voice.
“Alright, you do that. But take care. I don’t want to save you
again,” my roommate said.
I nodded and left.
The next morning, Monday, I paced my room whistling nervously.
I coughed and hyperventilated a few times. My left eye and the skin
around it were a strange colour.
My roommate had checked my pulse and temperature three times
when the clock showed 9:45.
I picked up my blue and white bilum and shoved in a folder packed
with papers filled with handwritten notes and diagrams.
Then I took fifteen minutes to saunter from the room to the
anatomy laboratory.
I took a deep breath at the door before pushing it open and
walking into the lab. The room was huge, the walls stark white. There
were shelves lining one wall bearing specimens in glass containers.
Foot specimens, head specimens, bone specimens and loads of
other specimens.
There was a musty odour. Was it the corpse we would dissect?
Was it just the smell of a lab?
The three students inside were sitting around a huge table with a
silver metal top in the centre of the room. One of them, Douglas,
whom everyone called Duggy, gave me a funny look. I knew it was
my eye that had me in the limelight.
I walked past him and gave a huge snort before moving to my
chair of choice. I sat down heavily.
Other students burst through the door, flustered, obviously just
managing to locate the lab. All of us were new to the campus.
A door at the front of the room opened and a fat man of average
height walked in.
“Good morning, students. I am Dr Benadho and I’ll be teaching
you anatomy in the first half of the year.”
“Good morning, Dr Benadho,” we chorused.
“Now, before we start looking at the general anatomy of the
respiratory system, do any of you have any questions regarding
classes or the use of the lab?”
My hand shot straight up.
“Yes, young lady?” Dr Benadho nodded at me. “What is your
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name? And may I ask why you present yourself with a bruised left eye
at my first anatomy class?”
I gulped. I was hoping to keep the story of my black eye between
me and my roommate.
“Ah sir, I’m sorry, I didn’t get what you said,” I replied.
That was bad excuse because Dr Benadho had a booming voice.
Now everyone would think I was deaf.
I guess they knew I was pretending not to hear because some
students giggled.
Dr Benadho repeated what he had said.
I paused for a moment then decided to ask my question and give
the story of my black eye.
“My name is Heather Suri. The story of how I got my black eye
has a lot to do with this class and the question I want to ask you,” I
said.
The students laughed.
“You see, I heard from someone, who exactly I forget, that we
would be doing dissections twice a week for anatomy. Is that true?
“I was reading the timetable yesterday and seeing that anatomy
would be today at 10, my mind clicked on the thought of dissection.
“I got light headed and fainted, being unfortunate enough to hit
my eye on the bed post. These are true events, and you can double
check with my roommate, Tina Rulupa,” I finished in my most
professional voice.
The students laughed and Dr Benadho smiled a toothy smile.
“I see. You are not a big fan of anatomy, in particular dissecting
human corpses. Well, I can give you good news. This semester you
will not be doing dissections except at the very end when you will do
a single dissection.
“There will be one student assigned to each corpse. Right now, we
are still collecting cadavers from donors,” Dr Benadho explained.
I nodded in relief.
Other students began asking other questions and finally we had
our class.
After the class, I stayed in the lab checking the specimens. I
noticed huge white metal boxes stashed under the shelves on the
floor. They looked like they had lids that could be opened.
I tried lifting the lid of one. I yelped in surprise. Inside were five
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or six human thighs. They were in a brownish liquid. The liquid smelt
musty. Just how the entire room smelled.
I opened several more boxes, becoming accustomed to seeing
parts of a dead human.
Eventually I left, feeling much better than when I first walked in.
I knew I would be more than ready to dissect corpses when the
time came at the end of the semester.
“Bring it on, babe!” I said to myself as I let myself through the
door of the once dreaded anatomy laboratory.
Med school was going to be fun.

A DOG LOVER’S STORY
Charlene Dinipami Nii
I like any kind of dog. Huge bulldog, long lean greyhound, German
shepherd, small, short-legged, as long as it’s a dog.
When I was small my father brought two beautiful puppies to the
house. My older sisters, Cheryl and Maggie, fought over who should
keep the fatter of the two.
While they were fighting, I grabbed the fatter one and ran away.
Being small, I didn’t get far and they caught me and seized the puppy.
I rolled on the ground and cried loudly.
Dad took me to the house where he got the puppies and told the
owner what had happened. The man said there was just one puppy
left and it was malnourished. I didn’t care. I cried for it and the man
gave it to me.
My sisters made fun of me and gave the dog all kinds of names. I
didn’t care because I wanted a puppy of my own. And I had one.
It was a female and I called her Ama Wai meaning ‘good girl’. She
became my world. I would spend the whole day feeding, dressing and
playing with her.
Maggie, two years older than me and at kindergarten nearby,
would come home after lunch and get busy with her own dog.
While Cheryl was at school, Mum would take care of her puppy,
the fatter one. Once, when Mum was busy doing something else, I
pinched the ear of the puppy as hard as I could and the dog screamed
and ran away.
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Maggie reported this to Mum who came for me. By the time she
arrived at the scene, I was some distance away.
“Come and do it again,” she shouted and got back to her business.
When Cheryl arrived from school, Maggie met her and reported
what I had done to her dog. In fury she looked for me.
I stood behind Dad. She said, “Lucky”, and went away. Dad was
my refuge and shield. If Cheryl came near, Dad would chase her
away.
Ama Wai slept beside me. Every time she wanted to go to the
toilet, she would cry and scratch the door. I’d open the door and let
her outside making sure she came back.
Ama Wai grew each day and put on weight. She was set to
become a pretty queen.
One evening I accompanied Dad to the office. He had some
unfinished business to attend to. I forgot about Ama Wai who was
sleeping on the lawn.
When we returned home, she was lying motionless in a chair
wrapped in a small blanket. She was covered in blood. She was dead.
Sorrow broke my heart. I tried to cry but tears didn’t come. I saw
Mum crying and also Cheryl and Maggie. Tears were dropping down
their cheeks.
Dad reminds me every time we share the story that I kept looking
at Ama Wai then at Mum, Cheryl and Maggie, and I did that several
times without saying a single word. And my face became red.
Dad asked them how my little queen had died.
I vividly remember Cheryl’s explanation. She said that when I
rushed to the car, Ama Wai got up from her sleep and followed me
and ran under the car’s wheels.
When we drove off, the car ran over her and killed her instantly.
Cheryl heard her distressful cry and came out but Ama Wai was
dying.
I embraced Ama Wai and cried my head off. The entire household
cried as if a human had died.
Some days later Dad got me another puppy - quite a jumbo one. I
was happy. Later I learnt that it was a brother of Ama Wai.
One of Dad’s workmate got two puppies from the same owner, a
brother and a sister of Ama Wai. He gave me the male and I looked
after it.
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Dad said the dogs were pure bred yellow Labradors. They grew up
very close friends. They were fierce and provided security.
Knowing we were interested in dogs, Dad would bring home
magazines and cassette tapes that had dog pictures and stories in
them. We would get ideas from the magazines and tapes about how
to look after the dogs.
The dogs produced lots of puppies which we gave away to friends
and relatives.
When Dad had a serious accident, we had to look after him and
gave the dogs away to friends. I don’t know what happened to them.
Every time I see a dog, I spend time with it no matter how it looks
or who owns it. I even buy sausages and give them to dogs.
If a dog is around when I’m eating, it’s a lucky animal, especially
the stray dogs at the Kundiawa hospital gate and Agua One and Two.
They will get half of my food.
Most of the dogs around these parts know me personally. They
wag their tails and lick their lips from afar when they see me.
Even the fiercest, King Whitey of Agua One, a Labrador, knows
me and is my best friend.

SERENDIPITY
Akilino Powesiu
Man is not fully conditioned and determined but rather determines himself
whether he gives in to conditions or stands up to them. In other words, man is
ultimately self-determining. Man does not simply exist but always decides what his
existence will be, what he will become in the next moment” – Viktor E Frankl.
EURYTH lay on his mat, twisted in a figure four position under his
thin blue bed-sheet, which wasn’t much of a force in restraining the
cold from the morning rain.
And, as if the cold had bristles, he could feel it penetrate the pores
of his skin, causing the blood to rush to his organs, which pulled him
into an almost twilight state between half awake and asleep.
The house seemed quiet at first, then from outside his ears caught
the sounds of the day – passing vehicles, playful screams, quizzical
chit-chat, irritating laughter.
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They promised another day of undefined hope. But, above those
sounds, also came the splash of rain.
Realising he had slept in, Euryth slowly opened one eye and lifted
his head to look through the window. It appeared that the molecules
were slowly gathering in a sky that threatened a dark, heavy storm.
He uncovered himself and, rubbing his eyes, sat up. Every
morning brought routine in the house. For Euryth it was a ritual, the
kind that reminded him of those ancient religious rites where a
spiritual entity was called upon to invest the new day with success.
He looked about and saw his cell phone at the foot of the fan. He
retrieved it and pressed the power-button. The screen lit up but he
was only interested in the time. It was 10:45 am.
“Ten-forty…!” Euryth’s eyes widened and he muttered angrily.
His vulgarity was directed partly at himself for not waking up in time
to ask for loose change from his parents and partly at the rain.
Sometimes, when Euryth was still asleep, his parents would slip
cash under his bedroom door. His eyes quickly ran to the bottom of
the door. Nothing.
The little cash he had on him last night had been given to thin air.
At 34 years of age, a single parent and unemployed for almost a year,
he was still cared for by his parents. It was annoying, but for the
moment he couldn’t do a damn thing about it.
His parents tolerated him without complaint; call them silly for
indulging in such sentiment. Maybe it was their unending love for a
child or for some other reason. Euryth did not know.
His father, a medical doctor, was smart, sophisticated and
professional and highly esteemed in his Loniu village. But he was a
hard man to live with. When he talked, his voice possessed finality.
He also had an unusual commitment to etymology, which is why
his four children and grandson all bore unusual names.
Euryth’s mother, on the other hand, was the complete opposite.
An international travel consultant, she was intelligent, amiable and
down to earth. Raising her voice and initiating harsh discipline were
faults but there was something solid about her, and sentimental. Her
love for her children was vast and when she was around the house
was alive.
Light showers dampened the Dikagari neighbourhood of Tokarara
in Port Moresby, and the wind blew with a certain menace. In his
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room at Allotment 84, Euryth gloomily got off his mat.
“Kali!” he called out to his four-year-old son.
“Yes, sir!” came the reply from the lounge. This manner of
response, military in tone, had been Euryth’s idea.
“You alone?” Although this was always the case, Euryth still asked
absent mindedly.
“Yes.”
Euryth went into the bathroom and appeared few seconds later,
his face dripping wet, and made his way to the kitchen for a cup of
black coffee.
Kali busied himself with his toys, watching his father heading for
the verandah, coffee cup in his right hand. His father’s face had a
dark look, not rare at this time of the day.
Euryth checked the edges of the verandah windows for Spear
butts, in case uncle Mea had left one or two after smoking which he
could roll with a shred of newspaper and smoke.
It wasn’t the first time Euryth was without money or buai or
Spear. But he was sick of the same excuse. “Can I get a Spear and
betel nut on trust? I’ll settle in the afternoon when Mum and Dad
come home from work.” He disliked clichés.
He took several sips of coffee. The Evertius brothers - Lobby,
David and Emmanuel - popped into his mind. They lived in a house
down from his parents’ and were very close to him. They would call
out to each other when they had extra cash, betel nut or smokes, beer
even. He scanned their house for signs of them to no avail.
He thought about his best friends and former classmates almost
twenty years after Gerehu Provincial High. They all shared the
annoying habit of showing up unexpectedly for a drink or two.
Euryth wished the Evertius brothers or one of his buddies would
make true of this empty moment. He brought the coffee cup close to
his mouth and nose to smell the fumes and determine if it was cool
enough to drink in one swallow. It was.
Above his head, the corner of his left eye caught the movement of
a house-gecko making its way towards the roof with short pauses as
if its path was laden with deadly traps. Euryth wondered what was
going through its tiny head. He was reminded of a belief from his
mother’s side that when a gecko cries nearby, someone will pass by.
Euryth smiled to himself. He was amused by the accuracy of this
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saying and annoyed because most of the time it was always a loitering
dog or cat. His eyes stalked the small reptile until it disappeared into
the roof.
A sudden flash of lightning stole his concentration, as though
reminding him of his incomplete ritual.
He turned around and approached the lounge table, setting the
empty cup down and walking to his son. In one swoop, he swept
Kali off the floor and hugged him tight.
“Continue with your game. I’ll go down to the betel nut market. I
won’t be long.”
“Yes, sir.”
Separating Allotments 84 and 85 is a shortcut connecting the
sealed driveway from the main road. The track extends over the
grassy hill behind both allotments connecting with the suburb of
June Valley.
The rain had lessened now but the earth was soaked and the wind
continued to blow. As Euryth reached the driveway, a whistle issued
from the hilltop, stopping him in his tracks.
He turned and there, half sliding and half walking, carefully
managing his way down the hill, was his Christian friend, Tom.
Tom was stylishly dressed in a blue and white striped shirt and
long blue jeans complemented by Colorado boots and a black back
pack. He caught up with Euryth and chipped the accumulated mud
off his boots.
“Morning, my brother, where you off to?” Tom inquired.
“Down to the street-market to get a Spear and betel nut on trust.
And you?”
“Off to Hohola Four. Since when did you wanna get those things
on trust?” Tom was interested in his friend’s predicament.
“Necessity is the mother of invention,” replied Euryth.
Tom reached into a trouser pocket and produced a K5 note.
“Here’s K5 bro, never mind that trust thing.”
Euryth’s face illuminated. He laughed and said, “Serendipity.”
“What do you mean?” The word was new to Tom.
“Lucky bump. White people call it serendipity.”
At the driveway’s entrance, they shook hands and Euryth told
Tom to look up ‘serendipity’ when he got a chance.
Euryth’s ritual, thanks to serendipity, was complete.
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A CASE OF SERIOUSLY MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Dominica Are
ON the way home one afternoon, as I walked alone past Goroka
Post Office lost in thought, I was distracted by a commotion behind
me and brought back to reality.
Like any curious onlooker, I moved to where the crowd was
milling around.
There, in the middle of the crowd, two women were having a
boxing match and arguing. A woman in shorts and tee-shirt was
accusing a woman in meri blouse and laplap of having an affair with
her husband.
There was much swearing and fighting.
“Em marit man ya! Sem blong yu,” woman in shorts screamed. (He’s a
married man! Shame on you!)
There was a whole thesaurus of profane language being hurled at
blouse woman. The crowd were supporting woman in shorts and
urging her to beat up blouse woman. Man! She could really fight, like
Xena, the Warrior Princess.
In fact, blouse woman was only defending herself and did not
fight or swear. She was trying her best to make her opponent stop
and hear her out, but woman in shorts was like a mad thing and
wouldn’t let her speak.
“Plis, yu wait na harim me pastaim,” blouse woman kept saying,
pushing her opponent off. (Please, wait and let me explain.)
There was no attempt by the onlookers to stop the fight. It was
getting worse and I could see blouse woman was starting to put up a
fight too. Everyone was enjoying the show of course with woman in
shorts receiving their overwhelming support.
“Kilim displa kain meri, ol sawe bagarapim marit,” a woman in the
crowd shouted. (Kill this type of woman, they destroy marriages.)
“Ol tu kina meri nabaut!” chirped a buai seller (They’re two kina
prostitutes!)
As these degrading comments came flying in to assail blouse
woman, I wondered why she didn’t say much or really fight that hard.
I felt sorry for her. Maybe she was at fault and felt guilty.
But I found this weird because, in most of the scenes I’ve
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witnessed where women fight over men, both sides put up a physical
or verbal fight whether one is guilty or not.
Blouse woman was now begging woman in shorts to stop and let
her explain but her opponent was ferocious. She didn’t want to stop.
“Yu laik tok wanem?” she questioned blouse woman (What do you
want to say?).
Then she shouted that she’d seen her husband and blouse woman
at the main market while she was on the bus to town yesterday and it
proved her suspicions that her husband was seeing another woman.
She didn’t know who she was until yesterday. She’d heard stories
and now she had seen the evidence with her own eyes.
Blouse woman said it wasn’t what she thought but woman in
shorts was adamant it was true.
She was emboldened by her own anger and kept swearing and
fighting.
Eventually an elderly woman came between them and tried in vain
to stop the fight. She kept saying something in tokples to woman in
shorts who seemed not to hear.
Failing to stop the fight, the elderly woman screamed into the face
of woman in shorts saying that the woman she thought was having
an affair with her husband was actually her sister in law and blouse
woman’s brother.
Woman in shorts abruptly stopped swearing and fighting. There
was an awkward silence and the crowd broke into uncontrollable
laughter.
The elderly woman turned out to be the husband’s mother and
she spoke in low tones to woman in shorts, her daughter in law, and
explained something to her.
I assumed it was the family tree.
I anticipated a response but nothing came from woman in short’s
mouth.
She was too busy shrinking with embarrassment.
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THE UNDESERVING PARENTS AND THE
LITTLE TREASURES
Noglai Alua Kristina Kin
THE black pothole of emptiness strangled me and dragged me into a
place I dreaded most. There were flames all around roasting my flesh.
I tried to scream but no sound came.
No matter how much I struggled, there was not a thing I could do
to pull myself out of this torture. I heard the laughter of children that
transformed into unbearable screams.
With my skull about to burst, I suddenly exploded, “Aaaaaaaahh!”
I had made a breakthrough.
I sat upright in bed, sweating like a pig. The sheets were soaked
with perspiration. No matter how many times I reminded myself that
it was only a dream, I couldn’t escape the memory.
It all started on a fateful Tuesday night when I witnessed the
deaths of three children.
That morning had been hot and windless. I had been babysitting
our neighbour’s children. The Gumandongas had moved into the
house next to ours three months before. They hail from the land of
salt makers - the district of Salt Nomane Karamui.
Yalki Gumandonga was a highly respected man in the Keri tribe,
the only son of the chief and an accountant, having completed his
education at the University of Papua New Guinea. As the only
person from his tribe with a university degree, he was the pride of his
people.
Gumandonga worked in our provincial headquarters, Kundiawa,
for a private company. He was a career-oriented person who
frequently travelled out of the province.
His wife Alki, a blend of Wabag and Goilala parentage, unlike
Gumandonga was born with a silver spoon in her mouth. As the only
child, her parents spoiled her by becoming victims to her every
request.
Alki never completed her schooling because of this attitude
problem. Gumandonga met her at a night club in Port Moresby and
married her seven years ago.
Alki Gumandonga was present in Kundiawa town every day,
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looking like an office secretary with greased face, coloured hair and
fine clothes. There were three children: a six year old boy Gugama, a
four year old girl, Neranule, and another girl Manule, two years old.
The Gumandonga children were treasures born to parents who
did not deserve them. I wished they were my own.
That morning I looked from my window towards the
Gumandonga house and, as usual, saw the kids home alone. I
couldn’t stand it anymore.
I ditched the book I was reading and went across to the house.
The children were never allowed to wander but today I badly wanted
to take them to my home.
At first they were reluctant and moved to a corner of the room
like puppies. But, after conferring among themselves, they came to
me and we strolled across to my home.
We played the whole morning and they were overjoyed to be out
of their cage and in another house.
Their happiness was clear on their faces and in their voices. They
brightened my day also and we had so much fun together.
Then at 4:30 I dropped them off at their house because Alki was
bound to be home by five. If she found out the children had defied
her rule by going out of bounds, she would surely make them pay.
That evening at about midnight I was awoken by screams. My
room was filling with smoke and I found myself gasping for breath.
Through the window I saw the Gumandonga’s house well alight. I
ran ono the verandah.
Even where I stood the heat was overwhelming and tongues of
flames licked at everything burnable on their house. I was helpless.
No one could do anything to help. The fire was like a furnace.
Lots of people were running around the burning house but my
attention focused on a figure on her knees digging into the earth with
her fingers.
Alki Gumandonga’s face was illumined by the flames and showing
a horrible pain.
“My babies!” she screamed as the heavy corrugated iron roof
crashed to the ground with a deafening bang that sent hot debris and
flames spouting in all directions.
Yalki Gumandongo was nowhere in sight. He was on one of his
trips to Port Moresby.
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A shudder ran through me as I ran into the backyard. I couldn’t
believe that just hours ago these wonderful children had been so
happy with me. It had been the first time in years they had so much
fun.
Now they had suffered a painful death. My brain couldn’t
contemplate it. I gripped the iron fence for support as my knees gave
way. Everything blurred as I sat on the grass and wept.
Back to reality in my room, I sat motionless in bed and held
tightly to the sheets as the dreadful, unforgettable scene came
flooding back.
I knew this fateful experience would haunt me for a very long
time.

MARRIAGE BY PLAN, MARRIAGE BY LOVE
AND MARRIAGE BY CIRCUMSTANCE
Charlene Dinipami Nii
MOST marriages among young people in Papua New Guinea today
are circumstantial rather than by plan or out of love. I saw this
happen to my girlfriend Alice when she was only 14.
Alice, from Nipa District in the Southern Highlands Province, was
five when she went with her elder sister Martha who had married a
Simbu man. She’s been living in Simbu ever since.
Around the same time, 10-year old Brian, also from Nipa but
from a different clan, followed his sister Belinda who had married a
health worker in Kundiawa.
It was Martha who arranged for Belinda to marry the health
worker.
Martha was a second wife and so was Belinda. Their husbands
each had a first wife with grown-up children and polygamy-related
problems. Quarrels over money and shortages of food and other
necessities were frequent in their family.
Most times Alice and Brian would go hungry, which affected
Alice’s education. It was on and off depending on food. When there
was food, she would go to school. If there was no food, she would
stay back helping other people who would give her food by way of
payment.
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Brian on the other hand, being a male, would steal from other
people. Whenever he was caught, he would be belted.
This went on until Belinda broke up with her husband and they
went their separate ways.
Seeing this, Brian sought shelter with Martha and he became part
of her family.
By this time Brian was 16 and had become a professional hawker
and shoe mender which helped accommodate his appetite for home
brew and marijuana. But he was able to provide for himself and the
household too.
Alice was 11 and continued to attend school. Brian supported her
with lunch money whenever Martha and her husband could not
afford it. He would buy secondhand clothes for her when he saw nice
ones.
When I learnt they were from Southern Highlands, I got friendly
with them because my mother is from that province. I treat everyone
from SHP as my uncles, aunties and cousins.
Alice became my best friend. We would go around playing and
helping Martha with the household chores.
Despite his habits, when I came to know the family I found that
Brian was a kind young man. Almost every day he would bring food
for the house. If he made enough money he would give some to
Martha, her husband, Alice and even me. This went on for almost
three years.
One morning after getting dressed, Alice asked Martha for lunch
money.
“Stop wasting your time going to school. Go and marry the man
who impregnated you. I don’t want you in my house. Go!” Martha
stormed at Alice.
There was nothing Alice could do. She told me later that all kinds
of thoughts bombarded her including committing suicide and were it
not for Brian, Alice might have done it.
The news about Alice being pregnant spread quickly and reached
the ears of Brian while he was mending shoes in town. He packed his
tools, bought some food and went home. Alice was at home alone,
crying her heart out.
Brian comforted her and promised to be a father for the child.
“As soon as the baby is born, we will erect a small shelter for
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ourselves. In the meantime, we will have to stay with Martha.
“It’s natural for them to be angry but after some time they will not
mind. So you don’t need to worry. I will work extra hard so we can
have enough money to meet our daily needs,” Brian comforted and
assured Alice.
Alice took heed of Brian’s advice and didn’t bother about all the
fire thrown at her by Martha and her husband. After a week or so,
there was no more fire.
Brian felt embarrassed and moved to the kitchen shed,
improvising himself a bed. In the night when everybody was fast
asleep, Alice would quietly go to see Brian.
Days moved into months and, before they knew it, Alice went
into labour and was rushed to hospital where she gave birth to a baby
girl.
True to his promise, Brian erected a small house. Although tiny, it
had enough space for the three of them and their cargo and they
moved in after hosting a small feast to celebrate their new baby and
to thank Martha and her husband for supporting them those past
years.
Martha and her husband felt very sorry for the new family and,
after shedding tears, blessed them and declared them husband and
wife.
Brian gave some money to Alice and she sold betel nut and
cigarettes while Brian carried on with hawking and shoe mending.
They had enough money for their daily needs.
Truly Alice and Brian didn’t have any plan to get married but
circumstances caused them to end up as husband and wife.
And their story is very common in modern PNG society.

THE SILENCE OF THE FREE
John Kaupa Kamasua
THE fool! How was he going to dish out the best punishment to
match his neighbour’s insolence and stubbornness?
Anger, uncontrollable rage and a sense of vengeance worked into
one to make Kola feel as though he was a potent weapon.
He felt as if he was ready to silence the insolent pup for good. He
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would show him who was stronger.
How had his neighbour dared to take a defensive stance when his
pig had destroyed the new garden? The fool had dared to open his
foul smelling mouth to insult the memories of his ancestors, and for
that he was going to pay. Kola felt invincible.
Maybe he could drive a dagger into his neighbour’s heart and
silence him. No, a machete would do a better job.
These thoughts were evil, but funny too, for Kola would never
hurt a fly.
Or maybe he should confront him. Then the pig could feel the
fierce bite of his tongue. The lashing from his mouth would be
nothing like what his neighbour had encountered before. The words
would be as lethal as a blade.
They would drive him to jump into the Emau River after
torrential rain. There the unforgiving currents of the Araul, Mu,
Galape and Kukulpla would snatch him and drag him to his death.
Yes, the currents were sure to take his neighbour and crush him
against the rocks and boulders.
The earth would tear at his flesh and his cleaned skeleton would
wash ashore on the gravel somewhere between Dikadegen and the
Wahgi big river. Strangers would find his bones and would quickly
bury him. Then the world would move on, his memory lost. That
would be a good end.
But Kola was no monster. He checked himself. His feelings were
as ancient as the landscape; emotions passed down from his
ancestors who had seen the first stars burst from the sky.
The contradictory thoughts filled his mind, occupying his
attention and causing him to miss a firm step on the slippery slope
and plunge off the track. For a moment he was flying through the air,
but was caught by a clutch of leaves and branches and suspended
between the canopy and certain death. It was the thread of a miracle.
With some precious moments to preserve dear life before the
weight betrayed him, Kola grabbed some vines and inched his way to
safety. He sighed with relief and closed his eyes. But, even after this
near tragedy, his thoughts could not rest and again ran havoc.
Was the fall a sign that bad thoughts, especially against others,
were destructive?
There were no answers, only silence in his mind.
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Kola picked himself up and walked carefully to his garden. He had
to be wary. He was among the last of his family line.
But the angry thoughts threatened to flood back. They were
almost bursting out of his head; screaming to take hold of his being.
Kola had to find the strength to suppress them; make them go
away, never to return. So he decided to sing.
He began with the lullabies his mother had sung to him years ago,
when the earth seemed young and love was as real as the wind and
rain. This felt strange, for he was an old man with the world around
him a mean and dangerous place.
Then he sang the courtship songs. But he had a bad cough and
could hardly hear himself sing. Hot air came from his mouth as
muffled croaks, his tone as bad as his old radio with flat batteries.
He decided to draw something positive out of his situation by
focusing his attention on the bananas, pumpkins and pawpaw
growing in his garden. After a while, a different pattern of thought
crept into his more subdued mind.
He would cut the highly priced kame yaure in his garden and
present it to his neighbour. That would be a sign he had released
himself from harbouring evil thoughts against him. And, from his
heart, he would tell his neighbour how he felt.
Kola chose the best banana bunch and carried it back to his
house, struggling under its weight.
He went up the hill and looked across to his neighbour’s house to
see if he had arrived home from the chores of the day. He looked for
the smoke that drifts from such low huts.
Finally, in the distance, he spotted his neighbour on the ridge, a
dry log over his shoulder. Kola struggled down to place the bananas
near the hut door and walked back up the hill.
When Kola saw his neighbour approach the house, he called out
to him: “Dinem yo, I have placed one of my babies from the garden in
front of your house. Look after it!”
Surely being of the same years, his neighbour would understand.
Then he cleared his throat and uttered the most beautiful words,
“I no longer hold ill feelings against you for the argument we had
yesterday.”
His neighbour acknowledged him with similar voice.
That night Kola sat by the fire and recounted his story to his wife.
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On the other side of the hill, the neighbour and his family were
having a meal of bananas and pork.
Everyone was happy. The night sky was clear and the moon was
full. The hamlet was peaceful once more.
The peace and a peculiar warmth resisted even the night cold.
Kola felt a load had been lifted. Silently, within, he felt free.
Kame yaure – is one of the highly fancied species of bananas that is
normally used in important ceremonies in the highlands of Papua
New Guinea. Kame is banana in the Dika dialect of Simbu.
Dinem – An indirect expression of greeting someone senior in age,
when calling his name would be considered offensive. It is a sign of
respect and is mutually acceptable among those who use it. Dimam is
used to address a female in similar fashion.

LOST FRIENDS
Donna Mali
DID you ever lose your best friends? Well I did.
A stream of fear ran through me when they departed. I feared I
wouldn’t find such friends again.
I am Donna Mali, born in the small village of Komi in south
Bougainville. Born in the middle of the bloody civil war that saw the
loss of thousands of lives.
When my Mum gave birth to me she didn’t receive any medication
or medical attention. Same with me. Life was tough.
People hid in the jungle. I don’t remember anything from that
time, but my Mum told me stories. Everything was on hold.
Hospitals were closed. There was little medicine available. Many
people died from curable diseases. Women died during childbirth.
In 1993, when I was three, my dad left for Kimbe promising mom
and me he would find a job and take us out of the fighting zone. In
1994 Mum and I left for Kimbe to join our dad.
Dad was a mechanic and he worked as workshop supervisor for
the Oil Palm Industry Corporation in Bialla. We lived at Baubata
station. The new environment was perfect for a playful girl like me. I
spent much time in the small forest nearby our house.
I made friends with the neighbouring kids and two became my
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best friends, Bridgette Bulo and Alu James Vegoa Junior (AJ for
short). The three of us were very close. We shared the same birth
year, were in the same grade. But, as individuals, we had our
differences.
Bridgette was from mixed Oro and Kimbe parentage, the last
born daughter of Joyce and Tony Bulo in a family of six. As the
youngest in the family, she was privileged to have everything from
her elders.
Well, I’m different from Bridgette. I was born to Daniel and
Martha Mali as their first born and have three siblings.
AJ was from mixed Central and Oro parentage and was born to
Alu and Ruth Vegoa as the fifth in a family of six. He was a funfilled and an outgoing person.
I spent most of my free time with my two friends. We had
different hobbies but all of us loved to play in the small forest.
One time my mum got angry with me and locked me indoors for a
whole day. My two friends came to visit and we talked through the
window. My mum was surprised to see us on her arrival from town.
She was not angry; she gave a smile, opened the door and let me out.
Sometimes we had mishaps, arguments, fights and quarrels but we
always forgave each other.
I had a fear of heights but AJ helped me over that. He helped me
jump off the Tiyauru River Bridge for the first time and got me used
to heights. He taught me not to fear everything.
Bridgette also taught me to be strong and someone people
noticed. On the other hand, I taught them to be simple and
straightforward. We cared for each other.
Our friendship united our families. AJ’s big sister married my
dad’s younger brother. Bridgette was like my sister. Her parents were
like my parents and I felt like a member of their family.
Then came the nightmare. We heard that AJ’s dad had been asked
to leave the company.
The family left Bialla and went to Port Moresby. Bridgette and I
were heartbroken. AJ tried unsuccessfully to hide the hurt in his
heart. I said goodbye to him with a feeling of great loss.
Then we heard that Bridgette’s dad was retiring from the
company. My world broke down. I was scared of losing my friends.
Then I found out that Dad had also been told to leave. I came
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home from school one afternoon to find Dad and Mum sitting
quietly. The quietness told me something was wrong and both my
parents looked worried.
I asked Mum what the matter was. Mum looked up at me and said
my dad also had to leave the company. I didn’t want to hear the rest
of the story. I locked myself in my room and resorted to crying.
That was it; that was how it ended.
Bridgette completed her school year at our old school. I
transferred to a different school and moved to live with my aunt who
worked in Kimbe.
Our last days were spent talking about the world and how to face
it without each other. We talked about how we would find each other
again. We talked about AJ and how life might be treating him in Port
Moresby.
We told ourselves that, as we went on, we would remember all the
good times we had together and that we would be friends forever.
Today I live in Bougainville. But the longing to find my two best
friends is still in me.
I would be happy to find them again. If they ever read this story, I
know Bridgette will be smiling through her tears and AJ, he’ll just
smile, the biggest smile ever.

CURSED WITH DAUGHTERS
Nicola Daniel
IT caused speculation when Gundu gave birth to her fifth girl to join
four female siblings.
Baundo was born at the break of dawn when the first roosters
struggled to crow in the light drizzle that made the whole scene
suggestive of misfortune.
In a small hut on the hilltop of Pari village, Baundo Dekemba was
born to Ambane and Gundu.
Everyone was anxious to find out the gender of the baby because
Ambane was an outstanding and courageous hunter and warrior who
for some unknown reason did not have a son.
Did the couple finally strike luck after a long line of daughters?
Everyone queued outside the hut at sunrise pondering how they
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would react to the announcement of the newcomer.
Ambane who was fighting a vicious and bloodthirsty war with a
neighbouring clan was informed of the news and took a shortcut
home to show his resentment in the arrival of yet another daughter.
He was angered at the news and discerned that he had to kill the
new baby as a sacrifice to the masalai so next time he would surely
have a baby boy.
The forest seemed distressed as he ran noticing nothing, full of
the thought that he had to kill the baby girl. It was not impulsive; it
was something he had vowed to do when he learnt that Gundu was
with child.
Gundu, dismayed by her predicament, knew she had to move
immediately and take the baby into hiding before Ambane returned.
She knew he would show no mercy and would kill the baby.
Gundu did not blame him for this; she blamed herself. Why did the
masalai curse her to conceive only girls? Perhaps she may have
disturbed them or accidently been sighted by one whose glare caused
this curse.
She thanked the midwife and gently took hold of her baby girl and
attempted to get up and walk. But she was weak and her legs
trembled and failed to assist her attempt to flee.
Gundu fell clumsily to the dusty floor of the hut and the agonising
pain that exploded from her lower abdomen travelled instantly
throughout her being.
Her need to escape was overwhelming yet the ordeal seemed
impossible. She slumped on the floor in a distressed state, knowing
that she stood no chance of saving her baby. She gave in to fatigue
and fell into a deep sleep with her baby in her arms.
The baby did not cry but somehow reciprocated her mother’s
emotions in a calm and subtle way. It was as if she felt the pain and
distress she was causing her mother and did not want to add to her
long list of problems.
She slept peacefully in a bilum covered in pandanas leaves and
dried crushed stalks from trees. Her face lit up with innocence and
her skin glowing from the pig’s oil, a healing remedy for the wounds
mother and baby suffered during delivery.
A loud call woke the exhausted mother and now the baby started
crying from the clamour in the village. Gundu knew the familiar
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sound of the calls from the mountain tops followed by confused and
grief stricken cries. Someone must have died.
Footsteps surrounded her hut and within seconds wailing
commenced. Gundu did not want to believe what was happening but
her instinct told her that tragedy had stumbled upon her husband.
A painful scream left her mouth and the villagers burst in to the
hut, crying with grief and sympathy for the loss of a brave warrior
who was a pillar of strength in the village.
The crying went on into the afternoon and the women remained
with Gundu to mourn until the next new moon as tradition had it.
She was not allowed to see Ambane despite her need to prove that he
was gone from the face of the earth on a spiritual journey.
She knew he would visit from time to time in reincarnated animal
or spiritual form.
Gundu looked down at the baby who was now sleeping
soundlessly in the bilum and saw how much she resembled her father.
Her baby’s name would be Baundo Dekemba and she would grow
into a strong-willed woman with her father’s tough character and
outspoken wit.
Baundo would one day be told that her life had been spared as the
result of her father’s untimely death at the hands of the enemy tribe.
Ambane’s head had been cut off and taken by the enemy warrior
as a trophy while his body had been brought back and buried at the
entrance to the village as he would continue his duty in the spiritual
realm to guard and protect.
Ambane was destined to die as a warrior but the incident of his
daughter’s birth was the deed of the masalai and their all-knowing
manipulation of life and death.
Gundu was full of hope for she believed great things were in store
for Baundo who was granted life when Ambane’s life was taken.
The masalai always knew what would become of people and it was
no mistake of theirs that Baundo, Gundu’s last daughter, had lived.
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KATHLEEN FURI JUFFA’S HOME FOR
WAYWARD BASTARDS AND ORPHANS
Gary Juffa
MY grandmother was the toughest woman I’ve ever known. She was
also the funniest and kindest.
Kathleen Furi Juffa was born sometime in the early 1930s. No one
back then knew their exact birth dates.
I once asked her and she glared at me and said it wasn’t important.
Living and surviving were important, not the date that detailed when
you were born she stated with a special look that said “Say no more
or die!” It transformed a diminutive woman into a giant ogre.
Kathleen was just 14 when she married my grandfather Victor
Juffa after he came back from the war. Well, that’s what my mum
said, in a way that suggested she disapproved.
I recall my grandmother relating this story to me for the millionth
time at our home in Kokoda as she sat with me at the fireplace
happily engaging in her favourite pastime – chewing betel nut after
the evening meal.
My mother, packing to leave for Port Moresby after her usual
visit, muttered something about grandmother Kathleen’s brother
wanting precious store goods as the reason why grandmother got
married.
Grandmother blew up! She had that monster look in her eyes and
declared in a blood-freezing way, “Well you were lucky I didn’t drop
you in the latrine when I gave birth to you aren’t you? Sometimes I
think that would not have been a bad idea but luckily my grandson
here made up for it.”
My mum clamped up. That was a story she didn’t like. How
grandmother almost lost her in the latrine when Mum entered this
world too quickly.
In general, Mum was cynical about my grandmother and they had
bitter arguments about everything, usually because of some silly
comment one of them had made. All of us would just enjoy the
show.
Except when it affected us. “Why did you speak to that dragon?
You go and eat with her!” Then it was either cold food or none at all
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from Mum’s kitchen. And if we then did eat with my grandmother,
we were snubbed for days. It was walking on eggshells for the
duration of the feud. Sometimes they wouldn’t speak for months.
My grandmother’s tribal totem was a large bird, Amone, known for
being a real sulk and holding a grudge. It seemed this bird afflicted
anybody born into the clan. Everyone held grudges and sulked
terribly, she and my mother being classic examples.
Some people will be nodding and saying to themselves, “So this is
where he gets it.”
In fact, I was labelled the “Incredible Sulk” by my fourth grade
teacher in Lae, Ms McCarthy. I had to sit in a corner and glare at the
wall on the days I was in a rage and she sent me there.
My corner-mate was Holmes Kissing. He and I alternated. Ms
McCarthy was fat, no kids, a horrible person, a racist I am sure. Her
arm was bigger than a child and she wore a tent she could easily fit
several children under it.
I kept getting sent to the headmaster for various punishments.
One that hurt was when I came to school and was admonished
because my uniform was dirty and smelly. In front of the class. All
the children giggled at my humiliation. I was 10 and a single parent
child.
My mother, a family planning coordinator, was often away on field
trips visiting villages and remote stations and I was taking care of
myself, making my own breakfast and walking to school.
Mum had stopped leaving me with her ‘friends’ when she found
out that they referred to me as “that little bastard” and didn’t always
feed me. I told her I was tired of sleeping under the stairs and
missing out on meals, watching them while they ate as I stood
outside.
I convinced her I could look after myself and she gave me some
money and let me stay alone. I collected bottles after school and sold
them at the SP Brewery depot.
I also invited my mates from the nearby settlement to stay with
me. We had meat pies and Coke for dinner and again for breakfast.
We sneaked into the movie theatres and watched everything. We
hardly ever showered. It was cold. We were kids. Anyway, what did I
know about personal hygiene?
That day was the most embarrassing of my primary school life. It
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was an international school and my mother could barely afford to
send me there. I never got on well with the kids or the teachers and
was always getting in trouble for something I felt I didn’t do.
Parent-teacher events were no fun. Everyone's parents turned up
except mine. I had Mum’s office gardener, Sape from Kukukuku,
come along barefoot with a giant Tramontina bushknife and a plate
of sandwiches. Mum was busy working several jobs.
Kathleen Furi Juffa had raised me and other “little bastards” at
Block 168, Kokoda until her husband, retired Papuan Infantry
Battalion soldier, Victor Juffa died. That was when I moved around
with my mother wherever she was posted - Mendi, Ialibu, Hagen,
Minj, Lae - until going back to Block 168 where I had grown up.
Mum had a car accident in Lae when I was about 10 and
thereafter struggled to take care of me. She confided in me many
years later that she was worried sick. We were living with people in
hostels and sometimes terrible things happened. In general, it was
about surviving.
My mother always sent me home for holidays so I kept my native
language skills sharp and knew my tribal lands and tribal lore. For
Grades 4-6 I shifted to Block 168 with my grandmother and cousins,
who were all somehow rejects or ‘little bastards’ like me.
In those Kokoda days, like many other kids, I had a long walk to
school and back. Some days were bliss; others were hell. Especially
when I had malaria and could barely walk the two hours back to the
block, shaking and in tears and feeling very sorry for myself.
I would lie under a cocoa tree in the burning sun, hands between
my knees and teeth chattering, shivering until my grandmother came
from the market. I don’t know whether it’s pharmacologically okay
for kids to take Amoxycillin and Chloroquin and Panadol all at once,
but I survived so it worked out fine. Grandmother treated everything
with Amoxycillin and Panadol.
She sold cabbages and scones at the market and made do while
Mum recovered from her accident. Hard times but happy times. We
all contributed - chopping wood, hunting, fishing, collecting greens,
fetching water, harvesting our small cocoa patch. A dog named Santo
was my best friend and with me everywhere I went.
Grandmother was a workaholic. She was up at five and woke all
of us and got us to start working. Tending the chicken pens, cleaning
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the yard, and making the fire, preparing breakfast, scraping coconuts.
Everyone was busy.
Some days we would have a treat for our meal, like a fresh
chicken. It was usually a Saturday and it was a whole day event.
These were the days my mother would send money and
grandmother would buy rice and noodles - special stuff. She would
also send us to our neighbour’s place to buy a live chicken.
Once she ordered us to kill a rooster, which we chased around
gleefully trying not to catch it while she boiled hot water, cooked the
rice and heated the wood stove to bake scones for market the next
day.
Our ineffectual hunting down of a scrawny red rooster got
grandmother raging mad. Her ogre came out and she screeched,
“You skinny brats! What is taking so long?” strutting out of the
kitchen like a dragon from its cave.
She was like that, instantly going from a mild and loving tiny
grandmother to a giant fire-breathing dragon-woman. We searched
for somewhere to hide but fortunately the little red rooster paid the
price.
He was always annoying Grandmother anyway; crowing at three in
the morning when the others did theirs at six. And right under her
bedroom too. She would mutter, “The pot is where you will be
soon,” as she thumped the floor.
But that didn’t irritate her as much as the fact this rooster was a
rapist. He raped any creature smaller than himself. He even tried it
with our neighbour’s toddler once while the poor unsuspecting child
was going to the toilet in the woods.
He was a bad, bad bird this rooster. Fierce and aggressive and
always raping the hens, even when they were on eggs. None of the
dogs would mess with this bag of bones covered with red feathers.
Grandmother loved collecting strays. She would collect puppies
and kittens no one wanted and she would look after them. They were
usually the most pitiful ones, the runts and the scraggly. Much like us
kids, I guess, in Kathleen Furi Juffa's little home for wayward
bastards and creatures.
She would kiss these weaklings and cuddle and feed them. Some
of these creatures had fur missing, ribs sticking out and shook like
alcoholics. Some had missing ears, eyes and teeth but each one would
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be given love and warm food. Many were near death and few made it
to adulthood, dying as kittens or pups but while they lived they were
loved.
So she came back and found the little red rapist trying to molest
her little collection of pitiful animals. They were squealing and
whining and making more noise than a Kokoda Friday social night.
And Grandmother was furious.
“You won’t crow out of time again you little red piece of hell,”
she declared, sentencing the rooster to death there and then. We ate
him on Saturday.
Back to the chase of the rooster. As grandmother emerged from
the kitchen, we stood scared shitless pondering what she might do to
us. She had a mean backhand. But this time she suddenly appeared
holding a trident usually used to spear bandicoots, another favourite
meal.
This she flung like an Olympic javelin and, making a whirring
sound, it sailed through the air towards the rooster, which was
thinking it had escaped us to rape another day. The three-pointed
spear pinned the rooster to the ground by the neck, instantly killing
it.
We stood there slack-jawed and Grandmother muttered, “That’s
how you kill a rapist.” At which point we all found something useful
to do, working quietly and feverishly like dutiful little colonial
plantation workers.
It’s raining outside and such nights bring back memories of
growing up at Block 168, Kokoda. Good and bad memories. I
sometimes laugh when I recall those times but I can’t help wiping
away tears too.
On those rainy Kokoda nights, grandmother would cook early and
gather us near the fire to tell us legends. She would chew betel nut
and be mellow and warm and loving and tell us horrific legends of
murder and cannibalism and ogres that raped and killed their victims
and strung them up by their entrails to feast for days on their rotting
carcasses.
We would be cosy, sip our lemon ‘tea’ (lemon leaves with sugar)
and listen attentively as if in church. No details were spared - she was
gruesome - and we had terrible nightmares but we loved these stories.
Then off to bed to listen to the rain falling hard on the tin roof
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and retell the tales to ourselves, listening to the rain and the night
creatures and falling asleep one by one.
Some nights I would wake up and see the low flicker of the
kerosene lamp with Grandmother sitting working on her bilum and
singing and humming gently and crying softly. Singing about her
beloved husband, my grandfather, who was a true warrior and who
loved her deeply. Theirs was a love story that was true and pure.
“You left so suddenly, like the dead branch on a tree surging
ahead and leaving me behind.”
Her cheeks would be wet with tears and I wiped away my own
tears on those nights and an extreme sense of loss would remind me
that I also missed this great man.

THE SECRETARY – A GENDER CHAMPION
Kela Kapkora Sil Bolkin
THERE was a knock on the door.
“Come in,” said the Secretary without looking away from his
computer screen, the earpieces firmly stuck in his ears.
Salina stood at the door and smiled.
“Oh! My gosh!” he sighed, “Close the door.”
“Ah? Okay boss.”
The Secretary lifted his right hand, clenched his thumb with the
index finger and turned it as if turning a key in a lock.
Salina, who was familiar with the sign smiled, closed the door and
clicked the knob.
The Secretary fluttered an eyelid and signalled her to come
forward.
He whispered as she reached him “I am watching the video we
produced at the Towai Resort. I am looking at your naked body lying
on the bed and suddenly you came and knocked. What a
coincidence.”
He took the earpieces off and stood up. The groin area of his
trousers was bulging.
“I am looking through your clothes and reminiscing about your
seamless body in my mind’s eye.”
The Secretary held her in his arms as she muttered, “Stop this
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dirty sermon.”
The Secretary hissed, “I cannot change how my mind works. You
are always on my mind. Did you work puripuri on me?”
“Delete the video, please,” she pleaded.
The Secretary grabbed the folder she was holding and dropped it
on his table.
“Those are Australian aid documents for the engagement of the
external IT adviser,” she said.
“Later.”
He placed his hands on either side of her buttocks and pulled her
towards him but she was much taller than him and he had to stand
on his toes to raise his fat lips to give her a good kiss - but his bulging
stomach pushed her away.
Salina looked down and saw her face mirrored in his shiny bald
head as he struggled.
“People will come and knock anytime, please boss, enough. This
is not an appropriate place for this.”
“But it feels good,” whined the Secretary.
A gecko was chirping. It was resting on the picture frame of Sir
Mikal hanging on the wall.
“Look, even the geckos are watching.”
The Secretary stopped and looked in the direction of the gecko
while his hands rummaged around her abdomen.
“We can go to Kookaburra Resort at Six Mile. It is now 2:30 pm. I
will clock off early and wait for you on Soare Street. The spot where
you picked me up last week,” she proposed.
The Secretary looked up with exhaustion and slurred, “My dear,
you are too good to me.”
Salina was 21, beautiful and from Tutu Settlement. She had come
to work with the Department last year but nobody knew how she
was recruited. The human resource division was tight lipped but the
gossip was that the Secretary appointed her to the vacant substantive
position of senior IT officer.
Salina was a product of the esteemed Ensisi Catholic Girls High
School. She was a tomboy and therefore assigned to work in the
sacristy during senior high school. At times she would hide and help
herself to the sacristy wine.
Upon completion of senior high school in 2013 she attended
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Santa Barbara Business College in Moitaka, obtaining a certificate in
accounting.
Another lady in the department gossiped that Salina had married
her grade school sweetheart and they had a son. Her husband,
Kamna, was unemployed but drove for a gang in the Tutu
Settlement.
Since working for the Department, Salina had been undertaking a
lot of duty travel with the Secretary. She even flew abroad once with
him for a meeting in Brussels, which had nothing to do with the job
she held and was the talk of the week among the ladies.
Rihanna and some of the ladies said they had university degrees
but were still junior while Salina had just come in, been appointed a
senior officer and travelled more than all the women in the office put
together.
The talk became even bitterer when the women learned Salina had
no university degree and no experience in IT.
“You reckon, I am a gender champion,” asked the Secretary as he
lay on top of her.
Salina, pushed his chest up with her hands and complained,
“Yeah, you’re a gender champion for opening legs. I heard you
opened Rihanna’s legs during the national IT conference at the
Bendown Motel.”
Rihanna was one of the procurement officers of the department.
The Secretary farted in his struggle to stay up and roared,
“Rihanna flirted with me but you are my only true love. I want to
promote gender equality and you will be the IT manager of the
division soon.”
Salina raised her head and kissed the Secretary and cradled him.
“You are truly a gender champion,” she sang, and kissed him.
The Secretary was acrobatically pushing below, ‘‘Aaa... aah, my
gosh,” moaned the Secretary and flopped on her with fatigue.
“Are you done?”
“Crrr crrr crrr crrr,”a mobile phone in her handbag rang.
Salina rolled the Secretary on to his side and grabbed her bag.
She looked in the direction of the Secretary and placed her index
finger on her lips. The Secretary blinked his eyes in obedience.
“What?” she answered.
“Junior is crying, where are you now?”
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“My dear husband, I am at the bus stop and will soon be home”
“Bestie, try and hurry up, please. I have to pick up the street boys
because we will be heading downtown in 25 minutes time for an
operation.”
In the background Salina heard her son crying.
“Bestie, if you have some extra coins, get a spear (cigar) for me,”
begged Kamna and switched the phone off.
Salina stood up and dressed. The Secretary was lying on the bed
watching as she put on her clothes.
“Taxi fare,” she barked and sprayed herself with perfume.
The Secretary searched in his wallet and gave her two K100 bills.
She grabbed them without saying thank you and ran out of the
room and resort.
The Secretary, dazed with fatigue, took a nap.
Salina jumped into a taxi and shrieked, “The meeting went beyond
schedule, shit, Tutu settlement driver, and please hurry.”

THE HILLSIDE FIND
Joycelin Kauc Leahy
WE climbed together, side by side. Chief Superintendent Roy Tiden
and I stepped through the tall kunai grass and up the rocky Ranuguri
hillside.
The mid afternoon sun fought with its last strength, throwing an
orangey tinge on the grass and on vibrant houses on the hillside.
Ranuguri is in Konedobu. Below, the sound of traffic in Kone died
down as we moved further up.
It was a Tuesday in February 1985; the year Papua New Guinea
would celebrate its tenth year of independence from Australia. It was
also the year it recorded the highest crime rate in Port Moresby.
Solving crimes excited me. At nineteen, and reporting for PNG’s
leading daily newspaper, life was never dull.
My mother had called the night before from Lae, asking me to
bring my little brother to Port Moresby and care for him. I was the
eldest of four and Rivona was turning eleven.
Port Moresby crime figures were escalating and living here was
hardly safe enough for me. I wondered how a historical government
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post such as Kone boasting the best harbour and a bustling business
centre could also be afflicted with such a high crime rate.
In the newsroom the talk was that a state of emergency would be
declared for Port Moresby. I stopped briefly to wait for Supt Tiden.
As he got closer, I continued climbing.
I wanted to care for my brother, knowing how hard it was for my
mother with three young children. But I was afraid journalism work
would keep me away for long hours. This was my first job, and I
wanted to do well. Maybe I could also bring my grandmother, so she
could help me with my brother.
With my mind absorbed, I didn’t realise I’d left the superintendent
behind. Glancing down at him for directions, Supt Tiden pointed to
the top of the hill. I headed there with my bag and notebook,
stepping carefully over the loose gravel and scattered boulders.
Down the hillside, Mr Tiden’s blue uniform showed through the
green swaying Kunai grass. Further past him I could see some of the
old colonial buildings. Colourful clothes danced on makeshift lines
and smoke escaped from open fires.
Next to the police headquarters other old buildings had been
converted into the mining department offices. Several dozen vehicles
were parked there. I brushed the sweat off my forehead and wiped it
on my skirt.
When I got the call, Mr Tiden had mentioned a rise in death
amongst gang members, especially young boys. He said he’d been
called out a week ago to a crime scene where the body had already
decomposed.
While moving the remains onto a stretcher, the rotting arm
dropped onto the superintendent, and as it brushed him the
fingernails came off. Thinking of that story and what we might
discover today, I felt nauseous.
I wanted to get it over and done with and return to the comforts
of the Post Courier newsroom. My workmates there have become my
second family, away from my hometown Lae.
I neared the hilltop. Supt Tiden was several metres downhill. His
large body restricted his speed up the hillside. He’d started puffing at
the foot of Ranuguri and joked about racing me to the top, making
light our reason for being there. By then he was already an astute
detective with over 20 years of police work.
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With the incident report descriptions of the crime location, I
figured I would see a crime scene near where I stood. I expected the
obvious: signs of damage to the land surface, a scrap of bloody
clothing, and any kind of evidence.
“Maybe, I am on the scene,” I whispered to myself. The hairs on
my skin stood erect. At my feet the ground was bare and uneven with
rough limestone.
I called out, “Mr Tiden!’ Mr Tiden!” Out of respect I always
referred to the superintendent as Mister. I could hear the wind
blowing my voice down the valley. No response. My throat dried as I
hugged myself.
I looked around and across the hilltop trying to see where the
sound of buzzing flies came from. I didn’t want to step on anything
or anyone. I could not even see those damn flies, but I heard them
very close. A crow soared and two others joined the circle, just
metres above me.
I held my notepad tight. I pulled my bag up to my chest and smelt
the leather. Inside it were my no-brand cinnamon lipstick, an extra
pen, and a bunch of keys and the police issue can of Mace. Mr Tiden
said I might need it one day.
“The Mace!” I almost said out loud. But what help would it be?
Apart from spurts of kunai, there was nothing else here. Whatever
there was would not be too hard to find, but my legs refused to take
me further. I waited. The flies buzzed and the grass shooed. I wished
the police helicopter would blast up the hillside and break the silence.
I was about to call Mr Tiden again when I heard muffled cursing
and knew he had arrived. “There you are, Joycelin.”
“Am I in the right place?”
“You are! That is great detective work,” he answered cheerfully.
I pretended to smile.
“Come this way.” He started turning down the opposite side of
the hill then halted suddenly.
I walked up to him and looked down. Stretched out before us was
a boy’s body. He had three large rocks weighing him down – on the
neck, the abdomen and the legs.
The head had a massive dent and the rock on his neck was
covered in blood. “He can’t be more than 11 or 12 years old,” said
Supt Tiden after a complete circuit around the body. I had not
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moved.
Supt Tiden looked up at me, waiting for a reaction. The only thing
running through my head was my brother, Rivona.
It could have been him, I thought.

AISLE FLATTERY
Marlene Dee Gray Potoura
SOME people just don’t understand the answer, no!
“You’ve filled out so well,” Ray eyed me up and down, drooling
like that bulldog from Rio (the movie, I mean).
I stood there, in the aisle at Big V hyper mart too dumbstruck to
say anything.
“You used to be this skinny gangly girl in high school and my, just
look at you now, aging has done you wonders.”
Piss off!
Ray, the high school hunk, made me feel like one of the cans of
food on the shelf.
The feeling was of disgust.
“Are you married? How many kids do you have?” hunka munka
asked.
“I have a child, but I’m not married,” I stood tall and said in a
confident voice.
“Geez, Ingrid, you had this squeaky voice in high school and,
wow, now you talk in a hoarse deep voice,” Ray winked at me.
Uh uh.
The wink was the Grim Reaper’s signal to scythe a sinner’s head
off.
Hope it’s not my head.
“Do you smoke?” Dr Ray love asked me.
“Duh, everyone smokes these days. Why are you asking me?” I
replied annoyed.
“Just got curious, because of your hoarse voice,” Grim’s sidekick
in disguise said.
As he smiled, I saw the betel nut stained teeth.
“Are you on FaceBook?” he asked, moving closer.
I took three steps back and nodded my head sideways.
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“No?” he quizzed.
“Nope,” I said fishing my ringing mobile from my handbag.
“Can I get your number then?” Mr High School-once-had-six
packs asked again.
Oh, dear. Persistent. Must think he’s still the high school hunk.
“Never,” I said and answered the phone.
I spun my shopping trolley around with one hand and spoke on
the phone. I walked along the aisle trying to find the Nescafe threein-one ready-mixed coffee.
In high school, Ray was good looking, athletic and an A student.
Girls would roll out an invisible red carpet for him. I was on the ugly
list, so I usually walked off in the other direction with snickers from
Ray like, “Hey bony, why you on the wrong track?”
I was ugly and skinny, but I knew stuff. I sort of found out that
looks were deceiving if, even if you were an A student, you didn’t
know a lot of ‘other stuff’.
It was during a boys’ night.
On boys’ night they were allowed to visit our dormitory whilst we
waited for them outside with refreshments and then gave a concert to
show we were beautiful humans too. I believe every girl gave Ray a
present and so did I.
As we were serving refreshments, he came out of our dormitory
with his buddies helping him carry his gifts. We entertained them and
sang songs (I was at the back, being tall) and then we talked with
whichever boy we wanted. I talked with my cousin Rictor the whole
night not knowing how to approach the other boys, who were trying
to drink fruit punch through their noses.
Some girls believed this very funny and were laughing like hyenas
but I thought they were disgusting, especially when one of Ray’s
friends had a coughing and sneezing fit and blew snot out of his
nose.
Then everyone sat on the grass and talked. The floodlights were
on and the moon was beautiful. As Rictor and I conversed in our
mother tongue and laughed, I saw feet in front me. Then I realised all
eyes were on me.
“What the hell is this? What kind of present is this? Are you trying
to offend me skinny?” It was Ray and he was as angry as a Rottweiler.
My cousin stood up and tried to defend me, but I held his hand
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and he stopped.
“What do you think it is?” I asked smiling.
“Are you making fun of me? Why a stone for a present? Are you
so poor, you have nothing to give me?” Ray shook his head sideways
and I could see smoke coming out of his nostrils.
I was not poor. My parents were humble people but well off, and
I was brought up to be friendly and kind. It wasn’t my fault I was
skinny adolescent still growing up.
But now I was mad.
“You are in Mr Thompson’s science class. Don’t you know what
that is?” I stood up and faced him.
“Would you rather get a teen magazine with a lot of airhead
unschooled stars who made it to the top by chance?”
“Yes, I’d rather have a teen magazine which has handsome people
like me instead of you giving me a stone as thick as your head,” he
yelled and tried to slap my face, but his hand landed on my cousin
Rictor’s arm.
Rictor punched him and then his friends and some girls started
screaming at us. The staff came and sorted everyone out and asked us
what the problem was.
“Skinny offended me by giving me a stone,” Ray angrily told the
dean of boys.
“Show me the stone,” the dean said.
“Ray, these dormitory nights are supposed to be fun nights. The
girls can give you weird gifts just to crack you up. What’s the big
deal?”
Then Mr Thompson our science teacher came over and took the
‘so called stone’ in his hands.
“Ingrid is this what I believe it is?” he asked, smiling at me.
“Yes, it is Mr Thompson. It’s petrified wood.”
“Very rare indeed, Ingrid. Mind if I keep it?” Mr Thompson
asked, looking at the wood closely.
“Not at all, sir,” I said.
Then Mr Thompson pushed something into Ray’s hands.
“Here, have this Teen Wolf mag. I’d rather have this wood, it sells
well overseas.” Mr Thompson left Ray with mouth agape and
returned to the staff table.
“Wood? Petrified?” he asked no one but looked at me and Rictor.
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“Yes, numbskull, your best present for the night and you lost it,”
Rictor chuckled and we laughed and said something worse in our
mother tongue.
Back in the Big V, I rounded the corner to the kitchenware aisle
and high school hunk was blocking me smiling like a Cheshire cat.
“Hey, Ingrid, I’m sorry about the petrified wood thing. I was really
stupid then,” he giggled like a teenager.
Dude, you are still stupid now.
“Oh, yeah, I was just thinking about that a few minutes ago. Don’t
worry, it’s all in the past,” I said forcing a smile.
“I always thought you were a really cool girl.”
“Everyone thought I was the coolest,” I said sarcastically.
“Awww, Ingrid. Just give me your number,” he begged.
“Why do you want my number? There’s nothing for us to chat
about,” I told him in a matter of fact voice.
“What if I want to take you out for dinner?” he said.
Shivers! This guy must think we’re still in high school. He was getting on my
nerves bad now.
“No, I don’t do dinners, I don’t do numbers, I don’t do nothing,”
I said, trying to push the trolley past.
“What do you do for fun?” he sounded a bit distressed.
Nothing you dope!
“Well, I don’t know what fun is. I work,” I said, again matter of
fact.
I strolled past him and went to the checkout.
Twenty packets of ready-mixed Nescafe later, I exited the shop.
‘Never give up Ray’ was there.
“Umm, Ingrid, Just want to ask why you are buying all that coffee.
Do you run a coffee shop?” he looked confused.
Sucker!
“No, I don’t Ray, I drink them,” I said.
“You drink them all by yourself?” he looked scared.
Good!
“Yes, Ray,” I said.
He followed me as I made my way to the car.
“Why do you drink so much coffee? Are you bored? Can’t you
sleep at night?” he asked in a deep strange voice.
Creep.
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“No, dear, I’m a writer. I drink coffee and write at night,” I said as
I turned on the ignition and wound up the window.
Goodbye aisle flattery, hello real life.

MAORO TURANA
Clive Hawigen
“COME on Maoro Turana, you can do this, take us home safely,”
ToElias whispered as he shifted down to second gear and slid up the
muddy hill that had once been a perfectly sealed road.
It was a few kilometres past Society and the Toyota Land Cruiser
10-seater jumped slightly as it shifted gear. Gaining power, it worked
up what little courage it had to tackle the hill.
The journey had been a long one for Maoro Turana. Three weeks
out of rugged terrain without rest. Now it was finally heading home,
half way through the final leg of the journey.
The bushes on the four shock absorbers were gone as well as the
stabilisers. ToElias felt the pain as metal scraped on metal. The
brakes felt weak and the clutch was squishy. All four tyres were worn
out and the spare had gone missing.
Although the seriously ill engine provided traction, it would take
hours for it to get out of this mud.
Maoro Turana ground its gears to stop itself screaming in agony,
begging for mercy, pleading to stop, praying to be taken to hospital.
ToElias cringed, muttered under his breath, “Aleai!” as metal
crashed on metal again as the vehicle hit a deep pothole. “Sorry mate.
Be a good boy. Don’t you dare die out on us.”
ToElias spoke gently, gripping the steering wheel but not so hard
as to cause more pain, shifting to second then pushing on the
accelerator, urging Moaro on, testing its limits.
Somehow Maoro sensed it, became calmer and pressed on, the
engine slowly driving it forward. Although wounded, Maoro Turana
was obedient, he listened.
ToElias, with over 20 years of driving experience, knew Maoro
would get them home. In the driver’s seat, he felt it. There was
courage in the heart of the machine; it was still capable. But he had
doubts. God willing, all the other vitals of Maoro Turana would hold
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on a bit longer. Five more hours to be precise. He brushed the
thought aside.
“Think positive, Maoro will take us home. Think positive,” he
thought as he shifted to first, released his right foot from the
accelerator and tapped the brake to avoid a pothole and started a
descent through a dense canopy of pine trees.
The trees meant they had reached PNG Forestry Products
territory, which meant Bulolo, this part of the journey almost over.
For three weeks they had trekked the rugged roads of outback
Wau and Bulolo. Maoro had a mission and, with ToElias as captain,
they were responsible for safely transporting the team of doctors,
medicines and vaccines stored in their cool boxes and food rations
and camping gear.
Dr Jill Waka was team leader. A lanky Kainantu woman, she
specialised in public health and headed the team of nurses and
community health workers on this patrol.
Jill knew that she could count on them to get the job done. Unlike
the lazy health workers often found in urban hospitals, her team was
dedicated to the cause. They would follow her to hell and back if it
meant helping the sick and needy.
They were hardened veterans who had patrolled every village and
hamlet in the region no matter how remote and the stories they told
bore a testament to that. They rarely complained and they never
sought recognition. They were the doers, the ones who got the job
done and were good at it.
Jill was proud to lead this team.
She was happy not be walking this time, she thought. After the
previous patrol, she had been confined to bed, her legs were swollen
with infection, muscles and tendons pulled and aching. Even the
painkillers hardly helped.
As a highlander, she knew she was born to walk up mountains but
nothing had prepared her for the Sarowaged Range. That was a year
ago and something she would never forget.
ToElias tapped Jill on her shoulder, rousing her up from her
slumber.
“We’re at Bulolo. Do you want to stop to get anything?”
Jill looked in the rear view mirror to check if she resembled
neatness. A strand of loose hair was neatly tucked behind an ear. She
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dabbed a little water on her hand and spread it on her dusty face to
freshen up.
“Sure ToElias, let’s stop and grab some lunch. Good boy Maoro
Turana, we’re almost home,” she patted Maoro on the dashboard.
A 15 minute stop at Namba Wan Stoa for lunch and they
continued the journey.
Now on the bitumen, Maoro was cruising. They passed through
the notorious Kumalu and nearly two hours later crossed the
Markham Bridge. They were home.
“Thank you Maoro Turana,” ToElias smiled. His weary hands
patted Moaro’s steering wheel.
Maoro responded, keener this time, and pressed on as dusk crept
along the Markham River.
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WE ARE POETS
Philip Kaupa Gena
Art is an expression
and we express words
They have a pottery project
we have a poetry project
They are inventors
we are designers
They learn music
we write their lyrics
They carve the wood
we carve the words
They sew the bilums
we stitch the alphabet
They paint to express
we paint words to impress
They’re professionals with skills
we’re professionals with knowledge
They follow the grammar
we write the drama
Our thoughts are personal
but speak to the general
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They have dreams
that we cream
They're on a mission
we have visions
They have ideas
we have imagination
Because we are poets
we write in style
If Shakespeare can sound forever
forever we can sound
Because we are Poets

HOW POOR I BECAME BECAUSE OF YOU
Paul Fuzo
Four years ago he vanished into that brick and glass
Once in a while he spied out of his tinted windows
His house grew bigger and heavier
And all the while we waited
Four years he played in the field of thieves
He wore those brightly-fashioned garments
And all the while we suffered
Four years he rustled his leaves
Green, blue, and red. What a colour his became
There's a missus, a mistress and a concubine
And all the while we sweated
Four years he juggled every penny we earned
Those years he enticed us with fruitless promises
And now he has come with some more tricks
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And all the while we respected him.

IN THE SECLUSION OF MY MIND
Jeffrey Mane Febi
Chained to a deeper and darker crevice
Of protruding spines and tangling vines
Where the place of rest is misplaced
Still hanging, swaying from ear to ear
Manoeuvring; tangled and poked
In the deeper and darker crevice
Of rising water and bruising winds
Where thoughts meet thoughtlessness
Still breathing; swaying from ear to ear
Hush, hush, a relentless call
Despite the resounding sounds
Of a deeper and darker crevice
Where protruding spines and tangling vines
And rising water and bruising winds
Mingled to a cacophonous jingle
A silent note, discordant and mean
Relentlessly calling, meaninglessly yelling

SEE HERE THOSE LOOSE THREADS
Michael Theophilus Dom
See here these loose threads,
See how I hold them in my hands
And how I roll them on my thigh?
Tired and wrinkled they both are,
My hands and thighs,
But still strong enough
For this work and some things.
Your hands are soft and new,
Like your thighs and that's good.
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You have far to go young girl,
Many things to learn; I will teach you.
I will make a bilum for you.
A string bilum, like the kind I used to carry kaukau from the garden
But you will not carry kaukau as I did.
Still you can learn to make this bilum
So that you too can learn to tell our story to your daughters
And they will grow strong and wise like you.
Then one day when you sit at your hearth
And spin your own string,
With calloused hands like mine,
On weary thighs like mine,
You can remember everything good that has happened.
These thighs your Bubu loved, when we were young.
Yes, he did, many, many nights – that is good too, the best.
And may you find a man to do likewise for you.
These hands raised a family.
Held them, fed them, fought them, taught them and loved them
every day.
Until they each went their own way, to make their own families.
So now these hands spin loose threads to roll them into string,
As once they held my children to my bosom.
Now, these wrinkled hands recall to me my children in each thread.
The colours are feelings,
The textures are events,
The lengths of string form chapters of their lives;
As I weave my tale, I see them in my heart.
I smell them each, like smoke from wood that brings tears.
I feel them each, as I feel these threads in my hands grow stronger.
And weaving them, string through string,
Every loop and hitch and tie, binds us together, each to each.
They are our lives, woven together to make a story.
But what will it be for, this story made from strings?
I will take it to my garden – to bring kaikai home;
I will sell it for some money – to buy a new gaten sipet;
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I will make it for a new bride – to show my pasin;
I will give it to my daughter – to make her bilas shine;
I will send it to my tambu – whom your Bubu loved best – to show my
lewa;
Or maybe I will send it to another land where they do not know this
kind of life.
Maybe they don’t know about this brave old woman and her bright
young daughter,
And maybe someone else will see my story in this bilum and learn
from me too.

EXITING A HOTEL IN THE PACIFIC
Michael Theophilus Dom
My home is not your tourist attraction.
No supermarket for colourful trinkets and toys.
Our bows and arrows still kill game and foes, on untamed
reservations where we rule.
We planted yar trees for millennia before your cowboy carbon
trading.
My home is not your adulterous playground.
No sweetshop/sweatshop for paedophilic migrants or philanthropic
vagrants.
Our living cultures are to be observed with reverence for the savage
dignity of our ancients.
We will not bow to foreign gods no matter what your enticements.
My home is not your smorgasbord menu.
No delicatessen for your conspicuous consumption.
Our rural livelihoods have kept us fed despite your urban avarice.
We are utterly biodegradable, while even your manure lasts for eons.
My home is not for your upper-crust business class citizens.
No blithe, blind, blunt, neo-barbarian brute should sun bake on our
beaches or bathe in our mountain spas.
Our natural habitats are not a hospital for your sick and handicapped
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refugees of modernity.
We never put a 99 year lease on the air we breathe.
My home is not for your capitalist considerations.
No value added, duty free, WTO compatible tax holiday trade
agreement for my homelands.
Our lives belong to the land unlike your vice versa, vain, Viagra-value
system.
We gave generational blood, sweat and tears to our land for which
cash is no recompense.
My home is not your hotel in the Pacific.
Where sails my peace: Where soars my soul
Where sings my blood: Where stirs my bones
Where sweet my dreams: Where sleeps my love
There stands my home.

I AM THE BETEL NUT
Michael Theophilus Dom
I am the betel nut,
The daga stick
And the lime pot:
I am the red, red stain.
I am the filthy eyesore,
The stained teeth
And the health hazard:
I am the mouth cancer.
I am the free gift,
The girls are garlanded with
And dance to greet:
I am the crowd pleaser.
I am the icebreaker,
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The nut of kastom
And first act of the kibung:
I am the nut of peace.
And, I am the nut of conflict,
The urban curse
And the rural blessing:
I am the lifestyle choice.
I am the betel nut,
The daga stick
And the lime pot:
I am the red, red stain.

THE LOST GENERATION
Steven Mavii Gimbo
Written in 1998 during the aftermath of the tsunami that struck Aitape
Beaches I walked on
Deep blue Lagoon I swam in
Coconut Trees I climbed
Waves I spluttered in
Sparkling Beaches, as kids we loved
Deep blue lagoon, our livelihood depended upon
Taste of salt on our lips was sweet then
Deep blue of the sea was familiar to us
Many houses that lined the beachfront
Smoke that snaked up to the sky
Fireplace that provided warmth and homeliness
Peace-loving, happy, content people that lived there
Smiling housewife with her Melanesian hospitality
Hardworking loving husband with his Pacific ways
Gay laughter of the young hearted at the beach
Centuries-old wisdom of the old beside evening fires
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But, alas, I write this
With tears in my eyes
And a thorn wounding my heart
The only survivor in a family of ten
With others like me I share
Endless pain, unending grief
And continuous mourning
We shed tears for those who perished
We pray to a God who will respond at his own will
For that evening, when dusk crawled in
As evening fires burned bright
And folks relaxed before their bedtime
Death rushed in and stole many lives
Oh, God, damn that day
For nature destroyed your creation
When you created man and nature as one
When they were supposed to live off each other.
As evening fires burned bright
The mother calls her child
The child who is happily playing with others
The child who would be one of many lost that night
As dusk settled over the village
The father sends his son on an errand
The obedient son runs along to do his father’s will
The errand was the last the father ever sent him out on
As the night’s activities were planned
The youths decided on a social night with friends
Like all young-blooded they hurried on
It was their last happy moment that night
Disaster struck! So fast!
It brought the world to a standstill
The beautiful gentle waves
Became murderous Tsunami waves
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Alas! It created a gap that Friday night
In just one night, a generation was lost
Claimed by Mother Nature
During the confusion, we called out their name
Only it was drowned in the fierce wave
Leaving only total destruction
Wiped villages, destroyed houses, broken trees
And death everywhere
We searched for them and called out their names
Only to hear the echo of our own voices
So sad, begging, crying
Hoping they were among the few lucky ones
Our eyes turned red and tears ran dry
We cried till late but sleep won’t come to comfort us
For how can a mother sleep
Without the comforting knowledge
That her child is sleeping near her bosom
For how can a father sleep with the knowledge
That his son, his heir, won’t stand by his side when he gets old
For how can a brother or a sister lie down to rest
Uncertain their little ones are safe and sleeping soundly
Life is not the same without them beside us
And now we wake up in the morning, today
To the nightmare that was yesterday
With each setting sun
We are struggling to face tomorrow
Dreading what lay in the future
But as the sun comes up
And it’s rays shines on us
On a clear blue sky, cloudless
We recall what it used to be like
And we want to start anew, even if in a new place
We must start anew
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One can’t live in the past, forever
It only deepens the wound in the heart that won’t heal
So we take up our axes, and what’s left of our possessions
Friends, the world over, send gifts of sympathy
To help us pick up what’s left of our broken lives
Alas! Nothing can bring back what is gone
Even if we rebuild, the pain will still be there
The loss will never be recovered
And so every time we try to sleep, each night
We dread what would happen tomorrow
We wake up in the morning, every day
To the nightmare that was yesterday
With each setting sun
We are struggling to face tomorrow.

TEARS FOR THE FLY RIVER
Iso Yawi
The river has turned into blood
Grandpa couldn’t go fishing
Grandma couldn’t drink anymore
A river tainted with poison
The Fly’s waters are bitter
Grandpa cried all night for Fly
Grandma’s tears turned to blood as Fly
River turned dead as the Dead Sea
I tried to comfort them but couldn’t
The Spirit of the ancestors groans
For the life of the young ones
Who couldn’t enjoy the waters anymore
Because it turned from better to bitter
The Spirit of the ancestors groans
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For the life of the marine culture
Dead forever – for eternity
Because it’s truth has been removed
A source of human survival terminated
The marine prey blotted from food chain
Fishing eliminated and out of business
Because the Fly River is dead
I finally understood our ancestors’ words
Their spirit remains true to its value
The love of money is the root of all evil
It turned my Fly River into a monster

WHEN ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo
On that morning common sense was in retreat
In its place insanity and lawlessness came marching in
Down the road an uncommon chant was heard
The song “army, army, army” filled the air
The voiceless rose and fear soon gripped their suppressors
The sound of gunshots heard in the kernel where malign gods reign
On both sides men with guns ready to plunge into anarchy
In the melee the innocent led astray by ignorance
When all hell breaks loose, people power is a weapon of mass
destruction
Martial law fails when the governed feel no fear of consequences
The defenders of our constitution are no different from us
But they punish with handcuffs and charges
When no law stands a chance to tame society’s recklessness
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Common sense is asked to be the jury
When common sense fails all hell breaks loose
and stupidity becomes our trademark of malevolence
Our own fallacies are enough to hold society to ransom
Our oaths mean nothing to us
We stand not to serve and protect but to be feared
We take up arms not for God and country but for ourselves
In this pursuit we declare defiance to the common good
When all hell breaks loose and mutiny and treason abound
All around us the angels fall from grace
In the end we have no dignity and we are all villains

FREEWAY – TOWN!
Caroline Evari
Yu siksti igo
Yu siksti ikam
Yu biket driver
Yu singaut "Freeway-Town! Freeway - Town!"
Ol sit I pulap
Ol man I hangamap Yu biket driver
Yu singaut "Freeway -Town! Freeway - Town!"
Ol polis pasim rot
Ol polis tok yu stop
Yu biket driver
Yu singaut "Freeway -Town! Freeway - Town!"
Pasingia tok yu stop
Bas cru tok yu stop
Yu biket driver
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Yu singaut "Freeway -Town! Freeway - Town!"
Nau yu stap lon steisen
Nau yu kamap pasingia
Yu biket driver
Yu singaut "Freeway Town! Freeway Town!"

CASTING INK ON PAPER
Iso Yawi
I write with a vibrant heart
My blood and bones bare witness
My emotions, and every single cell, says so
I write with a different mindset
My brain and hands aid me
As I cast the ink on paper
I write with a mandate
To change the course of a nation
With my pen as radar
I write with a fire burning within me
The passion, zeal and drive of literature
Let it ignite my soul evermore.

CHANGING TREES
Doreen Bauloni
Trees of the Milne field
Stand firm in your roots
That you may not yield
To the winds of change
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Keep your natural bark
Whether it is fair or dark
Do not paint it white
Or any colour you like
Avoid vines on your limbs
Excess dust on your leaves
Scent of your bark and flowers
Will no passing eye lowers
Keep your leaves from dust
Your bark free from rust
For your natural beauty
Displays the real you
Avoid the seasons of the year
They may cost you dear
To shed your natural leaves
As do the other trees
And when all your leaves
Turn from yellow to grey
They may one at a time fall
Leaving you few or none at all
Don’t be like leaves that fell
You can surely see and tell
When the breeze of life whispers
Carries them where it disappears
Know that you are a unique tree
Standing tall and carefree
For the hassle of everyday life
Will never give you strife
Your branches with flowers bloom
Fill with aroma the air’s room
Let your nectar so sweet
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Birds to drink as they tweet
Trees of Milne fields
Stand firm in your roots
Your branches outspread wide
Will withstand the flows and tide
Let everyone see and know
That wherever you grow
You are indeed a tree
Standing tall and free

ONE LIFE
Philip Kaupa Gena
If life is like a flower
Must I not stretch my fragile bloom
Or can my petals not mount a tower
If a flower is what I am, is it impossible to spark an honourable
bloom
I will wilt and wear as a flower should
But can I be with a legacy behind
Can they say the lily is better than the rose would
If a carpet plant is what I am, let me bloom for all to find
As long as I can glitter under the glowing sun
Through the good or bad let me be there
Let me be the hub that all birds and insects have fun
My stem and stalk may not carry me higher but at least I blossom for
the bees I care
If a flower is what I am
I must live while I can
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MY COMMON SENSE DIMINISHES
Jimmy Awagl
I bypass someone like a blowing wind,
Without saying ‘please may I move through’
In your pathway I walk across
Without ‘excuse me’ I stride like a soldier
My common sense diminishes like the light
I receive a gift from you as a tribute
Without saying ‘thank you’ like dogs rush for bones
You say nothing but imagine me as an animal
For I grab the gifts with no smile of appreciation
My common sense fades like a dying petal
I borrow your personal possessions
Don’t say ‘May I please borrow your property’
I did not express thanks for your generosity
And to please your undertaking to me
My common sense vanishes like a lost coin
Someone is addressing the audience
I pay no attention to what is being said
As the climax of your speech cascades
I talk and distract and show no respect
My common sense as dead as a decaying rat
You pray and I’m laughing
You study, turn up the radio
You sleep, I crack jokes
I make sounds like no one’s around
My common sense diminishes like the setting sun
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ANATOMY’S TALE
Lapieh Nazaria Landu
I’m not charmed by your classy shoes
Or the finer details in the laces on them
But the feet within
That walked you places
Places of solitude, places of wonders
Now spaces that don’t exist anymore
Your feet, they tell your story
I’m not charmed by your silky chinos
Or the labels embodied
But the legs beneath them
The welts they endured
From your childhood trickeries
Of sliding slopes through craggy territory
Your legs, they tell your story
I’m not charmed by your gold drenched fixtures
Of the diamonds entrenched
But the hands coated by them
The grime you frayed to find yourself
Blistered from the climb, cut from the battle
A postcard perfect premonition you vow to deserve
Your hands, they tell your story
I’m not charmed by crisp free chemise
Or the shiny brooches heaved
But the layer of flesh around
The vase and holster for one’s heart
A heart once broken, battered and belonged
Now restoring itself in seclusion
Your soul, it tells your story.
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THE OLD MAN’S LEGACY
Iso Yawi
Let me live one more day
So I can tell you a story, young man
Of old times, but still fresh in me
We fished and hunted in moon light
Our catch was great
Gardening was our daily chore
We planted and harvested in the valley
The rivers from the mountains refreshed us
Oh, I tell you young man
We sang songs of love
And enjoyed the beat of the kundu
The young men jumped in rhythm
As the young women swayed their grass skirts
Every step we took followed a pattern
We danced in pride of our identity
As we fell in love with our young women
Let me live one more day
So I can tell you the old wisdom
Be obedient and listen carefully
I want to teach you the values
And skills to be a mighty hunter
And your fishing catch will be great
The ways to build houses in style
Let these values drive your heart
Stay close to me young man
Let me impart to you my blessing
Before the fire is quenched
And the light in me is turned off
Let me unleash your potential
And the kind of spirit in me will be also in you
So that you can be a strong young man
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May my legacy live on in your heart

SWEET NOSTALGIA
Paul Waugla Wii
Once upon a time
Perhaps in the not-too-distant past
You may have lived here.
Your very feet trod upon
An insignificant blade of grass
That grew here.
But this beautiful countryside
With the rolling, windswept hills
Of the Kunanaku and Naginku territories
That slope down to the banks
Of the ever silent river
Remains now an insignificant blur
In your memory.
In the dead of that forlorn, misty afternoon
You trudge along the path...homeward bound
After a long rendezvous in the great metropolis of the world
Living the ultimate dream.
Every blade of grass
Smells of dew and the drizzle
In that damp, melancholy hour.
As you thread downhill
On a path so familiar
Not a blade of grass moves in that serenely rolling countryside.
An unearthly moment of stillness pervades the vast countryside.
Upon your sudden intrusion
A troop of inawas takes to flight
Across the grassland.
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The damp and the wetness
That hang upon the blade
Of every irugla grass...of every buagle grass
And the curling smoke rising skyward
From the burning fires of a hundred innocent homes
Across the Druamugl Valley
Reminds you of an innocent, bygone childhood.
A sweet nostalgic moment in that melancholy afternoon
When the retreating dark clouds
Descend to merge with the land upon this perpetually beautiful
countryside
By the ever silent river
Nightfall must eventually descend.
Footnote – Kuman language (Simbu) words

Inawa (singular) is the name for a small bird species, denizen of the grasslands in the Highlands
of PNG. These birds flock around together. There can be up to 10 or 20 in a flock at any time
Irugla is a particular grass species found in the Highlands.Buagle is another Highlands grass
species

A LONELY HEART
Dominica Are
Up and down the road I stroll
Engulfed with emptiness
Been living a bored life
In this vibrant universe
It seems absurd to suddenly feel
Like I want to belong
Longing for someone beside me
To feel and hold
Wondering why, someone like me
Could be like that
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Sitting alone in the afternoons
Sending my thoughts afar
Beyond the never ending hills
As the wind caresses my face
My thoughts wonder what
you might be doing right now
The universe seems so large
And I feel so timid alone
Do you long to be with someone on such evenings?
And could it be me?
I’d really love to be with you
Sharing my thoughts and unleashing your heart and mind
It’s beautiful knowing someone loves you
Their eyes sparkle when they see you
And goes gaga over the small things you do
You will never regret watching the stars at night
Embracing me in your arms
For there will be no greater moment enjoyed
In your life than this

LOVE BY ANOTHER NAME
Lapieh Nazaria Landu
It has started- indeed it’s begun
The new chapter of one’s new life
A new kind of calling
Far from stories all told
The ability to endure insufferable physical pain
That’s love, yes love- love by another name
The patience to nurse ones bantling
That’s love, yes love- love by another name
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The strength to forego prospects of self-gain
That’s love, yes love- love by another name
The flair to relinquish seclusion
That’s love, yes love- love by another name
The power to immolate desires of want
That’s love, yes love- love by another name
The preparedness to serve and not be served
That’s love, yes love- love by another name
It has started- indeed it began
The new chapter of one’s new life
My servant hood as mother
My own story told!

EM NORMAL
Jimmy Drekore
Principals drinking
Presidents drinking
In taxpayers’ car
Em normal
Even clergymen
And policemen
Drinking in taxpayers’ car
Em normal
Check the credit lists
They clench their fists
In the local bar
Em normal
They are called “Father”
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They are called “Leader”
Feasting in taxpayers’ jar
Em normal
They love the State
Stay till late
Exhausting taxpayers’ reservoir
Em normal
Student performance
LLG performance
Below par
Em normal
If you don’t talk
Nothing will walk
Continue paying your taxes
Em normal

APAIL HAS GONE TO WALK IN OTHER
FARAWAY RAINS
Mathias Kin
In memory of Apail Kin
In dry July of 2012 it rained suddenly
The children couldn’t stop it, I couldn’t
And divinity doesn’t seem a strong enough reason too
Emotions run high
Why this rain? Why rain on me?
Memories glow of a most good looking and well-torso fella braving
the Deboma Pass
From Marelnule below in many rains to return home with bilums of
tapioca and pumpkin
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To feed his hungry offspring
In previous rains gone, we would climb up from our bird hunting at
the Wahgi,
Always him at the close rear giving me confidence I did not fall over
the cliff.
These rains only seem yesterday
In the future, there will be other rains
But when Awal, Ogan and Aiwa anxiously lookout from their smoke
filled door
Into the foggy afternoon rain, their hero will not be coming home
Not in this rain nor the next
For our Apail has left us
To walk with his long gone fathers in other faraway rains

RECLUSE OF REGRET
Dilu D Okuk
I once wished, '' If only time could come again tomorrow,
for I have invested all too much in sorrow.''
In my zeal for life wisdom passed me by,
stumbling through narrow corridors, ready to die.
Wisdom finds me again as I come to rest,
from my journey of unruly feasts and jest,
The unwanted illumination of my past pretences,
oh I wish I could hide behind those golden fences.
Confidence has deserted the windows to my soul,
now reserved and timid, without purpose and without goal.
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My limbs thirst for industry but in vain,
the cognitive processes are shot and in pain.
But old companions have caught me unawares,
inspiring my hopes and healing my fears,
Once discarded and the reason for my yearning,
now these 'ears', once decoration, are now the catalysts for my
learning.

THOSE GATHERINGS!
John Kaupa Kamasua
Ah! I see,
You have taken a fee here
And a per diem there, for yourselves;
For those gatherings of people who dwell in glass houses
To pour over the affairs of many,
Whose lives may not attract a dime!
You have tea, and host
Banquets in the name of faceless citizens;
Among them a beggar, who begs at the gate
A cleaner, who cleans at the doorstep,
And me, a tea-boy,
Who waits at your table!
But all fade as shadows when you leave

CALL OF THE MAMA GRAUN TO WEST PAPUA
Tanya Zeriga Alone
Mama Graun.
Soft earth, hard rocks, round river pebbles, sharp karanas.
Yellow, black, white, red coloured earth.
Blue distant mountains, white sandy beaches, and fiery sunsets.
Birds of Paradise, kwila, dugong, tuna and gold.
My land, my identity, my soul, my being.
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Mama Graun drank my life blood, spilled when I was born.
My umbilical cord buried in her
A promise in blood to remain close to her.
An oath only to be broken by death.
Mama Graun thriving on fat from my forefathers.
Warriors, hunters, gardeners, dancers, lovers
All born, breathed, died and offered back to nourish Mama Graun.
Their stories, my inspiration.
Their exploits, my pride.
Their secrets, my power.
Mama Graun, the custodian of my life force.
The tubuna songs we sang,
Shoulder-to-shoulder we stood
United by blood and history.
Pride rising in our voices,
Chasing the kundu beat above the highest canopies,
A rhythm that put fear into many hearts.
Together with my brothers, in my heartland
I was invincible.
But how can I sing my song,
In a strange land, without my brothers
My ancestors bid me avenge my brother’s blood.
For his blood calls to me,
From the swamplands, rivers, mountains, ditches
Where he lays, slain.
An altar of sacrifice - sacrifice of blood for freedom.
What song can I sing?
For I cannot even honour my brother with burial.
While I weep, Mama Graun persists.
I must return to honour my pact;
To Mama Graun, to my ancestors,
To my descendants yet to be born.
Together with my brothers, we will face the morning star,
To defend my Mama Graun,
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For a free West Papua.

THE DANCE
Daniel Kumbon
Kundu drums echo
Garamuts bellow
Conch shells blow
Pan pipes whisper
Sleeping crocodiles stir
the message travels
Through the jungles thick
over the mountains high
down the valleys deep
Over the savannah dry
the message travels
Mingles with
smoke from village fires
the sound of shrieking children
the roar of the Kula trade winds
Caresses the ocean waves
whispers to the fishes
hoping the message is heard
Put on your tapa cloth
Put on your penis gourd
Put on your grass skirt
Put on your skin diwai
Put on your headdresses
Paint your faces bright
Is the message
Let us all 800 people dance
Let us all dance till sunset
Let us all dance till dawn
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Let us all dance around our house
Until our voice is heard
Let us dance for our children

THE CLOSET
Dale Digori
Welcome to PNG; we stand for Freedom, Fairness, Equality and
Christianity
No child is left behind *chuckle*
Oh wait! Not you; God created you a sinner
You as well; you chose to be this way.
What idiot chooses to live a life filled with the most abominable
hardships?
And why on earth would God create sinners?
Why’ve you got to be so rude? They’re just people too
Why’ve you got to be so cruel? It’s not an abomination
Why’ve you got to be oppressive? You’re restricting their right to life
How can you even be so confident to say you love and care for him?
To say you’ll be there for him no matter what
You seriously don’t know him, do you?
You are pathetic and unbelievably clueless
What if I told you he was one of them?
Then would you change your mind?
Or would your feelings for him - that warm, fuzzy, “family love”,
magically decline?
You say it is repulsive, sinful and wrong!
Clueless and oh so merciless
You’ve turned him into a Hollywood actor
Putting on a show just so nobody ever finds out – and you may never
find out!
Because he fears rejection and the shame – he fears being disowned
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Imagine all those years of ‘what ifs’ and hours of questioning.
Those teary nights and the unbearable guilt
That constant reminder of being alone even amongst so many others
It was never by choice, solely by design
Punishing someone for merely being themselves
Welcome to PNG; also the land of hypocrites!

PORT MORESBY CITY
Fidelis Sukina
A journey worth making
To see a city grow
New development, new look, new day dawning
Shops, bigger, better, convenient, all in one
Hotels, motels, guest houses, part of growth
Open air markets, roadside markets, four lane roads
Connecting commuters to produce in afternoon traffic
People, infrastructure, jobs, benefits, commerce
But, in-between, traces of reality
Poor get poorer; rich get richer
Investments signed off, beggars seen off
Churches empty; night clubs tempting
Beer cans taller; beer fights odder
Buai ban stronger; sellers cockier
Migration, urbanisation, hordes filling hilltops
Squatting and claiming traditional land
The loiterer standing useless like a wide eyed possum
Change and negligence, part of a journey through Moresby City
Morning rush, bus stops full, pocket pickers, office workers, school
children
Employed, unemployed, aged, young; growth and time waits for no
one
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WELCOME TO BIBLIOCRACY
Michael Theophilus Dom
A vibrant democracy
A rampant hypocrisy
This is the PNG way
Casual religious bigotry
Crippled informal economy
This is all we have today
Women die from pregnancy
Children learn delinquency
Men rape with impunity
Pursue polygamy and promiscuity
Fear to free homosexuality
Ignore the blatant inequality
Villagers live like their ancestors
Ministers live like rich investors
Working folk are forever debtors
High unemployment rate
No parliamentary debate
Leads the way to a failed state
Leaders ply disinformation
Speakers try misinformation
People get lost in confusion
Crimes our leaders perpetrate
Perpetuate societies hate
On PNG time, a saviour will be late
Sacrifices must be made
Carvings that craftsmen had made
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Were the first to go on our crusade
We brought home a Holy Book
And that same day sanity forsook
We placed it in the House of Crooks
We say we are Melanesian
More Christian than other Christians
Then crucify our own Constitution
Our newfangled philosophy
Is Melanesian Christianity
Welcome to Bibliocracy.

BOOK
Dale Digori
I’ve found the key
To where my imagination will forever grow
I travel in a super sports car
To a place far beyond the furthest star
I go China, London, Vegas and back
And that’s pretty much all in a day’s work
Explanations and explorations
Discoveries and definitions
Spare me the gory details
I’ve something far better than HBO tales
Keep the remote, save your PS3
I’ve the key to a world of endless possibilities
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THE RED CIGAR SELLER
Caroline Evari
Boy all in red
And a red in his hands
Coins clatter in one pocket
Notes slumber in the other
“One kina red! One kina red!
He chants as a song
Up and down the foot path
His feet stationed on alert
His body cautious
To the coppers
And the rangers
Those that attack you in surprise
This red brings danger
He has escaped many times
His eyes watch the road
As his mouth continues to chant
“One kina red stap!”

BUSH TRACKING
Jimmy Awagl
Departing the village for the nearest highway
Tracking the bush road beneath the canopy
With bilums, bags on the shoulder
Tracking the steep mountains like a patrol officer
Leaping knees along the path like a marching soldier
Inhaling fresh air through the mouth like a compressor
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Erasing sweat from the forehead like a car wiper
Eyes focused on the track like a welder
Calculating the distance like a counting machine
As the track bends turn around accordingly
Down the slopes descending carefully
With loads like a donkey ascend slowly
Resting at certain ideal spots
While leaving cargo on the side
Drinking fresh water from running springs
Continue tracking as the sweat freezes
Tracking the bush road until the highway
Then hopping on the truck
Riding easily to town
Then tracking all the way back

FRIENDS WITH THE POOR
Fidelis Sukina
Aged and deranged an old man is walking
Silent, diligent, crouched and hump-backed
I cry a silent tear, so help him God
Every ounce of energy welcome, laziness never brings much
He walks Moresby’s dusty streets, slinging a flour bag
Cans and bottles he forages, through the stink of drains and drums
How can a man like me see you and just walk away
How can a simple man give my last bus fare and walk
I ask myself, and leave you lingering towards home
I lie awake and think where you will lie tonight
Thunder sends cold shivers and a bed sheet over my body
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But the old man sits under a broken shelter, cold and frail
Praying to God for a life more than this
Perhaps a good gesture will find him tomorrow
I hope tomorrow brings me joy
And the old man, let’s just say he is now my friend

DISCONNECTED
Dominica Are
Woke up to a cold chilly morning, reluctantly
Opened eyes, reached for phone, grouchily
Alarm silenced! Up I get!
Quick shower, dress up, I don’t look that bad
Often skipping breakfast, quickly to catch the bus
Off I go! The bus ride, damn! The traffic congestion, frustrating
Morning greetings, smiles along the way
Hoping to get in time, the clock in time
Finally there! Signed in, settled in my station, Ctrl +Alt+ Delete
Let the day began!
Monotonous, arduous tasks day in day out
Still ‘withering on the vine’
Pressurised at times but keeping calm
Started off excitedly but as the years passed by
I’ve grown weary, no progress, kind of depressing
Quite an effort put in, to please those up there
But still, no recognition bores me to death
Hearts no more in it
I yawned, looked at the time and felt at ease
Nearly time to sign out
And I’ll be heading home
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Hopes still high for big and better things
For challenging and exciting opportunities

FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL
Phillip Kaupa Gena
Dedicated to Kaupa Gena Jnr
White paired socks stretched knee high with a smile
Embroidered with petals of maroon and reddish-orange
A new look enlightened with joy and style
Batched with school logo and smile of courage
A little scholar, with beginner’s big heart
Neither curiosity nor enthusiasm can speak
For innocence blinks in these vibrant eyes
Little does he know that it is time to pick
From the garden of knowledge through time
Today he’s armed with pride and mission
In his parents eyes, he’s in his prime
And will find his destiny and also vision
The little scholar is going to school today
May goodwill follow him all the way

HAIKU FOR THE WAHGI RIVER
Thomas Okun
See that big river?
That murky swirling river
It is our life.
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A DUET TO PARADISE
Jimmy Drekore & Marie-Rose Sau
If you can see paradise from the ugly terrain,
Mt Wilhelm is smiling at you, my dear
... I always have seen paradise through the ugliest terrains
Even through the eyes of my dreams...
Then you have the eyes of a queen,
Can you see the empty throne beside Wilhelm?
Through the eyes of the queen in my dream
I can see it clear
That empty chair of royalty,
Seat made of the finest cuscus fur,
Head proudly attired in glorious plumes fit for a king
And guarded by the spirit warriors only my eyes can see
Yes I see that empty throne and it is alluring me into its arms
From your feet stretches a carpet of forest moss
with guard of honour from Wilhelm's finest soldiers
Let the sole of your feet lost in this cosiness
He watches like an impatient groom
I know that groom is impatient
But my desires have always been ancient.
Onto that carpet of forest moss
I long to weep at my silent loss
The soles of my feet are sore with weariness
For I have travelled far from my Simbu paradise...
Oh you fairy-tale queen
Like a butterfly you leap once again
Maybe I am glad that I now can sing
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of missing my paradise that I am not singing in vain...
Your song shall sail through the gorges
Like the sound of crystal streams
marrying light and mists
giving birth to rainbow of love
That rainbow of love
Of light and of life
May be the groom and to it, maybe I, his wife.
Upon the sleeping forest between the crest of those gorges
Shall my pride glide
Soaring above the bosom of that paradise in one accord
with that rainbow of love
If heaven is for real, you have just brought it to earth
Joy to the earthlings
And praise to the heavens above…

TOUGH GORDON’S BUS STOP
Philip Kaupa Gena
Mechanical exhaust competes with acrid dust
as sour brake pad aroma compromise the air
all denaturing what the nose must
and the addicted smoker ignorantly puffs away
It’s all pleasure to the fare hungry bus crew
uncaring at the sweaty vendor’s effort
but keeps his rapping rhythm all through
to lure and outdo his competitors’ effort
With the sweat, dust, and thirst without shade
maintaining influence under a scorching sun
travellers flow and hustle and bustle at this domestic gate
and petty thieves’ hands dying to grab and run
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While lone introvert tin can man collects his loot
they dance to the drivers’ acceleration and hoot

HATE OR LOVE?
Martinez Wasuak
Dedicated to young people to make wise choices in their love life
Do I pretend, I don’t know
I look into your eyes to love you
But I can’t, this brick of hate
Stand like a blockage, the eyes passes not
I don’t know whether I love you or I hate you
I knock on the brick of hate
When it listens, I smile to love you
But, suddenly your past flows like a river
To an innocent mind, when you lighting up the past
I don’t know whether I love you or I hate you
You love mentioning a Name
To me I far most hated, it’s a burning fire
You didn’t see the scar on my only heart
It hurts the most of your past love when you light up
I don’t know whether I love you or I hate you
I was very innocent then, of romantic heart aches
Since you introduce it, I regret never experiencing it
I am fighting the love battle where I shouldn’t
You and I should be happy and plan the future together
I don’t know whether I love you or I hate you
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SLUMBER’S CARESS
Thomas Okun
When the day has run its course,
This weary soul seeks rejuvenation,
And if I’ve done my labors and chores
A battered spirit envious recuperation.
My worn out physique craves rest,
The man in me is seduced,
These eyes are put to the test,
My conscience is ambushed,
Slowly albeit surely I yield,
At the urging of slumber I undress,
This test I’ve just failed ,
I’m urged on by her caress,
Drowsiness embraces me, I lay and moan;
As eyes close, I whisper; now bring it on!

THE CULTURE APPRENTICES
Terence Ako
Below the mountains
In the foothills
Is a hamlet
And in this hamlet a group of young men
Gather together like a school of fish
Like hungry children awaiting dinner
The night has matured and is cold
With a silent breeze coming from the mountains
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The burning wood chatters
The fire’s flame flickers
The young men’s skin glistens
The young men listen
Everyone is alert
Listen closely to every word Lapun Sir speaks
Lapun Sir concludes; “…therefore know your roots
Because in your roots lies your identity
Without it, you lose everything
Be a cultural vulture
Learn more of it; safeguard it
Embrace it with positive attitude
Without it, you would be like a drunk
Dancing to another person’s tune
Be an original, play your own tune
And let others dance to it
Learn your traditions, and appreciate
Without traditional knowledge
You are like the lost son in search of the Father
Be proud of it, as Yomkra has given it…”
As the curtains drop, Lapun Sir lights his roll of tobacco
From the last burning wood
Inhales deeply…and exhales
The smoke forming phantoms in the air

A QUESTION OF IDENTITY
Margaret Brownjohn
Where are you from?
…one of the most loaded questions I think people can get this day
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and age...
Does that mean where I was born?
Where my parents are from?
What language I speak at home or what language I am capable of
speaking?
How I carry myself or how I dress?
What food I like to eat?
Or
How authentically I subscribe to my grandparents and ancestors
beliefs and practices?
Does my answer change how you should … or would treat me?
I am from Earth
I am a child of the world
and I take the best of the worlds I have been privileged to be a part
of...
I love,
am proud of who I am,
my journey through life and my beginnings.

EAVESDROPPING ON MAMA’S PRAYER
Malo E’avuka Senar
Four a.m. The night is a vacuum
Nocturnal creatures, tired they are
Cease their night’s journey
And begin their soundless slumber
Mama stirs in her sleep
She’s up!- lest this moment pass
I hear her quietly make her way
To grandmother’s bedside
“Father, God almighty” she begins
I am wide awake now, as I have planned
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For this moment!
I will eavesdrop on my mother’s prayer
She talks with vigour despite the morn,
Of things I knew nothing of
The other day she mentioned everything’s okay
But it did not seem, as she says it in her prayer
I let a tear slip down
And stifled a cry when I realised,
That this woman mighty to me
Is but a child in the moment of prayer
I listened to her quietly,
And vowed in my heart that one day!
One day she will cry happy tears
For when she prays, they will be thankful pleas
A promise of a new day arises
She is up and about, hiding the struggles that weigh her
I notice a dark cloud in her eyes
And wonder about the tears that never fell
I may not know now
But I will!
At four a.m.
When I eavesdrop on Mama’s prayers

WORDS OF NIGHT
Diddie Kunaman Jackson
In the dark of the night
My thoughts steal across the plains of my mind
As my eyes stare motionlessly
Into the valley of the dark night
My thoughts dance across the plains of my mind
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And so do the words that were so scared to
Come out and play during the day
For fear of all the anger and what if’s
For fear of just speaking out
My peace of mind
For all this I hold back the most scared thoughts
Till night falls and I let loose
All that is within me
Let the moon be my judge
Let the stars be my opponents
For when night falls
My words are like the sands of time
No shooting star can shoot me down
For I will bring down the sky
With a thousand words
More than the stars that it holds
Only when night falls am I invincible
To the world around
As my mind dances to the beat of my thoughts
And my hands strum the cords of my words
Only in the night do my words come out to play
Leaving behind word prints
Of the past nights to remember me by…….
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DON’T JUDGE A BOOK BY ITS COVER
Jimmy Drekore
Don’t look at the shirt
Look at the heart
Don’t look at the hat
Look at the mind
Don’t look at the feet
Look at the track
It's not the cover that matters
It's what's inside that matters
It's not a dirty hat
It's a beautiful mind
It’s not rags
It’s all hearts
It’s not bare feet
It’s a tale
If you read my story
You’ll find my heart
I’ll shine my love on you
And keep you warm for eternity

LIFETIME JOB
Eugenia Diou
Broke my back whole day with the chores
No rest till night
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Am relieved coz everything is done and it’s time to go to bed
But then you give me more work and I say
I am tired, I don’t want to
Then you get angry
No compliment about all the things I did today
No understanding at all
Instead you are angry
But tis ok,
I’ll accept it coz I am a mother and it’s my lifetime job

LITTLE BENITO’S DISCOVERY
Clency Amos
Up into the Kondiu apple
Who should climb but little Benito
Holding the trunk with both his hands
And looking abroad to foreign lands
He sees the blue mountain
Adorned with wild flowers
And the many pleasant valleys
No wonder that in the apple he dallies
He sees the rushing Wahgi River pass
And the wild farm lands around
If only Benito could find a higher tree
Further and further he would see
All the beauties of our Rosary
Where mountains meet the clouds
If only those clouds would unfurl
Benito might see the end of the world
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THE LAWS THAT RULE
Abner Yalu
I read this book one time, more by accident than any real interest,
“Bookkeeping for Dummies”,
they say two financial statements, all it ever takes,
to successfully manage prosperity in a business operation.
The balance sheet comprises assets equals liability plus equity,
the income statement shows all revenue against expenditure,
a transactional record based scorecard for business performance.
Dummies books even show how profit is reinvested,
either capital or retained earnings, both needed for future growth.
in this book, the laws that rule simply state the golden rule,
hard work and discipline end up in business growth.
So I thank my lucky stones, PNG is run by those
prosperous businessman and experienced politicians,
surrounded by clever aides, decorated with countless degrees,
not a coin can go wrong, PNG’s future is looking bright.
So I confidently sought, PNG’s business book to read a few chapters,
hoping to learn a few new insights for myself I found
the balance sheet and assets listed clearly, liabilities on the left,
with equity entry, all zeros empty.
It could be a mistake, I censured myself,
so I turned to the income statement, and found a single page,
covered in oil,
but revenue generated had expenses unpaid. I became uneasy,
so I checked the inventory page.
surely PNG-owned some of our long term assets?
My heart sank, my mouth dried, for the inventory was all foreign
owned,
unknown multinationals, tax-evading corporates. Disbelief! Untrue
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surely?
I wondered about my stupidity and higher purpose, if only to reflect
my hopelessness.
PNG with all its richness in natural resource had managed to fail
according to the laws that rule.
Yet such is a dream, a mere fantasy, for the forces that rule
are thinking and acting outside the rule,
loyal to their mates, the car they drive, companions they keep,
and million dollar dreams, un-understandable for the rural many,
whose everyday survival remains a blessing, the divine rule of
nature....

WRITING FOR A GREATER PRIZE
Philip Kaupa Gena
Just write
for there's a prize
Greater than you can bear
bigger for all to share
Because you live only once
and words live more than twice
You learn when you compete
but that doesn't make you complete
Dig deep into yourself
check the shelves of your mind
Put on your thinking cap
and open your vocabulary tap
Just write
for there's a prize
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That money can't buy
and literature can't deny
That words can linger
though they start small at a finger
They can go to the ends of the earth
far beyond your place of birth
Far into a distant time
still maintaining their prime
You may be history
but your words tell your story
That's why we should write
for infinity will be our prize

I AM A TEMPTRESS
Joycelin Kauc Leahy
PNG
Temptress
Soliciting, I must impress
A beautiful Melanesian empress
Exotic, ebony face, pouting smile
Queen of mountain forests and deep oceans
A living, intriguing museum of world heritage
Conquered, I debated history to tell MY story
My deep secrets a-many, buried and yet to see
I am mystique, “unexpected” my given name
In labour and plunder to fortunes lame
Few they greed and famine all
Papua New Guinea
The mystery
Rich
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Nature
Adorned whole
Beauty and splendour
Reefs prosper a marine fantasy
Biology, taxonomy, morphology,
On surface timber, gold, silver and copper
But beneath, wells of crude oil world-class ore
All marine seabed mining makes one quiver
Gold served sparingly on very few silver platters
Extracted, drained and riddled with cavities
Sadness emanates, heartbreak, poverty
Blood-red betel nut lips bluff verve
Vending sings of struggle
Crime is common
Broken
Tribes
Innocent children
New generation manufactured
Wear insanity clots in their brains
Pride and hate chokes their virtue
Tall, brave, strong the powerful warriors
Weak, tiny, gentle, still vow quiet achievers
Education’s location teaches disparity
Traditions and rituals are fading colours
Ancestors cringe and weep in graves
Chanting laments, many rhythms
Echoing songs 300 tongues
Traditions decomposed
Decrees derail
Lost
Kumul
Soul mistress
The Bird of Paradise
Rainbow robs her feathers’ glow
I am an exquisite gem of all our finds
Dire need in rivers swell and jungle spells
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Entrapped, even at heights when I am in flight
My suitors all spat, ignore and destroy me
Swooped daily, exotic birds once played
Habitat destruction kills my liberation
Beauty a self-inflicted on self-destruction
Extinction tolls creeps ever higher
Withered decay in a cage
Loss of oneself
Identity
Land
All things Mother
Souls lost in concrete
Reflection still absent in heaven
Strength used to come from soil toil
Traditional economy is growth, livelihoods
Power of nature’s spirit wanes with forest
Consumerism loves to taunt and confuse
Tragedy lurks in the hierarchy symbol
Capitalism devours all simplicity
Raped is blood on deforestation
Dividends for the rejected
Equalise the disparate
Destitute riches
Wealth
I am
Frontier, final
Haunting beauty
Strip not my virginity
Melanesian’s pride, magnificence
A beast corrupted my children’s play
Sensuality ebbs back by reclusive integrity
Consume honesty to rise again - abandon greed,
For only on honesty will all sides succeed
Adversity reversal is a suffering no longer
Dignity marries respect with honour
My children, unity prays for you
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I am a temptress begging
We must unite
PNG

KAIYO THE IGAM TERRORIST
Abner Yalu
My children have a bird,
a sulphur crested cockatoo,
with ruffled feathers, and impeccable impression,
he could well have been a movie star,
if weren't for his evil shriek!
Now Kaiyo is no ordinary bird,
The hunter claimed, he pinched it off its mama's teats,
Whilst the little bugger was worm-feeding at 8 weeks,
who can question the hunter,
such brave and fearless banter,
though not so sure, if birds have breasts,
Kaiyo no doubt is a carnivore!
We had a mumu the other week,
plenty of pork and chicken meat,
Kaiyo refused all fruits and nuts,
even spat out kaukau and kumu too,
as if removing dirt from a fallen kaukau,
he carefully removed all trace of vegetables,
Chicken meat was his favourite pick.
My children were horrified,
of their carnivore pet,
Kiayo chuckled, as if he cherished his dark side,
while devouring his meat in giant gulps.
At one point, he gagged and nearly choked.
All the children laughed aloud, Kaiyo grunted a profanity,
but quickly shrilled to cover up, for swearing was not allowed.
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No don't take him for an evil bat, Kaiyo is none of that.
In fact he loves children, of course for their noisiness.
As if controlled by some hidden switch, he would crackle and shriek
non-stop,
at the sight of pikininis playing. Often altering his speech,
Switching voices every now and then, and mine and the dogs were
his specialty.
His terrifying shrieks always sends the poor dog scrambling.
Now Ambai Bun, our half-caste mongrel, is no stranger to fright and
fear,
She herself is a terror expert, brutal guard dog, so to speak.
Igam bred, military dad, this ferocious canine, is a deadly brat.
She sends visitors, and occasional wanderers, scrambling for the
nearest tree,
Yet this doggie knows better, never to mess with the bird.
At the slightest sign of resistance, Kaiyo screams and lifts his wings,
a scary resemblance of the 'you know who', even our pigs and cats
are terrified,
“this little bird has the evil wings” they’d quietly whisper to
themselves..
But am sure they pray every night for Kaiyo to finally learn how to
fly.

THE FLAG OF THE NATION
Jimmy Drekore
The soles of his feet
carries the foundation of his nation
the rhythm of his heartbeat
aligns his promise to his nation
The strength in his legs
carries the weight of a nation
the clench of his fists
guards his loyalty to his nation
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The look in his eyes
sees his duty to his nation
the stand with his allies
builds a bridge to his nation
The flag on his shoulder
carries the face of his nation
the pose of this soldier
is the pride to his nation
He is the first line of defence
He is the symbol of protection
He is the nation’s incense
He is the symbol of dedication
The flag of the nation

PNG TIME
Samantha Kusari
I wake up, 7:50 already
Boss expects me in office at eight
Time for cup of coffee first
PNG time
I arrive at office at 9:30
Clients all lined up waiting
They can wait, I’ve just arrived
PNG time
I’ll serve them now
It’s round about ten
Still OK
PNG time
Serve clients for an hour and a half
It’s 11:35 now
Lunch time looms
PNG time
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Put ‘Closed for Lunch’ on my station
Text friends at buai market
Then move to join them
PNG time
We chew and smoke and crack jokes
Go to the newly opened
Second hand shop
PNG time
It’s 1:15
Lunch hour gone
Should be in office but still okay
PNG time
Arrive at office at 1:50
Clients still waiting to be served
Need to freshen up first
PNG time
Serve clients for an hour and a half
Time really seems to drag
21 more minutes before 4:06 & home
PNG time.
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THE SHADOWS IN MY EYES
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo
WHAT are these shadows in my eyes? They stand on the side of the
road helplessly watching their future drift away from them.
When evening comes they sit idle on the sidewalk gazing up into
the starry sky hopelessly wishing for a better world than the present
one.
Forced to forage for whatever food they can find for the sake of
survival, they become oblivious to the dangers of life. Such is their
struggle that whenever I look at their faces they chase the sun away
with their wretchedness and bring me to despair.
They obscure my vision with their plight and misery that the
brighter future we all hoped for is slipping away from our grasp. In
their hands they no longer offer me innocence but guilt and mistrust,
for we have driven out their innocence with our arrogance and
selfishness.
From their naïveté they emerge to feed their hunger for survival
and desire for adulthood. At such tender age they indulge in drugs,
promiscuity and alcohol consumption so as to be accepted by their
peers.
Their childhood is replaced by hardship. For most of them life has
been too harsh, not permitting them to enjoy their childhood.
Instead, life has them running and dodging the hand of authority.
They are not animals but children, men and women created to be
God’s children. Why should they eat from the grubby palm of their
hand? Out into the world they go in search of food to ease their
malnourishment and water to quench an interminable thirst. They are
more scavengers than men. Yet we parade on the front pages of the
world news boasting of our economic miracle.
From afar their shadows stretch beyond the width of my eyes as if
they are giants. Yet, when they stand in front of me, I see kids
struggling to find their identity and purpose. I see young men and
women who see no hope yet still dream of it.
Even as they grow old, they wake up early each morning to find
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that hope. What are we doing to our people?
All around me I see the evil of revolt lurking deep inside every eye
I stare into. We are creating enemies from within through our own
hypocrisy. It is a calm awaiting a storm.
It’s sad that our people stand alone to write their destiny instead
of clinging to each other. Even when in tears, they would rather not
cry on somebody’s shoulder. And so divided we see them falling
from grace into death.
The ugly face of animosity and bigotry is tearing at the walls of
our nationhood. Instead of embracing each other in brotherhood we
crush each other with jealousy and allegiance to our ethnicity. Why
can’t we stand united and together change our nation and our world?
Shadows in my eyes, where are your true selves? Come out of your
hideouts to the light and chase hopelessness away. This is your land,
your pride and joy. Your red, black and gold.
Where is the beautiful kumul and the sweet romantic kundu beat?
Hold your head high and promise never to trade your birthright for a
shallow, ephemeral richness.
I am overwhelmed that the shadows of my people envelop me. In
the night these shadows give way to loneliness and hopelessness. In
their hopelessness they beg for a way out, yet these echoes die before
they reach the corridors of the Haus Tambaran.
Hope comes to them only in dreams for reality holds only despair.
They know there is no use chasing the sun when there are only
shadows. Above, high in the sky, the guardians of their trust soar on
ill-earned wealth.
These so-called guardians burn my eyes with their lurid character.
I cannot stand the sight of them. If only they could see the shadows
through my eyes they would understand my indignation.
The world they look at is not free of oppression and suffering.
The world we have built is no refuge for the downtrodden.
The shadows in my eyes deserve the same chance, their fair share,
their place in the sun.
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THE FEATHERED FLUTE
Konetero Ronnie Dotaona
TWELVE years after my village welcomed me into this world, I left
home. It was the first time I had left and the last time I was to spend
entire years at the place I called home.
I had to cross the unforgiving waters to talk to a grey-haired old
man named Edukesen. Dad travelled with me. And, after spending a
few days in the provincial capital buying necessities and sorting out
fees, we hit the sea.
The few of my valuables I took with me were rubber tubing for a
slingshot and my guitar. Mum commented that I looked like I was
going picnicking instead of leaving to meet Edukesen.
The waves of Goschen Strait showed no remorse to our wooden
craft. This stretch of water is a heart-in-mouth experience and it can
be a graveyard. You don’t put every carat of your faith in the skipper,
because he ain’t no saint either.
But Dad and I, sitting on the front deck, were not bothered. We
talked about wave patterns and ocean currents, figurative language
associated with the sea, signs to look out for when in the ocean.
Boat-building ruled our conversation.
We described a patchy history: the London Missionary Society,
Kwato boat-building and that visionary man, Reverend Charles Abel.
We talked of Suau, Logeia and Sariba Island uncles who trained at
Kwato and on the Wakowakoko Slipways. We were reminded of
Yuhisala, the Suau culture of ‘near-perfection’ and the Kalampa, boys
who developed their skills working in the boatyards.
Then we turned to discussing individual designs as trademarks.
Kwato designs, the famous Madati of Sanaroa Island and the Salamo
SPAN slipways, Catholic Mission boat-builders on Sideia Island, MV
Telita, MV Yelangili, the list was unstoppable.
We jumped to engine models; Yanmar, Suzuki, as if we were Japs.
But our combined knowledge on marine engines was not as sharp as
the Samurai sword. We talked for the love of the sea.
As we approached the north-western tip of Duau (Normanby
Island), the sun bowed to us and tucked itself into the mountains of
Wedau.
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Whiterock Point was a one-stop point for Suau seafarers. The
jungle trees seemed to be racing each other to see who would be first
to touch the salt water. We anchored.
Students and some parents were ferried to the shore to stretch
their legs. As a gesture of honour in a new area with unseen staring
eyes, I cupped salt water into my hands and splashed it on my face.
Then a high pitched flute sound greeted us from the jungle. I
asked Dad what it was. His only answer was: “We don’t have that
bird back in our forests.” I believed him as he was my biology bushteacher.
Dad had been this way before, ferrying uncles and my elder
brother to the same school. So here I was, following those ‘wave
prints’. I filed the bird song in a space I could later find in my
memory.
We slipped into the Dobu passage. Nearing Gomwa Point, the
smoke from Deidei stood tall and gave us a sulphide welcome. I kept
silent for a long time, as dad would be leaving the following day.
Wesley High School was a place for a baptism in ‘self-reliance’.
Rules are rules. One couldn’t bend them and I was no exception. I
would appear often on Saturdays’ disciplinary lists.
My interest to go bush overshadowed my interest in classes. One
Saturday morning on a term break, I left for the bush before the sun
was up to check the bandicoot traps I had set.
I carried a pole with rubber tubing tied to it over my shoulder, a
machete in my left hand and few round stones in the back pocket of
my shorts. As I crossed the airstrip, the flute sound echoed in my
ears.
Eyes and feet collaborated. Above a tree, a pair of glossy black
birds were singing, perhaps to greet the new day. I watched in awe,
and they robbed my minutes.
One reared back before filling its lungs to call, and slowly lunged
forward. As one called, the other flapped it wings and turned in all
directions. Probably a ritual. This was the bird that greeted me at the
Whiterock Point, I thought.
My memory tempted me to file this species into a Torresian crow
folder. Then, when their eyes caught me, they disappeared deep into
the jungle. Their flight behaviour seemed to twist the tail plumage
and burden them in flying. I was half-satisfied.
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At the end of the academic year, I told Dad what I thought the
bird was. I said it’s got a relative in my forest but the songs and flight
behaviour vary.
Decades later, I revisited the file. I dusted the song and shoved the
information into the worldwide web. There it was, a manucode. The
Curl-crested Manucode (Manucodia comrii) belonging to the Bird of
Paradise family.
This species is native to the D’Entrecasteaux Archipelago and the
Trobriand Islands. Unlike their relatives, though, manucodes are
monogamous. And both parents care for the young. They are also
frugivorous, feeding on fruits and figs. Male and female look alike, or
monomorphic, except the female is smaller.
A pair lives together till death doth them part. Their anatomy is
also a fascination. In other birds, the windpipe leads straight to the
lungs. With this species, the windpipe is longer and goes into the
chest cavity and abdomen before bending back to the lungs, hence
the movement they make when singing.
We call ourselves the intelligent species, yet this species teaches
something that I believe is deficient in our societies.
If our societies lean towards monogamy, if we care for those we
brought into this world, if we do not differentiate between our own
kind, if we show the respect that our opposite sex deserves….
imagine then what our Papua New Guinea will be.

THE RICH AND POOR IN PNG
Reilly Kanamon
THE measure of Papua New Guinea’s development is not what the
prime minister of the country says; it is what the villager in the
remotest part of the country experiences every day in his living
standard.
The villager rarely had a voice. For a start, the media never had
time for him. As a commercial radio journalist for some time, my
focus was on prominent people with credibility.
However I always felt guilty about whether what the prominent
figure said truly reflected the poorest person in the village or whether
it was just propaganda. I felt like I was giving an already rich person
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another handful of cash to tell the media what he does and believes.
In a similar vein, does Port Moresby reflect the scale of
development taking place in Papua New Guinea? Many people who
were born and live in the city would agree but a foreigner who sees a
person walking days from remote Simbai would have a different
opinion of the state of the country’s development.
I am saddened when I attend a government press conference and
some politician boasts of new policies and great growth in PNG. My
people on the atolls of Manus have been self-reliant for eons and still
have to be despite the increasing challenges posed by climate change
and a rising sea level.
For decades government service has been represented by a water
tank in each village, perhaps a school and maybe a health centre that
often has empty shelves. There are no telecommunications services.
A small maritime province like Manus is 15 years behind the rest of
Papua New Guinea.
Most people in remote Papua New Guinea still use pit toilets and
walk long distances to access basic services and average public
servants can barely manage to rent a house in the squatter settlements
of ATS and Baruni in Port Moresby.
There is a huge gap between the neglected population below and
the well informed and educated top elite of Papua New Guinea. The
elite defines development from its perspective and the less informed
accept things because they have no power or voice.
I feel guilty if I need to write, “PNG is developing very fast”. I’d
rather say the educated and well-informed Papua New Guineans have
taken advantage of the less educated to develop their own wealth and
lifestyle.
Look at the gap between a top businessman and an old lady sitting
by the fire waiting for her spine to run cold and for death to knock at
her door.
To my mind, PNG is like a boat dragging its anchor; the anchor
being the resource owners living in the main towns and cities isolated
from the common people.
Those people, once they have a glimpse of Port Moresby, realise
they are many decades behind. When they try to cope in the city they
up end up building squatter settlements.
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CONSERVATION – MELANESIA’S NEGLECTED
COMMUNITY VALUE
Tanya Zeriga-Alone
PAPUA New Guinea, like other countries with a rich variety of plant
and animal life, has received a lot of money for biodiversity
preservation and conservation.
A notable donor is the United Nations Global Environmental
Facility (GEF). When PNG ratified the Rio Convention in 1993,
GEF grants totalling nearly $US35 million that leveraged $US63
million in co-financing were given to PNG for nine national projects.
These included five projects in biodiversity, three in climate
change and one multi-focal.
But how much conservation has PNG achieved with such large
sums of money?
Currently, there are 56 protected areas. Of these 33 are wildlife
management areas established under the Fauna Protection Act while the
rest are national parks, sanctuaries and memorial parks established
under the National Parks Act and the Sanctuaries and Fauna Protected
Area Act.
Until recently, one conservation area had also been established
under the Conservation Areas Act.
These protected areas are situated on state land and were acquired
between the 1970s and 1980s – none in the last two decades and all
before the availability of the GEF money.
Similarly, almost all wildlife management areas were established in
the 1990s using some GEF money, but none in the recent past. The
Conservation Areas Act was not implemented until recently.
If conservation is about acquiring land as protected areas, then
PNG has failed dismally. The protected areas occupy a tiny 2.8% of
the PNG landmass.
If conservation is about protecting wildlife then this is another
dismal effort. Notable wildlife sanctuaries established in the 1970s
and 1980s only exist on paper.
Baiyer Wildlife Sanctuary is not on the tourist maps anymore, nor
is the Wau Ecological Institute and the Moitaka Wildlife Park in Port
Moresby.
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If conservation was meant to be an alternate development option
to environmentally destructive development, then the previous
conservation projects (like the Lak Integrated Conservation and
Development Project in New Ireland Province) show that
conservation will never compete with extractive industries in fulfilling
the people’s developmental aspirations.
If conservation was about sustainable management of resources,
there is no way of measuring the impact of a sustainable management
project because stories are still being told of people hunting wildlife
to low numbers.
There is also evidence of large scale destructive logging practice in
wildlife management areas.
Government efforts in conservation have been found wanting.
The low budgets allocated to conservation year after year, the lack of
new protected areas in the last two decades and the issuance of
logging and mining license in conservation areas show that
conservation is a low priority to the government.
What is it that we are trying to achieve with conservation in PNG,
when conservation projects are obviously not achieving success?
Could it be that we are measuring the wrong target? What is
conservation in PNG anyway?
Conservation seems to be an alien concept in Melanesia. Activities
like hunting, mating, eating – all have a designation in the local
language but not preservation of nature.
Nature conservation seems to be an unintended, outcome of low
population, benign harvesting technology and fear of the unknown.
Intentionally looking after nature was never given much thought
until the Western scientists brought the concept to PNG.
Isolated in a small hamlet in the forest, to the people the world
was the forest bordered by tribal enemies on all sides. There was no
way for people to appreciate that they were also global citizens
contributing to global well-being.
The precautionary view of conservation was non-existent because
there was no importance attached to a theory of extinction when the
people were surrounded by vast forests. They were not aware that
population growth and climate change was changing their landscape
and their future.
The conservation ethos of conserving biodiversity because of its
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inherent value was non-existent. The priority of local people was on
species of utilitarian value.
Furthermore, there was no observable urgency for conservation to
ensure food security. Surrounded by the vast forest, the prevailing
knowledge was that there is enough for now and there will still be
enough for the future.
Even the posterity value of conservation is not shared by
Melanesians. They expend energy to maximise harvests and so
strengthen social relationships and alliances which, through
reciprocity, provide support in times of need.
So if conservation is an alien concept in Papua New Guinea, do
we need it?
Yes of course. Conservation is a pre-emptive measure against
encroaching environmentally destructive activity for economic
development that serves only a minority.
Conservation is the last hope to protect the livelihoods of more
than three-quarters of Papua New Guineans who still depend on the
forest and its products.
That being the case, how can we implement successful
conservation projects in PNG?
The thrust of conservation should not be about nature, but about
changing people’s attitudes toward nature.
Conservation in Melanesia and in PNG should be about education
that makes the link between people and the consequences of their
actions on their natural resources; actions that will eventually impact
upon their livelihood.
At the same time, people must be given alternatives so they can
minimise their dependence on the forest. Scientific knowledge is the
tool that can be used to inform the sustainable management
strategies.
Last, but not the least, new conservation interventions - including
the money donated - must go to the local people on the ground.
They must be decision makers and not mere observers – after all, it is
the people who live on the land and their actions which will
determine the outcome of conservation efforts. Therefore, they need
to own their actions.
Some of that money must enable local level government to make
its own conservation laws as well as determine appropriate penalties
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for offenders.
With a clear understanding of what conservation looks like in
PNG, future conservation efforts can be planned so that there is a
realistic target to measure success.
This will also ensure that Papua New Guinea gets value for all the
foreign currency pouring into conservation efforts

SIKI’S VIEW OF THE WORLD
Johnson Makaen
ALZHEIMER’S disease is associated with partial or complete loss of
the human memory; that is, one’s lifetime memory. The disease
usually occurs with old age.
A man with a dead memory can’t tell a story. Even the mind’s
fleeting memory can’t hold enough information to recall a past event.
It’s like a computer memory that’s been completely cleaned out.
It emerges without the victim knowing about it. It just besets the
victim, gradually stealing the individual’s lifetime of memories.
I have observed Siki in his waning years. I have perceived how he
must view the world around him as Alzheimer’s took hold of a once
lively mind.
Siki is of average height and has an infectious smile that can light
up a room. Unlike most men of his great age, he’s retained his full set
of teeth with just a few molars gone.
With each passing day, Siki sits propped up on a low lounge chair
watching people moving about, busy with their activities.
He has lived with these people for so long yet he can’t put a name
to a face. Everything that is captured by his sight does not get
matched in his mind but vanishes down a bottomless sinkhole unable
to be retrieved.
Alzheimer’s disease struck him and almost but imperceptibly. Siki
gradually talked less or was slow to react to a remark. He became
unable to put together enough information to compose a coherent
response.
Some people thought he was losing his hearing and others
thought he was becoming mute. But Siki is neither deaf nor mute. He
simply hasn’t the faintest idea that he’s been robbed of his mind
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memory.
Siki has lost touch of time; he just sleeps when he is tired. If you
tell him its midday, he simply nods and smiles because he has no idea
of what he’s being told and by whom.
His routine is sleep when he can, waking to bask in the sun and
eat when food is offered. Siki’s fading memory may make him feel as
if he’s walking a dimly lighted alley at night. Gradually, the lights get
switched off one by one each passing day. One day all will be dark.
I last talked with Siki one February morning in 2012 when he was
seated at his usual place by the door of his modest room.
I had two objects on me; a box of matches and a bottle of Coke. I
held the unopened bottle close to his face hoping he’d recognise it
and grab it playfully like he used to. He momentarily glanced at it and
looked away.
I figured maybe a flaming match would draw some attention so I
struck two match sticks simultaneously and held them up. Siki sat still
and showed not even a slight reaction. I guess he had no idea what
was happening. Siki died a few months later.

READING CULTURE DECLINING IN SCHOOLS
Jimmy Awagl
In traditional Melanesian society, of course, we’d never heard of
books. All we knew was our oral history, passed on from one
generation to another – which is still the case today.
Only through the introduction of modern education did we come
to know about books and their importance in learning and in
transmitting knowledge and culture.
And we responded to books with enthusiasm – but nowadays, at
primary and secondary level, this newly-acquired reading culture is
dying out.
There are four reasons. Firstly, teachers are not doing enough to
promote reading and talking about books and literature. Most
teachers are text book or resource book-oriented, literature is another
country, and they impart this attitude to their students.
Second, there are not enough reading and comprehension tasks
assigned to students so they can practice language and literature skills
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and so they can be assessed.
Third, many schools and institutions do not have library so they
are not buying books and storing them for students to read. A classic
example is Simbu Teacher’s College; it hasn’t got a library.
Fourth, those schools that do have libraries are equipped with
outdated books. This hinders learning because students can’t research
and read confident that their knowledge is up to date.
Most primary and secondary school students in PNG do not read
lengthy text books or novels. They are issued with handouts copied
from foreign books. They seem to love receiving these short passages
and store them in manila folders after every lesson. But they seem
not to read them in their own time.
Most language and literature teachers teach syntax and the
technical skills of reading and writing but without involving students
in much by way of reading.
Some schools are reluctant to buy books written by Papua New
Guineans for their students to read. Their institutions don’t stock
books written by local authors that have the authenticity to captivate
readers’ interest.
So most learners turn a blind eye to books and substitute them
with mobile phones. The short and condensed text messages seem to
suit better as well as Facebook, playing games, web surfing and a bit
of pornography.
Then there are the laptop owners with plenty of opportunity to
surf for entertainment, to download music, burn audio and visual
CDs.
Many parents encourage their kids to watch movies and television
at an early age rather than reading a book.
As a result of all this, many students are very poor in vocabulary
and grammar and consequently fail in their studies.
There’s a long way to go to build a reading and literature culture in
Papua New Guinea.
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IS IT JUST US OR IS THE WHOLE WORLD
STUPID
Francis Nii
THERE are some things that human beings - to be specific Papua
New Guineans - do that, when I consider them critically, I find so
absurd as to wonder whether they have any brains at all.
There was this mother selling taro nicely creamed in coconut oil
with spring onion and garlic puree. You could smell it from afar.
Her grown-up girl came back from school and she was hungry.
The mother gave her one kina from the money she had earned from
the sale of the taro and told her to buy a bun, known as a dry scone.
The girl grinned and walked to the nearest bun seller, got herself a
dry scone and sated her hunger while other people bought taro from
her mother for one kina and ate it with coconut milk and garlic and
onion soup served on plate. A delicious and healthy snack.
On another occasion I saw a woman selling oranges at our small
market at the hospital’s front gate for K1.50. Her little kid came
crying to her for something. Instead of giving the child an orange, the
mother gave her a kina and told the kid to buy a bottle of Tang.
The kid ran to the Tang seller and, wearing a broad smile, came
back carrying a bottle of the sugary, orange flavoured beverage.
There is a fisherman from Wara Simbu who catches trout in the
river. Each time he catches a big one, he sells it. With the money, he
buys lamb flaps, an animal product classified as a health hazard and
unfit for human consumption in Australia and New Zealand.
There it’s processed into animal feed but it also floods PNG
supermarkets because dogs and Simbu fishermen like it.
I see many coastal people doing the same thing. They toil in the
rough seas, fighting the wind, rain and sun, to catch fish to sell at the
market.
After they sell everything, they buy lamb flaps and small tins of
fish full of additives and take them home to eat.
A mother and daughter sold English potatoes at the main market.
In the evening they bought a packet of rice to take home. Before
catching a PMV, they were in one of the Chinese fast food places
eating potato chips.
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Whenever I think about these things, it makes me wonder which
part of their body these people use for thinking. It can’t be their
brains.
And I wonder whether there are people like them in Australia,
New Zealand and other countries or do we only have them in Papua
New Guinea.

IF YOU CAN READ THIS, THANK A TEACHER!
John Kaupa Kamasua
The title of this article is taken from a tee-shirt our high school inspector showed
us when visiting our school. He used the slogan to teach us the importance of
reading.
IF writers don’t compare the edited versions of work they submit to
PNG Attitude or the Crocodile Prize with the original articles chances
are they will never improve their writing.
If you don’t read what others are writing on this blog or
elsewhere, you cannot measure your own standing of where you are
at with your writing.
If you cannot accept objective criticism of what you write, and
learn a thing or two from it, you will struggle to break free from the
mold you have created for yourself.
And if you cannot learn to separate fact from opinion, you cannot
expect to become a critical reader and thinker.
Quite simply, you cannot be a good writer if you don’t read; and
read you must - obsessively and compulsively. You need to stretch
your mind to forge your own literary signature – your own
characteristic style.
Reach out to the places in your mind where creation and
innovation are happening. I dare you to try. Where you end up, I
cannot say. But one thing I know is that, over time, you can become
a good writer if you put mind to it.
Science tells us that reading activates brain activity, just as lifting
weights stimulates muscle growth. Any exercise to motivate the brain
causes it to remain active and creative.
And the secret is to enjoy what you read and write.
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If you do less reading over time, you will be cut off from certain
sources of knowledge and information and become almost as
uninformed and ignorant as the average villager, whose concerns do
not even include things happening in the next valley.
And what you write won’t be taken seriously because it will lack
depth or originality – sometimes both.
When I was in high school, I used to compete with another boy to
read a book (usually a novel), in the shortest time possible.
We started with two weeks as the maximum time to complete a
book. As we grew bolder, we reduced the length of time to a week.
If we gave an hour or two every day to reading, we found that we
could reduce the time further to a couple of days. This was crazy as
there were no tangible rewards and we had school work to do. But
we kept at it.
The bottom line was that we had to be honest with each other.
I think between us we probably read the library. We did not get
into the Guinness Book of Records, but we were rewarded in many
other ways.
I am proud to recall that the young man, who is from my district,
is now a senior geologist working for one of Australia’s leading
companies. The last time I heard, he had completed his postgraduate
studies while still working and had secured residency status in
Australia for himself and his family.
At high school I went further and wrote on small cards the
difficult words I came across along with their meanings. I also
wanted to see exactly how they were used in sentences. Gradually I
realised I had improved my vocabulary and also improved my general
knowledge.
I read history - Napoleon, the Greeks and Romans, and the
Egyptians.
I read The Black Arrow, The Call of the Wild, Great Expectations, David
Copperfield, Treasurer Island, The Three Musketeers, Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea, Things Fall Apart, Arrow of God, My Mother Calls
me Yaltep and The Crocodile, to list just a few.
I read the Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys detective story series.
And I read science books.
A couple of things happened during my time in high school that
confirmed the power of reading.
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The first was during a morning English class in Grade 7 when our
English Teacher walked in with a copy of a reading and
comprehension text book. As he was strolling to the front of the
classroom, he asked a simple question: “What does it mean to
comprehend?”
I had already looked up the root word of comprehension,
‘comprehend’, in an old dictionary. My heart was pounding in my
chest and I wanted to put my hand up, but being small and timid I
waited a while for the bigger students to respond. None did.
So I raised my hand and simply said: “to understand” to which
our teacher replied, “Precisely”.
Everyone looked in my direction. As students in a rural school it
was a big word for us. I felt myself blushing for being the centre of
attention on that cold morning.
There was another event which strengthened my view of the
power of reading.
We were preparing for the Grade 10 written expression
examination. I made notes and rehearsed a story about a traditional
feast in the village. I went over the main lines again and again and
went beyond that by visualising how the event would take place.
When I sat for the exam, I was writing what my mind had already
recorded. The words came to me smoothly and easily; some from
memory, others because I had read widely.
I remember leaving the examination hall half an hour earlier than
everyone else, satisfied that I had written as well as I could. When the
results arrived, I had scored the highest mark in the school and
among the highest in the whole province.
When I wrote a secondary school essay once, our Canadian
English teacher gave me zero because he concluded I had plagiarized
it. To prove his belief, he took me to his office and grilled me on
every aspect of the essay. He was particularly keen to test me on
some of the words I had used, for he contended they were too
difficult for a secondary school student.
I answered his questions and correctly defined the big words. He
was impressed and agreed my work was original. He gave me the
highest mark in the class.
These days I am not surprised to read that high achievers such as
Dr Ben Carson (one of the world’s most gifted neurosurgeons) put
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emphasis on the power of reading and in-depth learning; and the
importance of thinking big and giving one’s best.
If you develop a healthy reading habit early in life and learn more
than the minimum prescribed, you will come to appreciate the
incredible power of the mind.
And with that, you can end up changing the slogan from ‘If you
can read this, thank a teacher!’ to ‘If you can read this, thank
yourself!’

THE SEA
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo
THE waves surged around my feet, firmly buried in the sand. The
salt water felt warm and inviting yet I dreaded the ocean’s enormity.
I envied those who had mastered the skills of seafaring; capable of
swimming, diving and paddling to catch fish or travelling from one
place to another.
They who had become proficient in the art of building canoes
with their wonderful navigational skills to make their way to their
destination through ever-changing wind and strong currents.
As I sat there gazing out to the sea, I admired its infinite wonder
and beauty. The white sand of the beach and the crystal water took
my breath away. I indulged in every iota of sensation it offered me.
Yet it hadn’t been easy to get here, I recalled. To get on a dinghy
and travel several miles across this massive body of water had been a
leap of faith for me.
Although fearful I had to show courage. And thus far I’d managed
to keep myself under control even when the weather showed signs of
instability.
I told myself it was not worth it, when travelling on the sea, to
entertain thoughts that could easily dent my confidence.
The sea was definitely not a place for the faint-hearted. I remained
calm and collected and reminded myself that I’d done it before and I
should be fine this time around.
I also reminded myself that, since my wife was from an island, I
would often be travelling on the sea, going back and forth to her
village. If not next year then definitely sometime in the future.
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I was determined to invest every ounce of effort to enjoy the boat
ride regardless of the weather.
My wife and I had decided to take our 14 month old son with us.
In fact, the trip was made especially for my son to see his maternal
grandmother. It was also a great opportunity for him to get
acquainted with the sea, the only way to his mother’s island.
Yet deep down I remained cautious and wary that there will come
a time when the sea will not be so kind.
On my first trip to the island I’d seen how angry the sea can be.
During that trip we were tossed from side to side, up and down, until
we reached our destination. Astonishingly, I enjoyed the rough
journey and one of my in-laws encouraged me to travel more often
on the sea to ease my fears.
This time the weather was kind to us. Although intimidated by the
mystery and vastness of the sea, I craved for the day when I could go
out and do some serious fishing.
I am an avid fish eater and its way overdue for me to get out and
catch some of my own. The sport of fishing is a fascinating activity.
While diving for fish sounds exciting I’d prefer to use a dinghy. I
doubt my ability to stay afloat.
Fishing looks simple and straightforward but trying to get the first
step right requires an enormous amount of time and energy. For
instance, I tried paddling a canoe once but ended up going round in
circles.
I tried swimming but had difficulty keeping myself afloat so I
decided to put it on hold.
When I look back at these experiences I realise that, when it
comes to the sea, I am an infant learning to crawl. I have a great
respect and admiration for the people of the sea and wonder how
they were able to conquer their fears.
The best strategy I have come up with to counter my phobia is to
love her for who she is.
She is enormously big and beautiful and impregnated with myriad
creatures from the tiniest micro-organism to the huge humpback
whale.
The ocean is used for fishing and for commerce. There is even a
possibility that future human civilisations may sprout in the oceans
when all the resources on land are gone.
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I have also come to love the sea’s many tales. For countless of
generation it has remained a source of dreams and mystery. Stories of
heroic feats of those who survived raging storms and unspeakable
dangers have captured the imagination of generations.
I may not be the child of the sea but destiny has already put me on
a collision course to face up to my worst fear.
While, to a child of the sea, my fears may look trivial, but to me
coming face to face with the ocean is a life and death situation.
The sea can be unforgiving at times if one is not prepared or
familiar. At times it can lead one astray even to death. But the sea is
also willing to guide one home.
As for me I am just a stranger relying purely on good fortune to
get me through.
This is where I realise that faith is a valuable commodity for a
seafarer’s survival. I wonder if the child of the sea has it in
abundance.

THE PEN & NOTEBOOK ARE FALLING INTO
INEXPERIENCED HANDS
Reilly Kanamon
IN the midst of the crowd at Divine Word University’s open day in
2013, as I sat at the Communication Arts public relations booth, a
senior national public servant approached me with a question.
“Son, why is it that most of the prominent journalists in the
country are disappearing from the mainstream media?” The look on
her face already suggested an answer before my lips could move.
Unlike any other profession where one works until retirement age,
the case is otherwise for journalists in Papua New Guinea.
Only passion and love for the profession keeps a few enduring
until old age, in most cases just a handful. While journalism is an
exciting field, the challenges are many for the warriors who fight only
with pen and paper.
For example, the green pastures offered by public relations and
other communications and marketing careers are very attractive to
mainstream journalists.
Journalists are marketable in public relations because they tend to
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have a good network of people and a broad knowledge of issues.
As a journalism student, I was exposed to the challenge of the
theory and practice of journalism and the role of the media in a
democratic nation.
Although the media is often termed the fourth estate (after clergy,
nobility and commoners), giving it some sense of importance in
society, the challenges it faces are recurring.
The public would murmur if it was revealed how much a
journalist is paid to keep Papua New Guinea informed every day.
There are two journalism schools in Papua New Guinea – at the
University of Papua New Guinea and Divine Word University – but
each generation of graduating journalists and media personnel gets
little or no mentorship or training in media organisations. There are
so few senior journalists around.
So it is that young, semi-experienced reporters walk into the
mainstream news rooms.
This has compromised media law and the ethics of journalism. It
is no surprise when we read the harsh complaints on the
performance and quality of journalists in the opinion columns of the
daily newspapers and on social media.
The body meant to regulate standards, the Media Council of
Papua New Guinea, seems to turn a blind eye to all this and has done
so for some time.
The biro and notebook are falling into young hands that have a
big professional gap to bridge. And, once these young people gain
momentum and experience, they too move on and the gap remains.
The thing I cannot grasp is the low wages and non-existent
training for media personnel. After completing my degree in
communication arts and journalism, a media firm offered me K300 a
fortnight while living in Port Moresby. This was equivalent to other
support staff who had no qualifications at all.
The offer made me understand why qualified journalists left the
mainstream media for other communications fields and made me
recognise why the mainstream media is struggling to produce quality.
While it may be wrong for the government to interfere with media
affairs, I think it is fair for it to address the plight of the media
personnel through agencies such as the PNG Media Council and the
Labour Department.
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“You have no special legislation that directly protects you as
media personnel,” said my lecturer in journalism.
Yet, the risk of exposing corrupt practices and crime networks
rests with journalists. It is ironic that they speak for the voiceless and
inform and educate the public on national issues but their rights
remain an individual risk.
Whilst there are unions for teachers, doctors and nurses, the very
people who keep the four corners of Papua New Guinea informed
lack one. Journalists have no special privileges like politicians.
Although news has to be timely, journalists are frequently put on
waitlists for flights they need to cover breaking news.
The only time they get special privileges is when they accompany
politicians and bureaucrats who expect good coverage afterwards. At
times bribes and prize money is given for favours. This is where
media law and ethics should come into play.
Too many single source stories make their way into the news. A
single source story too easily reflects a biased view and is an
indication of poor research by a journalist. A well written story is not
just “he said this” or “she said that”. It is an examination of an issue
from different angles and viewpoints.
Also, the issue of using materials supplied for publication is
ignored by young journalists who take information unquestioningly
from sources. This contravenes point 10 of the PNG Broadcasting
Code of Practice which states: “When a strong editorial reason warrants the
inclusion in any programme of recorded or prepared material supplied by, on
behalf of, official bodies, companies or campaigning organizations, its source
should be revealed”.
In journalism, there is a difference between reporting on an event
and reporting on an issue. Usually reporting on an issue requires
research. But most young journalists are event and happening
reporters. There’s lack of critical thinking and analysis – a result of
poor mentorship.
EMTV Lae bureau chief Scott Waide, an example for young
journalists because of his style of reporting on cross cutting issues,
once told us: “Use events as an avenue to meet bureaucrats and
politicians to investigate issue-based stories”.
One of the veteran PNG TV journalists, John Higgins, is sharp in
his reporting. He is also a real mentor.
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Understanding the cultural diversity and level of literacy of our
people is very important for those intending to be journalists, yet I
find papers these days stuffed with jargon and clichés.
As a graduate journalist I get irritated by ‘walk-in recruitment’
where people are made journalists without any special training. What
does this do for knowledge and standards?
Then the public comment on poor journalistic practice when the
reporter isn’t a journalist’s bootlace.
Sure, anyone can write a story, but journalism is more than just
writing. It’s better to leave the profession to trained and qualified
people so the two journalism schools in Papua New Guinea can
serve their purpose.

AROPA AIRPORT: LEADERS VOICE JOY;
PARTICIPANTS VOICE CAUTION
Leonard Fong Roka
A handful of village leaders from the Aropa area left Bougainville on
Thursday last week to travel to Port Moresby for the official
inaugural Air Niugini flight to Aropa.
Also aboard was the Papua New Guinea government delegation
led by Peter O’Neill.
Aropa International Airport shut in mid-1990 as the result of the
Bougainvillean crisis. Nearly 25 years later, the planes are back. But
the dissonance remains.
Many ordinary Bougainvilleans in rural areas speak with a different
voice from the Autonomous Bougainville Government (ABG), the
troubled Meekamui factions, the ex-combatants and the PNG
government.
When the inaugural flight landed at Aropa, the very important
people sat high on a decorated stage with waitresses bringing them
varieties of cold drinks and snacks.
The ordinary people sat in the heat of the glaring sun and danced
and clapped to the words of the big men.
Ordinary people especially in the Kieta area, in which Aropa is
located, are haunted by history in their daily striving while with their
fat purses the politicians speak of progress for Bougainville.
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There is still a conflict of interest between the Bougainville
leadership and ordinary Bougainvilleans - a majority with no voice.
ABG is still to get down to the people and activate a paradigm
shift to enable Bougainville to progress without impediment.
Amongst the many issues surrounding the airport re-opening
celebrations one was that Bougainville needs a vagrancy law as a tap
to control the flow of Papua New Guineans into the province. We
Bougainvilleans have been known to refer to them as redskins.
As the celebrations continued, many people uttered words of
caution that if the ABG does not take control of developments,
history might repeat itself.
Simon Jaintong, an officer in the ABG mining department, posted
on his Facebook page:
The excitement leading up to tomorrows Aropa Airport reopening
is almost palpable as last minute preparations are being finalized in
Arawa.
Tomorrow when the Bird of Paradise flag carrier touches down, I
suspect emotions will run high as people will see it for what it is a
huge step forward in the restoration of services to this part of
Bougainville.
Some however, look on with trepidation.
14 odd years ago the last flight out of Aropa bore with it scores of
settlers fleeing with only the clothes on their back, leaving behind the
prime lands they forcefully took over. Who can forget the images
documented by 4 Corners of people scurrying across the tarmac
rodent like, throwing furtive glances behind their back?
With the affordable airfares on offer, problems of accessibility will
be a thing of the past. In fact, Bougainville will be more open than
before. Add to that the pull factors that made (and will continue to
make) Bougainville the opportunistic fortune seekers wet dream and
a mass influx is a certainty.
Lest we forget: Our uprising was more of a social struggle to
reassert our authority and remove aliens over our land as it was a
fight for independence.
If no proper restrictions and checkpoints are put in place at once,
the reopening of Aropa may in truth be the reopening of another
Pandora’s Box of the 1980s. Time to think strategically, people.
Mr Jaintong’s reflections are the general feeling amongst ordinary
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Bougainvilleans and ex-combatants around Kieta.
Bougainvilleans are not as stupid as they were thought to be in
pre-1990 days.
Since the peace process, the number of non-Bougainvilleans has
steadily increased, tripling since 2010. To many people at the Aropa
airport re-commissioning, the story was that the re-opened airport
will see the number of redskins skyrocket.
Many redskins now roam the streets of Buka Town and Arawa
Town selling second-hand clothes, newspapers and home-produced
medicines.
Others preach the Bible on the streets, an activity not popular in
Bougainville.
And there are those that come to be employed in government and
private sectors.
Donald Domangtoro, a former BRA fighter and now a primary
school teacher from Aropa, told me:
This is our home and if the redskins keep populating our towns
and villages we will shut the airport down till the ABG puts a stop to
this influx. The K1 million they spent for this celebration will be
wasted.
A member of an Apiatei singsing group and primary school
teacher, Gloria Oritanung, said:
It’s really good for Central and South Bougainville’s economic
recovery but I do not feel well seeing these few redskins standing
hopelessly around us here at Aropa.
We suffered for a decade fighting each other because redskins
were taking over our lands and towns but now they are coming back
with our leaders doing nothing over this repeating of history.
Such conflict amongst the ordinary people will burst open if the
ABG and PNG government do not take appropriate measures to
listen to the cry for vagrancy laws.
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MEET AMOS NEPEHI
John Kaupa Kamasua
EVERYONE has a story, and stories tend to be connected through
an intricate web of linkages. Our world is a stage full of stories.
But some stories are never told; they remain in the background or
are lost down the passage of time. I sometimes wonder that, if there
are no stories, there will be no histories, no legacies and maybe no
future.
Some stories demand to be told. Amos Nepehi’s is one of them.
Amos caught my eyes some years back when I started teaching at
the University of Papua New Guinea.
He was originally from Kawaina in the Aiyura area of Kainantu
District of the Eastern Highlands Province, but he calls Port
Moresby his home now.
He is in his early sixties and has a wife and five children. He lives
in Morata – a settlement suburb of Port Moresby. His first-born
daughter is married while his last-born son attends the Buk Bilong
Pikinini School on the UPNG Waigani campus.
Amos came to Port Moresby in 1971 when he was young and
worked with the Police Department as a cleaner. He did not attend
school and had no formal education but surprisingly he was able to
spell his name. I assumed he just learnt how to do it.
He now works with UPNG as a cleaner, starting this job in 2001.
He is a gentleman. He never rushes or grumbles while doing his job;
he has a certain dignity about him that you do not find in many
menial workers.
He also takes pride in his work. This is most evident in its quality.
The UPNG Forum Square and canteen area where he works are
always clean.
You may say he is not in my league, but we both labour for the
University and are workmates.
Amos is always meticulous in doing his job. He is not overbearing
or ‘in your face’ when cleaning the tables.
If you greet him, he returns it. If you smile, he smiles back. And if
you simply pass by, and let him be, he just goes about his job.
Amos will accept a drink or a few bucks thrown his way if people
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do it of their own volition. He has no desire for handouts. Why
would someone who has so much pride in his work expect favours?
His behaviour often reminds me of government officers and
managers responsible for processing payments for legitimate work
done by others. They charge a fee or will demand 10% before they
do what they are paid to do. This is not Amos.
Double-dipping is one of the worst forms of corruption. Many
people in the provinces and the rural areas know this as “the 10%
language.”
Amos confided in me he likes his job not just for the benefit of a
salary, but also because he is contributing something to the running
of the University.
Perhaps not many people will agree with me that Amos is a role
model. Cleaners have no higher education. They live mainly in the
settlements in makeshift accommodation. They do not command
high salaries. But Amos is among those people in this country, and in
this world, who aspire to give of their best whatever they do.
A job can bring with it certain status or prestige. Some people get
their identity and self-worth from the jobs they hold. They can do it
to the extent that they lose themselves and their individuality.
In Papua New Guinea, people’s social standings appears to be
bolstered by the type of job they have. Often a job is considered
more important than others. Law, business, accounting, medicine or
science are considered more prestigious than arts or humanities. This
is a growing trend in PNG. A cleaning job is on the bottom rung.
But we should admire all jobs that have a role to contribute to the
progress of the country. They’re all important. As a lecturer and one
of very few people researching, writing about and promoting the
concept of career development and employment enhancement, I
would say that Amos Nepehi has a lot to teach others.
These include the highly paid with 100 times more privileges and
perks, who work in better conditions and are paid all manner of
allowances and take overseas trips under the umbrella of their job.
I hope Amos can be made permanent by the University - he is still
a temporary member of staff - so he too can receive superannuation
and attract other benefits that permanent employees are entitled to.
The day this happens will be a fitting reward for a person who has
an incredibly positive attitude towards his work.
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POLICE BRUTALITY AT THE DINNER TABLE:
THERE IS NO EXCUSE
Michael Geketa
LAST October, when my wife, cousin sister and I were about to have
dinner, a television news bulletin conveyed the disturbing story that a
lecturer at the University of Papua New Guinea had been assaulted
by police at nearby Korobosea.
I contemplated the implications: I was a policeman and I was
studying at the university. Now both my study and my safety had
become problematic.
The main victim, Francis Essy, was a senior lecturer in the School
of Business who had taught me Business Administration in 2011
when I was completing my degree in business management as a
professional student.
Professional students are working people who study at campus
either part-time or full-time. Francis found professional students
convenient because they share their ideas and opinions and
understand one another. He was also fond of students who had a
police background. That’s how I came to know him.
A highlander, Francis was a law-abiding, family man and a highprofile academic with a good scholarly bearing.
I was struck by his nationalistic approach to issues. He would
greet me with a smile then respectfully ask: “What do you think
about this issue?” I would say little, knowing that I was only a student
and he was a lecturer.
At the end of the discussion he held my finger between his thumb
and index finger, snapped it to produce a sharp sound and would
then walk off. This was to show his appreciation.
He knew me as a person and student. This does not mean he gave
me good grades. In fact, I scored a pass in his class; not a credit,
distinction or higher distinction. He nicknamed me ‘Mike and the
Mechanics’ which I accepted out of respect. It’s an Irish Band of the
1980s which sang ‘A Miracle’.
During the police assault, there were other victims - student
colleagues of mine - who were with Francis. The motive for the
beating was alleged drunken driving.
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Francis and those implicated should have been dealt with
professionally and charged, allowing the court to complete the
equation. As reported, upon questioning, there was a
misunderstanding between the police and the victims sparking the
attack.
Back on campus, students treat professional students with respect.
They call them ‘paps’ or ‘father’. Our presence at university gives them
a sense of confidence. With our experience and affection, we
encourage students to take ownership of their studies.
Most students and staff know professional students by their
names and professions. Because of this, fear engulfed me as I
imagined retaliatory action.
“What if they get on to us policemen and women studying on
campus? Sometimes students can easily become emotional and
politically-motivated,” I thought, envisaging the worst.
I recalled UPNG students fighting amongst themselves in the
aftermath of protests against the government earlier in the year.
With semester exams was just around the corner, I longed for the
approaching holiday to escape this unnerving mood. On the other
hand, I knew the high regard students had for professional students,
including police.
The brutality against Francis was unethical conduct by the police.
In Francis’s case, he underwent four hours of surgery, during which
he nearly died, to fix his fractured skull.
There is no doubt the assault was grievously unlawful. Those
implicated must be both dealt with by the courts and disciplined
internally.
Whilst being interviewed for the TV news, his head heavily
bandaged, Francis mumbled: “If worse comes to worst and I
succumb to the infliction, what will happen to my family?”
This almost brought me to shed a tear. Francis was the
breadwinner for the other four in his family. I glanced at my wife and
sis who were keenly engrossed.
“My comrades have misconstrued the protocol,” I said. “Francis
should have been accorded respect and leniency due to his status.”
A TV commercial interrupted my reverie and my wife’s familiar,
tender voice said to me, “Your soup is getting cold.”
The soup was tin fish mixed with sliced vegetables. My wife slid
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the bowl to me; its steamy aroma enticing and filling the room.
“Are you police officers going to stop brutalising people?” my
wife asked in an unusual tone, jammed between anger and sympathy
and looking straight into my eyes, as if I was the culprit.
She deserved a fitting answer, since at that very moment I was
enjoying a mouth-watering soup, her own recipe and preparation.
“The Royal Papua New Guinea Constabulary has in place a
workable mechanism to deal with ill-disciplined police personnel,” I
contributed. “But there is no excuse.”
“Maybe increased government funding to police will see a
decline,” I shrugged.
“It’s all about individual attitudes and self-discipline. However,
with the complexity of our multiple tribes, it remains to be seen,” I
continued.
She nodded with a cynical grin.
I was surprised when I realised the psychological burden the news
bulletin had inflicted upon me: it even made my cough worsen.

2015 – A YEAR OF NOTHING OR THE YEAR WE
MOVE BEYOND BONDAGE?
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo
COMING home from work one afternoon recently, I quickly
changed into my home wear and headed straight to where we usually
fetch water to help my wife and my sister carry the water containers
up the hill.
When I got there, I found three rows of containers and their
owners lined up. My wife and sister had been waiting their turn for
almost an hour. The water was flowing at a much slower rate than
the day before.
I overheard a mother bitterly complain about someone living
down the street who had apparently diverted a lot of water to his
rented house. She said this was the main contributing factor to the
low water pressure.
The culprit has been warned before, but he was stubborn. I am
afraid that if he keeps up this truculence, something worse might
unfold.
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As the early days of 2015 roll by, I ponder if the year will usher in
a different vibe to the one we became accustomed to in 2014 and the
years before that.
I must say that, for the community I reside in, it looks like another
year of struggle and despair.
Scenes of men, women and children struggling with water
containers unfortunately look set to continue this year.
And it’s not just access to water, through Christmas and the New
Year the electricity current has been weak.
So much for those of us who had hoped the coming of the New
Year would be the dawning of a new day.
The much talked about flyover-bridge and new Erima to Nine
Mile four lane freeway gives the impression that change is on the
way. Yet these developments also raise confusion and doubts about
the future of the community.
The majority of our community are resigned to 2015 being just
like every one of those many past years, sinking into history without
leaving any significant mark on their lives. They have lived through
too many years when promises were made, hopes were renewed and
yet all for nothing.
When we moved into this part of Erima three years ago, I soon
began to wonder whether the community was ever going to
experience any real change.
Before we moved, I was told stories of positive changes to come.
Yet after three years I realise why these people don’t have a sense of
hope.
Moving around here, one gets the feeling that gambling, alcohol
and drugs are the way of life since the rest of life has no meaning.
Yet we all know that these activities only add to one’s misery.
It seems to me that these people have been disconnected from the
reality of life; they are isolated in their cocoon of ignorance made
worse by regressive and misguided policies advocated by politicians
who lack empathy and vision.
People do not understand that their livelihood is under threat
from the development taking place all around them.
For most, it is a case of a fatalistic “come what may” as they
believe they don’t have the capacity to avoid the looming possibility
of being made homeless.
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Not that they lack knowledge of what is happening around them.
In fact people read newspapers, watch the TV news and see things
unfolding before their eyes each day. Yet they would rather be
isolated from the roaring sound of development.
Development to them means being introduced to the world of
money where everything they want and need will require money.
Right now they enjoy access to free low pressure water and free
weak electrical current which they think is better than nothing and
helps them get by.
It is a lifestyle characterised by living on the fringe.
Offered few employment opportunities, they scramble for what
they can find to help them survive. Development to them would
force them over the cliff into free fall. And where might that lead?
Somewhere, somehow, someone has to bring them to the
realisation that life is not free. Our politicians and other elected
representatives have a big responsibility to educate our people to take
responsibility for their own lives.
People should not wake up each day thinking there is no hope to
better their living standard. Instead they should be aspiring to change
their lives for the better.
Heading back home, armed with water containers in both hands, I
wondered how my community would ever get a chance to see a
better future.
The innocent sounds of kids playing only adds to the despair that
2015 and the years beyond don’t look promising. The children’s
laughter will progressively die as they come face to face with the
harsh reality of life in a settlement.
But this year I sense we may be in for the worst. I am very
pessimistic. Yet, above all, I trust that God, our heavenly parent, is
working on a plan to liberate his children and 2015 might be that
year.
I am encouraged to hold on to that faith given we will be
celebrating PNG’s 40th year of independence. The number 40 holds
a lot of significance from the biblical perspective.
Particularly for us, our everyday struggle for water and electricity
to resonates with the story of Israel’s suffering in Egypt under the
tyranny of the Pharaoh.
And it sure resonates with the many difficulties and challenges
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that Papua New Guinea has faced since gaining independence.
Thus I am hopeful that 2015 will be the start of our own exodus
out of bondage and suffering as a community and a nation. Yet, as
always, only time will tell and all we can do is hope and pray.

TRAGIC DEATH HIGHLIGHTS THE PLIGHT OF
THE KARAMUI PEOPLE
Mathias Kin
I read with great sadness the recent news of the drowning in the Tua
River of village court official Melex Alloai.
This hard working man had to walk for two days from Karimui to
Kundiawa to attend to official government business and, on his way
back to his village, met with this calamity.
The Salt Nomane Karimui District covers more than 3,200 square
kilometres, more than half the land area of Simbu.
The people of the area are often referred to as “Bomai”, an
expression used by northern Simbu people to refer to those who eat
snakes.
The district has two parts: the Salt and Nomane local level
government areas to the north, whose people are ethnically
highlanders and its landform a typical highlands landscape, and the
Karimui local level government area further south.
Karimui is beyond the Tua River and the people are ethnically a
mix of highlands and coastal origin who and live at altitudes below
800 meters. A road connects Salt and Nomane but Karimui is not
connected.
Talk of building a road into Karimui has been mooted by many
governments and has featured in many planning and budget
documents for over 40 years. Between 2009 and 2014, more than
K40 million was allocated to construct this road.
Despite this huge allocation of money, nothing was achieved and
there is no road into Karimui. The money was pilfered somewhere in
the system between Waigani and Kundiawa.
At this rate, by the end of 2020 the people of Karimui will still not
see a Land Cruiser in their villages. But they have all seen aeroplanes,
which land on the 12 airstrips in the area and many have travelled on
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one.
That said, however, these airstrips are in a critically debilitated
state and need considerable rehabilitation.
Most government infrastructure in the area was built during the
Australian colonial era and some during the late 1970s and 1980s.
Over the last 20 or so years, some minimal patch up work was carried
out here and there but overall most health centres, aid posts and
schools have fallen apart.
The people’s human development index shows an embarrassing
trend, sloping well below accepted national and world standards.
All these problems started in the mid-1990s and became worse
after 2000. The people have reverted to Stone Age living. Ol kaikai
kaukau wantaim kumu na daunim isi isi wantaim wara. (They eat sweet
potato with vegetables and swallow easily with cold water). They are
content. They cannot raise a finger and speak because they are Bomai
and won’t be heard.
Above all this, the non-performance of public servants has been
the biggest contributor to the run-down state of the district. The
Simbu public service has 45 officers in Salt Nomane Karimui.
Political appointees of the local MP push this number to 50.
Of these, not one officer, including the district administrator, who
is the head of the district public service, is in the district.
Only teachers and health workers live in the area and mostly they
are indigenous Salt Nomane Karimui people who feel obligated to
remain there, under very trying conditions, to serve their people.
In early January, I travelled from Kundiawa to the Kilau Patrol
Post to visit friends. When we arrived at Kilau station, there were no
public servants in sight. However we were warmly greeted by many
smiling and healthy looking Kia people.
Later two aid post orderlies appeared from the health centre and
we’d also seen many teachers in their schools on the way down.
Grass of all varieties has taken over the station. The government
houses were in an atrocious condition. Pigs and goats from nearby
villages had made the place grazing pasture. The villagers
unashamedly admitted they allowed their livestock to roam freely.
In the 1970s, I had lived here with my late uncle tanim tok Galmai
Boi and I remember Kilau station as a vibrant government centre.
Located near the top of Yobai Mountain, it is still one of the most
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beautiful government posts I have seen in PNG.
Back then, it was lined with gorgeous flowers and shrubs and a
well-kept road led from the kiap’s office to the council chambers at
the top of the hill overlooking the station with the health centre
nearby.
The station had agriculture officers, police, health workers and
kiaps. The man in-charge was the number one kiap, the all-important
DOIC. He was well respected and feared by the people. As kids we
feared him too, and never got in his way.
Teachers, aid post orderlies, ward councillors, village court
officials and ordinary villagers from miles around would come to
receive government services at the station. The people had access to
and felt and saw government near them during this time.
There were no tribal fights, no drunkards, no drug addicts and no
stealing. The kiaps and policemen shot any pig that entered the
station. There was even a kalabus (prisoner holding cell) to detain
villagers who broke kiap and council rules.
Now, in 2015, the entire district staff lives in Kundiawa and are
not at their places of work in the district to attend to the people’s
needs.
These government people go to Goroka from Kundiawa with the
famous catch phrase ‘Go Rural’ written all over everything for all to
see. Our Member of Parliament lives in Lae. Most elected officials
live in Kundiawa.
Under these circumstances, the Salt Nomane Karimui people have
to travel a long way for government and for services. They climb
over many mountains and cross many torrential rivers including the
Tua and later the Wahgi to get to Kundiawa.
One of these trips resulted in the death of the village court official.
It raises many questions about what has become of established
government systems in the area.
Had responsible government officers been at their place of work
in Karimui, would this hard working husband and father of three
have lost his life in this tragic manner? How many other people in
remote parts of PNG experience similar circumstances?
For many years now the Simbu Provincial Administrator has
written memos ordering these officers to go back to their places of
work in Karimui, Kilau and Nomane. He has threatened disciplinary
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action against disobedient officers. But these orders continue to fall
on deaf ears.
These people remain on the government payroll as incumbent
public servants of Salt Nomane Karimui. They continue to use
district resources like vehicles in Kundiawa town instead of in Salt,
Nomane and Karimui.
The death of Melex Alloai should be the catalyst to trigger into
motion the wheels of government to ensure true government is felt
and seen in this forgotten place.
There are two things the government must do to remedy the
shocking status of Papua New Guineans living in this part of our
nation.
Firstly, the national government must grant Karimui Special
Development Authority status, as in the Gazelle Peninsula in East
New Britain.
National, provincial and local level governments should take direct
control of all resources, including finance, manpower, relevant
government agencies and other service providers like NGOs and
churches at Karimui.
After a planned and coordinated implementation of programs, the
area can hopefully be replenished with government services.
The PNG Defence Force can be engaged in construction of the
much talked of road and involved with the maintenance of other
government infrastructure.
Secondly, strong leadership from our law makers and the
bureaucracy must be shown at provincial level. Disobedient public
servants must be terminated on the spot.
Government grants ear-marked for the development of Karimui
must see fruition and the people must see, feel and touch physical
development.
The system has defrauded the Karimui people for 40 long years.
The story is a sad but familiar one in Simbu and, indeed, all of Papua
New Guinea.
The world has moved on but Karimui had remained oblivious of
the twenty-first century.
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A PROCESS TO RIGHT THE WRONGS
Leonard Fong Roka
IN the South Pacific context the imminent Bougainville referendum
in which the people of the autonomous province will get to vote on
its political independence represents a significant milestone for
democratic processes and political strategies in the region.
As a result of the Bougainville Peace Agreement that ended the
bloody 10-year civil war, the referendum is now due to be held at
some time in the next few years, within the term of the new
Bougainville government that will be installed after this month’s
general election.
Bougainvilleans are geographically and culturally Solomon
Islanders and have dwelled for nearly 30,000 years on the largest and
most resource rich island of the Solomon archipelago.
Unfortunately, the Anglo-German Declaration of 1886 and the
Anglo-German Convention of 1899 dragged Bougainvilleans into the
colonial German New Guinea administration; the source of the
social, political and economic problems Bougainvilleans have faced
over the years which eventually culminated in the Bougainville crisis
which was triggered in 1988.
The armed struggle directly and indirectly claimed the lives of
some 10-15,000 local people.
Peace was not easy to achieve but, after many attempts, the
Bougainville Peace Agreement (BPA) was reached in 2001 between
the Bougainville groups and Papua New Guinea.
The peace brought with it the significant offer of a referendum to
be held between 2015 and 2020.
There are two pre-requisite conditions of the referendum: the
achievement of weapons disposal and an international standard of
good governance.
PNG is infested with illegal weapons, law and order issues and
one of the world’s worst corruption rankings, so Bougainvilleans
should not fear their say in a referendum. Their important decision is
to put Bougainville on the right political track that will bring
betterment for all.
Bougainvilleans are not reckless users of weapons but their
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presence brings disharmony to many people.
There is corruption on Bougainville, but it is relatively contained
and can be managed on a tiny island when people mandate the right
leaders and endow them with more anti-corruption powers.
Understanding the Bougainville problem from its roots is the key
to the best outcome for the Bougainville referendum. The
referendum is to right the wrongs done to the Bougainville society by
colonisation and the state of Papua New Guinea.
Fr John Momis said of BCL in 1987 that “the BCL mine has
forever changed the perceptions, the hopes and fears of the people of
Bougainville. You are invaders. You have invaded the soil and the
places of our ancestors, but above all, your mine has invaded our
minds.”
And Martin Miriori said in 1996, referring to the Panguna mine
and PNG, that “Bougainville and its people were a free independence
gift by Australia to Papua New Guinea.”
The late Joseph Kabui separated Bougainville from PNG, spelling
out in 1991 that “it is a feeling deep down in our hearts that
Bougainville is totally different than PNG, geographically, culturally.
It's been a separate place from time immemorial. Ever since God
created the Universe, Bougainville has been separate, has been
different.”
Thus the coming referendum is to save Bougainvilleans from the
disaster expressed by African writer Francis M Deng in his 1997
essay, Ethnicity: An African Predicament: “Deprive a people of their
ethnicity, their culture, and you deprive them of their sense of
direction and purpose.”
This is a Bougainville problem that must be stopped in its tracks
through the referendum granted to the people of Bougainville by the
BPA that allows no unilateral changes, that is, PNG cannot influence
the results of referendum without Bougainvillean input and vice
versa.
For Bougainvilleans, there is now a need to glean our purpose and
reasons. Bougainvilleans need to leave their tiny shells and walk the
wider world.
We need also recognise that the coming referendum was not
created just by a bilateral peace process between PNG and
Bougainville but by a multilateral peace process between
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Bougainville, PNG and other states and organisations.
Honouring this multilateral peace agreement is fundamental to our
positive future in the international community.

A TRIBUTE TO MEHERE
Lapieh Nazaria Landu
IN the silence of the enclosed room, there they were, Mehere’s two
sons and daughters sitting in stillness.
At one end of the room, Harry with his guitar, Mathew with his
bible and Lillian holding the palms of Mehere’s warm frail hands.
Virginia looked helplessly into the old woman’s sweet face.
There she lay, small, frail and feeble. It was hard to grasp how a
woman of such great strength was now so helpless and sick.
With a long history of cancer sticks and excessive betel nut
chewing, the consequences were now beating her down in old age.
Needless to say, her deteriorating health did not impede her desire
for prayer nor her loving spirit.
Even in those last minutes of life that remained, her beads were
tightly enclosed in her palm.
The atmosphere was suffused in fear, anxiety and a muddle of
emotions as Mehere was recalled.
A painful but silent departure from a world she’d made into a
place she liked to call “transitional”.
It was not only a loss for the children she’d left behind, but for
many more: her village community, Masumave in the Yabiufa
Mountains, and the modern Church to which she’d dedicated much
of her adulthood.
A person’s worth and substance is often never fully realised until
they’re gone.
Mehere’s value was much realised at the time of her death. She
was no ordinary Yabiufa woman. She was an image which had left a
trail of goodness and a spirit of verity.
It was dull and leaden, that day in the month of May. It was as if
the heavens also mourned. Masumave was always picture perfect in
the late afternoons, as the mist receded and the trees idly overlapped
each other.
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It was just as Mehere would have liked it, a peaceful reception.
As her casket toured back up into the rugged hills to her home
where her life had been unveiled, it was wretched for her children.
They thought of not only burying their mother but they were
putting to rest a rebel, an iron fisted woman whose make-up was of
felinity but soul so muscular.
At the boundaries of her old, small semi-permanent home were
the harvests of villages wide and far.
Banana bundles, sugar fruit drapes and cordiline strings attached
to every post. Her reception was that of a big man.
As a woman in a threatening patrilineal society where land was
retained through the kin system of men, she had proved to be more
than what her gender portrayed.
Villagers as far as Daulo to the rugged Kasam Pass of the Eastern
Highlands had journeyed to farewell this woman who now lay sound
in a box.
As her children observed, from every corner an array of food was
brought, shared and distributed. As they looked upon the mourners
who came to show their sympathy, a secret was unveiled.
“Oh, people of the Hepowe clan, who are you without this
woman? How can you stand and say you are the Hepowe tribe
without Mehere!” announced a man unfamiliar to the crowd of
surrounding villagers.
It had rained quite heavily earlier that day and the soil had turned
into a sea of mud.
“Mehere was not to be born a woman, but a man! She is
Hepowe!”
As Harry, Mehere’s son relentlessly looked into the crowd to
identify the source, he saw it was a spokesman of the next village,
Arikeufa, the village from which Mehere’s mother had come.
Mehere had at some point in her life portrayed true strength and
generosity in the fight for retaining their land. She was labelled by all
as a woman with a pure heart, one without spitefulness or hatred but
love for all.
As the villagers stood forming a circle in the sticky red soil
discussing the burial feast and the responsibilities to be shared among
them, the sun danced its way behind the misty blue mountains of
Yabiufa and brought out the agegenas to harmonise with the songs
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of sadness, farewell and empathy.
Later, whilst the entire Yabiufa lay asleep in the stillness,
Masumave village was awake with songs and tales.
They sang songs of tumbuna and told tales of Mehere, the woman
who feared nothing but her maker.
Mehere was a woman who was decisive in the heat of war and
whose strength withstood the labour of gardening. She, like her
parents, ruled like rebels, feared no-one and judged no one.
As the mourning continued, the songs became fabricated not on
who she was but on what she did.
She was a voice for the weak, a protector of the harassed and
abused, a mother to the outcasts and food provider for those who
had none. She was a rebel, a rebel whose name they still bear on their
lips and which will continue to stay afloat in her people’s hearts.

DESPERATELY SEEKING COLLABORATION
Rashmii Amoah
THIS banter is by no means cause for haemorrhage-inducing angst
or furious questions fired to gauge my allegiance to country or love
for olgeta man, meri, pik na dok.
It's an alternative to the bleaker lamentations of the societal
dysfunctions that have infested our beloved nation. It’s not to be
taken too seriously and not too lightly, but as with everything in life,
enjoyed with outbursts of laughter.
First up, let’s be clear. I’m a self-confessed, patriotic Papua New
Guinean ‘Tiger Mum’. Hear me roar!
I’m the kind of mother who cringes at parents whose Saturday
morning ritual involves three (wasted) hours at the local rugby field
instead of stealthily pacing the kitchen floors whilst barking out
word-list drills for a six-year old Rambo to recite.
Insert ‘Rambo, after you finish your word-lists, sweep the house, scrub your
school uniform and bring back (by foot) four bilums of purple kaukau from the
market’ and I guarantee Papua New Guineans are nodding giddily
with approval.
Amy Chua did a disservice to her personal fortune by failing to
cite Papua New Guineans as vessels of competition. Champions of
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competitiveness, we are!
But there’s got to be boundaries. A need for a statute of
limitations drummed into the heads of those with an inclination for
the ‘dark side’. That end of the spectrum is over-populated with
Papua New Guineans who’ve taken up permanent residence in
meddling in fellow countrymen’s goals, ambitions and experience of
success, pikinini and bubu alike.
The 'tall poppy syndrome' is a pejorative thrown at anyone who
starts thinking they are better than you just because they experience
success. God forbid you should bask in the elation of a win.
Ladies and gentlemen, 'Cloud Nine' is and will be for evermore
intended as a figure of speech. It is a mythical as the koboni. To the
victor who dares to put on airs of superiority, swift derision is
guaranteed. Sort out the tall poppies and cut them down.
I’ve heard Australians taking a friendly jab in light-hearted
conversation over a beer. A few pearlers of common-sense thrown in
to get the wrong-doer thinking straight again. And usually rounded
off with a slap on the back.
Knock ‘em down a few notches. Back to earth. Back to reality.
Ego deflated. Mission accomplished.
I get the vibe that those tasked with lopping down the human feel
genuinely apologetic. No one likes a spoiler. Damn the anti-success
police! But going out on a limb, I’d like to throw it out there that
generally, Papua New Guineans are the exception. You, the
unsuspecting. Your neighbour, the undermining.
Papua New Guineans have a knack for being extremists. Fact. I'm
tempted to say it's a genetic disposition. For example, relatives
showing up at your gate right on cue for breakfast means the week's
supply of sugar, milk and butter's about to vaporise before your
narrowing eyes.
Invite people to a celebratory mumu and guests show up with
accessories of shiny, tin-copper base cauldrons nestled neatly on their
hip. Self-serve takes on a whole new dimension. The gift table
sparsely littered with third-grade manufactured trinkets whilst partygoers methodically bulldoze the overpriced, heavily-taxed
smorgasbord – food, plastic cutlery, flower arrangements and all!
Life enjoyed in moderation it seems is PNG’s holy grail. So should
it really surprise us that when a tall poppy rears its daring head we
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react with zero tolerance? No. The Papua New Guineans mantra is
‘obliterate before they germinate!’
Goal-setting offends our countrymen. Success, a downright insult!
“You? Start a business while I'm slaving away just to put K10 on EziPay!”
Individuality makes us squirm, vocalising our roadmap to success
is a trade-off for the green-eye. That kind of talk just begs an invite
from Uncle Tau (with chip on his shoulder) to call open season on
ostracism, berating, belittling, rubbishing and other negative fodder,
which is served to you on a floral hologrammed red, blue and white
chipped, enamel tin plate.
Fickle servings of abus, taro and kumu are replaced with grotesque
mounds of leftovers of your well-thought out ambitions. Creamed
beyond recognition.
Constant talk of a society where aspiring entrepreneurs, athletes,
paper-pushers, white coats and table maket vendors can flourish under
the genuine encouragement of supporters seems to be as far-fetched
as the land of Cloud Nine. Everybody’s so intent on becoming a
chief throughout the process, not enough wanting to be Indians.
It really baffles why there is a multitude of organisations, all with
the same vision, dotting the landscape like wild mushrooms. We’re
on target to setting our own MDG goal of a 1:1 ratio of community
organisations per capita.
But after years of silent observation and, more recently, first-hand
experience, I’m convinced that one word eludes many Papua New
Guineans. Collaboration - the willingness to cooperate with others.
Papua New Guineans supporting Papua New Guineans. Inclusive
support and healthy competition are far and few between.
I hear terms like 'neo-colonialism', 'corruption' and 'exploitation
by the foreigner' vehemently spat out as defences for a unravelling list
of national development issues and obstacles to personal growth.
Hogwash! The only thing stopping Papua New Guineans from
realising their ambitions is the Papua New Guinean who is
consciously or actively getting in another’s way. The blocker. I’ve a
few personal favourites.
There’s the pessimist who shoots down your ideas from the getgo; the type who has a problem for your every solution.
Then there’s the passive-aggressive somebody who has the insider
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tips, contacts. Heck, they could put in a good word for you or get
you a meeting with the general manager, but they won’t. Have to
hand it to them, they’ve established a lifelong career without opening
a book.
And there are those who are already successful, running a fullyfledged 30-staff operation but who scream ‘monopoly’ at obstacles
that thwart them from getting their finger into another pie. Never
mind the underdog.
But the breed that really gets my goat are the phonies flying under
the banners of ‘empowerment’ and with emotion-fuelled mission
statements on tap declaring ‘partnerships with individuals’; automated
robots ready to regurgitate their clichés as soon as funding
opportunities loom.
But request assistance or cooperation of some sort and telephone
calls and emails will remain unanswered. The silence is deafening.
They are agents of social inaction. They should be banned.
In recent months I’ve picked up the pencil, let my fingers flutter
over the keyboard and tried my hand at freelance writing. Hand on
heart, and a heavy one at that, I have had more words of
encouragement, constructive feedback and offers of collaboration
from expatriates.
These are individuals who have no genetic tie to PNG yet are
immersed in our society and culture with passion and enthusiasm.
Those that are bound by blood, well their reactions have been
harsh. Let me re-word that. Brutal!
Criticism, unwarranted and baseless opinions and outright
arrogance have flowed freely. It’s enough to make a grown woman
cry. It did. And I’m only trying to write.
I shudder at the pre-empted repercussions for Papua New
Guineans who envision a PNG with inter-province railway lines,
rocket launch pads and Dubai-like hotel structures.
A part of me demands that motivational speakers throughout
PNG flog affirmations that the road to success will only be achieved
thorough silence. Spur on Papua New Guineans with a dream by
declaring our unspoken ethos.
Rule 1: to achieve success in PNG don’t tell anyone your goals,
dreams and ambitions. Tell them nothing. Except that you need a
K10,000 loan.
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I’ve an aversion for sentimentalism but in this instance I’ve taken
a liking to James Keller’s aphorism that ‘a candle loses nothing by
lighting another candle’.
What would pull at my heart strings, encouraging a stanza of
kundu beating, is a nation of success-chasers who are confident that a
whisper of their pursuit of goals won’t be destroyed by their
countrymen.
The evolution of the blocker from simple nay-sayer to a being
who consciously chooses to embody the virtues of the candle and
obliterate psychotic competition and germinate collaboration.
It may just inspire me to be brazen and publicise my other goal of
switching my freelance writer hat for…. no, it’s probably too early for
that.

DEMOLITION BY IGNORANCE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Kela Kapkora Sil Bolkin
ONE of Papua New Guinea’s most important national institutions,
the University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG) is rotting away with
time and ignorance.
According to official records, UPNG will turn 50 this year.
However, on the eve of its golden jubilee, the once premier university
of the South Pacific is on the brink of losing its vault of knowledge
and its academic reputation.
During UPNG’s 56th graduation in 2011, Vice-Chancellor
Professor Ross Hynes said that by 2015 UPNG would become the
natural Papua New Guinean home of higher learning and research
with all the necessary infrastructure and manpower.
He affirmed that the university administration had a master plan
that would transform UPNG into a premier tertiary learning and
research institution.
On the threshold of 2015, I made two visits to UPNG, had a look
around the campus and saw signs of deterioration and lack of
effective management. It was evident the university didn’t even have
the funds to employ cleaners or workers to do routine maintenance.
I heard that almost every strand at UPNG is in crisis. Of particular
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note is economics. UPNG does not have any professors of
economics. This has been the case for a long while now, despite
UPNG being unique in offering undergraduate degrees in economics
in Papua New Guinea. For a developing country, the crisis in the
economics strand runs counter to economic intelligence and savvy.
There are also no professors from China, the USA or Europe
teaching at UPNG to interact with local lecturers and broaden the
scope of discussions with the wider world. This limits the
opportunities for students to move on to PhD studies.
Papua New Guinean PhD holders teaching at UPNG say they do
not gain job satisfaction from teaching and moulding human capital.
They return from ‘state of the art’ learning facilities abroad to a rundown UPNG with inadequate internet access and find themselves
losing enthusiasm for the job.
Many depart academia to pursue careers in state-owned
enterprises and statutory bodies that pay well for their credentials.
The more senior ones join mainline government departments, trying
their luck on the rungs of the bureaucracy. Others pursue careers in
politics.
These days electronic lecture rooms, computers and internet
access, a library with the latest publications and the recruitment of
top professors are prerequisites for advanced learning.
University rankings are calculated on the quality of teaching,
research, knowledge transfer and international outlook. For UPNG
to be in the mix of good universities, it needs to lure professors and
other academics from around the world.
UPNG must be adequately and consistently funded and provided
with a top management team. The university council must ensure
that professors give lectures and PhD holders and candidates assist as
tutors.
South Korea, Singapore, Japan, India, Brazil and other countries
have invested heavily in higher education by pumping hundreds of
millions of dollars into teaching, research and knowledge transfer. As
a result these countries are now on par with first world countries: a
lesson for Papua New Guinea to learn from and emulate.
The privatisation of UPNG is one option that may bring back
quality. However, the sons and daughters of common subsistence
farmers throughout the country would not be able to meet the
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exorbitant tuition fees that private universities charge.
UPNG, once known for admitting students on merit, would shift
to admission based on wealth; not a good option for Papua New
Guinea.
If there is to be a gathering to commemorate its golden jubilee,
then UPNG alumni and the general public must converge and
protest the demolition of the university through the accumulated
ignorance by consecutive governments.
Former prime ministers such as Paias Wingti, Sir Rabbie Namaliu,
Sir Mekere Morauta and the incumbent Peter O’Neill are alumnus of
UPNG.
Invite them over and ask them politely how UPNG will
contribute to achieving Vision 2050 with its stone-age facilities and
lack of seasoned professors.
Better still, ask Peter O’Neill why he wants to build a university in
his isolated Pangia-Ialibu electorate when UPNG is literally a
scarecrow and a national shame.
If the government can’t find professors for UPNG and renovate
its learning facilities into user-friendly learning environments suitable
for a 21st century world, how on earth can it contemplate building a
Pangia-Ialibu university?
The Australian government should shift a greater portion of its aid
to Papua New Guinea into rebuilding UPNG’s learning infrastructure
and engaging enough professors to teach all the disciplines.
UPNG is an important national institution and a poor peoples’
asset. The sons and daughters of subsistence farmers have come to
and graduated from this university and have gone on to successfully
mingle with the best brains in the capitalist world.
The sum of human capital failures in Papua New Guinea has
created a volatile socio-economic and political environment.
It is in the best interests of the people of Papua New Guinea that
the proposal for the Pangia-Ialibu University be shelved and that
much-needed investment be made in UPNG.
Happy golden jubilee celebrations, UPNG!
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BEYOND DOWNTOWN
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo
WHAT lies beyond downtown is the result of greed. While we take
pride in our advancement to membership of the Club of
Extraordinary Gentlemen, our modernity has led us beyond the
realm of reality.
Beyond downtown are slums crushed under the weight of
oppression and a city run by Harvey Two Face and his joker
friends. This is a city where progress is in the hands of the few,
whose impregnable walls overlook its scenic waterfront.
The taxman is happy to give the man with the briefcase the liberty
to “take it all with both hands” while he comes after the man steeped
in honesty and hard work demanding he pay.
Suffocating under this wicked regime, we are reminded to give to
Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God.
Beyond downtown are dreams waiting to fly.
You find them clustering on a footpath corner or scampering
across the road in the midst of busy traffic to earn a toea.
They lie flightless with no hope in secret places where insincerity
abounds and death stares them in the eye.
They rarely stroll into our mind or walk into our sight as we look
through the windows of our high offices. Yet we go to them to seek
their hand in marriage when we seek re-election to public office.
Beyond downtown are a people willing to climb to the top of the
hill to taste the air of prosperity and success, yet their journey is long
and steep covered with boulders of green paper.
While we seek to embrace the world with open arms we turn our
backs on our people. By day we dine at Madam Grand Papua’s Palace
and by night we flaunt our black money at Cosmopolitano or Club
Gold.
We live a double life like agent James Bond, yet the price of our
game is the lives of our people. Our mistresses walk around with
masks over their faces, flaunting money on manicures, high heels and
polish.
In a city of vision we claim to seek refuge from the profanity of
our primitive culture because we see the world through the spectacles
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placed upon our eyes by an individualistic philosophy alien to the
knowledge and understanding inherited from our forefathers.
Beyond downtown is a vast jungle of gleaming neon called hope,
which is waiting to burst into flames. Like moths savouring the light,
our people silently yearn for the glow of progress and development
to wash away their suffering and neglect.
Every morning you find them on the beach looking to the
horizon, hoping to spot a sign of the tsunami. Yet whenever the
waves get to shore, they retreat in a hurry. In their wake they leave
behind indignation and regret and silent revolt.
Beyond downtown is a street of youthful exuberance consumed
by hopelessness, where the hand of authority does harm and green
pastures turn into fields of dust. City people forced to live backwards
in a lifestyle far from the civilisation that sprouts menacingly and
surrounds them like a fortress.
Beyond downtown is a world where the legacy of our forefathers
reigns supreme. It’s a place of refuge where we rest to quench our
thirst. It is from there we draw the strength to face another
tomorrow.
Beyond downtown a generation is beckoning for the return of
their birthright stolen with axes, beads and salt.
In our traditional huts and long houses we become kings of men
with the ability to ignite a revolution to change the direction of the
wind.
Beyond downtown is truly Papua New Guinea.

PNG’S SPORTING REVOLUTION
Benny Geteng
THIS is the year Papua New Guinea embarks on its ‘sporting
revolution’ – a time not seen in the country since independence.
The highlight is the coming Pacific Games, which PNG will host
and for which it is building major sporting events including athletics
fields, football pitches and stadiums.
The PNG people are seeing the national government fully back
these developments with massive funding totalling billions of kina.
A positive aspect of this year’s infrastructure and sports activities
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is that the rewards will include improved skills for sportspeople and
increased participation especially amongst the younger generation.
“Beyond physical well-being, sport can play an important role for
a safer, more prosperous and more peaceful society, through its
educational values and worldwide network,” says the website of the
Olympic movement.
“Although sports development cannot be a panacea to solve all
the issues of society … it can generate many positive effects and be a
valuable tool for development. It is both a means and an end in
itself.”
If PNG is to move forward with its nation-building and wider
development agenda, sport will play a positive role.
Let’s take a glance at some of the sports codes in PNG that each
have a role in this sporting revolution.
Rugby league is the most popular sport in Papua New Guinea and
is commonly referred to as the national sport.
In a nation where communities are far apart and many people live
at minimal subsistence level, the enthusiasm for rugby league has
been theorised to flow from its role as an alternative to tribal warfare.
PNG had made history in the 2000 World Cup by finishing top of
its pool and qualifying for the quarter finals for the first time.
Led by Adrian Lam, PNG lost the game against Wales but showed
the rest of the rugby league world how far it had progressed. When
the players returned home they were greeted as heroes by thousands
of PNG fans. Rugby league in PNG had come of age.
During the 2008 World Cup, the code’s administrators put
forward a proposal to have a PNG based team enter the (Australian)
National Rugby League by 2015. The plan was to first have a team
enter the Queensland Cup. This evolved into the PNG Hunters
entering the competition last year, where it did well.
Soccer is one of the most popular sports in Papua New Guinea.
During the colonial era of the then Territory of Papua and New
Guinea, football was played as a social event between European
administrators and a handful of locals who were given the
opportunity to play.
It then spread throughout the country and young local villagers
were involved in playing the game, especially in schools.
PNG’s most ambitious project yet was the introduction of a semi254
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professional competition in 2006 under the auspices of National
Soccer League. Five franchises initially lined up for a season of home
and away games.
2008 saw the expansion of the league to eight franchises from
across the country and crowds attended the games in record
numbers. Football is now a well organised and successful sport
throughout PNG.
In 2016, PNG will host an international match, the FIFA Under
20 Women’s World Cup, to which the national government has
already committed K10 million.
Cricket was introduced to the Territory of Papua by missionaries
in the 1890s, and the local population soon embraced the game.
Matches were not always played to strict rules, with teams of more
than 50 players a common occurrence. Cricket did not arrive in the
Territory of New Guinea until Australia took over the administration
of the territory under a United Nations mandate.
Cricket in rural areas tended to be played mostly by the indigenous
population, whilst in urban areas the game was played mostly by the
expatriate population. A competition between city clubs was started
in 1937.
A team of nine expatriate and two indigenous players played in
Papua New Guinea's first international match against Australia in
1972. The men’s national team, the Barramundis, has played in the
South Australian Cricket Association competition for some years
now.
PNG created history in Townsville in 2014 becoming the first
country ever to win their initial one-day internationals with a clean
sweep of the two-match series against Hong Kong. PNG is now
ranked 15th in the current world rankings.
Cricket boasts a large number of participation in its School Cricket
Development Program, 100,000 players took part in 2014.
Sport is able to unite people where differing passions, politics,
religions and culture often divide. It fosters social integration and
identity-building among minority and marginalised groups such as
street children, ethnic groups and people suffering from HIV/AIDS.
Sport conveys positive messages and influences behaviour,
promoting self-esteem and interpersonal skills among people,
especially young people. It can fight discrimination and raise
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awareness about issues, as well as enabling communities to build
bridges.
Participation in sport is a right that every human being should be
able enjoy without hindrance.
Now as PNG approaches 40 years of independence, sport can be
an important tool to create greater development for the next 40 years.
God bless PNG!

I WILL BE ASKING YOUR FOREIGN GOD FOR A
REFUND ON THE BIBLE
Martyn Namorong
SO.... that 400 year old story book about a zombie has finally arrived
in Papua New Guinea with a rousing welcome from part-time
Christians and corrupt politicians.
I wonder what the man Jesus would think about spending
thousands of kina on a junket trip to the United States whilst children
beg for food on the streets of Port Moresby and Lae.
Yes there is theological basis for doing Him a favour once in while
by pouring expensive perfume on His feet, but I think the man
would consider the reverence shown towards a 400 year old foreign
book a little bit over the top and nearly equivalent to idolatry.
Apparently, corruption in parliament has been caused by the
traditional carvings that represent 40,000 years of sustainable
development in PNG.
As such, Speaker Theo Zurenuoc decided to chuck them out in
2013 and has been scheming since to replace them with a symbol of
national unity grounded on the bible.
I have heard so many Papua New Guineans argue that the arrival
of the missionaries brought peace and unity to PNG. I pity such
Papua New Guineans because they actually have bought into the
racist narrative that our people were primitive prior to colonisation.
At face value, it seems like a true statement that the foreign
missionaries and colonisers ‘civilized” our people.
But if you look at pre-missionary societies, they were independent
self-sustaining nations. And just as modern states go to war over
territorial disputes, the independent states that existed in New Guinea
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went to war to defend the integrity of their territories.
Each of these states had its language, culture, agricultural
methods, weaponry and laws. These states and their individual
identities were subdued by the waves of religious and secular
colonisers from the west.
Now more than ever, Papua New Guineans have to deconstruct
the narratives of history and development or else we end up
uprooting ourselves and building upon flimsy foundations based on
foreign narratives.
It is time that all those idiots out there, who have been
brainwashed by the pulpit and the education system, decolonise their
minds or else we will become the laughing stock of the global
community.
The fact that the so-called educated Christian elite of this country
continues to sell out PNG and its resources for less than peanuts
indicates a lack of pride in our cultural identity. If we are not proud
of who we are, how do we vigorously defend the national interest
and cut the best deals for our people?
At least pre-colonial “primitive” societies had the dignity to
defend their national interests. Yes, they may have been cannibalistic,
stone-age societies but at least they didn’t bend over backwards to
foreigners, foreign gods and foreign multinational corporations the
way our so-called educated Christian leaders in politics and civil
service have done since independence.
So yeah, I don’t expect the 400-year old foreign bible to somehow
wipe out corruption and incompetence in the Haus Tambaran any
time soon.
I will therefore be demanding that this foreign God refunds all the
taxpayer funds related to its procurement and installation in
Parliament. I am also going to ask the foreign God to apologise for
the desecration of 40 000 years of cultural heritage in His name.
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SIMBU’S SUCCESSFUL CREATIVE APPROACH
TO SERVICE DELIVERY
Francis Nii
The efficacy of government services delivery in PNG is a continuing
vexatious issue.
In a country of difficult geography, resources disparity, diverse
cultures and lopsided infrastructure, the delivery of government
services like transport, education and basic health care will continue
to be a challenge for many years to come.
This problem of service delivery is well summed-up in an article
published by the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Why we give aid to PNG?
“Delivering Aid in PNG poses enormous challenges,” it says.
“Providing basic services to very small, diverse, scattered and often
isolated communities across extremely rugged terrain is a difficult
task.
“Difficulties in reaching rural locations, weak governance and a
lack of commitment to improving service delivery means many
people still lack access to basic services such as education, transport
and primary health care.”
Amidst these challenges, Simbu Province has managed to outperform the other 21 provinces in service delivery for three
consecutive years.
The National Economic and Fiscal Commission ranked Simbu
performing better in the delivery of services to her people in 2011,
2012 and 2013.
So what is Simbu’s secret for this consistent out-performance?
The province is located in the central highlands of PNG and has a
land area of about 6,000 square kilometres. It is one of the densely
populated provinces, the 2011 national census reporting 376,000
people with a population density of 62 a square kilometre.
Simbu’s terrain is extremely rugged and undulating - full of
mountains, steep canyons and fast flowing rivers.
Economically, Simbu is one of the poorest provinces. Apart from
smallholder coffee plots of 1-2 hectares scattered down the sides of
precipitous hills, there is no major economic resource base such as is
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found in other provinces.
There was much talk early this year about a Chinese company
wanting to mine the province’s abundant limestone, however that
talk seemed to evaporate into the thin Simbu air.
If the project ever happens, it will be the first large-scale revenue
earner for the province. Otherwise Simbu will remain poor.
In terms of transport infrastructure, most districts of Simbu are
connected by road except Karimui where you need to take a plane.
The upgrading and sealing of trunk roads namely the KundiawaGumine and Chuave-Siane and Kundiawa-Gembogl have to some
extent facilitated service delivery.
Otherwise many hamlets are scattered in isolated and remote areas
and have no direct road links.
Added to these obstacles are the frequent landslips along the
Highlands Highway between the Daulo Pass and Miunde which are a
constant threat to human life and property and pose an obstacle to
the smooth flow of trade and services.
Despite this inauspicious milieu, Simbu managed to be rated top
in service delivery for those three consecutive years.
Sceptics claim it was mere paperwork and there was nothing on
the ground to show for it. So I decided to chat with the Simbu head
of education, Essy Walkaima, and seek his views.
Essy was cautious. “I don’t want to engage in talks that have a
political flavour,” he said.
“If anyone is interested in knowing how my division delivers its
services, he or she must come to my office. Otherwise its politics and
it doesn’t affect our service delivery credibility.”
I persisted. But Simbu has beaten the resource rich provinces for
three consecutive years. Is there a magic formula?
“There is no secret or magic formula for the success,” Essy
replied. “It is plain common sense. In this country, there is not one
uniform service delivery model that is ideally suitable for all the
provinces.
“Every province has to identify its own strengths and weaknesses
and develop its own modus operandi that suits its own needs because
the problems, obstacles and challenges faced by one province are not
the same as those that are faced by others.
“Of course Waigani can develop national development policies
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and programs but when it comes to the nitty-gritty of implementing
them, each province will have to decide for itself as to how best each
can get the services through successfully under the prevailing
circumstances on the ground.”
Essy reminded me of casual conversations we’d had with Jimmy
Drekore, Mathias Kin, Ware Mukale and others about the same
matter.
We had concurred that Simbu would have to solve her own
problems. The centre of government at Waigani could not solve
Simbu’s problems.
I believe the paramount reason for Simbu’s success is her ability to
innovate when the going gets tough.
The popular free tuition policy of the national government was
the brainchild of Simbu. Simbu was the first province to introduce
tuition free education in 1991 when the late David Mai Goro was
premier.
The driving factor was the hardship faced by parents in finding
school fees. It was critical that something be done about it. The
initiative relieved many parents of the school fee burden.
Simbus now working in PNG and abroad are the product of the
fee-free concept.
The policy propelled David Mai to a landslide victory for the
Simbu Regional seat in the 1992 national elections.
The poor internal revenue base meant that the policy placed an
enormous strain on the health and transport sectors. Hence it was
abolished a few years later.
Karimui has always been the greatest challenge in service delivery.
Because of lack of road accessibility, remoteness and related
hardships, public servants, especially teachers and health workers,
used to abscond from duty. After a month or two, they sneaked away
and never returned.
That’s when innovation came into play. In 2007 the provincial
education authorities and the former MP for Karimui Nomane, Posi
Menai, entered into an agreement with Madang Teachers College to
train Grade 10 school leavers from various parts of Karimui to
become teachers.
Under the agreement, the school leavers were sent to Madang
Teachers College and, after graduation, they were sent back to
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Karimui to teach children in their own community.
The tuition fee for this project was paid by the Karimui Nomane
District.
The only benefit this group of teachers gets is salary. There is no
housing and leave airfares provided as they live in their own house in
their own home village and teach.
“More than 30 Karimuians graduated through the scheme and are
currently teaching in schools in Karimui,” Essy told me.
“One of them was terminated for running away and teaching in
the Eastern Highlands Province. This signalled a warning to others
and they have all been very committed.”
In health, all positions including community health workers,
nurses and health extension officers in Karimui Nomane are two
grades higher than health positions elsewhere. The additional benefit
did the trick.
The national government recently introduced a Local Level
Government Services Improvement Program (LLGSIP) to assist
service delivery. Its effectiveness will be seen in future, however
council presidents are often seen in clubs indulging in alcohol at very
odd hours and state-allocated motor vehicles are purchased with
taxpayers’ money.
Looking at Simbu, it is not the Waigani service delivery models
that produce desired results. Instead it is the creative approach taken
by public servants in the province.
If Simbu can do that and achieve top results for three consecutive
years then the methodology has something going for it.

POLYGAMY IN PNG: TRADITIONAL VALUE OR
PRESENT DAY PROMISCUITY?
Benjamin Howard
MICHAEL is an unassuming local from Orokolo Bay, a familiar
figure on many project sites in the Gulf Province.
Unlike the feared Orokolo warriors of lore, who greeted early
missionaries on the beaches of their vast bay, he displays a blasé
disposition, making it easy for him to strike up a conversation with
strangers and to make friends with people he has just met.
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He exudes such a sense of familiarity that many people have taken
him in as “family” and say he is like a “brother from another
mother”.
But these niceties belie a little known fact, and that is Michael’s
continuous struggle to manage his relationships with the bevy of
‘wives’ he has accumulated over the years.
Michael’s first wife has resigned herself to the conclusion that
there is little she can do to stop his persistent polygamous behavior.
She also knows she cannot bring him back into her fold since so
much time has passed during which his philandering has becoming
uncontrollable.
This Orokolo Don Juan carries a number of mobile phones, all
designated for each of his partners. He often checks himself before
dialing a number lest he calls Angela in Iokea using the phone
assigned to Lynette of Taurama.
Dialing the right number on the wrong phone (or vice versa) is the
least of Michael’s worries. With the school year commenced, he has
to tap into all the “accounts” he has parked on every project site to
ensure his children see the inside of a classroom.
Infrequent clashes between the younger of his partners is
something that worries Michael since women from different areas of
the Gulf Province are known for experimenting with a well concealed
dagger, or a container of kerosene and a box of matches.
His juggling could make him ringmaster of the Cirque du Soleil
had he been fonder of oranges than he is of women. Men like
Michael would have comfortably carried on with their philandering
had they lived before World War II, when the conventions of custom
protected them.
In those days, polygamy was seen as a social contract and a means
of economic distribution in communal society, but in modern Papua
New Guinea this practice is coming under intense scrutiny from
sections of society concerned with its consequences.
In a report entitled Gender and Violence presented to the Third
Australasian Women and Policing Conference in 2002, Chief
Inspector Miriam Yawa stated that, whereas social conventions had
governed polygamous relationships in the past, “the change in socioeconomic conditions, urban migration, and the cash economy now
means that wives are bought in the commercial sense of the word.”
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This distortion of a traditional convention has allowed polygamy
to flourish in certain areas of rural and urban PNG. In Yawa’s
opinion, this should be simply a case of serial promiscuity or
“multiple adulterous relationships” prosecutable under law.
The fight by Chief Inspector Yama and others to end violence
against women, particularly against women trapped in polygamous
relationships, has been taken further by the country’s first female
governor, Julie Soso of the Eastern Highlands Province, who has
stated publicly that she will be putting forward a bill in Parliament to
legislate against polygamy.
She is concerned with the incidence of young girls “dropping out
of school at an early age (and marrying) a married man and becoming
the second or third wife” as well as gender violence related to
polygamous relationships.
It has been argued that many women succumb to the practice out
of economic necessity, particularly in patrilineal societies where
advancement opportunities for women are limited.
This argument is backed by a 2009 report by a United Nations
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
which found that women in Papua New Guinea “continue to face, at
times severe inequalities, in all spheres of life: social, cultural,
economic and political.”
But often polygamy leads women to being further entrapped and
unable to extricate themselves from the complexities of such unions.
These can result in conflict within the various relationships, leading
to violence and perhaps deaths.
Although statistics show that “intimate partner violence” or wife
bashing is the predominant form of violence in polygamous
relationships, an increasing number of women find themselves
incarcerated in the country’s jails for causing harm to other women
married to the same partner.
The same UN report states that “in areas where polygamy was
customary, an increasing number of women were charged with
attacking or killing another woman.” The resultant disintegration of
families creates difficulties for children born of such relationships, as
well as for the wider family network.
Governor Soso’s call for legislation is reflective of the concerns of
many women and families who are affected by polygamy and should
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be taken seriously by other parliamentarians and policy makers.
To say that there are more important issues to be discussed at
parliamentary level would be to deny affected women the
opportunity to extricate themselves from the bondage of practices
previously honoured but now distorted in secular and commercial
society.
Should the proposed legislation succeed in becoming law, our
unassuming Michael and those like him will no longer be able to use
customary conventions as a defence for their promiscuous behaviour.
And they won’t be able to justify taking multiple wives and
girlfriends with the tired argument that they “paid” for them through
bride price.
Michael and his mates will finally be seen for what they are, serial
practitioners of promiscuity or perpetrators of “multiple adulterous
relationships” with little or no regard for women.

ANZAC DAY 2015
Lawrence Kaiapo Gerry
AS I was travelling on a bus the day before Anzac Day, I saw
someone holding a placard with the motto “lest we forget”.
The first glow in the sky of Anzac Day arrived with enthusiastic
people heading for dawn services. Later, there was the music of
marching bands - the army pipes and drums reminding us of the
soldiers’ bravery.
That morning, as a first timer attending an official Anzac Day
parade in Martin Place in the heart of Sydney, I felt a sense of awe. I
also felt that all this was worthwhile. People from many walks of life
gathered to participate and witness the occasion. I could see tears of
sorrow in the eyes of some bystanders. Australians commemorate
Anzac Day with passion. The day has a special place in history for the
people.
Among the crowd were some war veterans, men and women.
Although very old, they were able to withstand the day’s activities. It
was their time, the time to remember heroic achievements and to pay
tribute to fallen comrades.
Although I have never been part of any war, this was really
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touching for me. I tried to put myself in the shoes of those who had
gone through war. I also thought about how my country, Papua New
Guinea, was involved in World War II in helping the Australian
troops fight against the Japanese and the number of casualties
accounted and not accounted for.
I had the opportunity to meet an old lady, a war veteran, sitting in
her wheelchair. Daphne Dunne is 95 years old. Her husband, Albert
Chowne VC, was a war hero who died in an action against the
Japanese near Dagua in 1945 and who is buried at the Lae War
Cemetery.
Daphne herself had been a Corporal in the Australian Women's
Army Service. With Daphne’s permission, I took some photos of her
which will always remind me of the tough times the brave soldiers
went through to accomplish their missions.
“Chowne attacked an enemy position which was holding up
further movement towards Wewak. Seeing that the leading platoon
was suffering heavy casualties, Chowne rushed forward and knocked
out two light machine guns with grenades and then, calling on his
men to follow him and firing his sub machine gun from the hip, he
charged the position.
“Although he was twice wounded in the chest, the impetus of his
charge carried him forward 50 yards under intense machine gun and
rifle fire and he accounted for two more of the enemy before he was
killed. Chowne was awarded the Victoria Cross posthumously.”
Next to the monument in Martin Place, I was also fortunate to
meet a gentleman whose father was a World War II veteran. He said
that, without the war, Australia would not be like it is today. The war
has a special place in the hearts and minds of Australians. He
highlighted some events that unfolded after the war and the
achievements of Australia as a nation.
As we were chatting, I saw a band marching towards the
monument followed by a group of war veterans and their families.
They placed wreaths at the monument as signs of honour, respect
and reverence for the fallen soldiers.
Whispers of prayers were made to acknowledge the fallen soldiers.
This was followed by the official laying of wreaths by the consuls of
different countries, among them the Consul General of Papua New
Guinea, Sumasy Singin (pictured above).
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In some parts of PNG, there were also dawn services to
commemorate Anzac Day. The Australian High Commissioner,
Deborah Stokes, said, “Anzac Day is an opportunity to reflect on the
spirit of Anzac forged at Gallipoli and continued in the jungles and
mountains of Papua New Guinea.
“In World War Two, Australians fought alongside men of the
Papuan Infantry Battalion. They were assisted by about 50,000
Papuan and New Guinean civilians who carried supplies, evacuated
the sick and wounded, and built bases, airfields and other
infrastructure.”
After participating in the events of Anzac Day, I can really see the
importance of the words, “lest we forget” In true spirit, we should
always remember and treasure these people’s efforts in war, conflict
and peace-keeping missions.

THE CASE FOR WOMEN’S EDUCATION
John Kaupa Kamasua
IT is a well-documented fact that educated women are better able to
look after their families than those who are not well educated.
These women’s children are also more likely to be educated, have
better nutrition, attend school, have housing and generally have
better prospects in life than the children of those who are less well
endowed.
Our Constitution calls for equal participation of all women in
political, economic, social and religious activities. But, although the
principles of the Constitution show a strong commitment to the
equality of men and women, that is not the reality.
The view that women are subordinate because it is a timehonoured cultural practice in PNG is disputed by better educated
women as well as by many educated males.
The conditions for women has not improved much over the last
25 years and for many in rural and isolated communities conditions
have deteriorated.
Social development indicators have gone backwards for the
majority of women with maternal mortality among the highest in the
world. The situation with literacy and employment are also far from
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satisfactory.
The situation is not all gloom for women. Progress has been made
on some fronts but much more needs to be done.
More women and girls are entering higher education. Women are
entering into previously male-dominated trades and professions.
However this cannot be said of their female counterparts in the rural
areas of PNG.
The girls I went to school with are now holding down jobs and
appear to have healthier families. The education and training of
women and girls, as much as for men and boys, are important
investments for PNG.
The subordination of women and girls comparative to men are
mostly due to cultural and social factors.
The gap between the government’s rhetoric and women’s realities
is still wide and education is one of the surest investments to close
this gap.
In PNG, it makes development and human rights sense to
support and encourage women and girls to participate in education,
employment, development and social transformation.
My mother did not complete her education. That was because her
father did not see the need for her to go to school. There were many
things she could do at home.
She started school but, on the first day, my grandfather turned up,
argued with the white sister in charge and took her away. She never
went back.
But our mother always wanted us to get an education. She did
anything and everything to raise the funds, buy our clothes and send
us to school. For that I am grateful to her every day.
Education is a wonderful gift to give to a child, particularly a girl
child. And encouragement and support should be provided to girls
and women who are in school to delay marriage, stay longer in school
and get a decent education.
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MY JOURNEY TO PNG ATTITUDE
Raymond Komis Girana
I never dreamed of the existence of a place that promotes Papua
New Guinea literature with an objective of breaching the so-called
‘culture of silence’; a place encouraging freedom of expression
particularly for PNG writers.
I spend time in the digital continent. I research or simply connect
with netizens in virtual space through various social networks and
websites.
But it just happened that one click on my mouse led me to a
wonderful place that bears the name of my country and its way of
life, PNG Attitude, with the intention of making friendships and
building relationships through literature at national and international
level.
PNG Attitude is also a host link for Bougainville 24, a resourceful
site for my autonomous province of Bougainville, a site I also did not
know.
My experience previously was one of self-alienation, because the
more I tried to get to know my world the more I seemed to alienate
myself from it.
In mid-2014 I received an email from Fr Giorgio Licini, the
former secretary to the Catholic Commission for Social
Communications in the Bishops Conference of Papua New Guinea
and Solomon Islands.
It informed me of a basic media course to be held at Divine Word
University for 12 days in November.
I immediately replied confirming I would like to fly from
Bougainville for the course. “What an offer and great opportunity,” I
told myself as I clicked the send button.
Fr Giorgio and I exchanged a few more emails and, given my
interest in news writing, I was offered an attachment two weeks prior
to the course to do some writing and to help out in the preparation
of Catholic Reporter PNG.
I was joyful about the prospect of working alongside a newspaper
editor. For someone who struggles to write, such an offer was a
golden opportunity and not to lose.
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7 November 2014 has arrived and I am peeping through a plane
window admiring the beauty of Bougainville and its outlying islands
below as the Fokker dashes into the air and through the clouds to
catch the heights.
I gently put my left arm on the armrest and positioned myself for
a comfortable sleep.
The landing announcement from the captain forces me out of my
dream world. I look through the window to see the nation’s capital
beaming a welcome smile decorated by so many thousand buildings
not like the handful on Buka.
I disembark and head straight for a lounge to wait for the late
afternoon Madang flight.
Fr Giorgio is there for my arrival at Madang airport and we head
to Divine Word University where I am to write and edit articles for
two weeks as part of my training.
The two of us meet regularly to discuss stories and chat when, at
the end of the first week, an important conversation breaks out.
“Do you know Leonard Fong Roka?” asks Fr Giorgio in his
Italian accent.
“Yes, of course I know Leonard. He was my senior at Hutjena
Secondary School in 2002,” I answer in my Buka accent.
“And do you know Bomai Witne?” he continued while we had
tea. “Is he a priest?” I asked.
“Not a priest but he a lecturer and writer. He has just written an
article about your Bougainville bishop’s homily. He is also coming to
the media workshop,” he continued.
“Well this is good news,” I told myself.
“These guys are very good writers and you should take some time
to read and learn from their writings,” said Fr Giorgio.
“If you have time, log in to PNG Attitude to have a look at how
the articles are professionally edited. There you will also find many
useful resources you may want to use in the future as references.
“Who knows, one day you might find some of your articles getting
published too.”
“Sure I will when I have the chance,” I replied.
The next couple of days saw me surf through PNG Attitude. I
found the names of people like Keith Jackson, Phil Fitzpatrick,
Michael Dom, Bomai Witne, Leonard Fong Roka, Francis Nii, Garry
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Juffa, Fidelis Sukina and Marlene Potoura just to name a few of all
the writers, the so-called architects of PNG Attitude.
I was moved when I read through the articles and poems of
different writers and authors. The diverse styles of writings captured
my attention and the power of motivation steered my mind to what I
might do.
The November issue of Catholic Reporter out of the way, I tackled
my first assignment for PNG Attitude. Entries closed in the Val
Rivers Prize for Peace & Harmony Writing in just four days and I
wanted to be there.
So I wrote my first article ‘Tsuhana of Hope: the continuing relevance of
traditional values’ and get in touch with Keith Jackson who published it
in PNG Attitude.
I am also surprised and pleased to see one of my articles for
Catholic Reporter, ‘Crying for Goilala’, republished a few days later.
During the communications course I met Bomai Witne who
encouraged me to write and who shared his positive experiences of
PNG Attitude.
I wish to tell the writers and authors of PNG Attitude that I have
learned and grasped a lot from their wisdom, knowledge and
creativity. I hope that one day I will meet them face to face.
My journey to PNG Attitude is one I will always remember because
it took me four flights and two weeks of writing and an amazing
mouse click.

THE TIME TO WRITE
Baka Barakove Bina
YEAH, to all those budding writers, finding time to write is no easy
task. I feel lucky to have now published my second novel and feel
really gratified.
The process was time consuming and on occasion I wondered
how I found time to do it. Writing a book is not something you do
over a long weekend. Some of my works took 10 years to complete.
I have published five books so far. Indulge me while I list them:
Zymur (Oxford University Press) 2003, now available in a
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OUP anthology
Haffies Are Made, They Are Not Born (Createspace) 2014
Curse of Lamisi (Createspace) 2014
Man of Calibre (Createspace) 2015, my first novel
Sweet Garaiina Apo (Createspace) 2015, my second novel, just
published.
The four most recent works total 200,000 words and required
more than 60 revisions and rewrites.
Sweet Garaiina Apo, a book of 60,000 words took me 10 years to
write and in its last eight months went through 10 major edits and
rewrites. Man of Calibre, another novel of the same length, was
written in three years with rewrites and edits.
Given that there is no great market for written work and no
effective distribution system, this is hard yakka for miniscule financial
return. So I guess it begs the question, why go to the trouble?
When Oxford University Press upped and left the country, with
the exception of UPNG, authors with no prospect of payment or
publication just shelved their work. It had taken a long time to
publish my first work and then - nothing.
I had short stories ready for publishing and the few publishing
ladies that appeared on the scene offered a little hope. They wanted
us to write like Agatha Christie. That was enough to kill some
kindred spirits. But I was no Christie or Wendt, I write my style of
English and I’m want to persevere in that.
All these years later, I am glad my short manuscripts have now
developed into novels. I may even be looking down the barrel of a
third novel before the year is up.
I sort of rode the first glorious tide of being a published author
after my book Zymur appeared. I told people I was an author and
working on my first full length novel of 50,000 words. They looked
at me incredulously. When do you find the time to write?
Well, I don’t, I would say. It’s all up there in my head. I’ve written
this story already. I just need to put it on paper for you to read it at
your pleasure. Ah ha, I shared those sentiments ten years ago.
I told them about Sweet Garaiina Apo, the gist of it. I had not
written it then. It started as a story I told my nine year old daughter
about a young girl given away at birth who, later in life, happens to
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employ the woman (who turns out to be her biological mother) as
her gardener.
In the telling, I tried to get inside the emotions of the daughter as
she tries to find the words to tell the woman she is her mother.
So I started sniffing imaginary tears and before long my daughter
was crying her eyes out. As she cried I pulled out an old diary and
started writing with my daughter in my lap.
Well, with tears in my eyes I wrote four diaries of my rambling
thoughts as I continued the story. Ten years later and after so many
rewrites I have found plenty of time for tears and now Sweet Garaiina
Apo is published as a novel.
That is plenty of writing. I had to find the time, make the time and
keep the time to write. Sticking to the plot and story line and making
it all flow is a problem too, but that is another story and I don’t really
have any expertise to reveal. I just do it again and again until I get it
right. Yes, it can be frustrating.
I constantly look for opportunities to pen a line. On the bus, at
the shops, in a queue, on the plane, even inside a toilet and, yes, I
have awoken in the middle of the night, groped for my pen and light
to write a line which came to me.
If I miss that opportunity, it becomes a forgotten line and that can
be very irritating. If perhaps it does come back sometime later, I
have moved on and I find I don’t need that line now. So a notebook
is a ready companion somewhere in reach of my hand.
I walk around with this small notebook or find scrap paper that I
staple together to make note pads in which I write should I ever
forget my notebook. Currently I have four works in progress and I
keep notes for each of them.
My apologies if I came across as not having a day job. I have a
demanding day job which unfortunately also involves a lot of writing.
However I have a goal and that is to publish 10 novels and 10
short story collections before I return to my place of Kotiyufa. It is
not impossible as there are already five on that list up there. I have
found the time to write the three books of short stories and two
novels and I know I will find the time, make the time and commit the
time to write the rest.
I must not forget to mention that I have had people help me
write. I have had a lot of people help me in big and small ways since
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I started writing seriously in 1995.
Initially the late Eve Rannells at the Law Library of UPNG typed
and provided editorial assistance for me on Zymur. My family has
been very supportive. My next two short stories were typed out by
girls at a paid typing service in Boroko. It cost me a bit but it was
worth it.
I later had these scanned into my computer when I got one and
now have digital versions of the works in progress. I do my own
typing nowadays and, using Createspace, can format the books for
publishing.
Editorial assistance and critiquing my work is important. I discuss
my writing with my wife and three girls and, while I listen to what
they say, I do not necessarily accept their criticisms and change my
story line. Instead I look at how I can incorporate what they say. I
include in my stories a lot of customary practises, traditional practises
that my children living away from the village do not understand.
I was fortunate to happen upon Ed Brumby, this papa of Yokomo
and Omokoy from our primary school radio broadcasts lessons. He
is now a retiree and has been a valuable mentor for me.
The short of the long story is this: to be able to produce a written
piece, a person has to find time, commit time and spend time. The
editorial work can come later when a body of work is completed in
draft form.
Second, seek help from others to critique work in progress and
know you can either use or disregard these sentiments.
Third, editorial assistance will go a long way and again it is a
personal choice to use it.
Finally, the work ought to be published and read. Createspace has
been good to me so far.
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FROM THE GERMAN DOCTOR’S IDEA
A GREAT PROJECT IS BORN
Daniel Kumbon
“YOU have good mountains, beautiful scenery, good weather and
many attractions which would pull people here but what you lack is a
guesthouse.”
The scene: Sirunki, Laiagam District, Enga province. The speaker:
A lone German traveller. The listener: Yasowa Kome, local
councillor. The year: 1990.
This conversation with his guest prompted Kome to start a guest
house even though Sirunki was a ‘no-go zone’ at the time due to
tribal warfare and constant armed hold-ups at Aipanda, on the border
of Laiagam and Wabag.
Despite these problems, Kome converted his two-bedroom family
home to a guest house. After developing it to a standard lodging
facility, he named it Yaskom Resort Hotel.
The hotel is now a major tourist destination in the province and
the venue for official receptions, seminars, workshops and social
gatherings. Prime Minister Peter O’Neill prefers to stay there on
official engagements in the province. And it’s where the PNG Rugby
League board conducted its annual general meeting.
More recently, in March, Australian High Commissioner Deborah
Stokes launched the PNG Alumni Association there.
But for 10 years not a single tourist went to the hotel. Kome
nearly gave up after developing the property, which had taken every
last penny. I’ll let him take up the story:
“One day in 1990, a German tourist, a medical doctor, came to
Sirunki unexpectedly. He took pictures of the lake and admired the
beautiful scenery and cool climate. In the afternoon he searched for a
place to spend the night.
“But he was an expatriate and we had reservations about inviting
him to sleep in our village style houses with pigs roaming around.
You know, it was not conducive for him, one so used to modern
comforts.
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“I am a mechanic and I had a small two-bedroom permanent
house. I offered him one of the rooms where he stayed for a whole
week.
“One morning he said: ‘You have good mountains, beautiful
scenery, good weather and many attractions which would pull people
here but what you lack is a guest house. On my way here from
Wabag, I saw no guest house along the way.’
“I told him we don’t have a guest houses at Sirunki, Laiagam,
Porgera, Kandep or anywhere else in these western parts because no
tourist ever comes here. But to demonstrate what the people could
offer, I asked people of Tukusanda village to stage a singsing especially
for my German friend. He took many pictures and went back to
Germany.
“The good doctor implanted a seed in me to start a guest house.
So I renovated my two-bedroom family home to a guest house and
developed it. I spent all my money hoping another visitor would
come along. But none came for almost 10 years. I panicked and
nearly gave up hope.”
But there was still hope for Yasowa Kome. Governor Peter Ipatas
won the 1997 national elections and immediately formulated a policy
to promote tourism and economic activity in the province. People
were encouraged to establish guest houses.
Kome felt reluctant to approach the governor because he had not
supported him during the elections. But he was desperate to get a
licence so he wrote a letter. Ipatas didn’t respond. Three years later,
after a third attempt, Ipatas asked him to see him at Irelya village.
After some scolding, Ipatas granted the coveted licence. This was
followed by a grant of K100,000 from the provincial government.
Kome accepted the gesture as a blessing and continued to improve
his property.
“I saw the governor in March 2000, and up till now the evidence
of the blessing he bestowed on me is the result you can see today –
this hotel, a result of Ipatas’s vision to see more tourists come to this
province,” Kome said.
The hotel was officially opened by Moses Maladina, then Minister
for Rural Development and Implementation, on 12 August 2011.
Kome was left speechless when Maladina presented him with a
surprise gift of K200,000. At last his perseverance to change the
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perception of a forlorn area torn apart by tribal warfare and
transform it to a safe destination for visitors had been recognised by
the national government.
The Minister also presented K200,000 to the Enga Tradition and
Transition Centre and K50,000 to the annual Enga Cultural Show
staged that same weekend in Wabag town.
The following year, the then member of parliament Philip Kikala
launched the Lagaip-Porgera five year district development plan. One
of its aims was to boost tourism activity in his district and stage the
first ever West Enga Cultural Show in Laiagam, a 10-15 minute drive
from the new hotel.
Canadian Rev Herb Sachn, a former missionary, was the first
visitor after the hotel was officially opened and he was soon followed
by eight American tourists. Then the floodgates opened to an influx
of visitors.
Every year during Australian rugby league State of Origin matches,
footie-mad folks flock to Yaskom Resort Hotel to watch their
favourite game on the big screen in the public forum area or book
into one of the cosy rooms to enjoy the game in privacy.
These days the hotel features 22 self-contained rooms with electric
heaters and hot water, two car parks, five standard rooms, a public
bar, a spacious and fully kitted dining room, conference facilities that
can accommodate 100 people and TV sets in all self-contained
rooms.
It is a shining example of how one man can transform a forlorn
area torn apart by tribal war into something that not only brings in a
regular income but peace and harmony among his people.
It is where total strangers can enjoy the natural beauty and culture
of the people like the German doctor did 25 years ago.
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THE WONDERFUL TOURISM EXPERIENCE OF
THE KUPE TRAIL
Leonard Fong Roka
THE Kupe Trail, cutting across the heart of the Bougainville’s
longest mountain spine, the Crown Prince Range, has survived many
changes. The trail was also much involved in the island’s modern
history
From 1901 the Catholic Missionaries brought their religion to the
Panguna area and parts of Nagovis from Kieta Harbour along the
trail.
An Australian Catholic Bishop operated the Kupe Goldmine
between 1929 and 1937; the colonial kiaps conquered parts of south
Bougainville by journeying along the trail.
The Panguna mine was born after geologist Ken Phillips of
Conzinc Rio Tinto walked the trail. Most south Bougainvilleans living
in Arawa fled along the trail in 1992 when the PNG army attacked
Arawa.
The strength-testing trek along the Kupe Trail starts at Kaino
village, where all vehicle access halts. Here the traveller is mesmerized
by the massive gorges and boulders that stand high with eagles
hovering above looking for their prey.
The traveller is tested early, crossing over the diving Kaino-Kupe
slope and hopping over the myriad mountain streams that infest the
terrain heading way down to the ever-brawling and refreshing
Bovong River.
This is a swaying cocoa-coconut palm landscape with sweating
farmers. But it ends abruptly.
Leaving Kaino village the trail climbs the rungs of altitude and it
gets colder as one nears the Kupe border. One’s neck is always
craning for ever more spectacular sights.
The Bovong River roars much louder now and you can dip into it
regularly on the Kupe side. To the north the Orempi-Singkonavoi
boulder torrent stands high, making one envisage the risks of falling
from the Dongnare Cliff, but the relaxing sound of the numerous
Bovong River tributaries help to ease one’s heart.
Comfort comes as one passes the chain of Kupe villages. This is
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where the phobias fade as one now stands so high that all the cliffs
and rocks and the angry Bovong River of the Kaino-Kupe
topography are dwarfed.
The trail climbs through untouched forests of singing birds,
crushing waterfalls and sweeping chilling mountain breezes.
One is lost within rock ravines covered by choko, a popular high
altitude creeping vegetable in Bougainville.
Then the climb goes on along the dirty Kompumaa mountain
stream to the 1929-1937 Kupe Gold mines. This is the heartland of
the journey between Arawa and Panguna.
The Kupe people live in this high altitude zone which, because is
not accessible by road, has no cocoa plots and the people have
turned to gold panning over this massive colonial era mine field.
Men, women and children work here seven days a week.
In post-conflict Bougainville where education is vital, children
here are making money and their Kupe Primary School classrooms
are empty most of the time.
The people are a friendly lot and any passer-by can test their skills
smashing the gold containing lumps of rock liberated from the
mineral veins in the crust and maybe find an ounce or so before
continuing onwards.
In this isolated country the gold miners are served by the site
canteen operated by a local Kupe businessman, Avero.
The success of his retail outlet has a painful side too. The goods
are purchased in Arawa every Friday and are transported by car to
Panguna where groups of men carry it on their shoulders through the
jungles to the Crown Prince Range.
Since Friday in that part of Bougainville is the day of boozing,
drunkards do the job for him for a few cartons of beer. Gold is there
so he succeeds with his little business in the jungle.
Leaving the miners, but still with an ear listening to the sound of
crowbars and rolling pebbles, the trail climbs the last slope, locally
known as Biokaa, to the top and now enters the heart of
Bougainville.
Cold winds comb through your hair as the view to the east, the
Pidia Points and Pokpok Island, offers its spectacular greetings; to
the west the massive Panguna mine lays idle; and further beyond the
Solomon Sea kisses the South Bougainville coastline. On a fine day
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Shortland Island marks the horizon just south of the Buin coast.
From the Crown Prince Range the land all around is green but
swiftly consumed by the blue of the wide Solomon Sea.
From here one then crosses into the many Kavarong River
tributaries that meander west through some of the most untouched
jungle areas of Bougainville. After a few hours at the approach to the
old and disused Panguna township one is greeted by gold miners.
Here the gold panners work in the Kavarong River that runs
through the Panguna mine. Leaving them behind the journey of 5 – 8
hours ends on the scathed streets of the old Panguna Township.

COUNTRY ROADS
Daniel Kumbon
I could have taken $76 in change for a $50 note from an elderly lady
in a busy department store in Charleston, West Virginia, in revenge
for something that happened to me in New York City.
I had been cheated of $10 by a taxi driver. I got the taxi in
Manhattan after getting off the bus from LaGuardia Airport. I
wanted to go to the Shelburne Murray Hill hotel between West 37th
and West 38th Streets on Lexington Avenue.
Two men obviously friends of the Hispanic driver also got in –
one either side of me. In less than five minutes we arrived at the
hotel, but the driver parked a block away. Then he asked me for $10.
I quickly got out of the taxi. I noticed he hadn’t switched on the
meter. I gave him $5 saying the distance was very short. But he
insisted I pay him $10.
The tone of his voice gave me an uneasy feeling. What were his
two buddies doing in the taxi anyway? It was 10 o’clock at night and
there weren’t many people around. I was isolated, strangely dressed in
my hand-woven Highlands cap and boasting a long Highlands beard.
I’d been warned of muggings so I thrust a $10 bill into his
outstretched hands and scooted away.
My colleagues from 12 different countries were already at the
hotel for the press fellowship program. Someone advised me to
report the matter to police but I declined. New York is a pulsating
cosmopolitan city full of enterprising people. To argue over $10
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seemed trivial.
In the six months I was in the US, I found that each American city
was different. When I was assigned to Charleston, West Virginia, the
pace of life suited me. There were normal people on the street. I
didn’t read of major crime. When I went to the police station with
the Charleston Daily Mail’s crime reporter, there was nothing to report.
“It’s boring, sometimes you have nothing to do,” the reporter
complained.
“It shows how peaceful your city is,” I said.
“I never realised that,” he smiled.
I enjoyed my stay. I slept in their houses, ate with them and mixed
freely. Even now, after 24 years, I cherish my experiences in West
Virginia.
The mountains around brought memories of my boyhood days in
Kandep, a small town in Enga Province. I was so used to climbing,
especially Mt Kondo near my village.
Before flying to Cleveland, Ohio, I went to a busy department
store to buy a dress for my daughter. I picked one for $24, handing
over a $50 bill. The elderly lady gave me $76 in change.
“Madam, you are giving me the wrong change. I gave you $50 not
$100,” I said.
“Oh did you?” she gasped. She did not take back the money
immediately but opened her till.
“Oh, there it is. One is sometimes so busy mistakes can be made.”
“I do not want to go back to my country and brag that an old lady
gave me $100 for $50,” I said.
“Thank you. Enjoy your stay here and I wish you a safe trip back
to your country,” she said bathing me in a warm smile.
In Cleveland, Plain Dealer newspaper columnist William Miller
asked me where I’d been and I related to him my experiences in West
Virginia.
“Do you know the song Take me home, country roads?” he asked.
“John Denver?”
“Yes, it’s almost heaven down there, isn’t it? Denver wrote it
while he was travelling there,” Miller said.
‘It’s like my home too,” I responded.
In its natural beauty, yes, PNG is almost heaven with its swaying
palm trees, sandy beaches, rolling hills, high mountains and unique
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cultures. But even in this paradise, like anywhere else in the world, we
have our share of social problems. Some taxi drivers even try to cheat
passengers in Port Moresby.
The money involved in the incident in New York and the
department store in West Virginia was insignificant. But no matter,
it’s improper to hurt, cheat or steal from people. The right thing to
do was to hand the money back to the elderly lady. But when she
thanked me and wished me a safe return home with that glowing
smile, I know it came from the bottom of her heart.

ANSLOM GAWI – THE CLASSICAL GUITAR
SAVANT OF MOUNT HAGEN
Martyn Namorong
I was in Mt Hagen recently on my first trip ever. One of the stories
I’d heard about the hotel where I was staying was that it had the most
exquisitely written menu.
My colleagues had joked about the overuse of superlatives by the
menu’s author. One thing they did not mention though is that it had
another trick up its sleeve.
On that first evening the wind seemed to have picked up and a
slight drizzle sent the temperatures plummeting below my comfort
zone. The grey overcast sky hung heavily against the black silhouette
of casuarina trees and crooked spine of the ranges.
I sat at the restaurant trying to order from that colourfully written
menu while watching wafts of mist rising from the cold water of the
swimming pool and listening to canned music spewing of the
speakers.
Then there was a long pause and a lone guitarist emerged. Against
the orange glow of electric lanterns, he played truly heart-warming
music. I have grown to love the classical guitar music of Concierto de
Aranjuez and I bathed in the beautiful rhythmic sounds of this guitar
that managed to drown the loud chatter of guests at the bar.
That said, I’m no authority on classical guitar music but was
drawn to the fine skills of the artist. The elegance of his selection of
classical guitar rhythms interlaced with contemporary pop music was
a sublime experience.
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The guitarist’s name is Anslom Gawi who, at age six, picked up a
guitar and, after a few wild strums, found the vibrations of the
universe connecting with his soul.
This connection between the rhythm of life and the human brain
crystallised in Anslom’s fingers. He never received formal guitar
training yet he knows how to create metaphors of life with his music.
Anslom is of mixed Madang and Sepik heritage and lives in Mt
Hagen with his parents. As a trained welder, he assists his father
doing construction work around Hagen.
I found him to be shy, letting his music talk for him. His music
tells the story of the struggles he has faced through life, from being a
lost young man drinking home brew at Madang’s 4 Mile market to
finding his own music and soul in Mt Hagen.
Listening to him playing reminded me of the words of Australian
musician David Bridie at the launching of the Australia-PNG
Network in Port Moresby last year.
Bridie’s description of how PNG music produced by Sanguma
and George Telek spoke to him resonated with me – evocative
sounds and narrative that nourish the soul.
I found myself taken to a heavenly headspace of the rhythm and
narrative of Anslom’s music and voice. Like Bridie said, it conjured
up the images, sounds and moments that make PNG a special place.
I guess, in some sense, Anslom represents what a modern day
Papua New Guinean artist ought to be.
His music represents an organic evolution of contemporary PNG
culture that reflects the nuances that define our nation. To my ear,
most popular PNG music is mediocre, meaningless and uncultured.
Before I left Mt Hagen, I gave Anslom some advice, a memory
card full of music and movies and a shirt.
I said to him that I would tell the world about what a brilliant
musician he is and hoped this introduction would lead to better
opportunities.
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THE KASPEKE TOURISM PROJECT
Leonard Fong Roka
KASPEKE is a tiny village locked in the foothills of the Crown
Prince Range near the Asimana River in the middle of jungle-covered
mountains and a massive marshland that pours into the KoiareTorokina coast of Bougainville.
During the peak of the Bougainville crisis, Kaspeke was a transit
point for Bougainville Revolutionary Army fighters travelling north
to Buka or south to Central Bougainville.
It was also the main village where the former rebel leader and first
ABG president, the late Joseph Kabui, spent most of his time and
from where he entered the peace building process.
Before the crisis Kaspeke was a forgotten world as all eyes were
focussed on the Panguna mine to the east but the crisis gave these
people, with deep mythological ties to Panguna, a place in the
conscience of many Bougainvilleans.
These days the villagers plant a few cocoa trees and shoulder their
wet cocoa beans for four or five hours to buyers in the Panguna
District’s Tumpusiong Valley, the nearest point for them to catch
vehicles to Arawa were they have relatives.
Despite being faced with these disadvantages, the issue of tourism
came about with frequent visits to Kaspeke by the Peace Monitoring
Group in the early days of the Bougainville peace process.
The mainly Australian, New Zealand and Pacific Island soldiers
patrolled and camped in the tiny village. And for the use of the
village, they paid money that much benefited the community.
Since the peace monitors left in 2001, various travellers have
reached the village. Overseas NGO workers passed through, as did
local government officials performing their duties as well as
intermittent tourists who paid for accommodation, fresh food, guides
and carriers.
This has benefited Kaspeke greatly.
Over the years travellers passed through the village from
Torokina, Karato (to the west), Manetai (to the north), Nagovis (to
the south) and Panguna (to the east).
Some entered the village by canoe and motor dinghies from the
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Koiare-Torokina coast by navigating the Sipirika River.
‘Now it is tourism that we want to work for,’ Freddie Kokia, a
Grade 12 leaver and baker in Buka Town, told me.
‘We have seen the potential to make money in this renewable
resource.
‘Kaspeke has virgin jungles, marshland, caves, cliffs, mountains to
explore, wild rivers and trails to walk. All these resources have the
potential for fishing, hunting, bird watching, camping, canoeing, and
eco-tourism.
‘There are also carvers, weavers, painters and others hidden in the
bush in the neighbouring villages around Kaspeke. They need
exposure and I believe the Kaspeke project is a way forward.’
According to young Kokia, past experience with unexpected
arrivals convinced the people to erect a house out of bush materials
and proceeds from the three-bedroom house are steadily growing as
more local travellers and tourists pay for accommodation. It has also
helped the village to set up and sustain its own kindergarten.
Kokia and his relatives are now expanding their network.
Meetings are underway to register their operations with the
Investment Promotion Authority and he has engaged Panguna
relatives with vehicles to be the transporters of tourists entering from
the Panguna area.
The youngster also travelled from Buka by boat to Koiare to
discuss with relatives the potential support for his project.
‘Our relatives around Koiare, Karato and so on with motor boats
are supportive,’ he told me. ‘They will benefit by getting the K120
boat transport fare from Buka to Koiare.
‘The hire of a boat from Buka to Koiare is K1,000 and the money
does not end there.
‘They get their share by transporting tourists for us and we get
ours from our services here in the bush. When the tourists want to
walk further to Panguna, others get benefits.’
The Kaspeke community is now building a five-bedroom semipermanent cottage with external ablutions aimed at tourists. They will
be lit by mini-solar kits and travellers will cook the village way using
firewood.
To the villagers communication with the outside world for all the
travellers is not a problem with the Digicel tower in Torokina giving
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mobile phone coverage. The villagers and their visitors do not climb
mountains to access mobile coverage as in the recent past.
The only task in the hands of the Kaspeke community is the
creation of a blog site and social media accounts to promote their
project and work in partnership with tourism promoters on
Bougainville and the provincial government.

A JOURNEY THROUGH THE BUIN DISTRICT
OF BOUGAINVILLE
Leonard Fong Roka
YOU cross the east coast bridge over Bougainville’s largest river, the
Laluai, leaving behind the Kieta District’s Kokoda constituency and
sink into the wonders of Aga Country, as the Buin people love to call
their home territory.
Alternatively you can get wet crossing the Mivo River bordering
Siwai and Buin Districts in the south-west and there breathe the
fecund air of Buin.
Buin is one of Bougainville’s most populous areas with rich
biodiversity and splendid cultures and traditions that have been in the
making through the course of time.
In traditional oral history, Buin is the origins of many clans and
families that now inhabit Kieta, Siwai, Nagovis and other areas
having crossed in their prehistoric endeavours from the many islands
of what is now the Solomon Islands.
In Bougainville politics, Buin has its own agendas that spill across
the rest of the province.
With the ongoing peace process, Buin has had notable conflicts
that haunt the public conscience in Bougainville and beyond.
Yet Buin people are noted as Bougainville’s most hospitable to
strangers who visit their villages.
Buin is also Bougainville’s gateway for the Solomon Islands, of
which Bougainville is culturally and geographically a part.
Geographically the region is a plain divided into Wisai (Small
Buin) and Big Buin by the south-east running Leuro Range.
Buin has much to offer the visitor. The Konnou constituency has
stone sculptors at Muguai village and wood carvers at Wisai. These
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artisans have remained unsung for many years, using their talents and
skills out of the love they have for where they live.
The district also hosts the pre-eminent Tuirima (Garamut in
Pidgin) Festival that is gaining momentum each year. The event
features singsing unique to the area and offers numerous traditional
arts and crafts.
The mountainous north that includes the villages of Piano,
Tokaino, Pariro and the Wisai area offers hikes along mountain trails
through untouched virgin jungle. It also offers a breathtaking visit to
one of Bougainville’s highest peaks, Mount Takuan.
Camping, birdwatching and sightseeing are all on offer - including
looking out to the plains of Buin and beyond them to the Solomon
Sea and the Solomon Islands. Buin’s main river systems, the Mivo,
Porou and Silibai together with many smaller streams, meander their
way down to the sea and the surf.
Hunting for wild pigs and crocodiles offers a real treat for holiday
makers who enjoy a bit of adventure. And, after every rainy season,
visitors are free to partake in the peturoi fishing of the lowlands.
These lakes and pools are rich with aquatic life left behind when
the flood plains and rivers subside in the dry season. Skills in
traditional fishing methods are displayed by the locals who catch eels,
prawns and many kinds of fish for food, feasting and trade.
Apart from all the natural scenery, Buin still retains the scars of
bloody conflict in World War II. The Japanese were here in great
strength and one of their war heroes, Admiral Yamamoto, had his
plane shot down into the jungle of Buin.
There are many war relics to be seen by people interested in the
history of the Pacific war, in which many of their relatives fought.
These are just a few of the pleasures of Bougainville’s Buin
District – and there are others that travellers can create for
themselves as they tour Aga Country.
In the main administrative centre, Buin Town, there are guest
houses, stores, water craft, hire cars, guides and other vital services.
Buin offers the only international market for fresh produce. Every
weekend buyers and sellers from around Bougainville and the
Solomon Islands gather here to sell their garden and other products.
Buin is also connected to Arawa, Bougainville’s largest urban area
in the Kieta District, and the neighbouring districts of Siwai and
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Bana.
So in Buin, a traveller is engaging with the whole of Bougainville
and the Solomon Islands.

THE REMARKABLE STORY OF THE HULI WIG
SCHOOL
Betty Gabriel Wakia

DESPITE tribal warfare and the bad reputation that follows, Hela is
one of the provinces that puts Papua New Guinea on the world map.
In terms of its natural resources and culture, the people of Hela
strongly and proudly uphold their tradition and culture.
Hela always participates on special occasions, to showcase and
promote its unique culture. Today Hela culture is a significant tourist
attraction in PNG.
Papua New Guineans sometimes believe that education only
comes from Western countries. But for thousands of years we had
traditional education.
The Huli wig school is one of the oldest traditional schools in
Hela Province and possibly PNG.
Its lessons have been passed down from generation to generation
and still exist today.
Huli men are best known for their custom of wearing decorative
woven wigs, elaborate head-dresses decorated with bundles of multicoloured feathers adopted at celebratory festivals.
The famous Huli Wigmen attend the wig school, in which they
live together in isolation from the rest of the community.
Wig masters are normally elders who have special powers and are
able to cast spells to enable the growth of hair.
At wig school, they learn the fundamentals and rules of Huli
traditional customs: growing their hair; collecting feathers; and
making armbands.
One of the rules of Huli culture is that boys live with their
mothers until they are seven or eight years old, then they live with
their fathers to learn skills like hunting with bows and arrows,
building mud walls and making houses.
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When they are 14 to 15 years old, they go to wig school and don’t
return home until they graduate.
Sometimes they stay there for 10 years and may be given the
choice between returning to their villages or staying in the forest to
learn more and improve their skills.
To enter the wig school, the boys’ families pays the wig master in
cash or with a pig. The boys stay with the wig master for 18 months
to grow one wig. If they want to grow another, they stay longer and
pay again.
Not everyone is accepted as a student. Only young, virgin males
can enter wig school. Before the student arrives, the wig master has
to put a powerful spell on the students. The spell will not work on
someone who has had a sexual relations. Women are not allowed to
go to wig schools because they don’t wear wigs.
Once accepted into the school, the students and master perform a
special ritual near a creek or other water source.
First, the master spits into a bamboo pipe filled with water from
the creek. The students each gulp down half of the water and spit it
into the air so the water falls onto them and cleans their souls.
The other half is then drunk to cleanse the interior of the
students’ bodies. Students have to wet their hair at least three times a
day.
Students sing while using fern leaves to sprinkle water onto the
big bouncy hairdo. They also have to follow a diet where certain
types of food are not allowed, such as pig hearts, pig fat and spicy
food.
They must adopt a special sleeping position: perched on one
elbow and neck resting on a wooden log, all to ensure the healthy
growth of hair.
After 18 months of growing their hair, the wigmen cut their hair
and hand it to the wig specialist, who then sews and weaves the hair
into wigs. The wigs are decorated with feathers from various birds,
including parrots, birds of paradise and cassowaries.
Most wigmen have more than one wig, but they must all be grown
before they get married. Some are used as daily wigs, while other
ceremonial wigs are worn only on special occasions. The ceremonial
wigs are made with two wigs combined and shaped into a headdress
that resembles the silhouette of a bird with wings stretched out.
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Once the wig specialist weaves the immaculate wigs, he goes to
market and sells them. Many Huli men who don’t grow their own
hair will buy them to wear for festivals or major events.
The daily wigs can cost as much as K600 to K700, while the
ceremonial ones fetch double that price or more depending on the
appearance of the wigs. This money helps pay for the bride dowry, as
marriage is always on the horizon when wigmen graduate from
school.
On the day that the students graduate and leave the school, they
put ochre on their faces and heads and go out to find a wife. They
carry with them two or three wigs that can be used in festive times,
weddings and for greeting tourists.
In the past the Huli wig school took in 20 to 30 students each
term, but now it only gets 10 or less. More Huli men prefer to go to
public schools these days.
Today most of the wig schools are some distance from the Tari
town and difficult to find, so tourists need to organise transport with
a guesthouse in Tari or join a tour.
Often some of the wigmen students supplement their income by
travelling to town to demonstrate how they grow and care for their
hair.
Tourists should ask permission before photographing anyone in
full traditional dress.
Hulis are usually happy to be snapped and do not ask for
payment. Make your thanks known and offer to send them copies of
the photos.
The main market day in Tari is on Saturday and this is a
particularly good time to meet Hulis in their full traditional attire.
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CLELAND FAMILY AWARD
FOR HERITAGE WRITING
This award covers a broad spectrum of literature including the
retelling of ancestral tales and stories from pre-independence Papua
New Guinea
Sponsored by Bob Cleland

The Award remembers his parents

Dame Rachel Cleland, widely
Former Administrator,
Sir Donald Cleland in the robes known and loved in PNG
for her vitality and wide
of Chancellor of UPNG.
interests.
Portrait by Sir William Dargie
Photo by Courier Mail

Bob’s daughters Susan (born Goroka) and Kathryn (born Balimo)
have undertaken to maintain this sponsorship.
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SUAU: THE SONS OF SEAFARERS
Konetero Ronnie Dotaona
EVERY Suau-speaking lad is fond of the ocean. Ask him. And ask
him about his dream. “Go to maritime college, join the navy or build
a workboat.”
If a Simbai is born with all the secrets of the forest, then a Suau is
a born seafarer. Infant boys are carried by an uncle or grand-uncle to
the beach. He is made to face Tupo Yalasi, the direction of the west
wind.
The old man will make the infant to dance and perform the ritual
song calling on the Yalasi wind to inundate the infant with strength.
And the baby will be taken to the front of a sailing canoe in rough
storms and the waves will spray his face while uncle or grand-uncle
sings. Later, young people reaching manhood or womanhood
undergo rituals connected to the sea.
Our fathers sail kemuluwa or amuyuwa, ocean-going canoes with
sails made of dam, woven dried pandanus leaves.
The craft remind me of the skill it took, and the tragedies
experienced, on the part of my ancestors in crossing thousand miles
of ocean to reach the land we call ‘home’. I do not know if the seas
were pacificus in that era.
The names kemuluwa and amuyuwa signify that these voyages
journeyed across the Muruwa or Muyuw seas near what are now the
Woodlark and neighbouring islands.
They built and sailed wolibote, workboats without motors, driven by
sails. I asked my grand-fathers where the name originated. I came to
understand that these boats were similar to whaleboats, thus the
name wolibote was coined.
The arrival of marine motors motivated them to share the dream
of a white man, Reverend Charles Abel, to build boats. Our fathers
were trained at Kwato Island by Australian boat builders.
Some were trained at Wako Wakoko Slipways and at Sariba Island,
whilel others pioneered the Salamo Slipways on Fergusson Island.
The quality of work our fathers did in the boatyards was comparable
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to Australian and British boat builders.
I recall the stories of my grand-uncle. When he sleeps on the deck
at night, he feels the pattern of currents and waves hitting the boat.
He tells the tiller man if they are approaching a reef or nearing land.
He uses the stars to navigate. He knows all the current patterns
and uses them to his advantage. His clan totem is the sea eagle. I had
a chance to travel the coast between Milne Bay and Morobe. On
many occasions, I spotted Kubona on the ship at dawn. The first
thought that entered my mind was, “I’ve seen the same star, my
Lapita ancestors have seen.”
We hear stories of our fathers meeting sea monsters and storms
and the parts of the Milne Bay waters where one is not allowed to
utter a word. They tell us the different names of ocean waves and
describe the areas from Milne Bay to the Motuan to the Gulf
coastline that we need to know.
Suaus take pride that their sons were some of the pioneers to sail
the oceans of our country. The songs of our forefathers were
composed and sung on these journeys, songs of leaving their loved
ones behind, coming ashore on foreign soil and of young lasses
eloping.
Our fathers taught us the lives of sea birds - sea eagle, sea hawk,
frigate bird, tern - and what we can learn from them. Sayings like
“being shark-eyed and not of a sting ray” or “sleep like a turtle” or
“wake up like a tern” were coined.
Around the evening fires, we have heard stories and legends of the
sea and its monsters: sine’ligusi’salasala, sineboudalili, polepole, bolisaielo,
sasalutu gwanegwane.
If that was not enough, our mothers created games: string figures
such as the amuyuwa, Kubona the dawn star, the ocean tides and
currents, Taubodidi the seafarer. When kids play these figures, they are
drawn closer to the spirit of seafaring.
A Suau man knows the look of a strong workboat; boats that can
load at the same time and withstand the storms. As lads, we were
taught the names of hardwoods that resist the naval shipworm,
hardwoods that will last.
Suaus are a headache to the provincial maritime authority, because
they breach strong wind warnings. They take pride in riding on the
waves, even though they know that the ocean does not keep
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memorial headstones afloat.
May the Suau lads sail the waters and build hardwood boats out of
love, respect and character, boats that will stand life’s stormy seas.
May they, in future, cross oceans with outrigger canoes. May their
sails be filled with the trade winds. To our forefathers who have
already sailed away. You’re a mariner. Fair winds!

WHAT FORTY YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE
MEANS TO ME
Daniel Kumbon
PAPUA New Guineans look forward to celebrating 40 years of
independence on 16 September this year. But many of the younger
generation don’t know how emotional it was when Australia granted
us self-rule – a freedom which many other countries have struggled
and shed blood to achieve.
I feel privileged to have witnessed everything that happened in Port
Moresby on 15 and 16 September 1975. As I reflect, it seems only
yesterday that Prince Charles, on behalf of Queen Elizabeth II, flew
all the way from England to officially open the Independence
celebrations at Sir Hubert Murray Stadium.
I can remember the Ela Beach Hotel being renovated to
accommodate Prince Charles, the royal entourage and the many other
important dignitaries who came to celebrate with us.
I was a Grade 10 student at Idubada Technical College. The whole
student body marched to Sir Hubert Murray Stadium to witness the
ceremony. I remember the Australian flag being officially lowered for
the last time in the afternoon and carefully folded.
A single soldier took it to Governor-General Sir John Guise who
handed it to his Australian counterpart, Sir John Kerr.
There was no television in PNG then, no internet, no mobile phones
and not many newspapers. Radio played a significant role and the
whole country was glued to it for news and live coverage of events. I
joined a group of students around a radio set on the stroke of
midnight to hear Sir John Guise announce to the world that a new
country was born.
As 16 September dawned into a full bright day, the new PNG flag
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was raised for the first time by a young student from the Sacred
Heart School on Yule Island, Susan Karike, who had designed it.
Now Mrs Huhume, Susan had won a nationwide design competition
back in 1971.
It was a very passionate moment and people wept openly. But I was
rather young and too ignorant to understand the significance of the
occasion and did not pay full attention to everything that was said by
Prince Charles, Australian prime minister Gough Whitlam and PNG
chief minister Michael Somare.
My attention was soon focussed on the 21-gun salute and the army,
navy, police and correctional services accompanied by the police and
army bands and singsing groups. Everything was new to me, having
come from Kandep a remote patrol post of the then Western
Highlands District.
The biggest aeroplane I had ever flown in brought me to Port
Moresby for the first time and it was the experience of a lifetime - a
DC3 aircraft operated by Air Niugini, the national airline established
in November 1973.
In the afternoon I walked to the residence of then Kandep MP, Nenk
Pasul MBE, on Touaguba Hill. The member had invited all the
people from his electorate living in Port Moresby to celebrate
independence with him.
He arranged his guests - mainly rubber plantation labourers, casual
employees and vagrants - according to their tribal groups and
distributed food and cartons of beer to them.
There were only five people in our Aimbarep tribal group including
Nenk Pasul himself. I opened the stubbies and served drinks. After a
while, Nenk Pasul looked at me strongly and asked me to help finish
the beer because there was so much.
When I protested, reminding him that I was only a student, he said,
“I know, I know. You are going to school and to work someday. But
what will you do with all the money you get? You will surely spend
some of it on beer. So, accept my offer now and experience how it
tastes on this very important occasion. Try it.”
Then he opened a stubby and handed it to me, his unblinking, glaring
eyes penetrating deep into my own. I was confused but yet it was
hard to resist this offer from our big man. So, I took the plunge,
drank two or three stubbies and passed out. I don’t know what
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happened next but woke up the next day on a bed in Mr Pasul’s
house.
Last September, during the 39th Independence Day celebrations, I
shared these experiences with some of my children and relatives on
the top of Mt Kondo, overlooking my village of the same name in
Kandep.
The youngest of my relatives was Dominica, a two-year old girl
carried to the top by her uncles and nieces. She would otherwise be
in Kimbe, West New Britain, but because her parents work in Wabag
she travelled to Kondo with her mother to climb the mountain with
me on Independence Day.
I was glad to have her on the mountain because, as a youth, I used to
frequent this mountain with my peers to roast sweet potatoes and
corn over open fires. This stopped when I started attending school.
Now, after about 50 years, I was back on the mountain frying
sausages for 30 odd people, mostly children.
It felt good to be on my mountain again - feeling the cold wind tug at
my clothes and seeing the beautiful sights of Kandep in every
direction. In the distance I could see the Lai and Mariant Rivers
uniting as one near my village before the stream meandered its way to
Mendi and beyond to finally empty into the Gulf of Papua.
I could see Kombolos village to the north where the late Nenk Pasul
was born. He lies buried in a cement vault in Kandep near the spot
where the first Australian colonial administration office stood.
Beside him lies Talu Yapakain from Lawe village, who was the tanim
tok (interpreter) for the kiaps Jim Fenton, Ross Allen and others.
Many leaders I saw at the first independence celebrations have also
died including Sir John Guise, Sir Tei Abal, Sir Iambakey Okuk, Sir
Paul Lapun and others. Gough Whitlam, whose government granted
PNG its independence, has also died as well as Sir John Kerr and
Malcom Fraser.
Grand Chief Sir Michael Somare and Sir Julius Chan are the last two
men standing. They have both been prime ministers and are still
active members of parliament. Queen Elizabeth II is still PNG’s head
of state and continues to rein over in England as Prince Charles
awaits his turn.
As I descended Mt Kondo late that afternoon, with all the people
following me, I wondered why Nenk Pasul had offered me that
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stubby knowing full well that I was only an inexperienced young
student.
As a relative, he certainly did not intend to spoil me, so did he test
me to see if I had the guts to resist temptation when I grew up and
be a good responsible citizen of this country and look after the
welfare of those who would be dependent on me?
I will answer my own question on Mt Kondo when I climb it again
this year on 16 September to celebrate 40 years of independence with
some of my children, grandchildren and relatives.

THE KARIM LEK COURTSHIP TRADITION OF
THE UPPER SIMBU
Arnold Mundua
KARIM LEK was a courtship custom in the Upper Simbu where
young people met in the night to sit, share and express love, joy and
affection through exchanges of serenades and courtship songs known
as giglange-kaugo.
Commonly known as kumugl-ambai-kaugo, the practise was popular
throughout Simbu and extended to bordering areas including Minj,
Banz, Nodugl and Jimi in Jiwaka Province.
There were three types of karim lek popular in Upper Simbu: the
kua-nade, where participants exceeded more then 20; the gilange-kaugo,
where participants numbered more than five but less than 10 with the
number of boys exceeding that of the girls; and the most intimate of
all, the kumugl-ambai-kaugo, where the participants comprised mostly
affectionate partners numbering less than four (two boys, two girls)
or just a boy and a girl.
While the latter two (giglange-kaugo and kumugl-ambai-kaugo) took
place in the privacy of the girl’s homes all year round, the kua-nande
was an occasional event held once or twice in a year at the special
invitation of a host clan.
The invited clan then reciprocated by inviting men from the host
clan for karim lek with girls from the previously invited clan. In all the
three types of karim lek courtships, girls remained in their homes and
the boys travelled to visit them in the night.
Seating arrangements also determined the type of karim lek. In
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kua-nande and kumugl-ambai-kaugo sessions, both genders sat together
side by side or alternatively in pairs with their hands clamped tight
with interlocking fingers while in giglange-kaugo the boys sat in a row
facing the girls directly opposite without any physical contact during
the exchanges of love songs and serenades.
The kua-nande was more of a public entertainment involving a
large number of participants from all age groups except elders,
minors and married women. Young married men were eligible to take
part should they wish.
The session could be held indoors or outdoors on clear moonlit
nights that included massive head turning (tanim het or bitno-pia) and
nose rubbing (gimano-kombuglo) between partners.
The session could become so intimate and generate such extreme
affection that, at the break of dawn, young girls from the host clan
would elope in numbers with men from the invited clan.
The gilange-kaugo and kumugl-ambai-kaugo, on the other hand, were
restricted to the young and remained closed-door courtships that led
to gradual friendship, affection and love amongst the boys and girls.
The boys had the freedom to karim lek with as many girls as they
wanted. So were the girls until they decided to settle with one boy
from amongst the many with whom they courted.
Between the closed-door and year-round karim lek types is giglangekaugo, which was generally a show of talent by the boys and would
precede the kumugl-ambai-kaugo in any karim lek session. It was
performed by a team of boys who would serenade a small number of
girls in a girl’s house. Elderly women also performed it in other night
occasions as interludes or during intermissions during the ambai-ingugl
paugua iwenda dingua and the ambu-kindene-kaman sessions.
The former session was held on the night before releasing a girl
into public as an adult after her first maiden period and the latter on
the night before she was wedded to a husband. In both occasions the
girl was grilled with the laws of dos and don’ts to observe in the
upcoming phases of her life as an adult and as a wife respectively.
The giglange-kaugo session during a karim lek courtship could switch
to kumugl-ambai-kaugo depending on the girls’ wish. While the boys
performed their courtship songs the girls took the opportunity to
decide on their prospective partners.
As soon as the session ended the girls forwarded individual
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requests to the boy of their choice. In this instance the unchosen
colleagues left for the next girl’s house while the handpicked boys
remained behind.
The chosen ones then rearranged the sitting positions, partnered
themselves with the girl who picked each of them and with their
hands clamped together, fingers interlocked and legs stretched out
front they’d engage in the most intimate and the most romantic of all
the karim lek types, the kumugl-ambai-kaugo.
If there were no selections made the entire team moved to the
next girl’s house.
During the kumugl-ambai-kaugo courtship the boy would release
one of his songs containing calculated lyrics and his female partner
would sing along with him, both ending the song sweetly with a
dragging romantic tune known as gaugl-nigle.
The girl in return released one of her numbers and both would
end it sweetly again with a gaugl-nigle. The interludes between the
songs would be filled by romantic chats, jokes, pep talks, fun and
cheeky affectionate laughter known as sigil-gaugl-nigle.
This was all part of the courtship fun and the atmosphere would
become intimate and so romantic that sometimes the girl’s head
would fall to the side and rest on the boy’s shoulder.
Oblivious to time the session would seem to drag on forever, the
clock ticking towards dawn. The spectators comprising mostly kids
and mothers from the nearby houses would be gone. The girl’s
mother who had kept the fire burning to provide light for most of
the night would doze off in the nearby bed.
When none of the karim lek participants bothered to attend to a
dying fire, love was in the air and at dawn the girl would elope with
the boy to his place. When that happened she became a kaugo-ambai,
meaning a girl won through karim lek.
The girl could remain in the boy’s village and become his wife or
she could be publicly oiled (or kugo-gaigl-kwa) and sent back to her
place with gifts and presents.
In old times the karim lek culture was regarded as a matchmaking
endeavour and was a mandatory custom amongst the young. It was a
prerequisite for all young boys and girls and failure to participate was
a disgrace and would stigmatise the ones who did not participate.
As soon as the boy underwent the initiation ritual known as kua299
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ombuno (bird showing) in the yagl-ingu (men’s house), he was ready to
court. During the ritual all the rules and laws – the dos and don’ts of
life including feminine issues - were given to him.
These included the taboos to observe while on karim lek missions.
The taboos included never touching a girl’s breasts, never swearing,
never allowing the hands near the grass skirt (purpur) area and, most
important of all, never sleeping in the girl’s home after the karim lek.
After ‘graduation’ boys were ready to search the land and journey
with other senior boys of the clan on regular night trips to girls’
homes for karim lek courtships.
As the culture did not allow boys and girls from within the same
clan to court, the boys travelled many miles under cover of darkness
across territorial boundaries of other clans in search of girls’ for karim
lek.
Quite often unaware of another’s movements, two or more teams
of boys from different clans could front up at the same venue (the
girl’s house) at the same time. When that happened, the first team to
arrive was allowed into the girl’s house for karim lek while other
teams joined the queue outside.
Instances of jealousy cropped up during such moments and this
could lead to fistfights between the teams, often instigated by a
boyfriend of one of the girls who arrived late.
But this was all part of karim lek culture. Usually the other teams
moved to the next girl’s house and returned later when the former
team was thought to have finished and left.
The courtship songs or serenades remained the primary ingredient
in any karim lek. It was this that conquered the girls’ hearts, as well as
the girl’s mothers and other spectators in the girl’s home.
Every boy and girl made it their duty to be well prepared and
equipped with courtship songs before they participated in karim lek.
Lyrics were carefully selected and composed with words to draw
attention and suit a particular partner or situation.
The lyrics were carefully composed to include the name of the girl,
rivers, forests, places, roads and other familiar features. Often the
boys turned to their mothers, who were experts in this area, for
coaching before they ventured out.
For the girl, her first menstrual period denoted her maturity and
the time to accept courtship. She would be kept indoors during the
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entire period of her first menstrual period (known as ambai-inguglpaugua).
She would formally enter the world of adults when her menstrual
period ended, and after a night of intense grilling, through a small
ceremonial feast known as ambai-ingugl paugua iwenda endigua.
During the feast a special dish of the choicest foods cooked for
this occasion would be placed before her to enjoy and to celebrate
her adulthood. A pig or two may have been slaughtered for the
occasion.
Along with the food would be presents and gifts brought by
friends, family members and relatives, who would later benefit from
the bride price payment when she was married.
The gifts would mainly consist of items she’d need in the next
phase of her life - new clothes (grass skirts or purpur), mirrors, beads
and necklaces, body oils and face paint - that she would wear or use
to make herself attractive.
Then the girl would join with other senior girls of the clan and live
under a single roof to attract boys into the house for karim lek. A
maximum of three and minimum of two girls (sometimes just one)
normally lived under a single roof to attract boys into the house.
The house could be the home of one of the girls whose mother
would act as a chaperone to all the girls. In the nights when karim lek
was in session, she’d be the person responsible for keeping the fire
burning to maintain light and warmth.
It was always a desire of the boys to be the first to pair with a
fresh girl and induct her into the art of karim lek. Boys from
neighbouring clans would flock to the house at night when word
spread of a new girl on the scene.
Often there would be resistance put up by the frustrated novice
on the first night that could result in a tussle between the girl and a
pressing male partner, who’d be keen to pin her down for the first
encounter of karim lek.
Such resistance was expected and a technique called debikin sigua
(where the thigh muscles were hit hard) would be applied by the boy
to settle her.
Such taming was part of the karim lek fun and when the girl
surrendered to the impact of the hit, the boy would pair off with the
girl and induct her into the karim lek culture.
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The boy often left a satisfied man with sweet memories after the
session was over. If the novice was pretty he’d attempt to build a
lasting relationship by making frequent visits to conquer her love.
It would be the same for a fresh boy in the girl’s house. Amidst
whispers the girls would devise plans to pin the boy down and lock
him up for karim lek. The nervous boy would often attempt to run
for the door. But usually, with stealthy assistance from the boy’s
seniors (who’d want their junior to be inducted by the girls), he’d be
tackled to the floor.
A lone girl would engage him for his first ever karim lek by pairing
herself with him. When the session ended, satisfaction would fill the
girl who had conquered the boy and the moment would be
remembered for a long time.
The karim lek culture is no longer practiced in Upper Simbu. The
changing times and Western influence have seen the significance of
this ancient custom wane, although certain elements like the
courtship songs still survive today.
But these elements are used out of context in other forms of
entertainment such as tourist attractions, public shows and other paid
performances and hold no merit nor the actual flavour of karim lek
culture.
This wonderful practise from an ancient culture is expected to die
out in 10 or 20 years and will then only be lip-talk, a thing-of-thepast.

THE IMPORTANT CULTURAL RITUAL OF THE
SEPIK CROCODILE ETCHING
Emmanuel Marosi
THE afternoon was hot and airless. We strolled along the beach as
the waves rolled in and gently splashed our feet, caressing the fine
black sand and leaving behind a veneer of foam as they retreated.
Behind us a lazy red sun was slowly sinking behind hills. Its rays
made the clouds silver and a cool, soothing breeze raced from the
sea. Crabs played hide and seek and graffitied the dry sand.
The artistic ability of the crabs caused the Sepik man, in his late
fifties, to reminisce about his days of initiation in the men’s house.
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With pride he removed his shirt and showed us the etchings on
his back and chest. They were intricately carved into his skin. When
examined closely, they resembled the scaly back of a crocodile.
His tale was sweet yet painful. The process of initiation is not for
the faint hearted. It makes men out of boys: these heroes go through
initiation without any form of anaesthetic.
They have to withstand the ripples of pain echoing through their
nervous system, a pain that throbs right through to the heart.
The deep skin cutting process uses razor sharp scalpels and hooks
that pierce the skin and tear the flesh, allowing blood to gush from
fresh wounds. The wounds are treated with tree oil and medicinal
herbs, both to avoid infection and to raise the bumps that give shape
to the crocodile’s scaly back.
The Sepik River sustains an astounding variety of flora and fauna
including multitudes of crocodiles and the wellspring of human
cultural expression they offer. The Sepik people are ancestrally,
culturally and spiritually linked to this monstrous fresh water reptile,
known in Pidgin as the pukpuk.
“The crocodile features prominently in legends and rites of the
Sepik people,” the old man said.
“The history of the sacred bond between the crocodile and the
Sepik people goes far back as the creation.
“Crocodiles and their markings are carved by artisans on house
posts, orator’s stools, totem poles, canoes and wooden plates. The
art-carvers are revered within their tribes.”
The men who have these tattoos have standing within their tribes
and communities. In fact, “tattoo” is a misleading term because
tattooing leaves smooth marks but this process leaves scars. It is
often referred to as scarification.
Scarification involves scratching, etching or superficially cutting
designs, pictures or words into the skin as a permanent body
modification. Most tattoos can be erased.
Scarification is tormenting because men have to bear excruciating
pain and lose large amounts of blood. But that is part of the purpose
– to signify their transition from boyhood to manhood.
In the East Sepik Province and, in particular, in places along the
bank of the Sepik River - like Ambunti, where this man hails from the people are renowned for scarifying their young men.
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“The process of scarifying our bodies with the mark of the
crocodile is only painful on the outside but holds sacred connections
with our ancestors’ spirits and the crocodile”, the old man declared.
“This initiation is of vital importance to the people of Sepik. With
almost everyone who goes through the process, the dotted lines on
the chest and back will be evident and are non-erasable. These dotted
designs represent the teeth and scales of the crocodile.”
When asked why this was done, he replied: “The mark of the
crocodile is a symbolic part in the process.
“By bearing the mark of the crocodile through the process of
scarification, we believe we inherit the power, strength and fierceness
of the crocodile.
“And it also represents the crocodile’s other features like security,
protection and connection with ancestors.”
All men who undergo the process of scarification bear the mark
with pride because they are considered leaders in their communities.
With the scars come respect and power.
It is their duty to provide for and protect their village. It is their
duty to ensure that peace and good order prevail. It is their duty to
ensure that festivities and rituals are observed.
The practice of scarification is an important part of the initiation
of Sepik men. The mark identifies them as Sepik men.
The entire process of initiating boys into men involves teaching
skills like hunting, courting, fishing, carving and house building.
It is a tradition of intrinsic importance and is passed down from
forefathers to descendants. An undying culture that will still survive
the test of time in the Sepik.

POWERFUL CUSTOM: THE RITUALS AND
RULES OF TRIBAL WAR
Francis Nii
BEFORE the influence of western culture, life in Papua New Guinea
revolved around traditional customs to protect, govern and foster the
survival of the clan.
But many practices that had economic value and social benefit
survived the onset of westernisation and remain to this day. One of
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these is the rites and rules of tribal warfare.
Tribal war is common in my area of Yobai in Salt Nomane, Simbu
Province.
I was told by my father that it has been part of the way of life
since our ancestors first settled the area, and archaeologists tell us this
was many thousands of years ago.
The most recent fight in Yobai in 2012 was related to the national
elections. Two men were killed and property worth thousands of kina
was destroyed. However this was not as bad as a 2007 electionrelated fight that cost five lives and destroyed much property.
The rituals and regulations of tribal war have been part of the
sages’ teachings passed on through the generations and all males,
including me, have grown up with them. They are one of the
strongest skul tok in the hausman.
Tribal war is a way of solving contentious conflict or crime like
rape and murder. People reckon these sorts of crimes are worth
nothing less than taking a life as payback.
Before fighting starts war must be decreed.
The clan chiefs investigate and determine the person or people
involved and the nature of the conflict or crime. If the incident
warrants a fight, the chief will ask the person affected or one of his
relatives, a man of substance, to declare war in front of the clan
members before the men begin to fight.
The declaration involves two rituals. First, the affected person
brings a pig before the chiefs, smashing its head with a piece of wood
and spilling the blood on the ground.
Then, with cassowary feathers on his head and face painted black
with charcoal, the man will swing his axe in the air as he dances
around declaring war.
He will chant something like, “Men of the clan, today I bring war
into your hands and I urge you to go and fight. Go and fight.”
The clansmen respond by shouting a war cry (accompanied, these
days, by gunfire) and the war begins.
There are three fundamental parts to these rituals. First, after the
war is over, the costs of the fight, such as loss of life and property,
must be compensated by the initiator assisted by his relatives and
friends. By declaring war, the initiator and his family agree to that
responsibility.
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Secondly, the initiator and his male relatives must take the lead in
all fighting engagements. So they also agree to that.
Thirdly, there is a belief that spilling blood will improve the
fighting, meaning there will be less damage to their side and more to
the enemy side, including killings.
So the decision to go to war rests with the person involved in the
conflict. If he says no to a fight, then the clan has to find other ways
to solve the conflict, for example by taking it to the District Court.
If the clan defies the affected person and decides to go to war
anyway, the man will not be responsible for compensation.
Moreover, it is believed there will be more casualties.
It can also be the case that the troublemaker’s side attacks first. He
would also have met with his male relatives and decided whether to
go to war. And he would have promptly let the chiefs know.
There are core rules that govern tribal war and there are many
more don’ts than dos that are taught by the sages, themselves
veterans of many wars.
I remember grandfather and others lecturing us in the hausman:
“You young men of today never follow our ancestral rules of war.
You think they are obsolete and you do it the way you like. That’s
why you will die unnecessarily at the hands of the enemy.
“Even if you are observing some distance away from the
battlefield, the arrows will still smell you and track you down,” the
chiefs would say.
“If you strictly follow the rules, you will become champions. You
will be at the forefront and the enemy’s arrows will miss you. The
enemy will get scared of you and run away.
“If you are wounded, you will not die. The wound will be less
painful and you will get well.
“That’s why we say you must listen to us and learn. We have been
through it and we know what we are talking about.
“If you have any physical contact with your wife, you stay back
within the boundaries of the village. Do not go out and fight. Do not
even go close to the fighting zone just to watch. The enemy’s arrows
will track you down.
“If you sleep with your wife, it’s a death warrant. Never ever go
out of the men’s house. Sleep here all day.
“If you have contact with your wife and get wounded, you must
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let us know immediately.
“We will order your wife to cut her pubic hair. We will burn the
hair, collect the ashes, mixed them with some herbs and give them to
you and you will eat it and get well.
“There is no other medicine that will make you well. Your wife’s
pubic hair is the only medicine,” the elders would stress.
The belief is that the body odour of a woman is so powerful that
it could attract the enemy’s weapons to the man who has had physical
contacted with her.
If a man touches a woman, he is not allowed on the battle field
until the next day.
If a man kisses a woman, he must stay in the village for two or
three days and then he can fight.
If a man sleeps with his wife, it’s a death warrant according to
custom. He must not go out of the hausman. He must stay in the
village for a week before he goes to fight.
If he breaks the rule and goes anywhere near the fighting zone, it
is believed a bullet or arrow will track him down as if it is controlled
by radar and kill him.
Other rules are that men are not allowed to receive food directly
from their wife’s hand. The wives must leave the food in front of the
men’s house and go away and the husband will pick it up later.
Men are not allowed to hug or even touch babies and children
before going to war. If one does he must remain at home until next
day.
Touching and feeding pigs is not allowed. Not even touching a
pig’s rope. If one does, he must not go to war. If he is defiant, the
custom reckons the bullets will find him.
If a man gets wounded because he touched or fed his pig, that pig
must be slaughtered immediately, cooked and eaten or else the
wound will eventually kill him.
If a man eats animal meat he must not fight. If he disobeys, an
arrow or bullet will enter his mouth.
Even the words one utters during tribal fights are scrutinised.
Statements like, ‘go and fight and get killed’ are strictly not allowed
because people believe that events will happen exactly as said.
The whole custom may sound absurd to foreigners but they work
for my people.
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I was once watching a tribal fight and somehow an arrow landed
in the neck of a man named Yoriwa who was also observing some
distance away. He died on the way back to the village.
The wife cried and confessed in her dirges that he slept with her
the night before and she warned him not to go near the fighting zone
but he disobeyed.
On another occasion, a young man named Sipa received pellet
wounds to his tummy. The local surgeons operated on him and
removed the pellets but he was bleeding profusely and was in great
pain.
After meeting with the surgeons, the sages reckoned the wound
was superficial and the man should not have been bleeding so much.
They questioned him and he admitted he had hugged and kissed
his girlfriend the night before the fight. The chiefs ordered the man
to be given the herb potion and he ate it and got well.
The same principles are applied in sports like rugby league that
involve heavy body contact.
I don’t know about Australia, New Zealand and other rugby
playing nations, but in Papua New Guinea rugby players are not
allowed to sleep with their wife or girlfriend before the game.
If one does, he will become the rotten apple in the entire team. He
may even sustain serious injuries to his body and guess what therapy
he gets? It’s not the herbal potion.

THE FADING VOICES OF OUR ANCESTORS:
LANGUAGES UNDER THREAT
Dale Digori
“With well over 800 [indigenous types throughout], Papua New Guinea’s
languages make up about two-fifths of all those spoken in the world today” (A
fact book on modern Papua New Guinea, J Rannells, 1990)
PAPUA New Guinea is a Melanesian country renowned for its vast
number of diverse languages.
Linguists divide them into two broad categories: the Austronesian,
consisting of approximately 200 languages, and the non-Austronesian
(or Papuan), made up of the remaining 600.
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While these figures indicate a veritable diversity, there is a grave
risk that the majority of these languages may soon die out, as has
happened in countries such as South Africa, Ireland, Canada, China,
and parts of India and the Americas.
That is to say, with a growing number of the country’s younger
population speaking English as their second or even first language,
there is a chance that these indigenous languages may soon be lost.
The 5th Melanesian Festival of Arts and Culture was held in Port
Moresby last year and has since attracted numerous positive and
challenging comments as well as countless discussions, debates and
documentation from a cross section of the Papua New Guinean
community as well as other Melanesian visitors to the event.
The international photographer, David Kirkland who was there
was quoted in the PNG Post-Courier as saying that “cultural threat
[was undeniably] imminent in Papua New Guinea as well as in other
parts of the Melanesian region”.
So let me consider the issue of ‘cultural threat’ in Papua New
Guinea by looking at the gradual but alarming decrease in the use of
indigenous languages in today’s society by making reference to the
people of Oro Province.
Oro Province is a lightly populated area of mountains and plains
on the north coast of mainland PNG. Undisturbed by European
intrusion for tens of thousands of years, the indigenous inhabitants
built up their own civilisation and cultures, and communicated within
their own little communities using various distinct languages.
Today, the province has around 33 different indigenous languages.
Of these, only two - in the Tufi district - are Austronesian. Nine
related languages which come under the Binandere family are the first
language of an estimated 53% of the Oro people.
The remaining 47% of people speak other minor local languages,
Hiri Motu, Tok Pisin or English.
This alarmingly statistic in Oro Province alone suggests that as
more of the country’s younger generation are gradually moving away
from the use of their mother-tongue and that these indigenous
languages are fading away.
The Orokaiva language once had around 25,000 speakers. This
number has declined as more Orokaiva-speaking young people have
switched to either Tok Pisin or English.
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This decline is making the language increasingly vulnerable to
extinction. It is anticipated that by the end of this century there could
be less than 40% of people who speak Orokaiva. The fact that a
majority of today’s young generation are letting go of their great
ancestors’ languages and embracing adopted languages offers a sense
of sadness and loss of identity.
According to a report by Payal Sampat, a research associate at the
Worldwatch Institute, nearly half of the world’s 6,800 living
languages are spoken by much fewer than 2,500 people.
Sampat estimated that, at the current rate of decline, by the end of
this century at least half of the world’s languages will have been
forgotten and will disappear.
He refers to another expert, Michael Krauss, a linguist at the
Alaskan Native Language Centre and an authority on global language
loss, who estimates that just over 600 of the world’s languages are
safe from extinction. That is, they are still learned by children at an
early age.
Therefore, the views of photographer David Kirkland that our
country is facing an imminent cultural threat seem to be consonant
with expert opinion that we are indeed under attack by an everincreasing global trend.
The wide diversity of languages in PNG is something to be proud
of as a nation, however, unless we are able to mitigate and reduce the
risk of extinction, we will lose a part of our identity. The ultimate
decision is in the hands of the government.
We need to change our mindsets with regard to educational
policies and reintroduce the old system by which children use their
indigenous languages in the first few years of their basic education.
We also need to establish effective organisations which work
towards conserving and promoting our languages and our rich
cultural diversity.
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NINGIRAGA AND YUAHAHU AND THE PAIN
OF UNFAITHFULNESS
Iso Yawi
IN precolonial times, before the influence of western civilisation on
Papua New Guinea, there was a village called Pima in the Kubalia
area of East Sepik.
The village was near the edge of the Sepik plain and the people
loved the environment and lived a peaceful life.
One morning the wind blew with unusual calm, making its way
through the trees as the leaves swayed to its rhythm.
The air was fresh and birds glided from branch to branch making
the beautiful sounds loved by the village people.
Under one of the trees sat Ningiraga, rubbing her hands on a
necklace.
The touch of each round bead was so smooth and soft that she
did not want to lose its feeling.
But she treasured the necklace for more than its physical
properties. It had been a gift from her boyfriend – it was a symbol of
love.
As Ningiraga sat, she heard someone calling her name. It was her
grandfather, Nanglunduo, who would call her when he needed help.
“Ningiraga! Ningiraga!”
She tucked the necklace into her grass skirt and ran to the house.
“I’m here Grandpa” she replied.
She thought her grandfather might have found out about her love
relationship. But he had called for another reason.
“Ningi, my dear, I want you to join the young village girls to do
the decorations and prepare for Yemo’s bride price ceremony.”
Nangluduo said enthusiastically.
“Her husband and all the relatives have completed the rituals,” he
added.
“When will the ceremony start?” she asked.
“Tomorrow night, I sent a garamut message to the other villages to
come, and just today they responded they will be ready.”
Her grandfather was an expert in garamut and kundu. He knew all
the different styles of beating the drums and had taught some of his
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skills to Ningiraga
Ningiraga was delighted that her lover’s village was to attend the
ceremony. She would be able to meet her boyfriend, Yuahahu and
they would continue the conversation of love started two months ago
in his village.
She hurried out of the house to join the other village girls and
women. They were about to assign tasks.
“Ningiraga,” called one of the elderly women, “I want you, Raga,
Mia and Kaipra to cut new sago leaf shoots. Here are the bamboo
knives.”
“How many are we going to prepare?” Ningiraga asked.
“We will prepare about thirty, and we want quality work here, the
old woman answered.
The girls took the bamboo knives and went into the sago palms.
The work was a small task and it did not take much time for them to
complete and present the decorated sago leaves to the lady in charge.
While they were working Ningiraga’s necklace fell into the grass
without being noticed.
Next day Ningiraga woke up, stretched, yawned and put up her
hand to feel the necklace. It was gone. Her heart pounded as she
started to look for it. She called to her friends but none had seen it.
They searched all the places they been but no one found it.
The day was painful for Ningiraga. She thought that a terrible fate
might have caused her to lose the necklace. Dark thoughts shivered
through her mind and started to creep into her heart. Her symbol of
love was gone.
At nightfall, the other villages came for the bride price ceremony.
Ningiraga made her way through the fires created by the young boys
and began to check their necks. When the chief made his first speech
of welcome, she noticed the chief’s daughter, who stood beside him,
was wearing her necklace.
“Today we all come for the bride price ceremony of Yemo the
daughter of Yefu!” the chief declared.
“But before we continue, my daughter has found a symbol of love
and it is worn around her neck. If any young man recognises it, come
and stand next to my daughter.”
Yuahahu walked to meet the chief and his daughter. When
Ningiraga noticed this she felt something cut her heart.
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“Excuse me! The necklace is mine,” she cried.
“No!” said the chief’s daughter.
The chief motioned with his hands for them to be calm.
He asked Yuahahu, “Which of these ladies would you prefer, my
daughter or Ningiraga.”
“I prefer your daughter, chief,” he replied.
Yuahahu wanted to make a name for himself, so he chose the
chief’s daughter.
Ningiraga was publicly humiliated. The love she had for Yuahahu
caused intense pain. She felt deeply wounded and walked away from
the meeting ground.
Yuahahu felt guilty and followed her. When she saw him coming
she ran into the bush and across the savannah grassland of the Sepik
plain. Yuahahu ran after her and the crowd followed.
As she came to a creek she stepped into the water and turned into
a stone. When Yuahahu saw this, he jumped over her and turned into
a tree.
Today young people are told the story to remind them to be
faithful to the person they love.

THE BUGA BOLUM THANKSGIVING RITUAL
OF THE MITNADE PEOPLE
Roslyn Tony
THE buga bolum or thanksgiving ritual in the Kuman Nagane dialect
was the centre of the famous pig killing ceremony practiced by the
Mitnade people of the Gembogl District in Simbu province.
This ritual became extinct when Christianity was introduced. It
was observed when people saw that there was a surplus of pigs in the
pigs’ huts and the womenfolk were having a hard time looking after
them.
The surplus pigs signalled to the people that it was time to thank
all those who had helped in raising the pigs and offsetting the debt in
pig meat.
The ritual began when arlba tandagme, the village spy, reported to
the chief that there was surplus of pigs.
The chief called for the kua ombuno (bird call initiation) which
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acted like the official launching of the pig killing ceremony. Young
boys aged seven to 14 met the birds’ ancestor for the first time and
had their ears and noses pierced before the call of the mourning dove
was played on the kuakumba (bamboo flute).
The blowing of the mourning doves’ call on the kuakumba acted
like a jingle for the pig killing. This call was used because of its soft,
low, cooing pitch which signals a warning, good and bad news
together in that one call.
When the mourning doves’ call was heard, everyone went into
hiding. It was believed that if they saw the flute played, their pigs
would become malnourished, a disgrace and an embarrassment to the
family concerned.
While the kua ombuno initiation was in progress, the older men and
male youths of the village wandered into the forest to cut the paipai
trees for use in the pig killing ceremony. The wood was carried to a
mountain ridge and left to dry in the sun.
Paipai wood is white in colour and when spread on the mountain
slope the landscape is as white as snow. The white wood on the
slopes also acted as an advertisement for the pig killing.
After gathering the paipai, a special hut was built for the buga bolum.
A yomba or mondo tree similar to a kwila was used as the pillar post.
Attached to it was a mushroom-shaped frame covered with special
bush ferns.
Four posts supported the frame but the hut had no walls. And
buried beneath the pillar post was a magic stone believed to possess
super natural powers for breeding pigs. The thanksgiving ritual was
performed in that hut.
Buga kurak, or the offering of the pig’s heart to the spiritual
beings, was observed after the completion of the buga bolum hut. This
rite was always done in pairs because the people believed the
partnership system brought harmony and success.
The buga kurak rite acted as an official invitation to the spiritual
beings. The people believed the spirits helped raise the pigs and
deserved to be acknowledged and invited to the buga bolum.
The biggest and the fattest pig was slaughtered and its heart taken
to a sacred ground oven away from the village.
The heart was wrapped in a soft breadfruit leaf and placed on the
hot stones. This was to allow the blood from the heart to drop onto
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the stones. The pig’s heart symbolised love and care and the blood
symbolised life.
A chant was cited: ‘Good spirits, we have all worked together in
raising the pig. We now bring this heart so we can eat it together and
continue to raise more pigs in the future’.
The pair carrying out the rite served and ate the cooked pig’s
heart. The hot stones covered in cooked blood were buried neatly in
the sacred ground oven. The buried stone with the cooked blood
acted as the monument for the pig killing ceremony.
The ceremony continued with a traditional singsing immediately
after the buga kurak. Pigs were slaughtered and cooked in ground
ovens. Each family donated a part of the cooked meat to the buga
bolum hut. The cooked meat, symbolic of appreciation, was piled on
top of the buga bolum’s frame.
Then a yodel summoned the mortal and immortal beings to gather
in front of the buga bolum hut. The men shouted in unison and the
women hullaballooed in the Simbu way to show their approval as ende
dugane (spiritual leader) made his entrance.
Using a ladder, he climbed to the roof of the buga bolum hut.
Then he chanted: “We are eating with those who have helped in
our successes” and bit a piece from part of the donated meat and
called out a family name.
The spiritual leader had to eat a piece from all the donated pigs. In
so doing, he accomplished the thanksgiving ritual on behalf of the
mortal and immortal beings. The spiritual leader was special and
unique because he had the ability to eat a whole pig. It was a
hereditary role.
Everyone returned to their huts after the ende dugane thanksgiving.
In their huts they shared the remaining meat. The meat debts were
offset by untying twine knots that acted as the debt record keeping
system.
A knot represented different parts of the pig and each had its own
value. For example, pigs’ legs and backbone were more valuable than
the arms and skin; so there were bigger knots for the valued parts and
smaller knots for the least valued parts. As each part of the pigs’
meat was offset a knot would be untied until all the knots are untied.
The last celebration was igum gamba beglkua, the mud fight. It was
the mourning period for all the pigs that were slaughtered in the
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ceremony.
Everyone was covered in mud and ash and went around rubbing
mud and ash on each other until evening. The cooked pigs’ meat was
heated in the ground oven, served and eaten to complete the pig
killing ceremony.
After this ritual, everyone went about their normal daily routine
again in preparation for the next pig killing ceremony in seven to 14
years’ time.

SALT BAKING BY THE KERI TRIBE OF SOUTH
SIMBU
Mathias Kin
BEFORE the white men brought their salt to Simbu, salt baked by
the Keri tribe in South Simbu was widely used throughout the central
highlands of New Guinea.
Using a crude technique, the salt was baked from a sulphur stream
that flowed from within a shale rock formation at Pleme on the
banks of the Wahgi River.
Before the 1950s, this salt was a highly valued item and Pleme,
where the salt was baked, a renowned economic centre in the central
highlands.
The Keri people specialised in baking this salt and traded it with
all tribes of the area for di-gaima (stone axes), pigs, shells, bird feathers
and garden crops.
Salt was also an important item in bride price transactions. Their
ownership of salt made the Keri people a Pharaoh family, highly
revered among the tribes of the area.
The salt was traded as far away as Bundi in north Simbu, east
beyond Elimbari Mountain and west beyond the Kubor Range into
the Wahgi Valley. It found its way south to Karimui and further to
the Gulf of Papua.
Leigh Vial, a kiap at the Chimbu-Wahgi patrol post, referred to
seeing this salt in the northern Simbu area in 1940 in an article, Down
the Wagi – a New Guinea Patrol.
The first white men to visit the sulphur spring and baking area at
Pleme were Vial and geologist Noakes sometime in May-June 1939.
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Vial wrote of a “salty liquid, smelling of rotten eggs soaked out
and ran into pools… We dipped our fingers in and cautiously licked
them. It was very bitter.”
The men observed that there were many baking houses and
hundreds of people around.
Earlier, in October 1934, Danny and Michael Leahy had explored
the Yuwi area, crossing the Wahgi from Elimbari further downstream
from the salt spring at Pleme.
Four years after Vial and Noakes, in 1943, Angau Capt J A
Costelloe and J C McInerney visited the Dom axe quarry upstream
and north from the Keri area. Another Angau officer Lt K W Jones
also visited the area in February 1945.
In March 1947, Assistant District Officer J C Costelloe, known to
the South Simbu people as Holtoru the Bad, with his New Guinea
Islands policemen, crossed the vine bridge at Sinasina and walked
through Deboma Pass to Deri and across to Sua.
Here they massacred 37 Golen and Keri people who were engaged
in inter-tribal warfare.
In 1950, the Seventh Day Adventist Missionary, Pastor Lawrence
Gilmore, also crossed the vine bridge near the salt spring to settle at
Yani.
More recently, between 1988 and 1991, an English-Canadian
anthropologist, Patricia Peach, lived in my village in Deri and studied
my Keri tribe basing her work around salt production.
In the mid-1950s, when processed salt became easy to obtain, the
salt baking at Pleme was discontinued.
Its expiry was hastened also because many of the able salt makers
in the Keri tribe went to work on plantations in other parts of New
Guinea through the Highlands Labour Scheme.
My father, Raphael Kin, a young man at the time went to work on
a coffee plantation in Bulolo.
My father insists it was only about four generations ago when the
salt was first discovered. As far as he can remember, there was a first
Kin whose son was Bretine whose son was Hobel and whose son
was my father Kin. Beyond the first Kin, he could not remember.
Our people had baked this salt for about four fathers before the
white men arrived. This would mean that the salt baking at Pleme
was less than 150 years old before it expired in the 1950s.
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The Keri people migrated from Yoma beyond the Kubor Range
further south where they lived with five brothers. They left there
after a fight over the singing of a bird.
The first brother, Hobel, came north first; he was my ancestor.
Kene and Aiwa came later and their descendants are the Keneku and
Aiwaku tribes. The other two tribes are extinct and any remnants
have dispersed into the Yuwi, Sa, Golen and the other Keri tribes of
the area.
When our forefathers arrived on the current Keri land, they
settled on the western face of Gugama mountain. Soon after, the salt
stream was discovered and they conceived a way to bake salt from it.
It was this discovery that enabled them to settle permanently at their
current locations at Mirima, Omkole, Bosila, Sua and Deri.
As is the case in every primitive society where there are legends
attached to everything, our salt baking at Pleme has a beautiful
legend.
This first Kin had two daughters Gon and Giame and lived in
Deri village. They were so beautiful that young men came from as far
as the Golen, Kia, the other Keri tribes, Yuwi and Gunage to court
them.
One evening two brothers from the Guna Emere clan of Gunage
tribe came and slept with the girls. They left very early before dawn
for Wahgi to go back to Gunage.
They crossed the bridge and were at the eastern side when they
saw that Gon and Giame had followed them and were on the Keri
side of the river. Pau said to Tul; “look, the two girls have followed
us, maybe they want to go to Gunage with us, you go across and
bring them over”.
“Ok, this is good, you wait here. I’ll go over and bring them
across,” said Tul and crossed the bridge back to the Keri side. When
he arrived at the spot where the girls were standing, Gon and Giame
were not there. So he shouted back to Pau; “where are the girls. I
can’t see them”.
Pau shouted back, “They are right there with you and smiling at
you, bring them across and we must continue our journey back to the
village.” But Tul shouted back; “I cannot see anybody here”.
“They are with you, look, they are smiling at you now” Pau
shouted back. Tul looked around him again but could not see the
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girls. He shouted back; “I can’t see them, you come and look for
them, I will come to your side”.
After they had changed places, Tul from Gunage side could see
the girls were close to Pau. But Pau did not see them. There ensured
another bout of shouting. They exchanged places two more times
with no improvements to the situation.
Then finally they both went across to the Keri side to search.
When they looked around the girls had truly disappeared. At the very
spot where the girls had been standing, two milky streams gushed out
from the hard rock. When they tasted it, it was salty. They were
greatly surprised and excited about their discovery.
They quickly went back to the village with the news of their
discovery. The next day the men of the two tribes brought pigs to the
river and killed it as offerings to the local spirits.
This salt is known in the Keri language as pel and salt baking is pel
gauga. Salt baking is very laborious and the whole process may take up
to a month before a salt cake is produced.
It involves many people performing different functions and
included gathering salt grass, firewood, bamboo tubes, flat stones,
and tree bark for the baking pot and the filtration funnel, building the
salt house, making pandanus bags, collecting clay to patch salt holes,
fetching fresh water and providing food for the salt bakers.
The Keri’s one job was to bake salt; they didn’t make many
gardens or raise pigs like other south Simbu people.
When the salt was ready, the bakers shared it amongst the
different groups who had assisted the process, usually based on
existing relationships. It was an unwritten contract understood by all
actors. However new friendships could be made when first time
trade took place and developed.
In May-June 1939, early explorers L G Vial and geologist Noakes
attempted to explain the process in a report. For a first timer and an
expatriate, Vial’s observations were quite accurate.
By the 1950s, however, the salt was only occasionally baked for
ceremonies and displays at special events like district shows.
A certain kind of salt grass, called pel kul, grows in abundance in
the area and was collected from the valley and the cliff walls. For an
average salt cake weighing 5 kg, as much as 60 kg of grass was
required. This would take two to three days to pull together
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depending on the number of people assisting.
The grass was then put inside a one metre diameter, one metre
deep salt hole called pel maul. Before this, the hole was inspected for
damage during previous baking. Any damage was patched with clay
to ensure the hole was water tight.
After that, the people fetched the salt water, pel olen, in long
bamboo tubes, pel mugu, and poured it into the hole until the salt
water covered the grass. The heavily concentrated salt water diffused
through the capillaries of the grass and also stuck to the leaves.
Once each day, a man would turn over the soaked grass to ensure
it was all well soaked. After a few days, the soaked grass was taken
out and new grass put in until all the grass was used. After five days
of soaking, much of the water had evaporated leaving a pile of
impregnated grass, now much darker and heavier than before.
After four or five days, the last of the grass was taken out of the
hole and dried. Whenever it rained, the grass was kept inside the salt
house, pel ogu. In the morning, it was again placed outside to achieve
total dryness.
The dry grass was now burned. Dry firewood from a casuarina
tree was lined beneath and the dry grass heaped on top. The grass
was set on fire and would burn for a whole day. The men took turns
to watch over the burning grass and once in a while would poke a
stick into it, turning it to ensure all the grass had burnt well. This ash
was called pel uligi.
The ash was allowed two days to cool. It was then carefully
collected and bundled in pandanus leaf baskets. Now the processes
were complete. The ash, weighing about 80 kg, was much lighter than
the combined weight of salt water and salt grass.
This ash was slung over a pole and carried by two men, with
others helping along the way, until they reached Deri village, about
two kilometres from the gorge.
Altogether the process of collecting grass, soaking, drying and
burning at Pleme took more than two weeks. Now in the village, the
processes of filtration and final baking were carried out.
The filtration funnel was produced from the bark of a soft wood
tree. A 20 by 30 cm piece of bark was folded into a cone, the loose
ends sewn together using a strong thin vine. Soft grass was crushed
by hand and packed at the narrow end. This produced an effective
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filter.
The salt ash was now put into the funnel and clean water poured
in until the funnel was filled. The salt contained in the ash dissolved
in the water. The filtrate, pel nel, was collected through a system of
bamboo tubes.
The bamboo, plentiful in the villages, was cut with a stone axe to
make tubes about three metres long which were used to collect the
filtrate. The bamboo tubes were prepared by making holes through
the top knocking out all the internal notches and leaving only the last
at the bottom.
Once in a while a man would taste the salty filtrate. If the taste
was no longer salty, the ash in the cone was discarded and replaced
with new ash and water pouring continued.
The grass at the bottom of the filter was replaced as necessary.
This procedure was continued until all the salt ash was used, which
would take about two days. By then the 80 kg of ash had produced
about 10 three metre long bamboo tubes of filtrate, about 15 litres.
Baking was the next phase. A flat piece of stone about five cm
thick, 40 cm wide and 40 cm long, fel kule, was used as a baking top.
A few smaller stones about 15 cm in size were placed beneath the flat
stone allowing space where the fire would burn.
To bake the salt, a pot was made by cutting a 10 cm wide piece of
bark from a casuarina tree and sewing it together at each end to form
a 30 cm radius circular wall. Then the young leaf of a strong banana
was cut and heated carefully over a fire ensuring it did not burn. This
made the leaf stronger.
The leaf was then cut with a sharp bamboo knife and folded into
the circular bark, being pressed in carefully to ensure it did not break.
Many banana leaves were placed on top of each other from different
sides. Then each leaf end was folded down against the outside wall
and sewn carefully and firmly to the circular bark.
This unfinished pot was now put on top of the flat stone surface.
It was held in-place on the surface of the rock by a mould of used
salt ash mixed with clay. Wetted with water, this mixture was carefully
stuck around the base of the bark and as high as the top of the bark,
protecting it from burning. The baking pot was now ready for use.
The salt filtrate from one of the bamboo tubes was carefully
poured to the brim of the baking pot. A fire was lit underneath and
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maintained for about four days. The heat from the stone ensured
evaporation. All the men took turns to watch over the baking. They
ensured that no calamity befell the baking in its final stage.
As the water in the pot evaporated, more salt water from the
bamboo tubes was poured into the pot. This process was continued
until all the filtrate in the tubes was used up and the final cake
formed. After this the fire was discontinued and the cake allowed to
cool for some hours.
After this the clay around the bark wall was carefully chipped off
and the pot with the baked salt inside was finally removed from the
stone. The pot of banana leaf and bark with baked salt inside
remained as one component.
The salt cake produced was of 30 cm diameter and five cm thick
and weighed about 5 kg. The final pot of salt cake was decorated
with beautiful ornamental leaves. Finally, after four weeks of
meticulous attention, the Keri men had produced a valuable
traditional item that was ready for use and trade.
Science students today would simply evaporate the salt water over
a stove to obtain this salt. So why did the Keri people go through this
cumbersome process of evaporation, burning and filtration? The
answer is that these processes effectively removed harmful sulphur
compounds from the stream ensuring the final product was suitable
for humans, a remarkable achievement beyond their time.
The explorer Vial wrote, “We were both impressed by the
ingenuity shown by the natives…. I wonder how they got the idea in
the first place? If they worked it out themselves, they deserve all they
get from the salt.”

THE LAST NIGHT AT THE HAUSKRAI
Benjamin Howard
HAUSKRAI is a Papua New Guinean custom that draws the friends
and relatives of a deceased person together; there to mourn, reflect
and reminisce on a life taken either too soon or after the extended
journey of the octogenarian.
Reunions and relationships are renewed. Grudges are set aside and
animosity temporarily abated out of deference to the dearly departed.
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Long nights, endless cups of steaming tea or coffee. Plenty of
sugar, loaves of bread, margarine tubs, food trays and dirty teacups.
The food service train; work details; kitchen crew; fire attendants;
mumu specialists and barbeque kings.
Then there's someone with the skill of a surgeon who, with
consummate ease, slides the blade through succulent pig meat. Betel
nut, lime and mustard overflow, never mind Parkop’s buai ban.
The chatter of relatives who have not seen each other for years,
even though they live just a suburb apart. The laughter of memories
recalled. The sorrowful sighs of regret and the sporadic, heartwrenching wails of a desolate widow.
The soulful, melodious harmony of the local church choir; the
gentle, synchronised tapping of the kambang bottle to the chant of a
traditional dirge. Claps, guitars, keyboards. The music.
The last night; the ending of the penultimate day before the
physical presence of the departed is bid farewell. The anticipation of
finality on earth.
The choir's tone takes on a more sombre note; weary bodies
anxious as they look towards well-earned rest. The tales get more
jovial as families realise they'll be going without another catch-up for
another extended period.
The streams of coffee and tea ebb, the firewood pile is ready for
ashes. The offered cigarette is politely declined. Even the hardiest
chain smoker counts the number of lus cigarettes he's dragged on in
these last few nights.
Calls for "one buai is the fly over here" are fewer as the day closes.
Our kitchen crew sits relaxed, as if Gordon Ramsay has left the
building. The pig surgeon, though, still anticipates more work as he
sharpens the blade on a raspy file. His next porcine victim lies
defeated, sensing the impending departure of its very own breath.
The Coleman cooler sighs, its nozzle pressed less and less. The
blackened kettle slyly calls to the sponge, the two setting up an
amorous date with the kitchen sink for tomorrow.
A pair of thongs has twice changed owners and will see more new
feet before night meets day, canvas worn out and being stretched
wide. The fires flicker more gently; the steam is more subdued; the
hours roll to a solemn new day when our departed will finally be
called. The last night at the hauskrai.
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THE ORIGIN OF BO INGU NEM
Jimmy Awagl
BO ingu nem is found around Moruglo in the Yongomugl area of the
Simbu Province.
Bo ingu nem was first discovered in the misty mountains of
Moruglo, a village named after the great chief and warrior, Moruglo
Kumugl.
One foggy morning, Moruglo Kumugl got up from his cane bed
in the yagl ingu (man’s house).
As he headed towards the pit toilet, he saw a weed-like grass
growing in the ashes and charcoal on top of the mumu pit.
The ashes had been thrown there after a bugla ingu (pig killing
ceremony) and, some months later, this new growth was seen.
Moruglo Kumugl was interested in its physical appearance and
development. He was unsure whether it was sugarcane or tiktik.
Eventually he discovered that it was sugarcane with long greenish
blade-like leaves.
He then cut some long sticks and fenced the sugarcane so the
villagers would not uproot it.
After a couple of weeks, he took a long spiral pole and placed it to
support the cane so it would stretch higher for maturity.
He sat down in the man’s house and looked through the door. He
was filled with enthusiasm as he saw the sugarcane grow bigger.
Then he told his clansmen to prepare a feast and bugla ingu to
celebrate the origin of the sugarcane.
Moruglo Kumul then invited friends and relatives within the
Sikaku tribe to attend the naming ceremony of bo ingu nem.
A day prior to the mumu, Moruglo Kumugl cut the sugarcane while
his clansmen cleared the pit for a big feast the following day.
Many pigs were slaughtered according to Moruglo Kumugl’s wish.
“Accompany the sugarcane with its suckers and seedlings for the
Sikaku people to plant in new gardens,” Moruglo Kumugl ordered his
clansmen.
The sugarcane was distributed with the pork. They named the
sugarcane ingu nem.
As Moruglo Kumugl explained, ingu means house and nem means
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native or original.
“Bo was first discovered here and this name will give it the identity
of this village,” he said.
Some powerful and inspirational speeches were presented by
other village chiefs to acknowledge its origin and compliment
Moruglo Kumugl who discovered the rare breed of soft and juicy
sugarcane.
The Waruo Sikaku people who witnessed this remarkable feast
were happy.
The customary attributes of bo ingu nem were made known and it
was a source of pride for the people to uphold it as their cultural
crop.
The sugar is now used at every ceremonial occasion, whether
marriage, funeral, feast or barter.
Since the original birth of bo ingu nem was at Moruglo village and
the name was given by Moruglo Kumugl in Kuman vernacular, we
now have ‘the original inhabitant of the land’.

THE ROONOU
Agnes Rita Maineke
THE pig is one of the important cultural symbols found throughout
Melanesian culture, no less in the practices of the Siwai people who
live in the south-western part of the island of Bougainville.
Despite the shift to a modern westernised culture in many aspects
of our lives, we still practice traditional ceremonies and other cultural
activities, especially pertaining to the dead.
To end the final mourning period for a dead relative, pigs are
purchased in preparation for the Ori (final feast) and collected in pens
prior to slaughtering.
The immediate family of the dead person plan the feast and
distribute cash and shell money for the purchase of the pigs. They
will also decide how many pigs will be killed for the Ori.
This Ori ensures that the soul or spirit of the deceased will enter
its final resting place up at the Luroru Lake. If the family fails to
make this “Ori”, then the deceased person’s spirit will aimlessly roam
the world for eternity at times causing harm to its living relatives.
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Ori’s are not eaten alone by the feast-makers; they invite another
chief and family to share in this ceremony.
This family thus honoured has the privilege of funding or buying a
huge pig that should tower at least a head above all the other pigs
collected in the Ori pens. The Roonou (King Pig) is brought to the
feasting ground when all the preliminary preparations are complete.
The bringing of the Roonou means the feast is drawing closer.
The Roonou is carried in a special way. A litter is made from bush
materials. Two dried poles have ropes interwoven between them,
making a comfortable stretcher for the Roonou.
The other pigs are carried to the feasting grounds on poles pushed
between their bound feet or tied over their backs. Thus, the Roonou
travels to the feasting venue on a litter such as a King might.
On the day the Roonou is taken to the venue, the host family
prepares pig meat and tapioca pudding for those who will bring it.
The invited family delivering the Roonou will hoist one or two male
siblings to sit on the pig as it is carried towards the feast venue. As
many as 10 or 12 men carry the Roonou.
As they travel towards the feasting village there are loud shouts,
meaning the time of silence of mourning is coming towards its end
and the conch shell is blown to herald the arrival of King Pig.
A touch of a tanget leaf on the litter and the pig empowers the
spirits of the dead to drive the procession faster. The men carrying
King Pig must be strong enough to control and contain the speed of
this Roonou otherwise it can push down any trees or houses in its way.
The host family and their sons await the Roonou so that they can
grab hold of the litter before it does any damage. Once the hosts get
hold of the litter, the Roonou is brought to its space in the feast pen.
The measure of the kingship of the Roonou is assessed as it is put
into its pen. The Roonou has to be bigger, longer and fatter than all
the other pigs.
In 2009, when my siblings and I were invited to purchase a Roonou
by my brother’s wife’s family, we did so for only three hundred kina
(K300). There were pigs already in the feasting pen which had cost
K700 or even K900.
How our hearts fluttered when it was let down into the pen and it
stood clear, even above the K900 pig.
As soon as the King is slipped into the pen, the hosts and guests
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chew betelnut and the host indicates the guest’s share of pigs by
spitting on the pigs with betel nut juice.
From the pig-pen they proceed to the haus garamut and eat the
food prepared for them. When all have eaten, the actual number of
days are decided when the panpipes will be blown or singsing kaur will
take place.
The mitomito indicates clearly when the dancing will be staged.
Knots are tied representing each day until the singsing. An extra knot
is then usually tied to befuddle the evil spirits. This is to avoid
anything going wrong on the Ori night. This extra knot or miito
deceives the spirits and they come one day later when everything is
over.
If the spirits had been present at the singsing, the festivities will
experience some misfortune.
By then the concerned spirit of the deceased, whose feast it was
for, will have entered into its eternal peaceful home.

THE SIMBU KUAKUMBA SIDE-BLOWN FLUTE
INITIATION RITUAL
Roslyn Tony
TRADITIONAL musical instruments and their uses vary widely
from place to place in Papua New Guinea.
Instruments used in traditional rituals – like the side-blown flute
of the Sepik and parts of the Highlands, Madang and Oro, usually
played in pairs - can only be used by those who have had the
appropriate initiation.
In Simbu the ritual of the side-blown flute (Kuakumba) is known as
Kua ombuno in the Kuman-Nagane dialect.
Kua ombuno means introduction to the birds’ call. Each family imitates
the call of a bird and this is the family’s identity. My mother’s family’s
bird call is the call of the Mourning Dove (Nerebare). Adapting a
bird’s call into the family gives the feeling of being united with
nature.
People of Simbu, like all other Papua New Guineans, have close
links with nature. Birds are seen as messengers and certain bird calls
signify certain messages: warnings, good news, bad news…. The
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soft, low pitched called of the Nerebare is played on the flute and the
grey-brown feathers and long pointed tail is carved on the culm
(stem) of the bamboo.
Playing Kuakumba signifies two things. It announces that the
family has a surplus of pigs and will kill them at a pig killing
ceremony. It also announces that the family is well equipped to
sponsor the pre-rituals - traditional dances and initiation ceremonies before the pig killing begins.
Children between the ages of eight and twelve are given this ritual
in the men’s house. Two or three open fire places are built in the
centre of the house. The adolescents sit in front of the fire and
lectures on society’s norms are delivered.
The heat of the fire symbolises strength. It is believed that the
adolescents are more attentive to traditional teachings whilst being
exposed to heat and that they will live up to society’s expectations.
The Kuakumba flute is only blown when the family have enough
pigs to kill otherwise it collects dust in the ceiling, which is
considered a disgrace.
At the crack of dawn, the initiated adolescents are led to the secret
fall, which is said to be the drinking place of the bird’s ancestor. The
fall is guarded by four half-naked men covered in black ashes with
scary looking faces and stone axes in hand ready to attack intruders.
Near the fall lies a body covered with fake blood. The daunting
setting was designed to replace fear with courage.
So the first encounter of the initiate at the fall is shocking. The
procession begins from the men’s house with all heads low as the
straight line marches to the fall. The instructors, like guards on patrol,
kept a watchful eye making sure nobody falls out of line.
Each instructor had a branch of salat (a bush leave with hurtful
and itchy spores) in hand to swipe anyone who falls out of the line.
When the procession reached the spot where everyone has a clear
view of the body covered in fake blood, the four guards rush out,
pretending to attack the line.
It happens so quickly that the initiates are caught off guard. They
seek to run in all directions for safety but the instructors whip them
with the salat to make them stay in line. Amidst all this disorder, the
scary looking men and the body lying near the fall quickly and quietly
sneak away.
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Seeing that no one is there to attack, the initiates calm down and
the instructors’ team leader congratulates them on meeting the bird’s
ancestor.
The side-blown flute engraved with the family’s bird is given to
the initiates and the instructors teach the tune of the bird’s call to
them. They practice near the fall for a week or two.
The purpose of being in this remote place is because women and
children are forbidden to look at the flute whilst it’s played. It is
believed that, if they do, they will contract an epileptic illness or their
pigs will grow thin.
To avoid such tragic situation the flute is practiced in secret out of
earshot.
When the bird call can now be played confidently on the
Kuakumba, a feast is arranged. The food for the initiates is served on
special wooden bowls upon which the family’s bird is engraved. The
initiates remain in the men’s house and their biological mother or
grandmother brings food to them.
After the party, the initiates come out and blow their flutes openly
so the whole village can hear. In so doing, they have accomplished
the Kuakumba ritual and are officially given the mandate to play the
flute whenever the need arises.
The Kuakumba ritual is accompanied by a traditional dance
performed by men and young girls decorated in fine birds of paradise
plumes. The dance concludes the second significant Kuakumba ritual
by displaying wealth and status in terms of bird plumes and large
mother of pearl shells (minge oungan-kina shell) which was of high value
then.
Today, the name Kuakumba has made its way into the English
vocabulary as a modern musical instrument but, sadly, no longer a
ritual instrument.
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MATITI THE MERMAID
Lorraine Basse
FROM generation to generation, my people on Manam Island in
Madang Province have passed down a legend about a mermaid
named Matiti.
The word matiti means mermaid in our language. And, in our
society, we strongly believe mermaids exist.
There once lived a cruel and violent man in our village. The
people disliked him very much and the young girls and pretty women
were discouraged by their parents from marrying him.
Unfortunately, there was an unmarried woman who no one
wanted to marry. She had a skin complaint but was otherwise pretty
and kind. She was also the only child of a tribal leader. The young
woman’s name was Matiti.
Her father was worried about Matiti not getting married, because
this would cause the leader’s line to no longer exist. That left the
father no choice but to arrange her marriage to the cruel man.
The father asked his wife for her consent but she refused because
she believed Matiti’s life would be in danger.
So Matiti’s father asked Matiti herself if she was willing to make a
sacrifice for her father’s heredity. Matiti told her father that she
would think about it for a month.
Somehow the cruel and violent man heard rumours of the
arrangement made by Matiti and her father and, within a month, he
became a very good man.
He became the talk of the village when he started grooming
himself and took part in village activities. Soon the villagers respected
him and he earned their admiration.
So Matiti consented to her father’s request.
With love and happiness glowing within her, Matiti became more
beautiful every day. She even got rid of her skin disease.
Before the month was over, her father made the marriage official
and Matiti got married.
All the young men and women envied this marriage because Matiti
looked so beautiful in her traditional attire. Her parents gave her a
wedding reception fit for a queen.
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Within the year, Matiti gave birth to a bouncing baby girl. She was
so pretty and was the apple of her parents’ and grandparents’ eyes.
They loved her so much. Matiti’s husband was happy and forgot his
cruelty. The little girl grew with love and affection and helped her
parents and grandparents.
When the girl was seven years old, Matiti gave birth to a baby boy.
She finally had the heir to her father’s tribe.
However, this made Matiti’s husband upset and he became violent
and abusive once again.
Matiti knew in her heart that her husband would eventually kill
her. But she loved her two children dearly and did not want to tell
her parents about her ordeal.
Matiti and her daughter did all the household tasks and gardening.
Her husband just sat there in the village chewing betel nut and
expecting Matiti to bring him everything.
This was too much for her so she started quarrelling with him. He
was so happy because this was the opportunity for him to get rid of
her.
One day, he asked her to follow him to get breadfruit. Matiti
willingly went with him, thinking her husband had had a change of
heart. When he climbed and got the breadfruit, he would shout to
find out where Matiti was standing and would throw them at her
head.
Matiti started collecting them but he kept on throwing them at
her. She could not take it anymore and shouted at him to stop.
Instead, he got angry and started hissing abusive words. Matiti
collected the breadfruit, put them in the bilum and went home.
She cooked the meal and got everything ready for her husband.
When he came back, she quietly gave him his meal. After eating, she
took her children to the beach. On the way to the beach, Matiti
started telling her daughter about the marriage and her father’s cruel
actions and abusive words.
When they reached the beach, she told her daughter to take good
care of her brother. She also told her to come to this spot every
evening with her brother. The girl was confused and started asking
questions.
Matiti quietened her by putting her fingers to her lips. She hugged
her two children and they cried together. With tears in her eyes,
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Matiti repeated, “Look after your brother, and come to this spot
every evening.”
Then she jumped into the sea and swam away. From then on,
every evening, the girl would bring her little brother to the spot
where they had parted to meet their mother who would feed the baby
and give them fish to take home.
The father would ask where they had got the fish and they would
lie and tell him that some men they had helped on the beach gave it
to them. This continued until the boy was one year old.
One day, the father decided to hide and follow his two children.
While following at a distance he heard his daughter singing;
Avinun nau (Dusk is falling)
Hai wara i kam (It is high tide now)
Na em i stat long krai (And he is crying)
To his surprise, he saw Matiti swim towards the two children.
What were once legs was now a fish tail.
He ran towards her with tears in his eyes and tried to grab her but
she was too quick for him and jumped back into the sea and swam
away forever.

WHEN A GIRL BECOMES A WOMAN IN
KUBALIA
Florence Jonduo
FOR every girl there comes a time when she transitions to becoming
a woman. It is the time when she gets her first menstrual period and
it may be a time when she becomes confused and scared.
This is a story about a girl named Mali from the village of
Ulighembi in the Kubalia area of East Sepik Province.
When Mali was 16 she had her first menstrual period, called
holomboyhe in the Nagam-Boikin language. In the village are women’s
houses (haus meri) where a woman stays when she gets her monthly
menstrual period.
In the haus meri she does nothing but eat, sleep and make bilums.
It’s the only time when women in Ulighembi village rest.
Mali was taken to the salangha (haus meri) built at the rear of the
small hamlet of Yalupmongi. There she was only allowed to eat food
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roasted over the fire.
Mali was forbidden to come out of the salangha during the daylight
hours when boys or men were around.
Sago is the staple food in these parts but Mali was not allowed to
eat sago until a month had passed and after she had been given what
is called ripmanghu (coconut juice mixed with juice extracted from a
tree bark called mighomo). The mixture is red in colour and very sweet.
The one month Mali spent in the salangha went by slowly for her,
an energetic lass, and she complained. But her mother told her she
had to be patient as this is a traditional custom that was practiced
from generation to generation by her father’s ancestors and she had
to respect that.
Her mother, from the island of Goodenough in Milne Bay
Province, told her that traditional practices give Papua New
Guineans our unique identity. So Mali stayed in the salangha for the
whole month.
The next stage of transition was for Mali to be bathed with a
special kind of banana stump. This is believed to make a girl grow
into a strong woman. The elder women woke her up when the moon
rose at three o’clock in the morning and bathed her.
The result was non-stop itchiness for hours. The bathing ritual
continued for three consecutive days. Mali complained and cursed
but there was nothing she could do about it.
After the third day of being bathed with the banana stump she
was allowed to leave the salangha and go to her family home but she
was not permitted to enter the house.
Towards the end of the month, her cousin brother, Holonia, and
his father, Manai, came to Mali’s home very early in the morning and
gave her the ripmangu. The coconut used in the mixture had to be
hand-picked and carried without touching the ground.
Holonia had the honour of picking the coconut. Mali was given
the ripmangu and allowed to eat sago again. However, she was not yet
permitted to cook or hold a knife.
The other part of the ritual was for her to run between two lines
of men while being lashed with a special plant used for chighi-fia
(broom whipping). Mali was terrified and her mother didn’t allow this
to happen as it was seen to be inappropriate.
After leaving the salangha Mali was allowed to cook and the first
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food she had to cook was a taro sandwich, which was to be prepared
solely by her and given to the elderly women who had bathed her
with the banana stump.
Mali woke up very early one Saturday morning and prepared the
food. She had never cooked taro sandwich by herself and it was
challenging for her but she managed to cook over 25 of them, much
to her mother’s delight.
Once the food was ready, she placed it into a big dish and carried
it on her head to the elderly women’s homes where she gave it to
them and their families.
When she started walking up the road to another hamlet called
Membaulo with the dish on her head, everyone seeing her knew this
was the final step in her transition from being a girl to a woman.
Mali is now seen by the whole village as a woman and no longer a
girl. Her daily tasks have changed from a girl’s to a woman’s.
In many other PNG societies, men are not to know when a
woman is having her menstrual period as it is regarded as taboo. In
villages in the Kubalia area, when a woman has her period, that is the
only time she gets to rest from gardening, chores and other female
obligations.
This is seen as a good thing because women get to regain their
strength whilst relaxing at the salangha.
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THE SONG OF THE TURTLE
Joycelin Kauc Leahy
THE night was still and dark. Dogs did not bark. The wind blew
gently.
Children and babies had stopped crying and laid their heads to
rest. Even the night birds were silent around the coastal Morobe
village.
Below the whistle of the gentle breeze, Kalem heard a song. It was
soft, beautiful and so sad it almost made her cry. It sounded very
familiar.
Lying still on her woven pandanus mat that grandma made for
her, she searched through her memories - where has she heard this
song? Her grandma had passed away last year. She missed her. After
tossing and turning for what seemed like forever, Kalem knew she
had to find out.
She picked up her mother’s torch. Beside the torch was a piece of
hard shell, a turtle shell she had found on the beach. She kept it for
good luck. Suddenly she remembered - the song! It was the song of
the turtles. Their nesting time happens near Kalem’s birthday, but
they have not come to her village for a long time.
Tonight, something was wrong. Grandma said only the mother
turtle sang the turtle song. No one in the village knew that song
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except her grandmother, her mother and now her. Grandma sung
and taught the song to Kalem while they were fishing. “Who is
singing it now?” Kalem wondered.
Afraid but excited, Kalem headed to the beach. As she walked, she
remembered Grandma’s words: “Our people are connected to the
ocean, we fish to survive but we must respect the lives in the ocean.
We must never kill for nothing.”
Not many people can connect to the animals and fish, but
Grandma said their family had a special gift because their ancestors
came from the sea and are tied to the ways of the sea. Kalem walked
quickly along the beach as she listened for the song.
“If you ever hear the song Kalem, you know, Mother Turtle needs
you”, her grandmother told her. When Kalem was born in the turtle
season, grandma told her mother – “This girl will one day meet
Mother Turtle”.
Kalem followed the song out of her village and along the shores,
further and further away from her house. Her heart beat faster when
she arrived at the river where the villagers washed. Where the river
met the sea, villagers set fishing nets along the shoreline. Kalem
heard a loud splash. She slowly stepped forward, flashing the torch.
Tied to a large driftwood stump on the beach was a long, green
fishing net. On the calm water surface, a big red buoy floated just
offshore, and at the end of the net.
Something had been caught in the net. The thing splashed again.
It rippled and frothed the seawater in a circle. It was large, dark and
near the shore. It did not look like any fish or crocodile Kalem knew.
When she flashed the torch at the dark shape, she was shocked to
find a very large sea turtle tangled in the net. It was so large, Kalem
was sure it must have been the mother of all turtles. Kalem flashed
the torch on the water.
She could see smaller turtles floating about, their heads bobbing in
the water. The turtles circled the net. They were all making strange
noises like they were crying too. The mother turtle was bigger than
Kalem’s ten-year-old body, but Kalem had to try save to her.
Even with no strength left, the mother turtle kept singing her
song. Weakly, her tired flippers hit the net and her voice faded to
almost a whisper. Kalem’s tears flowed down as she waded through
the water quickly and tried to set the turtle free. After struggling with
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the net and the weight of the turtle, Kalem ran back to the village and
woke her mother.
“Help, wake up!” Kalem cried. “It’s Mother Turtle - we must help
her”.
Kalem’s mother was confused. Often she thought her daughter
was a daydreamer. After Kalem calmed herself and explained, she
grabbed her mother’s arm and led her back to the beach. They took a
knife and cut the net to set the mother turtle free. The large turtle
swam up to Kalem and her mother. She bumped them with her nose
before she and the other turtles disappeared into the deep, dark
waters.
Kalem remembered grandma telling her about the life of the
mother turtle. Grandma said it took many years before the turtle was
ready to make babies. Every two or three years, the mother turtle
leads her group to her own nesting beach, where she was born.
Sometimes she travelled long distances to get there. Usually she
would lay over a hundred eggs, but only a few survived.
Other animals, people and large fish eat the eggs and baby turtles.
Kalem’s people loved eating turtle eggs and meat. Their village was
once a nesting ground for turtles. Lately, less and less turtles have
come to lay eggs. Standing silently in the dark with her mother,
Kalem thought of how scared the turtles were tonight.
“They might never return…we must teach our people to protect
the turtles,” she whispered to her mother.
“I am so proud of you Kalem. The turtles will head to a safe place
to lay their eggs. Maybe this was not the right place for them, but
they will find a perfect home someday.”
Her mother held Kalem close as they headed back to the village.

MADUNG
Cinta Clare Tekwie
In the village of Wanimo on the west coast of Vanimo in the
Sandaun Province there once lived a little boy called Madung.
One day Madung decided to go down to the river and play, and
perhaps catch some fish to take back home to eat. While he was
playing by the river, he saw a shiny red laulau floating in the distance
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upstream. He quickly ran alongside the river-bank and dived into the
water just in time to stop the fruit from passing him. Beaming with
excitement, he grabbed the fruit, took a big bite and cried out with
joy;
“Mmm, yataveh ple-dih lisa lisaaa!” Mmm, this is sooo delicious!
Not long after that delicious red laulau had gone down into his
tummy, his eye caught something else floating down the river in the
distance. He quickly waded through the water up toward what
seemed to be red objects bobbing in the current. As they drew
closer...and closer...and closer, it became clearer...and clearer...and
clearer. This time, there were two laulaus coming towards him.
Madung couldn’t believe his luck! He grabbed the fruit and quickly
devoured them as he cried out with joy;
“Mmmm, yataveh ple-dih lisa lisaaa!”
Before those two laulaus had gone into his tummy, he saw more
objects being tossed about in the current upstream. By now, he
already knew what they were – laulaus. He continued upstream, now
half running toward the fruit. There were three laulaus! He snatched
the juicy red fruit, gobbled them up in no time and cried out with joy;
“Mmmm, yataveh ple-dih lisa lisaaa!”
Then he kept going up the river where he to no surprise found
four juicy red laulaus. Then further up were 5 mouth-watering laulaus.
Then after that, there were 6...7...8...9...10 laulaus! All of which he
gathered up, ate as quickly as he could and cried out with joy:
“Mmmm, yataveh ple-dih lisa lisaaa!”
To his delight, he had actually reached the source of the water
apples - the tall laulau tree. He climbed up the tree and sat on a
branch among the dark green leaves and ate...and ate....and ate. While
he was up in the tree a cassowary wandered out from the scrub along
the side of the river in search of food. It too ended up eating from
the fruit of the shady laulau tree. As the boy and the bird ate their fill,
the cassowary suddenly began to struggle to keep his balance in the
distance below. Watching from high up in the tree, Madung witnessed
the bird choke on the seed of the fruit and fall dead on the ground.
This was a perfect meal for Madung, so much more meat than the fish
that he had initially planned to catch. However, he didn’t want to
leave the tree, as he was afraid that someone else might find his
discovery and eat all the juicy laulaus. So Madung stayed on eating the
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laulaus and soon fell asleep on the branch high up in the tree.
After a while he awoke to the sound of someone calling his name.
Still very sleepy, he opened his eyes and saw a skinny, little old lady
coming out from behind the bushes. It was the village witch! She
lived on her own on the outer edge of the village so people hardly
saw her or knew much about her. Madung had heard stories of her
from the other village children and was now wide awake after having
seen her.
“Madung, come down from there!” called the little old lady. The
boy kept quiet, squeezing the branch tighter.
“Madung!” she called again. But again, there was no answer.
Madung was so frightened that he didn’t make a sound.
“Listen Madung, I know you love to eat. I have some treats back at
my house that you can eat so come. Come with me and I will feed
you this bird as well as anything else your hungry tummy could ever
want.”
The witch finally convinced Madung to follow her home. Surely
Madung went with her because he could not refuse the offer of having
all that he could eat!
When they arrived at the witch's house she showed him all the
delicious food he could ever dream of eating. There was pumpkin,
kaukau, pawpaw, watermelon, sugar-cane, pineapple and even laulaus!
She did as she promised and fed Madung all that he desired. Of
course, she was holding him captive but Madung hadn’t the slightest
clue because he was happy to be eating all the time. Sometimes, she
would go out for long trips, sometimes even days, to search for food
for Madung and he would happily wait, locked up in her house, eating.
One day the witch locked him in as usual, leaving him with food
to eat while she went out. While she was out and Madung was happily
eating, a gecko on the wall called out to him:
“Madung! Did you know that the old witch is fattening you up so
she can eat you? Look at you! When you first came here you were as
skinny as a stick and now you're as fat as a tasty village pig. It won't
be long before she decides it's time to eat you.”
Madung realized the truth in the gecko's words and started to
panic. He ran to the doors and windows trying to get out and realized
that he was locked in and being held prisoner. The gecko wasn't
finished:
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“Don’t worry Madung, I will help you. Listen to what I tell you.
The old witch hates the sight, smell or even being near poo.”
So Madung waited until the witch went out on her next trip and did
as the gecko told him to. He did a huge poo over in front of the door
and another not far from it. He did a poo over here and a poo over
there. He did a lot of poos everywhere inside the witch's house.
Hours and hours passed by until finally Madung heard the door
unlocking, the witch had returned. She opened the door, and just as
the stench of the poo-filled house reached her nose, her foot landed
right in the pile of poo that stood guarding the doorway.
“Ku-ng! Epih! Epih! Epih!” Ewe! Poo! Poo! she cried out in disgust!
As she moved to catch herself from falling over she landed in
ANOTHER pile of stinky poop!
“Ku-ng! Epih! Epih! Epih!”
At that moment Gecko yelled out to Madung:
“Run! Madung, run!”
Madung immediately dashed for the door. The witch tried running
after him but she couldn't move so she cried out in disgust from
where she was because everywhere she looked, she could see poo,
smell poo and even feel the poo! Madung ran as fast as his chubby
legs could carry him all the way home where he promised himself he
would never want more than he needed.

THE BASKET THAT GAVE BIRTH TO NIGHT
Leonard Fong Roka
A long time ago, in the area of the village of Kanauro, there lived two
old friends, Nuu the beetle and Kaipa the firefly. They lived alone in
the jungle and were dedicated to gardening, fishing and hunting each
day.
They had no friends nearby with whom to share their abundance
of food and they had no near neighbours to chat with. Therefore,
often lonely and sad, they would watch the sun rise in the east and
even though it set in the west it stayed light and every day was very
much the same.
One day, as they were sitting by a smoking fire and wondering
what to do that day, Nuu had an idea.
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“Kaipa, my brother,” he called excitedly, “let’s paddle to Nila, that
village on the faraway island to the south, and meet our relatives. We
can spend some time there.”
Kaipa was pleased because they were lonely in the jungles of
Kanauro. “That’s a good idea, my brother Nuu. We can go after we
sleep.”
They slept, protected from the shimmering sun, under the shade
of a sago-thatched shelter. When they woke they walked to the coast.
The sea was calm. Birds flew high above, calling to them.
Nuu could not wait. He dragged the canoe from its place, loaded
it with food to present to their friends and began paddling.
They paddled and sang as their island moved further from them
every time they looked back.
In the distance, their friends’ island had white clouds above it but
came closer to greet them.
They reached their friends’ beach tired and weak.
“Oh, our distant relatives,” the chief of Nila said to Nuu and
Kaipa. “We have waited for you so long and we often wondered
about you. It is many sleeps since your last visit. We missed you and
thank you for this timely visit.’
Nuu and Kaipa spent many days on the island. They fished in the
calm seas; they hunted in the jungles; they travelled about; and they
partook in the feasts and dances in all the villages.
They visited many villages and made many new friends.
They were now left with one period of sleep before they paddled
back to their home—that they saw in the distance only as massive
mountains and clouds.
“Nuu and Kaipa, I have to tell you something,” the great chief of
the island said to them, sadly. “You were so good to people on this
island. We are all happy to your services to this island and people, so
we will give you a mysterious gift from the gods of the sea.”
Nuu was excited. “My great chief,’ he said, “Give it to me.”
“Many periods of sleep ago my ancestor found a basket drifting at
sea,” the chief continued. “He picked it and was about to open it
when a mysterious sea creature told him not to. The creature told
him that if he should open it he would to get lost and die at sea.”
Nuu and Kaipa listened carefully.
The old man added, “So the old man paddled home and told his
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children. He died soon after. We have feared this basket since, my
friends.”
“Oh, my chief,” Nuu said, “If you fear it just give it to us. We live
in the big land you see across the sea. If it hurts when we open it we
will flee through the great land we live on and hide.”
Nuu was handed the mysterious basket and he and Kaipa paddled
home.
As they reached the shore of their homeland, Nuu rushed to the
beach and began opening the basket. Kaipa was hesitant.
“Nuu,” Kaipa warned, “We do not know what is in that basket
and what it will do to us. Let’s reach our home first and you can open
it then.”
“Okay, my coward brother,” Nuu said, restlessly and set off ahead
of Kaipa.
They walked and walked through the jungle with Nuu
complaining of Kaipa’s fear of the basket.
“Kaipa, I am the owner of this basket,” Nuu complained. “I
should open it for it is hurting me carrying it. The chief may have lied
to us and we could be wasting our time carrying it around.”
Kaipa was frustrated and ordered Nuu to open the gift as they sat
to rest haft way through their walk home.
Nuu opened the basket and the whole world became dark.
The pair could not see each other. They could not see the track.
No birds cried in the trees; all was silent and strange. Their ears heard
mysterious new sounds everywhere.
Nuu stood up and roamed around. He kept bumping into tree
trunks and hurting his body. He shouted for Kaipa to help him but
Kaipa said he was also struggling to find the track in this mysterious
darkness.
Nuu staggered on and fell down a cliff and broke his nose. When
he stood up his whole nose was changed. He felt his nose had grown
so heavy.
Kaipa at his end struggled too. He bumped into trees and fell and
stood up. He tested all his body parts and tried to navigate his way to
safety. But nothing happened.
Suddenly light appeared and he made his way home without the
careless Nuu.
The two friends were now separated and lived their lives alone.
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Nuu the beetle had to rest in the night caring for his massively
deformed nose and Kaipa the firefly had to travel in the night for he
had light to show him the way.
Nuu and Kaipa never met again after they opened the basket of
night given to them by the chief of Nila.

A DREAM UNFULFILLED
Dominica Are
AT the sound of the aircraft in the distance, he would run as fast as
his two bony feet could carry him to the airstrip.
There he would stare in awe at the magnificent sight of the small
aircraft loading and unloading goods and people.
He could sit for hours admiring the planes and their pilots. He
would dream for hours about flying a plane himself.
“One day I will be a pilot,” he told his parents confidently.
“Nothing is hard. You can be one if you want,” his father smiled
and patted his head.
He would make aeroplane noises and run around the house with
outstretched arms or climb up the tallest tree and sit on top and
pretend to fly a plane.
“Look at him at the top of the tree like a bird,” the village boys
would make fun of him.
“Just ignore them,” his mother would tell him.
Wera was the eldest of seven children and lived with his parents in
Wigo Village in the Gumine District of the Simbu Province.
His parents were simple farmers and struggled to meet the needs
of their large family. Wera was an obedient boy. He loved his parents
and followed their instructions.
His Christian upbringing also contributed to his good personality.
He loved going to church and he often helped the priest as an altar
boy.
Wera went to Dirima Community School then continued on to
Kondiu High School, which was run by the Catholic Mission. They
were very strict but this was only for the students good. He was a
bright student and won the praise of his teachers and school mates.
High school was hard. Sometimes when he came late or did
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something wrong, he had to do manual labour, like cutting grass or
removing tree stumps as punishment before or after class.
Just to go to school was challenging at times - he had to climb
mountains and cross rivers. But Wera continued his journey. He
believed that one day his dream would come true. He would make his
family proud. He would become a pilot.
Each morning, Wera’s mother would wake up early to cook
kaukau in the ashes of the fire for his breakfast and lunch.
Seeing his parents struggle tore at his heart. He promised that he
would make them proud one day so their hard work and sacrifice
would not be wasted.
Wera was one of the lucky ones. He continued on to university,
but he lacked the money to take up pilot training. He was sad. He felt
bad that his dream wouldn’t come true.
“Don’t give up,” his father would say with confidence.
“You can do other things to help people,” his mother would add.
Wera was grateful for their encouragement and at the same time
felt sorry for them. Though they were uneducated, they still wanted
him to become someone important.
His journey was not easy but he was strong and strove to finish
his studies and do well at them.
He finally won a scholarship and became a doctor, and was surely
one of the best. He was filled with joy to be able to treat his patients.
Although his childhood dream to become a pilot hadn’t come to
pass, he was proud to be a doctor and help save peoples’ lives. His
family was proud of him too.

HOW WANGINALO BECAME A GREAT
FISHERMAN
Iso Yawi
WANGINALO was a 12-year old boy who loved his grandpa very
much. He often ate and slept with him and followed him
everywhere.
Wherever his grandfather went in the village, and when he went
hunting and fishing, Wanginalo would be there too.
Many times his parents tried to stop him from bothering his
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grandpa but he would not listen. He would cry loudly and try by any
possible means to have his grandpa with him all the time. His
grandpa, Koliyava, loved him very much and he liked it that way.
Their closeness made Koliyava teach Wanginalo many secret
things which other boys in the village had not been taught. He taught
him ways of fishing, hunting and gardening and the kinds of food he
should eat to become a strong man. That made Wanginalo’s
relationship with his grandpa much stronger.
One day Wanginalo walked along the beach to look for some
shells for his grandpa to make into a necklace. He collected new
shells and packed them into a half coconut shell.
He came across the canoe of a village man and saw a lot of fish
had been caught. Wanginalo asked the man to give him a fish but the
man was rude to him and beat Wanginalo’s arm with a stick.
Wanginalo cried and walked back home to his grandpa and told
him what had happened. Koliyava felt sorry for him and checked his
swollen arm. Koliyava then went to find the man who had beaten his
grandson.
“Hey, why did you beat Wanginalo, my grandson?” Koliyava
asked angrily.
“Koliyava, I think you should teach your grandson not to steal,”
the man lied to cover up his wrong.
“But my grandson said he just asked for a fish. Why did you beat
him? He has a swollen arm,” said Koliyava.
“He deserved it!” the man barked back. “I thought he should be
taught a lesson.”
Koliyava wanted to say something but, in his wisdom, he never let
his anger overpower him. He just turned and walked away.
As he went home Koliyava took a herbal plant and gave it to his
grandson who drank its liquid and his swollen arm healed in days.
When Wanginalo was normal, Koliyava took him into the bush and
showed him a green narrow leaf plant which had a purple flower.
“What is that?” Wanginalo asked.
“When you take this plant and rub it over your fishing gear, you
will catch more fish,” Koiyava said.
“Every fishing trip you make you will always come home with
fish, even if others have caught nothing.”
When he heard this, Wanginalo was delighted to know that he had
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found the secret of fishing. He went home and did not tell anyone.
He thought about it and didn’t sleep much.
The next day Wanginalo woke up before anyone could notice him.
He went to the place where he and grandpa had been the previous
day. When he arrived he took the plant and walked home without his
grandpa knowing it.
At home he pulled out his fishing gear and rubbed the leaf of that
plant over it and set off and went to the beach. There he jumped into
his grandpa’s canoe and paddled to the reef.
When he threw his fishing line into the sea he caught a huge red
emperor. In the first hour he also caught an octopus and all sorts of
tuna and other kinds of fish.
After he had caught more than enough, he started paddling back.
On the shore he saw the man who had beaten him who was trying to
prepare his fishing gear and get ready to go out to the reef.
When he saw Wanginalo and the fish inside the canoe he couldn’t
believe his eyes and asked him how he had caught such a huge
amount of fish.
Wanginalo kept silent and took all his fish and went to his
grandpa.
As days went by Wanginalo went fishing many times and caught
great amounts of fish. He became known as the best fisherman in his
village. In his village he also set a record as the only fisherman who
had caught a shark with his bare hands.
A lot of fisherman admired him but he never told them what his
grandpa had taught him. He also used this technique when hunting
and it worked for him when he hunted.
He always remained thankful to his grandpa, Koliyava, for
teaching him this wonderful secret method
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ALI THE ALLIGATOR IN THE ALLEY
Marlene Dee Gray Potoura
ONE night, Dahlia couldn’t sleep, so she opened her window and
looked out into the alley.
She saw an alligator.
Its eyes glowed in the shadows.
Its teeth ground in its mouth.
Its tail slashed against the walls
It growled a dreadful howl.
Dahlia turned on her torch and saw that the alligator had a woollen
cap on its scaly head.
Dahlia saw that the alligator had gum boots on its back feet.
Dahlia saw that the alligator had a scarf around its short stumpy neck.
Dahlia saw that the alligator was wearing a meri blouse on its long
bumpy body.
Dahlia saw that the alligator was eating a cupcake with its sharp shiny
teeth.
Then Dahlia turned on the lights and saw that the alligator was fully
dressed for the night.
“Dahlia!” said the alligator. “Turn off the lights!”
Dahlia screamed, “Help! There is an alligator in the alley!”
“Sssssssh!” said the alligator.
“Say goodnight to the alligator and go to bed now,” mum called to
Dahlia from the hallway.
“Goodnight alligator in the alley,” said Dahlia
“Goodnight Dahlia, sleep well,” growled the alligator.
Dahlia went to bed and lay down. She pulled up her blanket and
closed her eyes.
Then she heard a tap on her door.
She opened the door and…..
The alligator was standing there on its two back feet!
“Hi, I am Ali, I have come to take you to an alligator dress up
concert,” it said and smiled showing well cared for teeth.
“I am singing tonight, that’s why am wearing this!” Ali giggled.
Ali put out its front scaly paw and held Dahlia’s hand, as they quietly
crept out of the house.
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“Here is your umbrella Dahlia. You will need it at the concert,” Ali
said and gave her a colourful one.
“And your gumboots too,” said Ali said handing over flowered
gumboots with tiny little blue dots of rain.
“But it’s not raining, Ali,” Dahlia said.
“It will when I sing at the concert,” said Ali squeezing Dahlia’s hand.
“You will sing?” asked Dahlia looking at Ali. When Ali looked at her,
she only saw two glowing eyes.
“Yes, it is a special time of the year for alligator concert,” Ali
explained.
They walked down the alley, past the bakery, under the overhead
bridge and through the gate to the football field.
Ali knocked on the gate and a huge alligator with green blazing eyes
and big strong front legs opened the gate.
“Welcome Ali and Dahlia,” the alligator growled and snapped its jaw.
Then Dahlia had the biggest surprise.
The football field was glowing with colourful concert lights and there
were spotlights at the four corners of the field.
There were alligators all dressed up for the concert, in funny clothes.
There were fat alligators! Tall alligators! Short alligators! Long
alligators!
Green alligators! Black alligators! Brown alligators! White alligators!
Strong alligators! Weak alligators! Kind alligators! Mean alligators!
Small alligators, middle size alligators and big alligators
Dahlia smiled and held on to Ali’s rough paws.
Everywhere the alligators said hi to them.
“Hi, Ali, Hi Dahlia”’
It was awesome.
And all the alligators had umbrellas and were wearing fancy
gumboots too.
Then a smooth alligator voice came through the loudspeaker.
“Tonight, we welcome Ali the alligator singing pop star with his
friend Dahlia. Please, welcome Aliiiiiiiiiii and Dahliaaaa!” the alligator
on the microphone screamed their names.
“Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!” all the alligators yelled and Dahlia saw their
teeth glistening in the light.
“Come on. Come to the stage with me and stand on the side,” said
Ali to Dahlia.
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Dahlia stood on the side of the stage and Ali stood in front of the
microphone.
All the lights went off and there was beautiful dance music. It was so
loud, Dahlia couldn’t hear the alligators on the field screaming and
dancing.
Then Ali the alligator pop star sang in the sweetest voice.
Heat is raising, air is getting cold
King Ali alligator says, football field’s
The place to go, coz night fall is the best time
Just about half past twelve, for the first time
In his….to..ry…., it’s gonna start raining
Ali…gators.
It’s raining alligatorsssssss….aleluah!
It’s raining alligatorssss….Ali
It’s raining alligators…..aleluah!
It’s raining alligators…..Ali
Am gonna dance
Am gonna sing,
Am gonna let myself get absolutely
Soaking wetttttt
It’s raining alligators, every special alligators
Tall, young, dark and mean, rough and tough
And strong and lean…….
As Ali sang, the rain started pouring and everyone opened their
umbrellas and sang with Ali.
Thank you, Mother Nature.
You took to the skies and did
What you had to do….
You told every star to line up
The clouds, so that each and every
Alligator would find a perfect pond!
It was a dancing and singing night, and the rain came down
refreshingly and all the alligators sang with Ali and danced the night
away.
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Ali lifted Dahlia onto his strong shoulders and told her.
“Time to go home, little one.”
“Oh, Ali. I had great fun.”
“I knew you would and you did,” said Ali.
“Thank you Ali.”
“You are welcome Dahlia.”
Dahlia slept on Ali’s rough scaly shoulders as he carried her home.
The next day mum woke Dahlia at 12 o’clock to have lunch.
“Dahlia, it’s so late, you must have stayed up looking out the window
again,” said mum.
When Dahlia got out of bed, she ran and opened the front door and
looked behind the flower bed.
A pair of dirty pink gumboots and an umbrella with blue raindrops
were there.

THE WILD HOTEL CROCODILE
Arnold Mundua
THERE was a logging boom in Kandrian in the 1990s and the local
Arawe landowners were flooded with money.
A group of seven Arawes got money for their timber and were on
a spending spree when they ended up in one of the rooms at Hoskins
Hotel for some drinks.
While they were drinking, one of them felt like taking a pee. He
excused himself to his friends and was on his way to the toilet, which
was located at the other end of the building.
Soon after, his friends were surprised when their hotel room door
was flung open and in rushed the man who had just left for the toilet.
Without looking back, and knocking some beers from the hands
of his friends, he leapt on to the bed and on to the table beside the
bed, this time knocking a full carton of beer to the floor. And then he
climbed on top of the wardrobe.
His eyes were almost popping out of their sockets as they
remained fixed on the door. Had there been no ceiling it was clear he
would have crawled even higher.
Stunned and shaken by this unusual behaviour, the other Arawe
men asked, “What’s the matter? You look totally possessed. Is
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someone chasing you?”
“Crocodile! Crocodile! A very big crocodile,” he said panting,
almost choking as the words tumbled out of his mouth. He was
looking totally nervous - and sober.
“What? A crocodile?” asked his colleagues.
“I just saw the biggest crocodile in my life and it’s heading this
way. Don’t open that door,” he barked at his colleagues.
“Where did you see it?”
“In the reception area,” he said.
Panic-stricken, the Arawes remained in the now silent room trying
to pick up any unusual noise or sound from outside. Their
drunkenness was gone but the only thing they could hear was their
own heart pumping hard in their chests.
Then a brave Arawe slowly walked to the door. Careful not to
make a mistake, he opened it slightly and peeped out. There was
nothing there.
“I can’t see anything moving,” he reported to his friends, his head
still outside.
“Where did you see it?” someone asked in a whisper to the one on
the wardrobe.
The frightened one pointed towards the reception area.
“Can we check?” someone asked, and they all agreed and resolved
that all should go.
With the brave one in the lead, the seven Arawes pushed the door
open with great care and cautiously tiptoed towards the reception
area. One after another, their eyes scanning to the front and the rear,
they moved to check on the crocodile.
The Arawes finally reached the reception area. The light was dim
and everything was quiet. Then something jumped noisily from the
reception desk to floor before disappeared into another room.
The noise sounded like a leaping crocodile in the ears of the brave
Arawe man and, without warning, he abruptly turned and raced for
the bedroom, knocking to the floor the man right behind him.
This caused a chain reaction amongst the remaining now terrified
Arawes and soon everyone struggling to enter the same door.
The scared and confused Arawes regrouped in their room, the
door now firmly shut.
“What happened?” they asked their brave leader who was on the
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bed lost in thought and sweating heavily.
“The crocodile leaped,” he said.
“It was a cat. I saw it jump," said the one who had been directly
behind him.
“A cat? Why didn’t you tell me?”
“You knocked me down. I thought you saw it”
All was quiet for some time.
“Let’s check again,” someone suggested.
They agreed again and, like before, cautiously tiptoed to the
reception area.
“Where exactly did you sight the crocodile?” they asked the one
who had first reported on the reptile.
“Over there,” he said, pointing.
The Arawes scanned the area. There was a huge lounge against the
wall. A long coffee table piled with magazines and a flower vase. At
the far end was a big table. On top of the table were displays of
artefacts and there right under the table on the floor was the giant
monster crocodile.
“There it is,” someone whispered. Through the dim light, they
could see its wide open mouth with razor sharp teeth lining lower
and upper jaws ready to snap at anything that came its way.
It certainly looked frightening.
“Is that it?” they asked. The frightened Arawe nodded his head.
“You stupid fool” the brave one shouted. “That’s a wooden
crocodile. It’s a carving. Did you not see it when we passed through
before?”
The terrified Arawe shook his head as a sigh of relief flashed
across his face. “I never saw it” he said. “With the seafront nearby I
thought a saltwater crocodile had entered the hotel.”
A burst of laughter filled the reception area and curious guests
from the other rooms joined them, as did the night guards. The story
of the monster wooden crocodile became the joke of the night.
“Move this beast elsewhere,” was all the Arawes said when they
checked out in the morning. There was laughter everywhere as the
seven Arawes drove out of the hotel.
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BIDU’S HAPPY THOUGHTS
Dale Digori
ONCE upon a time in a magical forest there lived a little boy by the
name of Bidu. Bidu lived with his parents under a huge mango tree
by the river.
Everybody knew he was a strong little boy. He could catch fish
with his bare hands and paddle a canoe all by himself. But Bidu had a
secret that only his parents knew about; the strong little boy was
afraid of the dark.
Even though he had his own little bedroom, every night, the little
boy would sneak up and snuggle himself between Papa and Mama
and fall asleep so that nothing scary could touch him.
“There’s nothing to be afraid of Bidu,” said Papa one night. “You
are eight years old now; you need to sleep in your own room.”
“No, no, no,” cried Bidu, “I want to sleep with both of you.”
But even though he did not like it, he knew Papa was right, he
needed to learn to sleep on his own now.
That night, the little boy was so scared.
“But what if I see something scary,” said Bidu.
“Just think a happy thought,” said Mama.
“Or what if I hear something scary?” asked the frightened little
boy.
“You know what you have to do Bidu,” answered Mama.
Poor little Bidu, he was too scared to think a happy thought. His
imagination grew as he began thinking so many scary thoughts.
As Mama tucked him in and kissed him goodnight, Bidu thought
he saw a shadow move near his window. It wasn’t long before the
shadowy shapes crawled up onto his bed and Bidu pulled the blanket
over his head yelling “Mama!”
“Don’t worry Bidu, it’s only the branches of the tree,” said Mama
softly, “Go back to sleep and think a happy thought.”
But as Mama tucked him in and kissed him goodnight again, Bidu
thought he heard a growl near his window. And it wasn’t much
longer before the growling grew louder and louder and poor little
Bidu pulled the blanket over his head and called out once more
“Papa!”
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“Don’t worry Bidu,” said Papa as he shut the window, “It’s only
the wind blowing, go back to sleep and think a happy thought.”
As Papa tucked him in and kissed him goodnight, Bidu thought he
saw another shadow near his window and heard it growl at him again.
It wasn’t long before the growling grew louder and louder, and the
shadowy shapes began crawling up onto his bed again. This time
Bidu did not cover his head and yell for Mama or Papa. Instead, he
gently pulled the blanket over his head and thought happy thoughts.
“Think of happy thoughts Bidu,” the brave little boy whispered to
himself. “What makes me happy?”
He thought about his favourite animals that lived at the river’s
edge. And he thought about his favourite fruits and berries. He even
thought of his favourite song. Then, when he finally felt he was safe,
he took a deep, deep breath and slowly pulled the blanket off his
head.
To his surprise, there was no scary, shadowy shapes or growling
sound anymore. In its place, he was greeted by the little animals he
had just thought of, dancing and singing his favourite song and
carrying a basketful of sweet fruits and juicy berries.
“See, it’s very easy Bidu,” said a possum joyfully.
“Yes, yes, every time you feel afraid of the dark, Bidu, just think a
happy thought and we will be there to keep you safe,” added a
cuscus.
The little boy was so happy to finally meet the forest animals. He
joined them dancing and sang and ate until finally he was ready to fall
asleep. As he tucked himself in bed and lay there about to close his
eyes, he smiled and thought another happy thought. There was
nothing scary about the tree branches or the blowing wind anymore.
At last, Bidu the little boy was no longer afraid of the dark.
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THE DAY THE DOGS ATE THE PORK
Jimmy Awagl
ONE sunny Friday morning, Sussie, just seven years old, was tasked
to look after a pig.
She was told to look after the heavily pregnant mother pig while her
elder brother and sisters went to school.
Sussie took her small grass knife, a spade, some firewood and a
small bilum (string bag) filled with kaukau (sweet potatoes) which she
would cook while looking after the pig. She went all the way to where
her pig was tied and began to dig a pit for the mumu (stone oven).
Instead of looking after the pig, she was carried away with the
desire of making a mumu and prepared the stones to cook the kaukau.
She was so engrossed she did not notice that, not so far away, the
pig gave birth to six fat piglets.
Suddenly Sussie heard the piglets crying and, looking around, to
her surprise the mother pig was killing four of them.
Sussie ran to rescue the piglets, she it was too late.
She held up one of the dead piglets and cried bitterly. Then she
screamed at the top of her voice. Her mother heard and ran to help
her.
Mother took the mother pig and the two piglets home and Sussie
followed her mother with the four dead piglets in her bilum.
By the time they reached home her older brothers and sisters had
returned from school. They were angry with Sussie but felt sorry for
her too because she was too small to handle such difficult things.
One older brother cooked the dead piglets in a mumu and, when
they were cooked, they uncovered the mumu and shared the food.
While they were eating, they heard people shouting and crying on
the road next to their house. Leaving the food, they rushed outside.
On the road they saw a man bashing his wife because she had
been playing cards all day. When the argument was settled, then they
returned to eat their pig meat.
It was then they realised that their pig meat had grown legs and
disappeared.
Their beloved dogs were sleeping beside the mumu place with their
tummies swelling like pregnant mothers.
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Sussie’s elder brother grabbed a big stick and chased the greedy
dogs into the nearby bushes.
Their father returned from town to find them sitting around the
mumu pit with tears in their eyes.
“Why are you crying? Is there anything wrong?” he asked them.
Sussie reported the incident to their father.
He lifted her to his chest, hugged her and wiped off her tears.
“My daughter, do not worry. Your brothers and sisters are big
enough to handle things properly but they failed.
“So I will buy something to satisfy your tummy tomorrow,”
Father said.
On Saturday morning, her father went into town and bought a
K20 package of lamb flaps for them to cook and eat.
They had a delicious meal to make up for the previous day’s loss.
But pig is everyone’s favourite, so take care of the pork when you
are not around.

MY BEAUTIFUL HOME – LAKE KOENA
Euralia Paine
LEGEND has it that two eel brothers, Gegema and Wode, once
lived in a quaint little brook in an enchanted forest.
One day, Wode decided he would go on an adventure to explore
the land beyond. He got out of the stream, transformed into a young
man, put his limepot into a bilum and began his journey.
Several months passed by and Gegema hadn’t heard from his
brother. He began feeling lonely in the brook. There was no one to
squabble with, and no one to accompany him to explore the rock
pools.
So he decided he would go in search of his brother. He changed
into the most handsome young man anyone had ever seen, dressed in
the most exquisite tapa loin cloth, slung a bilum over his shoulder and
off he went, to find his brother.
As Gegema walked through the forest, scented leaves swayed in
the breeze and caressed his shoulders as if to say, “Have a good day!”
His steps became longer and his pace became faster. It wasn’t long
before he was standing at the edge of a neat palm fringed village.
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The village was quiet and peaceful. Dogs lay sleeping beside
fireplaces while children played. There were no adults around. There
was something mysterious about the village. Something drew him to
the centre of the village like a magnet. He kept walking till he reached
the largest hauswin.
Once he got closer, he looked inside and his jaw dropped.
Hanging under the roof of the hauswin was a long string of skulls of
all sizes. It was difficult to tell how many but there certainly were
quite a lot!
Gegema realised he had arrived at the trophy house of the village.
This is where the village warriors displayed their souvenirs from war,
to instill fear in their enemies, and gain respect and admiration from
their allies. It didn’t take Gegema long to recognise the skull of his
brother Wode.
A cold shiver ran down Gegema’s spine. For a moment he felt
dizzy. It felt like he was going to fall. His mind raced to the last time
he saw his dear brother alive. Tears welled in his eyes uncontrollably.
He heard curious children approaching him so he quickly stifled
his tears and sniffled quietly. Composing himself he greeted the
children and pointed to the most impressive skull asking them whose
it was. They confirmed his suspicion.
“That belongs to a young man, a stranger who came here many
moons ago;” they replied. Gegema asked the older children to get
him some fresh kulau as he climbed up into the hauswin and made
himself comfortable on a mat.
While no one was watching, he quickly took his brother’s skull
and placed it in his bilum. As hours passed he captivated the children
with his adventure stories. As the sun set, he told the children he had
to return to his home before darkness fell.
Gegema raced home to his stream, clutching tightly to his
precious cargo in the bilum. He was going to take revenge. No-one
was going to get away with killing his beloved brother Wode.
At midnight, he cast a magic spell. The sky opened and rain
poured down in buckets. Thunder roared like large rocks clapping
angrily in the sky. Lightning struck non-stop as if someone left the
lights on all night. The stream swelled and swelled. Water rushed
through the enchanted forest in fast flowing torrents.
It wasn’t long before the neat palm fringed village with the skulls
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was flooded. Houses were washed away. The villagers were taken by
surprise. Everyone, including the sleeping dogs, perished. At
daybreak, as the sun shone its first rays and the morning birds began
singing, the floods eased. Only a small hill stood alone.
There was no more brook, no more forest and no more village. In
their place, was the most beautiful lake that spread out as far as the
eyes could see. To this day, the lake called Koena and the hill called
Jirisaka, still stand.
Lake Koena is a distinct landmark located in my home which is on
the north coast of the Oro Province. This lake is about three hours
walk from the coast. Overlooking the lake is Begabari village, home
to my people.
If you visit today, you will see children swimming and frolicking in
the picturesque lake. Canoes can also be seen on the lake with people
fishing or crossing the lake to get to their gardens, or to harvest sago
on the other side.
From this lake flows a quaint brook called Deu. It goes through
an enchanted forest called Taotutu which is on land owned by my
father. In the stream are the exquisite Deu Falls. This is the most
magical place my family visits every holidays.

SIBONA THE LITTLE MERMAID
Diddie Kunaman Jackson
ONCE upon a time a very long time ago but not so long ago in the
dreamtime, lived Sibona the little mermaid.
She had scales that shone like a rainbow and long golden curls that
match her glistening skin that glowed in the sun like a thousand
diamonds.
Before the sun rose to kiss the earth she was the first to welcome
the dawn on the rocky hills singing sweet melodious tunes of the
coming day and when the sun set she was the first to welcome the
moon as her sweet voice sang away into the fading sun.
Tau, the enormous raging eagle, perched on her shoulder to tell
her tales of his most exciting and ambitious journeys, telling her
sweet and adventurous tales of the world over.
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Sibona longed and longed with all her heart to follow the tide to
the faraway lands that hold great mystery, wealth and a wonder that
she sometimes overheard from passing sailors.
Stories of the big lagatois sailed by brave warriors with curly jet
black hair that made great voyages laden with clay pots and ground
pans, sago and betel nut to trade with other warriors on a foreign
coast.
The old-timers on board pushed young sailors hard to be strong
and face the sea as warriors of their clan and ambassadors of their
tribe. For some, this may be their first and last journey depending on
the weather and the seas.
They sailed past Sibona without noticing the little mermaid, as she
hid among the sea weed to peek at the great canoe and eavesdrop on
the stories the sailors told.
As much as Tau would come back from his long trips to tell
Sibona of his fascinating journeys, she longed with all her heart that
Papa would let her go.
Whenever she mentioned something of the faraway lands and the
brave tales of Tau the mighty eagle, Papa would put a stop to her talk
saying it was too dangerous to venture alone a long way from home
and, moreover, she was too young.
He also called Tau a manipulative dreamer and said she shouldn’t
hang around with him as he was bad company.
Sibona brushed aside her Papa’s words, clenching her fists and
telling Tau that one fine day she would make the journey with the
passing lagatoi when it came by.
True to her word the big canoe came one morning as she was
sitting on the rocks singing and brushing her long golden curls. She
hid among the weeds and saw that Papa was not around to stop her
and she swam closer to the canoe so as to feel safe,
As the waters chilled and darkness rapidly approached she began
to wish that she had listened to Papa and not come. But now was not
the time to bargain and she tried to calm her beating heart and listen
attentively to the sailors on board telling stories.
Some old sailors told stories of bravery to encourage and warn the
new sailors about the dangers they were going to face. Some listened
attentively while others murmured their uncertainty about making it
back alive.
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All the what-ifs clouded their restless minds: what would become
of the newly married girl or the mother of so many children and the
grandmothers who had sons and husbands making this voyage. Great
hopes were based on the wise man’s prediction of the wind and the
weather.
Sibona felt pity as she eavesdropped on their stories. Then, still
swimming, she dozed off.
Suddenly she felt a bump on her head and felt the raging sound of
the wind and thunder and the seas rough and black like charcoal. She
couldn’t make out where the big canoe was as she swam around
frantically trying to locate it.
Sibona searched and searched to no avail as another large piece of
drifting wood bumped her head and she fainted.
Dawn broke and Sibona was confused and unsure of what had
happened the previous night. In a daze she heard a familiar voice, the
deep sound of Papa’s voice. She thought it was a dream as she
frantically tried to call but no sound came from her lips.
She felt strong arms lifting her up and she knew that it was Papa
and she collapsed into his dear arms.
Days and weeks passed as Papa nursed her back to health and she
tried to remember what had happened that night. She apologised and
begged Papa’s forgiveness for if he had not come looking for her she
would not have survived the storm and she would have perished
along with those unfortunate sailors.
She recalled the last tales she had shared that night and her heart
felt cold with sadness.
Some weeks later, while sitting on the rocks, Sibona overheard
some village girls exchanging stories. They said that it was a month
past and the voyaging lagatoi had not yet returned and the elders were
saying it should have come home by now.
It was believed the journey was unsuccessful and would be
declared as such but those who had loved ones on board did not
want to believe this.
Sibona wanted so much to join the conversation to tell them the
tale of that fateful night and of how brave these men were till the
end, but how could she when she was only a creature of the sea and
could not be in communication with humans.
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Sibona cried in pain as her heart broke for the new widows, the
children whose fathers had perished, the sisters whose fathers and
brothers would never come home and the mothers and
grandmothers who would never get to hold their husbands and sons
again.

KING BEE TRIES TO UNDERSTAND WHY HE
HAD A SLEEPLESS NIGHT
Paulus Bonny
THE most gorgeous King Bee lived in the cave of Siunga in the
Yongomugl area of Simbu where the glowing beauty of the sun’s rays
always smiled on the surrounding gullies.
With 100 strong soldiers serving him, King Bee was powerful. The
palace was calm and nothing disturbed King Bee and the other
people who lived there.
Then one day, a pretty young girl called Miss Frog disturbed the
sleeping palace by giggling, mumbling and laughing throughout the
night.
King Bee was annoyed and sent some soldiers to bring her before
him.
When the soldiers brought Miss Frog, King Bee asked: “Why did
you disturb me while I was asleep?”
“I was giggling and laughing because during the day I had spied
Mr Snail walking around very slowly with all his belongings, including
his house.
“We never carry around our belongings and house. We leave our
belongings in the house when we move. Why doesn’t he leave his
house and belongings behind and move around freely and faster?”
King Bee heard what Miss Frog said and decided that it was a
genuine explanation. He commanded his soldiers to search for Mr
Snail and bring him before him. It took the soldiers a day to find
Snail. But they did capture him and brought him before King Bee.
“Why do you carry your house around so causing Miss Frog to
laugh and disturb me throughout the night, Mr Snail?
“I am thinking of putting you into prison as you are the cause of
the disturbance.”
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“I am not supposed to carry those things around but it was Mrs
Firefly who made me carry them. She always comes every night with
her fire to burn my house. To save my property and my house, I have
to move them with me,” Mr Snail answered.
King Bee heard what Snail said and believed him. He demanded
the capture of Mrs Firefly and ordered that she be brought before
him.
And so the soldiers brought Mrs Firefly.
“Why are you carrying your fire all over the place to burn Mr
Snail’s house. When Miss Frog saw Mr Snail walking around with his
house, it made her laugh and it disturbed me throughout the night?”
said King Bee.
“Since you are the cause of these disturbances, I am thinking of
imprisoning you for the rest of your life. Do you have anything to
say?”
“Yes, my King,” said Mrs Firefly. “The purpose of me carrying
my fire was to stop Mr Mosquito from biting me as his venom causes
malaria, a disease that is very common in Papua New Guinea.
“To stop Mr Mosquito from biting me and giving me malaria, I
have keep my fire alight all night,” replied Mrs Firefly. King Bee
agreed with Mrs Firefly’s reasoning.
He then demanded the capture of Mr Mosquito.
The soldiers brought Mr Mosquito with his very sharp needle for
a nose before the King.
The King held tightly to Mosquito’s sharp needle and interviewed
him. “Why do you try to bite Mrs Firefly which made her come
around every night with her fire that caused Mr Snail to carry his
house with him which made Miss Frog to laugh all night disturbing
my peace?
“You are the cause of all these problems and I think you will be
killed,” said King Bee.
“If you want to kill me you must be careful because, after a while,
you will be dead too,” Mr Mosquito said.
King Bee wondered how Mr Mosquito would carry out the threat.
“Who do you think you are and what makes you think I will die after
I kill you?
“I have a great army of soldiers which protects me every moment
of my life. Are you as powerful as my army?” he asked.
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“Your soldiers are few in number but I and my friends are many
and our venom is powerful. This could be the end of your kingdom.”
King Bee was scared because Mr Mosquito’s sharp needle was in
his hand.
“You have won the case and now you are free to go,” said King
Bee, “and everybody down the line can also have their freedom.”
So pretty Miss Frog, ugly Mr Snail, tiny Mrs Firefly and nasty Mr
Mosquito all had their freedom restored. They could live anywhere
and exercise their rights as members of the animal and insect
kingdom.
Even though Mr Mosquito is small, he is powerful and dangerous
with his very sharp needle.
He and his family are amongst the most feared of living creatures.
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AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR
PROFILES
Not every entrant to the Crocodile Prize could have their work
published in this anthology. Here, however, we recognise each
contributor and thank them for their part in maintaining a
home-grown Papua New Guinean literature.
Abner Yalu, 36, was born in Lae and is a consultant with the
Goroka-based World Bank productive partnerships in agriculture
project. He has a Master of Agriculture Studies degree from the
University of Queensland and a BSc from the University of PNG.
Agnes Rita Maineke, 58, was born at Monoitu in Bougainville
and is a teacher at St Joseph's Turiboiru Primary School in the Buin
District of South Bougainville. “Writing is an art that I love,” Agnes
says, “and, being a teacher, I encourage students to master this art
and contribute to the literature world.” Agnes has six children and I
three grandchildren. Agnes won the Short Story Award in 2014.
Akilino Powesiu, 35, was born in Port Moresby General Hospital
and is a self-described “freelance writer and dark art enthusiast” who
previously worked for Airlines PNG and Digicel PNG. “To me, life
is an adventurous novel that I create and change, day by day,” he
says. “The act of reading is a passport to another place and time, and
I like books that transport me to terra incognita.”
Alison Kult, 20, is of Western Highlands and Jiwaka parentage.
She is studying second year law at the University of Papua New
Guinea.
Alois Bai, from Simbu, is a post-graduate student in health
promotion at the University of the Sunshine Coast in Australia.
Alphonse M Huvi, 34, is from Bialla in West New Britain and
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teaches in Bougainville. He says he loves reading and writing short
stories. “I acknowledged the Crocodile Prize team for the initiative to
identify hidden talents from writers in PNG.”
Baka Barakove Bina, 53, was born in Kotiyufa Village, Iufi Iufa
in the Eastern Highlands. Since 1993, he has worked in the National
Court in Port Moresby, first in security, then as sheriff and now in
the Registry. He has published two novels and three collections of
short stories. His wife is a primary school teacher and they have four
adult children. “My goal is to publish 10 short stories and, if life
permits, 10 novels.”
Benita Bagasel, 27, is from East Sepik Province and says she
writes “for my own readership because I am shy of what people will
think of what I think up in my head.”
Benjamin A Howard, 41, is from Siassi Island and “married to a
beautiful Madang woman, father to four gorgeous daughters and a
handsome son”. He is a mature age student studying law at the
University of PNG.
Benny Geteng, 29, was born in Lae and is media and public
relations manager with Cricket PNG. He previously worked for
various PNG media organisations as a reporter/researcher.
Bernaditte Barama, 36, is the first born of five siblings and hails
from Woodlark Island, Milne Bay. She is an avid reader of novels and
loves the traditions of her father, who comes from a patrilineal
society in Tufi, Northern Province.
Bessielah David, 33, from Manus Province is a self-described
bookworm. “I have a passion for poetry - I write about life basically,”
she says. “I've been writing since senior high but stopped for a while
when family life kicked-in. Now am writing from the comfort of my
office desk, when am not too busy, writing about love, life, general
attributes of men and women.”
Betty Gabriel Wakia, 28, is studying education and technology at
Tianjin University in China.
Boniface Tony, 18, was born at Mingende in Simbu Province. He
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is a student at Rosary Secondary School near Kundiawa.
Busa Jeremiah Wenogo, 30, was born in Port Moresby and is an
economist and freelance writer. He specialises in the area of PNG’s
informal economy but his writing reflects an array of socio-economic
issues that confront contemporary PNG. He is the creator and
administrator of the Facebook page Black Economy - The truth about the
other side of PNG and the blogsite PNG Informal Economist.
Caroline Evari, 26, was born in Vanimo in the West Sepik
(Sandaun) Province and is of mixed Oro and Milne Bay parentage.
She works as lead receptionist with the World Bank in Port Moresby.
“Writing has been one thing I loved doing while growing up,” she
says. “It has been one of the best ways of expressing emotions and
feeling maximum satisfaction.”
Christina Goglau is a teacher at Kundiawa Hospital Special
School. She comes from Womatne Village, Gembogl in the Simbu
Province.
Cinta Clare Tekwie, 27, is from mixed West Papua and Papua
New Guinea parentage and lives with her husband David and three
sons in Brisbane, Australia. She is an early childhood educator. “It is
my hope that all children, regardless of where they currently live, will
never forget their heritage, and have the courage to confidently
express themselves as they grow up, and pass on the stories that have
shaped their identity,” she says.
Clency Amos is a vision-impaired student doing Grade 10 at
Rosary Secondary School, Kondiu, in Simbu. Her entry was written
in Braille. She wants to be a human rights lawyer and a writer.
Clive Hawigen is a graduate of Divine Word University and has
been working in the media and public relations industry since 2007.
“For as long as I can remember, I’ve always wanted to be a writer,”
he says. “That’s one of the reasons I took up journalism, in the hope
that it’ll give me the right tools to write that best seller one day..”
Dale Digori, 21, was born in Port Moresby of mixed Oro and
Central Province parentage. He is a second year law student at the
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University of PNG and his hobbies include songwriting and writing
fiction, essays and poetry.
Daniel Ipan Kumbon, 56, was born in Kondo Village, Kandep,
Enga Province. He started his media career with the National
Broadcasting Corporation in 1979. In 1986, he switched to print
journalism after completing media studies at UPNG and won
scholarships to the United Kingdom, USA and Mexico. In 2015 he
published Remember Me and Other Stories from Enga Province.
“Wherever I have gone,” he says, “I have always worn my hand
woven PNG highlands cap and my long beard to promote PNG
culture in my own small way.”
Danielle Morgan, 22, was born in Kokopo, East New Britain,
and says she is “still figuring out my life as I go.”
Delma Venudi Geary, 31, from Port Moresby says she feels
better writing about something than saying how it is.
Dilu D Okuk, 40, was born in Goroka and is a high school
teacher. “I love my family, my country and God,” he says.
Derrick Dusava, 36, considers himself a Port Moresby kid. “I
grew up here in the city when it was much nicer,” he comments. His
parents are from East Sepik, and Gulf. He’s a practicing lawyer
working with PNG Power Ltd.
Desmond Aigilo is a law student and says he loves reading,
literature, poetry and life.
Dominica Are, 28, comes from Gumine in Simbu Province but
was born and grew up in Mt Hagen. She graduated in business
accounting from Divine Word University and works as an accountant
with PNG Coffee Exports Ltd in Goroka. “I love reading, writing,
meeting new people, shopping, watching movies and going to
church,” she says. “Writing has always been my favourite distraction
from the hustle and bustle of life. I believe in being humble and seek
God first in everything I do.”
Donna Mali, 25, is from the small hamlet of Komi in the Banoni
area of the Bana District in South Bougainville. “I was born during
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the middle of the bloody war on the island,” she says, “but had all my
education in West New Britain”. Donna is married with two children
and has “the passion to write.”
Edwick Koima is a student in Grade 10 at Rosary Secondary
School, Kondiu, Simbu.
Elizabeth Lullu Haoda, 42, was born in Lae and is married with
four children. She works with Fubilan Catering Services in Tabubil,
Western Province.
Emmanuel David Landu, 23, was born in Goroka and is a
student. “I am an aspiring architect and enjoy creating abstract
imagery in my spare time,” he says. “I believe that great art resonates
with the viewer not only with the creator.”
Emmanuel Marosi comes from Vidaro Village, Bogia District,
Madang Province and is a freelance IT technician and blogger. “I
dropped out of university in 2007,” says Emmanuel. “Life was
extremely tough. I walked on the streets selling betel nut. I had
nowhere to go so started utilising my skills in computing and
eventually gain recognition and popularity.”
Emmanuel Narokobi, 38, is a Port Moresby-based journalist and
social media specialist who publishes the respected Masalai blog and
runs Masalai Communications in Port Moresby.
Esther Komogi, 17, was born in Port Moresby and is a Grade 10
student at Goroka Secondary School.
Euralia Paine is from Tufi in Oro Province. She worked for 12
years with financial institutions and as a newspaper journalist. She has
an MBA from the University of South Pacific and a social sciences
degree from the University of Waikato in New Zealand.
Fidelis Sukina, 26, is from Siwai in Bougainville and works as an
administration officer and reporter. He has a BA majoring in
international relations and community development. “I have a
passion for research and journalism,” he says. “Writing is my pastime
and I’m still improving.”
Florence Jonduo, 25, hails from Ulighembi village (Kubalia) in
East Sepik and Mataita 1 village (Goodenough Island) in Milne Bay.
She is the last born in her family and has three siblings. She graduated
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with a BA in Journalism at Divine Word University and is working as
a researcher/writer for EMTV's Olsem Wanem Program in Port
Moresby.
Florian Steven Semos Gara, 33, is from Kieta in Bougainville.
He describes himself as “just a writer.”
Francina Thomson, 32, is from Gusap in Madang.
Francis Drekore, 8, was born in Kundiawa, Simbu, and is in
Grade 3 at the Kundiawa Christian Academy.
Gideon Walwal Ginkawa, 57, is from Nelikum Village, Maprik,
East Sepik. He is a farmer who writes part time with intentions to
publish his writings.
Gita-Kristie Korimbo, 18, is from the Eastern Highlands. She
attends Goroka Grammar School as a Grade 12 student.
Godwin Jimmy Aiawa, 42, is from Morobe Province and works
as a legal officer with PNG Power while living with his family in
Goroka. “I am glad to see and read the works of other talented PNG
writers,” he says, “which serve as a motivation for me to continue
writing and reach my goal of eventually writing and publishing my
first book.”
Gregory Jaze Avira, 22, was born in Madang and is a final year
communication arts student at Divine Word University. “I have a
particular interest in writing and advocating on topics such as
violence against women, environmental issues and other matters that
affect our society,” he says.
Hazel Kutkue, 20, is a medical student at the University of PNG.
“I love writing in my spare time,” she says. “If I could earn a living
from writing, I would most definitely drop everything and write full
time.”
Helen Kuli, 47, was born in Maprik and is a research and
database officer with the Education Department. “I am writing short
stories, poems and plays,” she says. “I have completed a book that
will be published soon.”
Helen Dokup, 21, is from mixed Simbu and Jiwaka parentage
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and is a third year student at the University of Goroka studying
geography and literature.
Helen Delphine Kuran, 24, comes from Madang and is in her
final year of studying communication arts at Divine Word University.
She is married and the mother of a one month baby boy.
Iso Yawi, 23, from Kubalia, East Sepik is a telecommunications
technician and lives in Lae. He says he has a passion to write novels,
poems and short stories.
Jack David is a Grade 12 student at Muaina Secondary School,
Simbu.
James Gena is a Grade 9 student at Kewamugl High School,
Simbu.
Jerry Teluasa Morus, 35, was born on Lihir Island, New Ireland
Province. He is an agriculturalist currently managing Pokche
Properties Limited on Lihir. “Putting my thoughts on paper helps me
solve problems,” he says, “or just provide me a sense of peace by
expressing my feelings rather than keeping them bottled up inside.”
Jimmy Awagl, 35, is from Parua, Nilguma, Simbu Province and a
secondary school teacher at Ku High School. He is a founding
member of Simbu Writers Association.
Jimmy Drekore, 39, is from Sumau, Simbu. He is president of
Simbu Children Foundation, president of Simbu Writers Association,
chairman of the Crocodile Prize Organization and 2014 Digicel PNG
Man of Honour. He won the Crocodile prize Award for Poetry in
2011.
John Aisa Oae, 32, was born in Veifa'a in Central Province and is
a designer who wants to discover if he has what it takes to write.
Johnson Makaen, 34, was born in Port Moresby and is a
researcher at PNG Institute of Medical Research in Goroka. “I love
reading novels, I've read tonnes of them,” he says. “The more I read,
the more I get to understand how people write.”
Jordan Bauloni, 29, is from Dobu Island in the Esa'ala District in
Milne Bay. He left primary school before completion and enjoys
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playing soccer, hunting, reading and drawing.
Joycelin Kauc Leahy, 50, was born in Wau and raised in Wagang
village, Lae. She holds a Diploma in Journalism from UPNG and a
Masters in Museum Studies from the University of Queensland. She
wants to assist in getting more Papua New Guineans reading, writing
and getting published. Her passion has been in preserving and
upholding the rich and unique culture of her people and other PNG
art, culture and heritage.
Julie Sugoho, 43, is from Manus and works in Lae as a customs
coordinator for the Morobe Mining Joint Venture. She is married
with four children. “I'm learning public speaking through
Toastmasters,” she says, “and now I'm trying my hand at writing and
like it.”
Katherine Epikana is a project coordinator with Diwai Pacific
Limited in Madang and first time contributor to the Crocodile Prize.
Kenneth Iga, 35, is from Irupara village, Hula in the Central
Province. He is working with G4S Secure Solutions in Port Moresby.
“Work is hectic but I write as much as I can during my breaks,” he
says. “I write songs, poetry and music; short stories and plays but
haven’t published anything in the mainstream yet.”
Kiri Junior Kom is a student in Grade 12 at Mt Wilhelm
Secondary School, Simbu.
Konetero Ronnie Dotaona, 33, is from Milne Bay and is a
science teacher with a deep passion for indigenous knowledge. “I
carved my profession out of a childhood hobby for the love of
arthropods,” he says. “I'm a self-taught multi-instrumentalist, a
prankster and love telling stories to kids. My spare time is occupied
by gardening, woodworking or a bit of melody therapy. Never keep
me away from the sea for too long.”
Lapieh Nazaria Landu, 25, was born in Port Moresby of mixed
Eastern Highlands, Milne Bay and Sanduan parentage. She is
branding coordinator of the Australia Awards in PNG. “When I am
not working or contributing to Stella or PNG Attitude,” she says, “I
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am a full time mother to my beautiful daughter, Sky.” Lapieh won the
Crocodile Prize Award for Women’s Writing in 2011 and the Award
for Poetry in 2013.
Lawrence Gerry has been a language lecturer and researcher at
the University of Goroka and is now a PhD student at the University
of New South Wales. He has a keen interest in policy development
and is also working as an intern with the Melanesia Program at the
Lowy Institute for International Policy, Sydney.
Leisel Neddy, 10, lives in Wa'ema village, Alotau, Milne Bay
Province and is in Grade 4 at Koeabule Primary School. Her hobbies
are reading, watching movies, writing, telling stories.
Lorraine Basse, 28, is from Manam Island but was brought up in
Goroka. She works as a publications officer/assistant editor and
graphic designer with the Melanesian Institute.
Malo e'Avuku Flavia Senar, 25, was born in New Ireland and is
a high school teacher in Bougainville. She enjoys reading, writing
poems and spending time in the sea.
Margaret Brownjohn, 30, comes from West New Britain and is
of Sepik heritage. She grew up in Port Moresby and is currently
working and studying overseas. She takes a keen interest in
sustainable development and national progress in the Pacific islands.
Marlene Dee Gray Potoura, 45, is from Bougainville and loves
writing short stories and children's stories. “As I get older, I am
becoming more addicted to writing,” she says, “The people I meet
and see inspire me to create short stories. Children love stories, that
they can adapt themselves to a certain character.” Marlene lives with
her kids in Lae, where they have lived for 10 years.
Martinez Wasuak, 25, was born in Sinengu village, Yangoru in
East Sepik Province. She is a foreign service trainee in PNG’s
Department of Foreign Affairs.
Martyn Namorong, 29, was born in Baimuru in the Western
Province. He dropped out of medical school and began blogging,
freelance writing and travelling with a special interest in telling stories
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about PNG. He is also a television commentator. He won the
Crocodiel prize Award for Essays and Journalism in 2011.
Mary Eugenia Diou Popui, 23, comes from Buin in
Bougainville. She began but did not complete a mechanical
engineering course at Lae Polytech. She is married with one child.
Mathias Simon is in Grade 10 at Ku High School in Simbu.
Michael Geketa was born in Gagan village, Buka, Bougainville
and is a policeman at present completing full-time study at the
University of PNG.
Michaelyn Takai is a student in Grade 11A at Rosary Secondary
School, Kondiu, Simbu.
Monalisa Kas, 28, was born in Lorengau of Madang and Manus
parents. She is completing a master's degree in public health at Case
Western Reserve University in Ohio, United States. She was
previously a scientific officer at the :PNG Institute of Medical
Research.
Mondo Krond is a student in Grade 10 at Ku High School,
Simbu
Natalie Guma is a student in Grade 10 at Barengigl High School,
Simbu.
Nicola Nicholson Daniel, 32, is from Goroka and teaches
language and literature to upper secondary at Goroka Grammar
School. She writes poems and short stories and shares her passion for
writing by using them as examples for her students.
Noglai Alua Kristina Kin, 17, is from Deri village, Salt Nomane
in the Karimui District of Simbu. She is in Grade 11 at Kondiu
Secondary School. She wishes to become a lawyer or doctor and, one
day, a good writer.
Paul Waugla Wii, 38, was born in Demang village, Kerowagi,
Simbu Province. He is a secondary school teacher and a member of
the Simbu Writers Association.
Pauline Mago King, 24, is from Lae and a final year journalism
student at Divine Word University. She says reading and writing have
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always played an integral role in her life. “To me, reading and writing
opens up one's mind to a world of endless possibilities where change
can be brought about,” she says. “It is my hope that I can effect
positive change through my writing.”
Pauline Riman, 34, was born in Port Moresby. “I’m not a great
writer,” she says, “and I’m yet to find my craft. I’m just grateful for
the opportunity to share my work.”
Peter Sevara Jr, 31, is from Port Moresby where he is a sports
reporter with the Post-Courier newspaper.
Philip Kaupa Gena, 27, is a third year biology student at the
University of PNG. He is from Simbu Province and likes football,
poetry and playing guitar – “but really hate gossipers.”
Rachael Kuria is in Grade 9 at Ku High School in Simbu
province.
Rachel Pipai, 36, is from Rabaul with mixed Manus and
Southern Highland’s parentage. “Writing was my way of
understanding myself, situations and aspirations,” she says. “I haven't
utilised this skill in a long time, but I do write things down when I am
inspired.”
Rachel 'Rhaye' Tarsan, 33, was born in Madang and works as a
public relations executive in Port Moresby.
Raphael Yilan Anea, 26, is from Vanimo, Sandaun Province, and
is studying for a Bachelor in Rural Health degree at Divine word
University. “I write short phrases, poems and prose about anything
that my mind could think of,” he says. “My days are still young so I
wish my dream to be a writer would come through one fine day.”
Rashmii Amoah, 34, was born in Lae and is a married, stay-athome mother of three children under seven. “I enjoy creating
novelty-themed birthday cakes, playing chess and reading all genres
but adore satire,” she says. “Anna Karenina and The Great Gatsby
are my favourite novels and John Steinbeck is my favourite author.”
Rashmii’s other interests are youth advocacy, mental health
awareness, prisoner rehabilitation and fashion photography.
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Raymond Komis Girana, 31, was born in Hanahan in
Bougainville where he is media officer with the Catholic Church. He
is an ex-Marist seminarian who was asked by Bishop Bernard Unabali
to start the Diocesan Media Office in 2011. He produces news for
the local diocesan newsletter and for Catholic Reporter PNG.
Reilly Pokunan Kanamon, 25, was born in Port Moresby and is
a Communication Arts (Journalism) graduate of Divine Word
University in Madang. He has previously had stories and poetry
published in the Crocodile Prize Anthology 2014. “I am hoping to
publish a book soon with a collection of myths and legends from the
Admiralty (Manus),” he says.
Rosewitta Gewa, 24, is from Aitape, West Sepik, and is a fourth
year communication arts student at Divine Word University. “I have
loved reading and writing since discovering old dusty books in my
mother's English and Literature office at Busu High when I was in
Grade 3,” she says. “The Bible was the first book I read.”
Rosian Mitna, 17, was born in Ku Modern Village in Simbu
Province. She is a Grade 10 student at Ku High School.
Roslyn Tony, 42, is of mixed East Sepik/Simbu parentage and is
a teacher at Rosary Secondary School in Simbu. “I like writing,
particularly poems,” she says. “Poems comfort me and enable me to
move forward positively in life particularly when I am low physically,
spiritually, emotionally or mentally.”
Samantha Kusari, 23, is studying for a Bachelor of Arts
(Linguistics) at the University of Goroka. She loves writing poems
and short stories about anything that captures her interest.
Samuel Neddy, 12, is from Wa'ema village, Alotau in Milne Bay.
He is in Grade 6 at Koeabule Primary School and enjoys playing
soccer, drawing, reading and telling stories.
Sandra Maineke, 31, was born in Arawa, Bougainville, and is a
teacher at Sovele Primary School in South Bougainville. “I see that
myths must be recorded for the benefit of the future generation,” she
says. Sandra is married with a beautiful four-year old daughter.
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Steven Gimbo, 42, from Madang is team leader of Radio Fly, a
community radio station owned and operated by Ok Tedi Mining
Limited in Western province. He has been a community radio
broadcaster and producer for over 20 years and writes fiction and
poetry as a hobby.
Talsah Bannick, 23, is from Madang and is in her third year of
studies the PNG studies and international relations at Divine Word
University. “I am a determined and highly motivated person,” she
says. “I take my studies seriously and as much as possible I like to see
things from different perspectives before reaching a conclusion.”
Tanya Zeriga Alone, 38, from Kainantu in the Eastern
Highlands is an experienced writer and commentator.
Terence Ako, 26, was born at Rumginae in Kiunga, Western
Province. He is a final year student in PNG studies and international
relations at Divine Word University. During his spare time he reads,
does crossword puzzles, writes music and song lyrics and cooks.
Thomas Okun, 44, is from Banz, Jiwaka Province, and is deputy
academic principal of Rosary Secondary School, Kondiu, in Simbu. “I
specialise in teaching English and like writing poems and short
stories,” he says. “Apart from teaching in the classroom, I play lead
guitar for gospel bands, record songs and do sound recording and
engineering.”
Thomas Pandipiye Goraiye, 28, is from Lae but of Southern
Highlands parentage. “I was encouraged by my Grade 7 teacher (an
Aussie woman) to read for fun and it became a habit. In Grade 10, I
wrote three short plays acted by me and classmates at a world culture
show in school.” His favourite books are The Wind in the Willows
by Kenneth Grahame, Firefox by Craig Thomas and Robots and
Empire by Isaac Asimov. “My reading and writing is comprised
almost entirely of fictional works, but I also tend to find inspiration
in real life.”
Tom Kaupa, 13, is in Grade 8 at Gon Kambua Primary School in
Simbu. He wrote The Red Fish, a story published in the Crocodile
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Prize Anthology 2014.
Tony Gabriel is in Grade 9 at Kondom Agaundo Memorial High
School in Simbu.
Vinzealhar Ainjo Nen, 19, was born in Port Moresby of Watut
(Morobe) and Ialibu (Southern Highlands) parentage. “I am
passionate about the empowerment of youth in my country, climate
change, HIV/AIDS and women and children's rights,” he says.
Wardley Desmond Barry-Igivisa, 27, was born in Rabaul and
teaches at nearby Sonoma Adventist College. “Over the years I have
explored and experimented with the different styles of poetry,” he
says. “It is my hope that what comes off my pen would help us
appreciate our contexts, accept our differences and challenges, and
inspire us to work together for a better, well-informed literatureloving PNG.”
Wendy Dogura, 34, was born in Wau and now lives in Lae.
Whitney S Naromin, 22, was born in Port Moresby. “My passion
for writing short stories and poems started off as an hobby and has
now become one of my favourite activities. I get inspiration for my
writing from life experiences of others and myself and from everyday
situations.”
William Irakau, 27, is from Manam Island and now lives in
Alexishafen. He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts from UPNG in
April and is working as an administrative assistant for Caritas
Australia.
Yalwai Dulume is in Grade 11A at Muaina Secondary School,
Simbu.
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